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" Much they reck of your praise and you

!

But the wronged great souls— can they be quit

Of a world where all their work is to do,

Where you style them, you of the little wit,

Old master this and Early the other,

Not dreaming that Old and New are fellows,

That a younger succeeds to an elder brother,

Da Vincis derive in good time from Dellos }
"

None of the contrasts between the Old and the New, are more

striking than that between the Old United States and the New. " We
have tried to make a Union between eight republics and five oligarchies,"

said Gouverneur Morris of the Old United States, sixty years ago.

" "We have adopted the Fifteenth Amendment," is the record of the

New. Mr. Owen, who looks back across the gulf, with memories of ex-

perience such as few men share, will present in two or three numbers of

our journal some sketches of this contrast. "We ask special attention to

his delineation in this number of the character of Mr. Lincoln.

Since the publication of our last number, the House of Representa-

tives has hurried to a vote the bill prohibiting polygamy in Utah. The
vote is one of those which the country has learned to suspect, by which

members of the House enroll themselves on the side supposed to be pop-

ular on the record, certain that the Senate will neglect or kill the bill,

and so save the country from any consequences. We have wide as-

surance that the careful opinion of the best authorities is that which we
have already expressed,— that the time is too late for this bill. We
have permitted the Mormons to establish polygamy in Utah. If we
meant to prohibit it by Congressional enactment, the time to do so was

when they went there. Now that we have permitted it, we have two

duties before us. First, to encourage and protect an emigration so large

that the " Gentiles " on the spot may overrule the Mormons. Second,

to assert and maintain the laws we have upon the spot, so that Brigham

Young, or any other Mormon chief, may know with whose permission he

lives and reigns.

Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1870, by H. 0. Houghton and Company, in- the Clerfc'fr

Office of the District Court of the District of Massachusetts.

Vol. I.— No. 5. o-r
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Mr. Brigham's paper, which we publish in this number, will enable

our readers to form some intelligent opinion of the future in Utah. In

an early issue of Old and New we shall give some careful description,

from recent observation, of Mormon worship and other customs.

Did Jo. Smith know, when he selected the name " Mormon," that

Illiger had selected it as the name of the false Auks ? If you will look

out " Mormon " in the " Penny Cyclopedia," this is all you find :
" Illi-

ger's name for a genus of Alcadae. Auk." Such is prophetic fame !

It is not necessary for us to ask attention to the light thrown on the

pretences of the Great Pope or of the little popes by Mr. Torricelli's paper

or by Dr. Dewey's. More and more evident is it, that the fallibility of

the Pope is to be decided for this country, not by any council of a thou-

sand bishops, more or less, but by an appeal to the great highest tribunal of

human appeal known among us,— the intelligence and conscience of the

American people. Without claiming infallibility for that tribunal, we
hazard little in saying that it is far more difficult to mislead it, on a crit-

ical question in which the destiny of the country is involved, than it has

proved to misdirect the man who is separated from other men in the im-

prisonment of the Vatican, that he may best direct the conscience of

the world.

It is important, that, at the very outset, the issue presented in the

discussions, which are to clear the way for that great decision, shall be

the true issue. The question before the American people is not the

question of the " Bible in Schools," but the question of " Religion in

Schools." The direction given in the Syllabus, which every school-

master and every school-committee is now invited to obey, is that relig-

ion, as such, shall be kept out of the education given by the public

authority. To satisfy the theory proposed, there must be no recognition

of God and none of any word of God. It is not simply that the Bible

shall not be read, or that prayer shall not be offered, but that in history,

in music, in literature, there shall be no recognition of right, virtue, truth,

or heaven. No exclusion less than this satisfies the exclusive theory.

The Roman Catholic ecclesiastics will move as a unit in this matter.

We cannot but hope that the leading Protestant communions have sense

enough of the importance of the results to devise some opportunity for

a comparison of views,— and of a united statement in reply to the au-

thoritative demands of Rome, as to what is the American policy in pub-

lic education.

As these sheets pass the press, the last limit breaks, which in any com-

munion is placed on the hopeful activity of an awakening year. In

eras when life of itself was considered dangerous, and the repression of

life to be the true religion, a church, educated under that heathen im-
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pression, contrived the ritual, by which a formal effort is still made to

check the hope and triumph of spring by the methods of fasting. In

this country, however, an annual rescript permits all persons " who have

hard labor to perform " to omit the affected abstinence. And as, in

America, happily, there are very few persons who have not " hard labor

to perform," the annual Lent becomes rather a season for religious ob-

servance than for bodily mortification. We can offer no better wish to

our readers than that which is hidden in the charming Saxon word Len-

ihen, from which the festival, as it should be, of the new-born year,

takes its name. In lenihening days may they forget old failures and

find fit field for the new activity and the enlarged life of spring.

LENTHEN TIME.

" Soft springing grass, fresh tender flowers,

The loosened brooks meandering on,

The budding trees and balmy hours,

Join to proclaim the winter gone.—
So, winter of the soul depart,

"With all your errors, griefs, and fears
;

Not this the time to oppress the heart

With mourning, penance, sighs, and tears.

" Not so had Jesus gladly trod

The new-born grass of spring renewed
;

He looked from Nature up to God,

And saw the promise always good,

Of trust and hope and present love,

Though dark and rude had winter frowned.

Spring looks not back on clouds and gloom,

Now ' lenthening days ' smile all around."

LOOKING BACK ACROSS THE WAR-GULF.

BY ROBERT DALE OWEN.

After an early life of storm and So now, at the beginning of a new
struggle and rescue, and of years decade, though we may feel a certain
passed in that valley of the shadow of reluctance in reverting to what we
death where souls are tried, some to have suffered and escaped,— a feeling
sink and be lost in the darkness, some that tempts us to exclaim, " Let the
to emerge into light and freedom, it dead bury their dead," yet, if we would
behooves the survivor, glad in the re- not altogether neglect the Old for the
turning sunshine of peaceful days, to New,— if we would not wholly forget
spend an occasional spare hour in ret- the great lessons of adversity, — a
rospect. Out of the gloom of the glimpse, now and then, at some of the
past come the best lights of the future, more striking phases of the nation's
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antediluvian life may serve at once to

quicken a sense of gratitude to the

All-giver, while we trace his guidance

of us through evil to good, and to sug-

gest that while we may properly re-

joice in what has been effected, there

are grave tasks before us, involving

broader duties which we should prompt-

ly address ourselves to perform.

Such considerations gave rise to the

following paper : to be followed, per-

haps, as occasion offers, by one or two

more from the same source.

THE HOUR AND THE MAN.

.They who inhabited the United

States during the last ten years, were

fortunate. It was a time and a cen-

tury worth living in.

There are certain epochs when the

great problems on the solution of

which hangs the destiny of mankind,

make unwonted progress toward solu-

tion.

Such a revolution was that from

which our country has lately emerged.

We had been endeavoring to settle,

by practical experience on a large

scale, one of the great questions that

have ever divided the opinions of man-
kind— the question whether the masses

are capable of self-government. Un-
der what our forefathers deemed the

pressure of necessity, this question had

been complicated with another. Within

our system of self-rule, we had been

trying an experiment that had never,

in all human experience, been tried be-

fore. We had been trying to maintain

a united democratic government over

thirty millions of people, of whom twenty

millions lived under one system, indus-

trial and social, ten millions under an-

other. The twenty millions, chiefly of

one race, carried out among themselves,

substantially, a Declaration made ninety

years ago, recognizing the equality in

creation, and the inalienable rights, of

man. The ten millions consisted, in

nearly equal portions, of two races,—
one the descendants of voluntary emi-

grants who came hither seeking free-

dom and happiness in a foreign land
;

the other, deriving their blood from

ancestors against whom was perpe-

trated a terrible wrong ; who came
in chains and were sold as chattels.

From these forced emigrants and their

descendants had been taken away al-

most all human rights, the right of life

and of perpetuating a race of bonds-

men excepted.

The experiment we had been trying

for more than three quarters of a cen-

tury was, whether, over social and in-

dustrial elements thus discordant, a

republican government, asserting equal-

ity of rights, and freedom in thought,

in speech, in action, could, in perpetu-

ity, be successfully maintained.

The statesmen of the Revolution did

not believe that it could. Men of prog-

ress, they understood the law of prog-

ress. They regarded African slavery

as an abuse, and they knew that al-

though, for the time and in a certain

stage of human progress, some abuses

may have their temporary use, and for

this, under God's economy, may be

suffered to continue, yet all abuses have

but a limited life, the Right only being

eternal.

Great truths like these are forgotten

by nations in the course of long sea-

sons of material prosperity. So it hap-

pened in the slave States of the South.

Their bondsmen, originally forced upon

reluctant colonists, were submissive un-

der their wrongs. The condition of

involuntary servitude gradually came

to be regarded as a domestic necessity

and a legitimate element of wealth.

Riches poured in on the slaveholders,

at a fabulous rate of increase. Con-

science slept, fanned by the enervating

breeze of success.

With vast wealth and a drowsy con-

science, came pride, the harbinger of

destruction. When annual reports of
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the great Southern staple swelled from

thousands to millions of bales, hearts

waxed haughty and said :
" We are

the commercial arbiters of the world.

We can do as we list. Who shall

gainsay us ? " And because men jus-

tify what they love, they said, further

:

" Slavery is the normal condition of

the negro ; let us base government

upon this great physical, philosophical,

and moral truth."

Then took practical form a vagrant

idea that had been wandering, for more

than a quarter of a century, amid South-

ern political circles, hospitably received

by Calhoun and his disciples, and coun-

tenanced by men more sagacious than

they.1 The Southern States raised the

standard of Secession.

Thus the South hoped, first, to pro-

tect from danger and to perpetuate,

her favorite institution ; and secondly,

to found an independent slave empire,

magnificent and powerful, the envy of

the world.

It might be rash to condemn in

wholesale fashion, her motives in this

matter. Ambition and prejudice, each

tending to obscure the mental vision,

doubtless had their influence ; ambition

in the leaders, who saw, in a separate

government, fairer field for office and
distinction ; prejudice in the masses,

taking the form of deep-rooted hatred

of the North and Northern opinions

and Northern criticism,— a hereditary

tendency widely spread among all

classes of Southern whites. Few men
are capable of steeling their reason

against the specious pleadings of self-

interest and of passion ; least of all

those who have been accustomed from

infancy to the irresponsible exercise of

arbitrary power.

It might be rash, then, to question

the sincerity of her belief in her right

1 De Tocqueville, in his chapter, " On the

Chances of Duration of the American Union, and
the Dangers which threaten it," says: —

" If one of the States chose to withdraw its name

to secede and carry out her ambitious

scheme. It was easy and natural

enough for Southerners, not having

been disciplined to wholesome restraint,

to think that they, not their slaves,

were the wronged ones. When visions

of servile insurrection floated before

their eyes, it was easy to ascribe to

what they called Northern aggression,

that which had origin deep in their own
vicious system. They may sometimes

have honestly persuaded themselves

that acts, blameless on the part of the

North, were plenary justification for

the revolt they meditated. The wolf

may have been in earnest when he

complained that the lamb, lower down
the stream, muddied the water which

he was drinking.

Thus, a candid interpretation of

motives suggests that under these de-

luding influences, the ruling majority

in the insurrectionary States may, in

the end, have conscientiously adopted

a political heresy, the fallacy of which

even the luminous mind of De Tocque-

ville had fiiiled to perceive.

Nevertheless the Southern insur-

gents of 1861 were not, independently

of their failure, entitled, except in the

turbulent sense of the term, to be

called revolutionists. They sought, in-

deed, like the French revolutionists of

1789, to overthrow the existing order

of things ; but not, like them, in the

interest of progression. They were

the Vendeans— the Chouans— of the

time ; fighting for antiquated ideas,

levying war in support of ancient

abuse.

Neither could the term revolutionist

be applied with propriety to the people

of the North. It is true that, in the

course of the conflict, they undertook

a vast and radical reform ; yet they

became reformers not from spontane-

from the contract, it would be difficult to disprove

its right of doing so." — Democracy in America,

by Alexis De Tocqueville, Cambridge ed., 1862,

vol. i. p. 499.
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ous impulse, but because of the palpa-

ble unfolding of an inevitable principle.

They were converted to radicalism by

incidents which arose during the effort

to maintain, in integrity, the structure

of their government and the territory

composing the Union. Except patriot-

ism, there was, at the first, little in

common, either in spirit or in purpose,

between them and the men who, in the

first honest and ardent days of the

French Revolution, uprose to fight

the battle of civic liberty and human
rights.1

The morning of our great struggle

was dark and threatening. There were

no brilliant lights luring to a political

Utopia. The American Loyalists of

1861 engaged in the contest that was

forced upon them, sadly, reluctantly.

Not to achieve new liberties was their

endeavor ; it reached no farther than

to maintain" the old. They had no Gi-

rondist dream of regeneration ; a rescue

from anarchy was their humbler hope.

They advanced slowly, cautiously,

feeling their way, more after the sober

method of their English ancestors than

after the enthusiastic fashion of their

old allies of France. At the com-

mencement of the conflict to which the

abuse, grown to overshadowing di-

mensions, had given birth, the popular

sentiment rose no further than a firm

resolve to save the life of the nation,

not yet attaining the height of a pur-

pose to extirpate the abuse which had

threatened that life.

Unimpassioned deliberation mingled

with the enthusiasm under the influence

of which, in April, 1861, at a day's

warning, farm and workshop were de-

1 Speaking of the French Revolution of 1789,

De Tocqueville says :
—

" I have studied history extensively, and I ven-

ture to affirm that I know of no other revolution at

whose outset so many men were imbued with a patri-

otism as sincere, as disinterested, as truly great."

— Old Regime and the Revolution, chap. xiv.

2 "If the sovereignty of the Union were, at the

present day, to engage in a struggle with that of

the States, its defeat may be confidently predicted

;

serted, and the North became a nation

of warriors.

In those days, as a general rule, the

volunteer was animated by one idea

only. It was embodied in the senti-

ment once proposed by Andrew Jack-

son :
" The Federal Union ; it must be

preserved !
" Eminent statesmen had

prophesied, as to that Union, that it

would endure only so long as all the

States which compose it chose to con-

tinue members of the Confederation.2

At the outset, the popular masses

throughout the loyal States had not

deliberately and logically followed out,

to its foundations in error, the specious

fallacy of the secession doctrine, as at

a later period they did. But their in-

stinct revolted against the fulfilment of

a prophecy which involved certain dis-

ruption of the nation, and humiliating

abasement, not less certain, of her

position among the great powers of

the earth. Like men having a vow to

save intact their entire country, they

were resolved to show that, in their

Federal Government, the element of

strength mingled with the habit of

mildness. The issue, then, during the

first year of the war, though highly

important, was virtually one of su-

premacy only, awaking little sympathy

outside the limits of the Republic. It

involved no specific question of Morals

or Civilization, in which the great heart

of Humanity might take part. It re-

ferred to boundaries and material in-

terests ; to the integrity or dismember-

ment of a powerful nation, therefore

to its peace, prosperity, commercial

advancement, national welfare ; matters

vital to us, but not directly connected

and it is not probable that such a struggle would
be seriously undertaken. As often as a steady re-

sistance is offered to the Federal Government, it

will be found to yield. Experience has hitherto

shown that whenever a State has demanded any-

thing with perseverance and resolution, it has in-

variably succeeded; and that, if it has distinctly

refused to act, it was left to do as it thought fit."

— De Tocqueville's Democracy in America, Cam-
bridge ed., 1862, vol. i. pp. 497, 498.
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with the cause of moral and spiritual

progress.

This happened, not because the ma-

jority of those who sprung to arms in

order to quell an insurrection were in-

different to the enormity of the social

abuse then prevalent among the insur-

gents, but because they had become

accustomed to regard themselves as de-

barred from interference in the matter.

It happened because a respect for law

conflicted with a regard for liberty.

To the American citizen, the Consti-

tution stands in the place occupied, un-

der the monarchical system, by the sov-

ereign in person. It is the supreme

object of his loyalty. In the instance

referred to, veneration for that instru-

ment went so far as to influence per-

ceptions of justice. A large majority

in the North have always deemed it a

great wrong that human beings and

their descendants forever should be

held in bondage, or regarded, to use

the legal phrase, as " res positce in com-

mercio"— as chattels in which it is

lawful for States or individuals to traf-

fic ; but until after the time when civil

war made the slaveholders in eleven

States their enemies, the Northern

masses tolerated that wrong, lest, in

the endeavor to remedy it, greater

evils might have birth.

A small, sturdy, minority there was,

who, chiefly on humanitarian grounds,

had always denied the legality of the

slaveholder's claim to service or labor

;

yet a construction of the Constitution

adverse to such denial and acquiesced

in by the nation throughout two gen-

erations,1 was held by most men to be

sufficient reason why the claim in ques-

1 The opinion of Congress on this subject was
tested at a very early day. During the second ses-

sion of the First Congress, namely, on the 12th of
February, 1790, a memorial from the " Pennsyl-
vania Society for promoting the Abolition of Sla-

very " was presented to the House of Representa-
tives. It prayed for the abolition not only of the
traffic in slaves, but of slavery itself. The action

on this memorial was in Committee of the Whole
only, not passing into actual legislation; but it

tion should be regarded »as private

property and respected as such. The
majority in our Northern States held

to the opinion that it could not be

resisted without violation of the Con-

stitution ; in other words, by a revo-

lutionary act. They felt that though

revolutionary acts become a justifiable

remedy upon great occasions, as in

1776, yet they are usually replete with

peril ; that it is easy to pass the limit

of regulated authority, but impossible

to estimate the dangers we may en-

counter, when that guardian limit is

once transgressed. And thus the North

refrained from taking the initiative in

an anti-slavery revolution.

It may not be denied, as to many
Northern men, that cupidity, excited

sometimes by supposed commercial ad-

vantages, sometimes by selfish political

calculations, came in aid of constitu-

tional scruple. But cupidity, commercial

or political, was not, in the minds of the

masses, the ruling motive ; nor, but for

the restraint of the Constitution, would

sordid considerations have prevented

the nation from shaking off the incubus

that oppressed it.

Slavery, therefore, moral wrong as

it is, was tolerated by the majority, as

one of the articles in a great national

compromise which it was unlawful and

perilous to violate. If, before the

South had trampled under foot com-

promise and Constitution, those who
administered the Federal Government,

taking the initiative, had striven to

eradicate the growing evil, the effort

would have been in vain ; for they

could not have carried the people with

them. If such an effort had resulted

sufficiently indicates the temper and opinion of the

House on the subject. After discussion on the

16th, 17th, 18th, 19th, and 22d of February, it

was —
" Resolved, That Congress have no authority to

interfere in the emancipation of slaves, or of the

treatment of them within any of the States ; it re-

maining with the several States alone to provide

any regulations therein which humanity and true

policy may require."
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in war, the war would have been un-

successful, because the free States were

not ready to go to war for such a cause.

There had, indeed, been gathering in

the public mind of the North, for years,

a sense of Southern encroachment, a

vague consciousness, too, that slavery,

always a national sin, was becoming a

threatener of national destruction ; and

above all a resolution, which finally

took efficient practical form in the au-

tumn elections of 1860, that this na-

tional sin should not extend beyond its

existing limits. The belief, also, which

the framers of the Constitution held,

that slavery was a short-lived abuse,

was reviving, in the shape of a grave

doubt whether two discordant systems

of labor could be permanently main-

tained in the North American Repub-

lic. '

Nevertheless, when the storm-cloud

of Secession burst over the Northern

States, it found the mass of the people

patriots, not philosophers ; exhibiting

stern courage in an imperative cause,

not high-wrought enthusiasm in a gen-

erous crusade. In the eyes of foreign

peoples, the attitude of the North, in

1861, challenged respect but did not

enkindle admiration. The world looked

calmly on, and saw her struggling for

life and for maintenance of her rank

among nations ; that was all. She had

not yet come to think seriously of re-

dressing the grievances of an oppressed

race, indwellers of the same land with

herself.

That came with time. The seed,

scattered under a cloud of obloquy,

in days of discouragement and danger,

on what had seemed stony ground, was

springing up under the forcing heat of

the war. The bread cast upon the

waters, by the small band of despised

abolitionists, was returning after many
days. As the contest proceeded, the

North went beyond the perception that

the wrong perpetrated against others

was a standing menace against herself.

She awoke to the consciousness that a

new duty had devolved upon her. Id

adversity men look into their hearts,

there to read lessons which in pros-

perity they had never learned. Suf-

ferings under an unjust war bred sym-

pathy for sufferings under an iniquitous

system.

Nevertheless it was at the hands of

its own friends that the slave system

received its death wound. They tore

the seal from the national bond. What
abolitionists had failed to effect, slave-

holders unwittingly succeeded in effect-

ing. Armed enemies of the Constitu-

tion, they forfeited its guaranties. War,

which has its mission, released the

hands and absolved the scruples of the

North, leaving her free to act according

to the dictates of her conscience.

She saw the time arrive when no

constitutional bar any longer interposed

to prevent the abatement of the great

national Wrong. She felt that she was

henceforth responsible if, in the race

for human freedom, impartial and uni-

versal, she lagged, with Spain, behind

the rest of the civilized world. Fi-

nally she settled down to the conviction

that she was answerable, before God
and man, if, having at last become free

to carry out in practice the noble dec-

laration of our forefathers, that life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness

are among the inalienable rights of

man, she basely refused or neglected

thus to do.

And so, on an auspicious first day of

the year, about the middle of the great

war, she set free from hereditary bond-

age three millions of people.

From that day her arms prospered,

and her foes grew more and more dis-

mayed. Two years and a few months

later, the last insurgent army surren-

dered to the Federal power.

At the approach of the long, dark

days that were to try the nation's cour-

age and decide her fate, her own pre-
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saging instinct, or some guardian in-

fluence from a Higher Source, had

guided her selection of a Leader. She

chose, out of the people, a man after

the heart of the people. Distinguished

names were laid before her ; she passed

them by. There was presented to her

a Senator whom his State— the Em-
pire State of the Union— had de-

lighted to honor ; a man favored by-

education, fortified by experience, gifted

with eloquence ; one among those, too,

who had proclaimed the conflict that

was about to rage. She turned from

him, with his brilliant antecedents, and

gave her voice for another, unlettered,

inexperienced, of lesser renown, of

humble rank. How much more than

men dreamed of then, depended on the

sagacity of that decision !

'The nation selected, as Chief, to find

the way for her in her Day of Trial,

One who was a noble, if rudely fash-

ioned, embodiment of herself ; an

American of the Americans
;

1 a man
whose heart-throbs beat in unison with

the nation's pulse ; who rejoiced when
the nation rejoiced, who wept when she

wept ; a denizen not of any of the cities,

which men make, but of the great coun-

try as it comes from the hand of God.

This man, tinged with the prejudices

of his nation, shared alike her scruples

and her aspirations. Like her he ven-

erated the Constitution and respected

its compromises. Like her he was law-

abiding, sober-minded, peace-loving,

long-suffering. Like her, too, he felt

his way anxiously, and discarded his

untenable preconceptions slowly, as

events, teeming with lessons, super-

vened. With cautious step he went in

advance of the people, leading them on ;

but not far in advance ; never so far

but that they could distinctly hear his

mild words of encouragement ; never

so far that, like a magnet too remote

from its object, he lost his attractive

force over the nation's heart ; never so

1 Philippians iii. 5.

far that the people feared to follow him,

lest they should be led away into wild

and perilous paths.

Meanwhile the Leader was himself

a Follower also. He, too, had his

path to find, and his progress to make.

The pillar of cloud, the pillar of fire,

marked his way through alternate sun-

shine and storm. Tardily and wearily

sometimes, but unflinchingly ever, he

worked up to the guiding light. Oth-

ers, outrunning his sober pace, chafed

because it was not hastened ; but he

overtook them on the journey in due

time, as " God gave him to see the

Right.

"

2 Some men stand still,

amazed, when the tempest darkens

around them ; others grow and rise to

the height of the occasion ; but few

have ever grown and risen as did this

man ; his mind maturing and his views

expanding under the stirring influences

of the times. It was an old familiar

name for which the majority voted as

President in 1864 ; yet it was scarcely

a reelection. It was not the same man
that the people had elected President

four years before.

Nevertheless, even before his name
was mentioned for any office higher

than a seat in the Senate of the United

States,3 he did indicate the path of

progress ; in words, too, which we have

learned to recognize as prophetic. Ad-
verting to the agitation then prevalent

on the subject of slavery, he declared

that it would never cease till a crisis

had been reached and passed. He
added an expression of his belief, that

the Government could not permanently

endure if two discordant systems of

labor continued in the States. He
predicted that the issue would be, not

the fall of the Union but the cessation

of this discordance. He predicted,

farther, that the public mind would

find no peace until it could rest in the

belief that slavery was in progress of

gradual extinction. As a step in that

a President's Message. 8 In June, 1858.
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direction, he declared himself in favor

of the exclusion of slavery from all

the territories of the United States.

To that point he went, not beyond

it. He expressed the opinion that

there was no right, and ought to be

no inclination, in the people of the

States that were free, to interfere with

slavery in the States that were slave.

As to the admission of additional slave

States into the Union, he declared

that he should see, with exceeding

sorrow, any such admission ; that he

hoped and believed not a single slave

State ever would be added to the

present list ; but that, if in any terri-

tory whence slavery had been ex-

cluded during its territorial existence,

the people, when they came to adopt

a State Constitution, should do a thing

so extraordinary as to incorporate in

it the principle of slavery, he saw no

alternative but to admit them, notwith-

standing.

These words indicate the limits to

which he advanced. He preceded the

people but a little way, yet it was in

the right path ; and he did not fear to

tell them plainly whither that path

would ultimately lead.

It was a single step. With our

ideas enlarged and liberalized by the

grand events which have been crowded

into the last few years, we call it a

small step. It was, however, the first

in a radical series. And it had this

great recommendation, that it was one

which the people, noting the giant

strides of the slave power, alarmed by

the Kansas-Nebraska iniquity, out-

raged by the Dred Scott decision, were

prepared to take. They needed time

and thought to determine what the

next step should be.

The mixture of boldness and of cau-

tion, pleased them. They selected its

author, undistinguished and unpretend-

ing, as their standard-bearer in the

great conflict that was approaching.

And after so doing, they stopped where

he had stopped ; they endorsed his

opinion that each State had a right to

order and control its domestic institu-

tions as it saw fit.

They did more. Sharing his er-

rors, they followed him when he

went astray. This happened mainly

because his failings were of honest

birth ; not the growth of pride, nor or

self-seeking, nor of guile in any shape :

but the short-comings of over-caution,

the hesitancies of a painstaking de-

sire to seek out the right ; the weak-

nesses that beset a genial nature. He
was never betrayed into error by arro-

gance, often by sympathy. When his

head and his heart were at variance,

the latter sometimes unfairly won the

day. Even when faults were appar-

ent, the people forgave them, because,

like a sinner in the olden time, he
" loved much."

This man's first official missive to

the nation breathed the very spirit of

comity and conciliation. Some of its

concessions for the sake of peace,

reached a limit beyond which a single

step would have been culpable. Pos-

terity will decide that, on one point,

he transgressed that limit; intimating

his approval of a proposed amend-

ment to the Federal Constitution

which should irrevocably prohibit in-

terference with slavery in the States.

Yet the majority of the people, re-

coiling from the horrors of a fratrici-

dal war, sanctioned and applauded this

error. God, in whose hands the

wrath of man becomes an element of

good, willed not that so fatal a com-
promise of principle should be carried

into effect ; and that calamity by no

human effort was averted.

Throughout several weeks after the

inauguration, people and President still

hoped for domestic tranquillity. In

vain ! A thirty-years' plot against the

government had matured. The fiery

spirits who controlled the South had

resolved that they would not accept a
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President duly elected, who, like the

fathers of the Revolution, had spoken

of slavery as an evanescent thing.

Opinions were set up as cause why
they should reject this man : opinions,

not acts; his acts were those of a

mediator and a peace-maker. A prac-

tical Christian, he was ready to forgive

his brother, even to seventy times

seven. States had already formally

withdrawn from the Union ; and thou-

sands in those States stood, armed

for a contest, ready to obey the first

trumpet-call of secession. Yet even

to these avowed armed enemies, the

President of the people, speaking in

their name, had said: "You can have

no conflict without being yourselves

the aggressors." He forebore the

shedding of kindred blood, until on a

day that will long remain a terrible

remembrance to the South,— the first

day of aggression,— the boom of can-

non from the south shore of Charles-

ton harbor, announced that civil war

had begun. He forbore until further

forbearance would have imperilled the

national life. Then, at last, he called

to the People who had been anxious-

ly waiting the decision, long delayed.

And never was uprising like that which

answered his call

!

But even as the great majority of

those who then flocked to the national

standard, acted on principles of patri-

otism, not of philanthropy, so, for

the time being, did the representative

man who led them on. A kinder

heart than his has seldom tenanted hu-

man bosom; but, at the outset, he

turned his thought to this, that it was
his duty first to consult the rights and
the interests of the country, not those

of a race unrighteously held in bond-

age among us.

Had his views been more expanded,

the response to them, at that juncture,

would have been less impassioned and

overwhelming. The very limit of his

horizon, assimilating him in position

more closely to the masses of his

countrymen, caused his influence over

them, just then, to be the more efficient,

and the more widely spread.

Throughout the first year of the

war, the mind of the nation's selected

chief, like that of the majority of those

who selected him, had worked but a

little way toward the great problem,

on the solution of which hung ultimate

success or failure. At the close of

that year the President still thought it

proper to keep the integrity of the

Union prominent as the primary object

of the contest ; still deprecated haste

in deciding that "radical and extreme

measures " were indispensable ; still

adhered to the favorite fallacy of the

Henry Clay school of politicians,— the

policy of colonization ; recommending

the transportation to a congenial cli-

mate, not only of such slaves as might

become free by operation of the recent

confiscation act, or by action of any

State, but of such other free colored

people as might be willing to go.1 He
had previously so modified an order,

by the general commanding the West-

ern Department, which declared free

all slaves of persons in that depart-

ment who should take up arms against

the United States, as to cause that

declaration to conform to, and not to

transcend the provisions of the act

above referred to.2

The next year, the great educating

year of the war, witnessed a vast ad-

vance in the ideas of President and

people.

Like the noting of signs which

herald the coming of spring— the

swelling of the bud, the first unfolding

of the blossom,— is the grateful task

of following up, one by one, the tokens,

ever clearer and more encouraging,

which gave gradual assurance that the

i President's Message, December 3, 1861. Insurrectionary Purposes," approved, August 6,
2 "An Act to Confiscate Property used for 1861.
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long winter of bondage was passing

away, and the genial days were nigh

when the sun of freedom, piercing the

war-clouds of battle, was to warm and

to gladden with its impartial rays, the

lives of the despised and the lowly.

To the impatient, or to the careless

observer, the moral season seemed

backward, and the incidents in its prog-

ress scarcely perceptible. Yet they

were replete with promise.

The first indication came in the

form of an Executive Message.1 It

took but feeble ground on the great

question. Ignorant, or forgetful, it

would seem, of the English experience

in Jamaica, the President declared that,

in his judgment, gradual not sudden

emancipation was best for all. And
he proposed, as to any State which

might adopt such emancipation, pecu-

niary aid and cooperation on the part

of the Federal Government,— a pro-

posal that was never accepted. While

he reminded Congress that such a

proposition sets up no claim of a right,

by Federal authority, to interfere with

slavery within State limits, he added

the significant hint, that, if resistance

continued, such incidents as promised

to be efficient in bringing the struggle

to a close, must and would come.

Two months later a General com-

manding the Southern Department

issued an order declaring free the

slaves in three States. But in disa-

vowing and avoiding this order, as in-

competent to be issued by a department

commander, the President took occa-

sion to add that he reserved the ques-

tion, whether it was competent for

him, as Commander-in-Chief, to declare

free the slaves of any State.

Two months more brought clearer

views to the mind of this anxious

seeker after the right. In communi-

cating with Congress regarding the

provisions of the Second Confiscation

Act, he asserted the right of the na-

1 March 6, 1862.

tional legislature to emancipate. Reb-

els, he averred, forfeited their slaves at

least as justly as they did any other

property ; and they forfeited both to

the government against which they

offended. The government, so far as

there can be ownership, became the

owner of the forfeited slaves. And
he added, that he saw no objection to

Congress deciding in advance that

they should be free.2

The true key-note was struck at

last. Such property of enemies as

essentially aids to carry on war, and

therefore tends to prolong it, may
justly be seized and appropriated.

The claims to service and labor were

emphatically such property. We had

a right by the laws of war, to appro-

priate and to annul them. As the

only effectual means at once to secure

domestic tranquillity, and to escape

the merited reproach of the civilized

world, so to act became a duty as well

as a right.

As the weeks passed the military

prospects of the North darkened. The
largest and best appointed army this

continent had ever seen was baffled at

what had seemed the threshold of vic-

tory. Golden opportunities to capture

the enemy's seat of government, were

lost by unwarrantable delay. The tid-

ings of an ultimate failure and a skilful

retreat, veiled under the tender tech-

nicality of a change of base, fell upon

the country, discouraging the timid

and incensing the brave. Day by day

emancipation became more and more

the theme of debate. The President's

ante-chamber was crowded with eager

advisers. These were divided, as men
always are, into the hopeful and the

desponding. Many came to urge the

measure as the appointed means of

national redemption ; more perhaps,

to protest against it, as a direful source

of discord even among the loyalists of

2 Message transmitted to the House of Repre-

sentatives, July 17, 1862.
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the North, and the final opening of a

breach, never again to be closed, be-

tween the contending sections of the

country. All obtained patient audi-

ence. And it usually happened— such

was the idiosyncrasy of the man they

sought to advise,— that those who came

to protest, departed convinced that a

Proclamation of Emancipation was

imminent; while those who urged the

necessity of that measure went away

despairing of any immediate action,

and in doubt whether the Commander-

in-chief of the nation's forces would

summon courage to issue such a proc-

lamation at all.

If, as in etymological strictness we
ought, we interpret prejudice to mean

a judgment formed before examination,

then must we regard as prejudices his

opinions, however true, who has neg-

lected to weigh them against their op-

posites, however false. In this sense

the chief who led the American people

in their great conflict was a man, not

indeed devoid of prejudice, yet habit-

ually on his guard against it. He had

long been revolving the justice and

policy of a public manifesto declaring

free all slaves held to service or labor

in the insurgent States. Yet even

when his mind had almost reached its

final decision, it seemed more occupied

with the objections and difficulties pre-

sented by this great measure than with

the advantages he hoped thence to de-

rive.

Incidental events determined the

exact day. It was within a year and

a half from the date of Fort Sumter's

surrender that an older stronghold,

vainly deemed sacred and impregna-

ble by its Southern defenders,— a

prison-house with sadder secrets than

the Bastille's,— was first subjected to

assault. A hundred days later the at-

tack was renewed. More deadly than

shot or shell were the missiles em-
ployed. The old walls crumbled under

the fire from the battery of Freedom.

Two years more, and of that vast

structure, the pride of successive gen-

erations, nothing was left but the rec-

ord of the crimes it had sheltered and

the sufferings it had beheld.

A few months later, and the victor

had become the victim. His spirit

weary with the sorrows of a life and

cares of a nation, the Leader who had

proclaimed the liberty of millions, was
himself released by a felon hand, from

the turmoil and the bondage of earth.

Not untimely was his fate. He sur-

vived to witness the extinction of

slavery and all its woes. His eyes

had seen the salvation of his country.

His last days were days of triumph

and of joy.

At some future day, in a coming

generation, will doubtless be written,

more frankly and more dispassionately

than by any contemporary it can be, the

history of the Hour and the biography

of the Man. The whole truth cannot

with propriety be told to-day. When-
ever it is, the nation will learn that he

who is yet loved and mourned deep in

the hearts of its millions as never

chief of a great people was loved and

mourned in the world before, was—
aye, in very deed ! like Him whose

disciple he proved himself— "a man
of sorrows and acquainted with grief."

Some day will be laid before the

world, shining proof, that there are no

personal burdens so grievous and heavy

to be borne, that a brave and a faithful

spirit rising superior to them all, may
not, despite the weary load, attain the

summit of human distinction. And
that great lesson will be embodied in

the same volume, which shall relate the

decline and fail, in the continent of

North America, of that pestilent abuse

of which the abolition, effected amid

the clash of arms, will ever remain

the crowning glory of the life and

the times of Abraham Lincoln.
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THE CRIMEAN CAPTIVES.

A CHORUS OF EURIPIDES.

( Translated by N. Noyes.)

The romance of the Crimea, known in old times as Cimmeria, and as the Tauric Chersonesus, began
long before the Siege of Sebastopol, nay, long before Captain John Smith was a slave there, and, escaping,

gave to Virginia the honor of being founded by a fugitive slave.

As long ago as the days of Orestes, he and Pylades found his sister Iphigenia there. She was the

priestess of Diana, and, by her vows, was bound to sacrifice all strangers to that goddess. As soon as

she recognized her brothers, they planned together their escape and hers ; and Iphigenia added to the

success of the enterprise by carrying with her the statue of the goddess. A party of Grecian captive

women, who serve Iphigenia and Diana in the temple, make the chorus in the play. As they witness

Iphigenia's preparations for departure, they express their own griefs in the alternate stanzas of, this cho-

rus. The reader's mind may be relieved, if he is told that the fugitives are thrown back by stress of

weather, but that Minerva appears, saves them, and obtains the liberty of these captives of the chorus,

also.

Thus celebrated is the Crimea for the adventures of fugitive slaves.

Halcyon, O Halcyon,

Who, by Pontus' rocky shore,

Singest mournful evermore,

In a song whose tones are clear,

If kindred sorrow lends an ear,

Calling for thy husband lost,

Brooding on the sea,

A wingless Halcyon of the foam

I can weep with thee—
Weeping for the home I lost,

Where Diana's guarded charms

In her shrine on Cynthian coast

Are shielded by the thick-leaved palms ;
-

For the fragrant Daphne's flowers,

For the Olive's fruitage sere,

—

Precious gift of loved Latona,

Mother of our goddess dear :
—

For the consecrated lake,

Where their thirst her cygnets slake,

And their refuge joyful take,

And the echoes gladly wake,

As they sing.

ANTISTROPHE.

0, the tears, the streams of tears,

Which in sorrow-torrents fell,

When they forced me from my home,

I shall aye remember well :
—

When the precious price was paid,

When the oars in ocean played,

And hated ships us captives bore,

Seaward to this barbarous shore ;
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Where we serve Atrides' child,

Sad priestess— who has never smiled

In this altar worship wild.

For habit does not teach us

In our sorrows to be glad :
—

Their misery will reach us

Through what time our lives we lead

:

This heavy fate of man shall never end,

Grief with his pleasure evermore shall blend.

STROPHE II.

For you, my honored mistress,

Shall the Argives' fifty oars

Struggle with the surge of ocean,

Till you see your native shores.

They shall plash and plash again,

To the merry notes of Pan,

While softer tones of Phoebus' lyre

Shall hasten to an end

The weary days which bring your bark

To Attic strand.

I linger here deserted,— woe is me !

But you shall cross the madly surging sea.

The halyards high your sails in sky

Broad display
;

And your ship before the breezes' roar

Flies away.

ANTISTROPHE.

that through the ethereal course,

Where the sun his radiance pours,

1 might hasten to those shores

!

that wing-borne o'er the foam,

1 might fly to my home.

I would sing in chorus there,

Where the virgin goddess fair

Of happy birth,

Welcomes throngs who eager press,

With the prayer that she may bless

Them on the earth

:

Where at the sacred shrine,

Rich with gold, •

Her suitors vie with gifts divine,

Rivals bold,—
That her smiles may bless the prayer

Which in reverence they bear

To Latona, Mother dear,

When with raiment rich and rare,

Her downy cheek and golden hair

They enfold.
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NOW.

A TRUE STORY.

In a little village of Massachusetts,

there resided far back in the last cen-

tury, one Isaac Evans, an industrious

mechanic, who maintained his family

comfortably by the work of his hands,

but could not for his life manage to

lay up a single penny. Consequently,

when he and his wife were suddenly

withdrawn from their labors, by a pes-

tilence, a family of six children, all

young, was thrown on the charity of

the world. Some relatives and friends

came forward in the " hour of need,"

and took them to their several houses.

They were all separated, one from

another, though not many miles apart.

It is with the youngest, Isaac by name,

that we have now to do.

Isaac was six years old, when a

friend of the family brought to his

home in this city, the little orphan.

He was a poor man, this foster-

father, but rich in human kindness.

His help-mate received the child into

her house and into her heart, for they

were childless. To call Reuben Jones

a poor man, was scarcely correct, ex-

cept conventionally. He held in fee-

simple a small tenement, planted in a

sort of court or inlet to Lynn Street,

with extensive privileges of land or

mud, running down to the water to at

that time an undefined boundary. Two
rooms on the floor:' the front room

Jones used as his workshop, for he

was an excellent cordwainer of the

real old English stock. The rear was

kitchen, parlor, and sometimes bed-

room, as need or sickness required.

This was mistress Jones's domain,

where she ruled with undisputed sway.

They were from the old country, with-

out near kindred, and they received

the little one as a godsend. Jones

earned enough for all their wants, and

now and then, with advice and consent

of his spouse, would lay by a shilling

or so for a rainy day. Their uncar-

peted floors, flag-bottomed chairs, pew-

ter candlesticks, and like belongings,

might betoken poverty to one accus-

tomed to fine houses with their gay
garniture, but they desired no better.

They could keep themselves comfort-

able as to food and clothing, and owed
no man a penny. Were they poor ?

I am making too long a story, I fear,

for 'tis a picture that "imagination

fondly stoops to trace." Here the

halo of domestic love and perfect con-

tent lit up the homely board, and

glinted over every cup, dish, and plat-

ter. But I forbear, and hasten on
with my narrative.

Little Isaac was cared for, sent to

school, kept tidy, and what was more,

taught to keep himself so. At four-

teen, his education, according to the

ideas of the times, being completed,

his foster-father took him into his shop,

where he soon discovered a genius for

that very craft. Thus time ferried them
smoothly along for about four years,

when the good Mrs. Jones fell ill, and

after a few weeks, was borne away to

another resting-place, never to return.

A crushing blow was this to poor

Reuben, wholly unprepared for such an

event. It was quite beyond his com-

prehension. He lost all interest in his

calling. He could not live alone ; so

he set his house in order, made his

will, bequeathed to Isaac all his earthly

possessions, and taking up his pil-

grim's staff", his face brightening as he

approached his journey's end, he trav-

elled after his beloved companion, and

in a few weeks was laid by her side.

Here was a situation for Isaac. The
house, the shop with tools of trade,
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the mud privileges, and a few hundred

dollars of the penny savings of the

good old couple were now his own.

Isaac was ever an obedient, quiet,

timid child, doing the thing that he was

ordered, but seldom thinking for him-

self. He had hosts of advisers, of

course, at this juncture ; but their ad-

vice was unanimous, and as Isaac had

no plan of his own, he took it. This

was, to continue the trade ; the neigh-

bors and old customers would give

him their work as usual, though to be

sure, there never was a shoemaker

like Jones.

Now sad and weary were Isaac's

days. The light had gone out of the

dwelling, the glory had departed from

the cups, and dishes, and platters, till

an angel visited him in the form of a

lively, ragged, cheery, homeless lad of

about his own age,— one who had often

dropped in when Jones was living, and

his workshop a stopping or sitting

place for such of the neighboring gen-

try as were out of work, or wished to

hear or circulate the news. This lad

had no parentage that he knew of,

and had acquired somehow or other

the sobriquet of Roderick Random.
" Isaac," said Roderick, one day,

after a solemn gaze into Isaac's face,

"you look sad."

" What wonder !
" said Isaac.

" Well ! of course it's no wonder

;

but it's no use, you know. You ought

to have somebody with you ; somebody

gay,— me, for instance ; couldn't I

learn the trade?"
" I suppose so," answered Isaac,

who never wasted words.

"And will you let me learn of

you?"
Isaac thought a little, and said, " Yes,

if you want to."

" Done," said Roderick gleefully.

" I'll begin this minute. I am to live

here, you know."

Isaac looked up as if he could not

quite understand.
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" Of course, I must live here, for

I've nowhere else ;— but before I be-

gin to make shoes, I am going round

to tidy up the house. I must clear

up and have everything bright and

shiny where Jam."
" Do as you choose," said Isaac,

resignedly.

Roderick was a jewel. Where he

had learned it, nobody knew, for Rod-
erick was not given to reminiscences.

He put the old house in such order,

as it had not seen since the days of

the lamented Mrs. Jones,— alas, the

former glint did not quite come back

!

The workshop, under his hands, be-

came a model of neatness. Roderick

saved his brother, — as he called Isaac,

— many cares ; was as handy as a

woman to cook, wash, iron, and sew.

And with all these household duties,

soon became master of the honorable

trade of shoemaking. He even found

time to go round and solicit custom,—
and the business was never before so

thriving.

Without any special agreement,

Isaac regularly divided the profits of

their work with his friend. Their

wants were few ; they indulged in no

extravagances, eschewed tobacco, and

when they arrived at their majority,—
which by mutual consent was appointed

to come off on the same day (Rod-

erick's birth not being registered any-

where), — they had accumulated a

snug little sum.

Isaac was content, nor dreamed of

change. Unimaginative to a degree,

he looked not beyond the present, and

that was well enough. How was he

astounded one day, when Roderick

suddenly announced that he was about

to be married.

" Married !
" gasped he,— for he had

no other thought than that they should

both live on in the same way to a good

old age, and then quietly drop into the

grave together.

" Poh ! don't be frightened
!

" said
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Roderick laughing, " I've had it in my
mind these two years, ever since I first

met my Mary Ann, only I was not

then quite rich enough."
" Are you sure that it's best ?

"

asked Isaac.

" Best ? To be sure it is, Tis al-

ways best to get a good wife. And
Mary Ann will be that, I'll promise

you. Isaac, you ought to be married

yourself. I'll find a wife for you."

" O, no, no !

" exclaimed Isaac,

with a shudder, which caused Roderick

to laugh immoderately. Now Isaac

had never dreamed of loving woman-
kind. He did not dislike the sex.

He beheld women with a kind of awe.

His excessive bashfulness kept him

from the slightest approach to famil-

iarity with them, and to look on any

Mary Ann as a provision for himself,

never entered his poor noddle.

" Will she come here ? " he asked,

at last.

" 0, no," said Roderick, " she lives

with her mother, a widow, and we
shall live together there. I shall have

to leave you, old chap, and you must

bear it with Christian fortitude, as I

shall. I'll look in now and then to

encourage you, and Ma'am Wilson

over the way has promised to take

care of the house and keep everything

nice. Don't stare so ! I've made all

arrangements for you ;
— and O yes,

—

I'll send all my children to you for

shoes. O, yes, you'll see how I'll pa-

tronize you,"— so, shaking hands with

Isaac, he walked off. And this bless-

ed episode in Isaac's life was closed

forever.

Roderick married. Having nothing

better to do, he still continued to work
with Isaac ; but with his remarkable

address and pertinacity, he succeeded

after a time in working himself into a

wholesale establishment,, as clerk and

general assistant, and after more years,

into the firm.

Isaac plodded on, looking neither

back nor forward,— a thoroughly un-

interesting personage. Lanes, though
long, have a turning at last. Boston

was prospering, trade increasing, real

estate rising, and Isaac's little spot

of mud suddenly rose in value. A
pier was to be built. A committee,

consisting of two well-dressed gentle-

men, waited on Isaac, and frightened

him out of his wits by requesting a

private audience. Isaac, trembling

and agitated, made his way through

the gaping loafers who usually crowded

his shop, and showed the way to his

kitchen, hall, and parlor.

They desired to purchase, and asked

on what terms Isaac could part with

his domain.

Isaac said he didn't want to sell.

" Perhaps," says one, " we can prevail

on you with an offer."

Isaac shook his head.

" Will you take five dollars per

foot?"
" I don't know how many feet there

are," said Isaac wearily, " and I don't

want to sell."

" We will give you without measur-

ing $5,000 for the place."

" But what could I do ? Where can

I go," said the poor, helpless fellow.

The gentlemen looked at each other ;

by some masonic signal they simulta-

neously arose, said they would see

him again in an hour, and withdrew.

Isaac returned to his companions in

a state of bewilderment. They soon *

drew from him the subject of the con-

ference, and congratulated him in such

exulting terms, that a new impulse

seemed to be given to his very nature.

For the first time in his life he began

to think for himself.

In an hour the gentlemen returned

with a stated offer of exchange. For
the shanty that he now lived in, they

would transfer to him a large wooden

building on Milk Street, in a not very

pleasant part, to be sure, but far su-

perior to this. The house, somewhat
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dilapidated, should be repaired, his

goods and chattels removed at their

expense, and a bonus given him of

$1,000 to purchase new stock.

Here was an offer that Isaac could

not resist, and accordingly in a month's

time, Isaac was established in his new
quarters. He had taken the money,

and adding what he had already ac-

cumulated, set up a boot and shoe

store, retaining one apartment for

making and repairing. Thus Isaac,

spite of himself, was prospering.

I care not to note all the degrees

of his progress ; but applying himself,

as was his wont, to whatever was his

calling, and having no drawbacks, in

shape of family or other bother, he

increased in wealth, grew shrewd in

business. Honest to a proverb, he

had the confidence of all with whom
he had to do. He bought and sold,

improving all chances, made great

profits, met with few losses, and at the

age of sixty-five, became, if not a

millionnaire, a something almost as bad.

His expenses of living were small,

compared to his means, yet his living

was luxurious in view of his early days.

He hired two well-furnished rooms in a

hotel : one a dining and sitting room,

where he took his meals alone, for his

diffidence in regard to seeing company
was unconquerable. His virtues and

vices were of the negative kind. He
gave in public and private charity

when called on, and what was called

for, not from feeling, but rather as a

just assessment, and so an end to the

matter. He attended church and paid

his church dues punctually ; always

put something on the plate, read noth-

ing but the Bible on Sunday, indulged

iD no vices, smoked no cigars, drank

no rum, paid all his debts, never sued

a man. What would you have ? Here
was a perfect man.

All things must have an end at some
time ; and Isaac wisely thought he

had come to his, when a heavy cold

resulted in a fever, and the fever left

him in a miserably weak and helpless

condition. It was the first sickness of

his life, and he thought his earthly

career was closing. Ah, now the

rich man for the first time perceived

his real position, and thus breathed his

lament. He was alone with all his

wealth, he had not made a friend ; not

one would care how soon his useless life

should have an end. The place that he

had filled in this world of pain and sin,

seemed very small unto him now, and

swiftly closing in. A few days more,

and gaping fools would gaze upon his

clay, and straight forget that such a

man had ever crossed their way.

What was the use of money, that he'd

spent his life to gain ? What was it

good for now to him? Alas, alas,

how vain, to look for comfort or sup-

port to heaps of filthy dross, which

simply to accumulate had been to him
a loss of all that earth deems lovely,

of every social tie that bindeth heart

to heart, and makes it happiness to

die with loved ones round our pillow,

to pour the tender moan. Ah, who is

there to weep for me. Alas npt one !

Not one

!

I do not mean to say that Isaac

robed his lamentations in rhyme.

Since he left the grammar-school, he

had not read even one line of poe-

try, except in the church hymn-book.

I can only think that if he had at-

tempted it, it would have made some

grotesque figure like the above. Dear

me ! he whimpered out in sensible

prose. Where are my brothers and

my sister. Years have passed that I

have not heard from one of them. I

will send for them. I want somebody

to love. I thought Roderick a fool for

getting married when he was so poor,

and burdening himself with a family.

He was wiser than I. The other day

I met him leading a little grandchild

by the hand, and looking as happy as

a king, /have no child !— no grand-
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child even ! Nothing but money, mis-

erable money. Dear me ! dear ! dear

me!
So the wretched man cogitated and

thought, till at length his thoughts

took shape, and he formed a plan.

Who will say that sickness is not a

blessing ? — though haply often in dis-

guise.

He then and there resolved that he

would, on some plea, call all his rela-

tives together who could be found, as-

certain their condition, and make his

will accordingly ; for his extreme

weakness admonished him that his de-

parture was near. Ah, now he is

getting riches indeed ! He even

thinks he can sleep on his good inten-

tions. Sleep ?— not he. His busy

mind, always unfertile of expedients,

could not suggest the proper steps to

take for such a formidable work. At
dawn of day, he sunk into a wearied

doze, which was but unrest.

The morning brought one of his

clerks with letters, etc., and when
asked if anything particular was going

on at the store, he said that a young
man, claiming to be a nephew of Mr.

Evans, had called to see him, saying

that his name was Isaac Evans, and on

hearing of his uncle's illness, said he

would call again next day and inquire

after him.

" Send him here immediately, when
he comes," cried Isaac, " and if he does

not come, search for him. I must see

him as soon as may be." The clerk

stared, wondering at the unusual ex-

citement of his master, bowed and de-

parted.

Isaac's impatience was in the as-

cendant. Bolstered in an invalid

chair, which by his order was wheeled

to the window, he watched every pas-

senger, vainly trying to guess which

might be the expected visitor.

" His name is Isaac too," he mur-

mured.
" One of my brothers has remem-

bered me ; and yet, no ! it was my
father's name,"— and with a sigh he

resumed his watching.

At length the man arrived. Isaac

was struck dumb at his appearance,

and fell into his usual insignificance at

beholding a tall handsome gentleman,

who on his attempting to rise, stepped

forward, and with graceful ease, pre-

vented the exertion, saying,

—

" Be quiet, my dear sir. I am told

that you have been very sick ; so jnst

sit still, please. I was much gratified

to hear that you wished to see me.

Perhaps when you learn what a poor

devil this nephew, or rather grand-

nephew is, and that he has just found

out his rich uncle, and intends to ask

his assistance, you may wish that I had

not thus disturbed you."

" No disturbance," said Isaac, gath-

ering courage, " not the least. I'm

glad to hear it all, and will do every-

thing you ask."

Such a hearty response to his open-

ing speech took the young man down
more than a rebuff. He had come,

prepared with arguments to combat

the old man's resistance to his pro-

posed appeal.

" I had not expected this," he said,

in an agitated manner ; " I came to ask

your influence in obtaining a small

government-office, and supposed that

you would be cautious about commit-

ting yourself for one, who, though a

relation, is yet a stranger, and I," he

stammered with emotion.

"Tell me exactly your condition,"

said Isaac.

" Miserable enough," answered the

nephew. "I was brought up to a

mercantile life. My employer failed,

times were hard, I could get no situa-

tion, and then, I had foolishly mar-

ried."

" Not foolishly," spoke up the bach-

elor ;
" the wisest thing ! Have you

children ?
"

" Two," said the marvelling nephew.
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" Well, young man, sit closer here

while 1 tell you. I've something for

you to do. First, you shall take my
desk and place in the business. When
I go off, you know, it shall be yours.

You shall be my son. I'm tired of

making money, so that's settled. Now
stir yourself, and call, by some means,

all our relatives together,— here, if

the room is large enough. I am
stronger to-day. I think I shall live

a week. Call them hither this day

week. I'll pay expenses. I'm not

out of my head, my dear nephew, I've

just come to my senses ;
" — and then

he narrated his whole life, his grievous

unendurable loneliness, and in less

time than I can write it, the whole

programme was arranged, and uncle

and nephew became, as it were, father

and son.

The day arrived, and with it in due

time the expected assemblage. Isaac's

anticipation of this meeting had ren-

dered him excitable, but his purpose

was firm. He directed that they

should all take their turn in a chair at

his side, and each tell in brief his own
story. Of his four brothers, only

one remained, who was too infirm to

attend. One had died young. Another

had left a family— some of whom
were seeking their fortunes abroad, —
and of this family, Isaac, the lineal

descendant, was now the adopted son

of our hero. The sister, nearest his

own age, was now an aged woman;
was left a widow with several children

;

one only now remained to her, and
with his wife and child resided with

her. She had gone through much
hardship and sorrow. Her elder

brother lived with her. He had some
little income, not quite enough for his

support, but with what she could do,

and her son's family, she was comfort-

able and thankful.

Isaac heard them all, and then said,

— "I sent for you here to tell you that

I am about to make my will. I pos-

sess half a million, independent of my
shop, and I wish so to divide it amongst

you, as to give to those most needing

the largest portion. I am now ac-

quainted with you all. Let us pass

the rest of the day in social enjoy-

ment— my new sou will do the hon-

ors."

No doubt there was a happy party

of them, and they enjoyed the good

cheer that was provided ; and the

strange party separated to their re-

spective homes in very good spirits.

Now Isaac felt better. His health

improved. His relatives, by his re-

quest, frequently visited him, and ex-

pressed their joy at his improving

health. And so the year dissolved it-

self into the past ; yet there is a shad-

ow on its decline, which at length be-

comes visible, even to Isaac's dull

perceptions. His nephews were not

as usual attentive, kind, and genial.

Isaac became grave and watchful. His

other relatives, as he occasionally met

them, complimented him on his in-

creasing health, told him he was grow-

ing young, and hurried off as if to

close the interview as quick as possi-

ble.

Isaac pondered. What could it all

mean ? " They seem to be dropping

off," said he ;
" what's up ? " Isaac

Junior said he " could not tell." In

short he seemed to be dropping off

too. Isaac's wits were sharpening,

and he fancied that he had discovered

the cause. Accordingly he called an-

other family session. He then assumed

the chair, and made another speech.

He said, that when he met them at

first, he had no expectation of living

another month. He did not like to

think that they were disappointed at

his restoration to health. He would

not have any one wish him dead, and

he had therefore to make another state-

ment to them. He said that by a for-

tunate speculation, he had made money

enough since that first meeting, for his
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own maintenance if he should live a

century. Therefore, he should now
divide to them as lie had originally

proposed. He should execute his

own will, and they would receive it at

once. His son should take possession

of the store and its business ; that por-

tion of his fortune, the interest of

which he reserved for his own expen-

ses, he had bequeathed to charitable

institutions, and now, no one need

wait for him to die.

The relatives looked at him and at

each otiier in mute astonishment ; and
with a feeling of self-blame for their in-

considerate indifference toward the kind

old man who was expending on them
all the assets of a lifetime. They,

however, took courage from the smil-

ing, happy face of their benefactor

;

and the residue of his life was glad-

dened with their love, and his dying

pillow smoothed and softened by their

affectionate care.

A BLAMELESS LIFE.

On the last day of April, 18G9, a

beautiful sunny morning shone upon a

scene of sadness which moved strong

men to tears. The Church of the Im-
maculate Conception, in Boston, opened

its doors for the funeral of one of its

best-loved children,— a young man
beautiful in form and spirit, a devout

follower of the faith in which he had

been educated, and an artist of rare

talent. Six mouths before, he had left

home and friends to carry out the wish

of his childhood, — to study, in Europe,

the works of the masters of painting

;

and the short winter had found him

daily in the Louvre, richly appreciat-

ing his opportunity for study; yet,

happy as he was, resolving to shorten

his stay abroad ; and, after visiting

Italy and Spain, return to his home,

and in that peace and quiet in which

an artist's imagination has free play,

transfer to canvas the beautiful dreams

with which his mind was richly stored.

Those who knew him best had high

anticipations of his future. Necessa-

rily, much of his time had been given

to portraiture, in which he was remark-

ably successful, making each portrait

not only satisfactory as such, but inter-

esting as a work of art. Beautiful as

these productions were, it was evident

that they did not wholly satisfy his

creative genius. Many of his leisure

hours were given to jotting down with

pencil or crayon, memoranda for pic-

tures which would have been unique,

romantic, beautiful, had he lived to put

them upon canvas. Of these he paint-

ed but few, in short respites from por-

trait orders. The exquisite delicacy

and grace of " Mariana," the pathos of

" Enid," a little gem of art ; the spirit-

uality of the " First Communion "
; the

merits of other pictures and sketches

never yet exhibited, all testify to what

might have been expected of one who,

thus early in life, had accomplished so

much that was good.

But his future, so full of promise,

was not to be in this world. In the

midst of health, far better than his deli-

cate constitution had ever allowed him

to enjoy, he was stricken by a malig-

nant disease, incident to the open win-

ter, which lasted for a week's time.

He was seemingly better, and his artist-

companions, tenderly watchful and lov-

ing, bade him " good-night," assured

by the attending physician of his

speedy recovery. When they came,

next day, to bid him " good-morning,"

he had passed on to another world, hia

last moments soothed by his perfect
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hope and faith. He died on the last

day of the winter which had been a

summer to him.

At his funeral were gathered a large

number of the artists of Boston, many
of whom had looked to their young

brother for that inspiring influence

which goes out only from the lives of

those who dwell " in the heights ;
" who,

seeking some great purpose, turn stead-

fastly to the light,— loving goodness,

beauty, truth, better than any worldly

pleasure or gain. Solemn mass was

sung, and a brief eulogy, touching and

tender, was spoken by one of the offi-

ciating priests. He began his remarks

with hesitation. His relation with the

deceased had been even nearer than

that of father and son. Keenly he

felt his own loss, as he said, " I loved

him, and I think he cared for me "

;

but turned to console the grief of

mother, sisters, and brother, to whom
the devotion of the departed had been

beautiful and perfect. Especially he

dwelt upon the young man's blameless

life and its spotless record. Where
could another be found so free from

even the thought of guile ? His death

was sudden, but not unprepared. In

the prime of his life he went to his

Maker, dying, as he had lived, a pure

spirit.

The altar was draped in black ; so,

too, the beautiful painting which hung
from the choir-gallery, representing,

in the words of the Litany, " Mary—
Star of the Morning 1 " — the work
and gift of him whose early death is so

deeply mourned. A long and sad pro-

cession followed the remains to their

resting-place, in St. Augustine's Ceme-
tery, South Boston. The scene of in-

terment was one never to be forgotten.

The bright blue sky, the grand old

English elms, the quaint little chapel,

the weeping band of mourners, the

crosses and wreaths of choicest flowers
;

above all, the deep feeling that per-

vaded the whole, as, in mute silence,

dust was given to dust,— all made an

impression never to be effaced.

Such was the last of earth of

Thomas M. J. Johnston. For such as

he, so spiritual, so allied to whatsoever

things are true and honest, are just

and pure, are lovely and of good re-

port, there can be no death— only

the passage from our bodily sight to

what ? Eye hath not seen ; but,

so surely as " the Kingdom of Heaven is

within " us, so surely is the next world

the realization, ten-fold, of our best

hope and ideal in this !

As each turned sadly away from the

little cemetery, the thought must have

come, " It is well with him ! But for

us — ! We ne'er shall look upon his

like again
!

" Nor was this the oft-

repeated eulogy of the departed. Sel-

dom does it happen that less is said in

one's praise after death than before
;

but it was true of him.

As the hand of affection cherishes

with tender care every relic of the de-

parted, so we linger over the memory
of this " blameless life," and seek to

learn something of the power which it

had over all within its reach. Perfect

truth was one attribute of his charac-

ter. An anecdote of his boyhood is

told by one who witnessed the occur-

rence. While playing with his school-

fellows, he accidentally broke a win-

dow. To the surprise of his young

mates, instead of joining in their escape,

he rang the door-bell, and informed the

lady of the house of the accident, prom-

ising that the window should be re-

paired. Throughout his life was evi-

dent this innate love of truth ; and,

in our day of smooth speech and pre-

varication, such examples are few.

Silence was his alternative when the

truth could not be spoken.

In his modest distrust of himself he

kept his own work in the background,

in honor preferring the works of others.

Few studios ever had so many gems

of art turned face to the wall. These
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were his own. The best light and

position were given to sketches by
Hunt or La Farge, or by some of his

fellow-students. In the same way he

kept himself obscured, seeking always

to escape observation, reluctant to

speak of himself. Indeed, it seemed as

if praise were almost painful to him,

as if it had come prematurely, or un-

deserved. This alone shows how high

was the mark to which he was pressing

on.

His goodness was not of that nega-

tive kind which is simply the reverse

of evil ; it was of the purest, highest

quality possible to mankind. His

standard was the Perfect One. Is not

the true Christian he who lives as

Christ would have lived were He walk-

ing to-day upon the earth ? Much of

what is called Christianity is a sort of

seventh-day propriety ; but here was a

man who was always true to the Word
and Spirit of his Master : a Christian

on Sunday at the altar, on week-days

in his intercourse with the world ; by

the hearth-fire of home ; or in the

company of his young friends and as-

sociates.

Such an example should not be lost

on the world at the present time, when
the perils in the path of youth were

never so manifold, temptations so

strong and abundant. In the boast-

ful vain-glory of our prosperous times,

we are drifting away from the sim-

plicity of truth. Artificial life and

manners, scorn of what is time-hon-

ored, too great dependence upon self,

distrust of authority, indifference to re-

ligion, if not positive contempt for it,

respect for worldly success, whatever

the means by which it is reached,—
these, and the general habits of self-

indulgence which the young are copy-

ing from their parents, all tend to

make our day one in which we need

to watch and pray lest we enter into

temptation.

We hear it asserted that " Christ

belonged to a by-gone age
;
" that the

principles He taught will not hold good

in our life of to-day. Short-sighted

indeed are they who cannot see that to

Him is due our advance in civilization !

He was the very essence of progress,

and his words contain the spirit of all

that is good in our day ! His name

has been so much used in cant and

pretension, that " Christ again is cruci-

fied ! " Let us hope for another resur-

rection, when his glory will appear in

its undying splendor ! To hasten that

day let record be made of the lives of

his later disciples, among whom no

name shines with a purer light than

that of Thomas Murphy Jerome

Johnston !

NO MORE SEA.

, BY JOHN W. CHADWICK.

I.

As, when the friends we dearly love

Go sailing over sea,

For all the joy to which they go,

Our hearts will saddened be ;

So when upon that sea which rolls

All earth and heaven between,
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Those whom we love, upon the deck

Of death's great ship are seen

;

F»>r all the joy to which they go,

Though heaven be e'er so sweet,

And e'er so good and wonderful

The folk they go to meet

;

As with intensest gaze we watch,

And see them fade from sight,

God help us, but our human hearts

Are anything but light

!

II.

As, when the friends we dearly love

Have gone beyond the sea,

The far-off lands in which they bide

More real get to be

;

So when our loved ones once have crossed

Death's lone and silent sea,

And in a country new and strange

Found immortality

;

The heavenly land in which they bide,

Which erst did ever seem

An unsubstantial pageant vast,—
A dreamer's idle dream,—

Becomes as solid to my soul

As is the earth I tread,

What time I walk with reverent feet

The city of the dead.

Not Europe seems so real to me,

The Alps not so eterne,

As that dear land for which at times

My heart doth inly burn.

And not so sure am I that whom
The Atlantic's waves divide

Will meet again, some happy day,

And linger side by side,

As that the day shall surely come
When I, with all I love

Shall meet again, and clasp and kiss

In that dear land above.
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CHRIST THE LIFE.

BY C C. EVERETT.

There are two ways in which the

life and work of Jesus Christ may be

considered. One way is to form some

theory of what his life and work ought

to be, and to reason from this to what

they were. We start from some the-

ological conception and make the reality

correspond with that. The second way
is to approach his life and work from

the other side, to study them in their

detail and their result, and to make our

theories and our conceptions correspond

with what we actually find to be the

fact. According to this method, to learn

the place of Christ in history, we should

interrogate history ; to learn what he

was sent to do, we should ask what he

has actually done. If, then, we exalt

him in our thought, it is because his

work exalts him. We do not exalt his

work because it was he who did it.

Of these methods the first has been

the one most commonly pursued, and

it is not strange that the results to

which it has led have often been very

far from the truth. The life of Jesus

was simple, natural, and spontaneous.

It was the free outgrowth of a noble

and fresh nature. But, treated in the

method just referred to, it becomes

artificial and lifeless. We may find

one example of this artificial character

which has been given to the thought of

Jesus, in the statement so often made,

that he had a double nature. If Jesus

was distinguished from other men in

any one thing more than another, it

was perhaps in this, that his nature

was so perfectly a unit. There are

two elements, a higher and a lower, in

every nature. In most men, there is

between these, strife or separation. In

the ideal man these two natures are

fused together into one. Instead of a

double consciousness, a double impulse,

a double aim, there is a single con-

sciousness, a single impulse, a single

aim. It was in great part because of

this accomplished simplicity and unity

of nature that Jesus so impressed him-

self upon the hearts of men.

We find this artificialness very

marked in the theories that have been

held in regard to the work of Christ.

It has been seen that his work was
different from that of any other, that

the Christian religion differs from any

other, and thus it has been thought

necessary to find some outward mark
of difference, some single element dis-

tinguishing the religion of Jesus from

any other religion, and the work of

Jesus from the work of any other, by

which they might be, as it were, marked
and labelled and thus set apart from all

others. It is sad to see the force and

the strain that have been put upon this

life, so beautiful in its simplicity and

freedom, to make it conform with these

mechanical theories. The effect is like

that of taking some beautiful wild

flower and pressing the life out of it in

a botanist's herbarium.

The harshest and ghastliest of these

theories, by which the work of Christ

was to be distinguished from that of

any other, is one which leaves the life

altogether out of the account. It makes

the life nothing, the death everything.

According to this theory the great end

of the mission of Jesus was his death.

In that, he suffered the penalty which

was due to the race of man. Christ,

according to this view, came into this

wjorld simply that he might die in it.

His life is, we might almost say, an

accident. If it had been left out, and

in some way he had died without liv-

ing, his work would have been as com-

plete as it is now. It is not possible
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here to discuss this theory at any

length, and perhaps a single sentence

from the lips of Jesus may take the

place of a more formal and prolonged

argument. In his prayer before his

death, Jesus cried, " I have finished

the work which thou gavest me to do."

Now with any latitude of interpreta-

tion and explanation that may be

claimed, we cannot conceive that if the

one grand element in the work of

Christ was his atoning death, he should,

before his death, exclaim that he had

finished the work which was given him

to do.

When the idea has been given up

that the one great end of the mission

of Jesus was his death, there has still

been felt by many the need of some

other single and special mark by which

the work of Christ should be distin-

guished, and without which his life and

work would sink to the common level.

Perhaps the most common theory, next

to that referred to above, is the one

which makes Christ the revealer. Ac-

cording to this view there is required

at least some one grand truth which

was not held as truth till Christ ut-

tered it. The discovery of one such

truth would separate the religion of

Jesus easily and forever from all other

religions. To accomplish the end of

this theory it is necessary, first, to se-

lect the truth which shall be peculiar

to Christianity, and then to show that

it has never been accepted or believed

in any other religion. One unfortunate

effect of the attempt to carry out this

plan is that it leads to a disparagement,

more or less conscious, of the great

world-religion?, and of the utterances

of philosophers and seers. Another

unfortunate result is that so far as the

attempt proves unsuccessful, Christian-

ity itself suffers disparagement. The
proclamation having been boldly made
that Christianity is distinguished from

all other religions by the enunciation

of a certain truth never before recog-

nized or believed, the finding of this

truth clearly stated in any other re-

ligion refutes the claim, and thus seems

to strike away the preeminence of

Christianity.

More than one truth has been put

forward as the test and the proof of

this supremacy. It has been urged

that our faith in immortality rests upon

Christianity. But men have always

believed in immortality, or at least, so

far as our knowledge of history goes,

there have always been men who be-

lieved in immortality. We find grand

and beautiful expressions of this be-

lief through all antiquity. The Fa-

therhood of God is another truth

which Christianity has been some-

times thought to have revealed. But
we find that it is not peculiar to Chris-

tianity to call God Father. In the

works of Sophocles we read :
—

"But the gods .... oh pardon them not

For the deeds that are ever being done,

Who being and bearing the name
Of Father, look on such wrong."

In these words the idea of the Father-

hood of God, or of the gods, is very

clearly uttered, and shown all the more

distinctly by the bitterness of the re-

proach that is based upon it. And
this may serve only as one example

among many similar ones that might

be adduced.

The moral precepts and religious

utterances of Jesus are often put for-

ward as peculiar to Christianity, and

the great mark which separates it from

all other religions. But history disputes

this claim also. Men bring forth moral

precepts which have been thought pecul-

iar to Christianity, but which they have

found scattered afar. They bring the pe-

titions that Jesus uttered, even the peti-

tions of the Lord's Prayer, to show that

other lips before his had uttered them.

Many seem to fancy that thereby the dis-

tinction is lost between Christianity and

the other religions of the earth. These

seem to rise towards Christianity and
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Christianity to sink towards them ; and

all to be tending to the same level.

The difficulty is precisely similar to

that which arises in the comparison of

man with the lower animals. Many
have shown much anxiety to find some

special, distinguishing mark that should

separate man from any other creature.

It should be some element of the phys-

ical structure, some conformation of

the brain that should show that man
stood on a different level from that oc-

cupied by any other creature on the

earth ; or at least there should be

some mental faculty of which the

germ could not be found elsewhere.

But here again the search is no more

successful than before. Either the

animal nature is too rich, or human
nature is too poor, to admit such an

absolutely distinguishing peculiarity.

The plan of the human body is only a

modification of the plan of the body of

the brute. All the parts of the one

correspond to the parts of the other.

The brain of man is similar to the

brain of the higher brute. It is only

a more perfect instrument of the same

kind.' Even the faculties of the human
mind differ rather in degree than in

character from what may be found in

the brute creation. Comte affirms, —
what Lamartine has asserted,— that he

finds even the rudiments of religion in

the higher animals. At least the re-

semblance is so strong that some tend

to confound the two classes. In the

lack of any such distinctive mark as

has been referred to— any test that

could be applied to all of the one

class and to none of the other, the line

between the two has seemed uncertain.

The question might indeed be asked

with some degree of plausibility, why
men are not simply animals, or why
some of the higher animals are not

men.

The only answer that can be given

to the question why the higher animals

are not men, is the child's answer, Be-

cause they are not. "With man there

entered a new life and power upon the

earth. In this new life everything *is

to a certain extent what it was in the

old. But yet everything is different.

The beasts roamed the forest, the mon-
keys chattered in the trees, as they had

done since their creation, as they are

doing now. But in some way or other,

by some creation or transformation,

man came. He came with his faiths,

his aspirations, his disquietudes, his

passions, and his sins. He came, and
the face of the world was transformed

by his presence. The only change is

the introduction of a higher and more
perfect form of life, in which the phys-

ical elements that had before existed

found each its place and its symmetry,

and in which mental and spiritual traits

entered upon a development that trans-

formed their very nature.

Similar to this relation between man
and the lower animals is that of Chris-

tianity to the earlier religions of the

world. It is said, with a certain de-

gree of truth, that the elements of

Christianity may be found scattered

through these earlier religions. It is

said that Christianity brought nothing

new into the world. Thus the question

presses why were not these earlier re-

ligions Christianity in all but the name ?

The only answer is as before, Because

they were not. They were not Chris-

tianity because they did not do the

work of Christianity, because they did

not have its inspiration and its con-

solation, because they did not have its

faith and its love and its purpose.

Christianity came, and the world has

felt its transforming power. It is not

by accident that the years number
themselves afresh from its starting-

point. The world began at that point

a new life. If Christians had not

marked that as the starting-point of

a new epoch, the general student of

history would have done it for himself.

And here, as before, the difference is
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only that which arises from the influx

of a higher and more intense life. This

life manifests itself in two ways. The
first is in the disentanglement and re-

arrangement of the elements in which

it takes form. This rearrangement,

this concentration and grouping, are

equivalent to a new creation. The
separate petitions of the Lord's Prayer

are sought out, and are found scat-

tered here and there, as one and an-

other of them had been uttered before

the time of Christ. But yet these

scattered petitions are not the Lord's

Prayer, as it sprang simple, beautiful,

and perfect out of the heart of Jesus, —
that prayer which has been, ever since

he uttered it, the medium through

which the tenderest and most earnest

aspirations of humanity have uttered

themselves. The truths of the Ser-

mon on the Mount may be found scat-

tered here and there among the earlier

religions of the world, but for this very

reason they are not the Sermon on the

Mount. They are not merely scat-

tered, but they are mingled with what
is superstitious or degrading. The
beauty of the Sermon on the Mount
is its concentration and its purity.

There is in it no discordant element.

It is as if the noblest thoughts, the

purest precepts, the tenderest consola-

tions of the ages had recognized the

voice of their Master, and had gath-

ered thronging at his summons, leaving

behind them whatever did not belong

to them. It reminds one of the say-

ing, " The dead shall hear the voice of

the son of man and live." It was as

when a substance that had been held

in solution by some foreign element

crystallizes at a touch, gathering itself

cut of all impurity and admixture into

one perfect and shining form. One
might as well compare the scattered

stones of a pasture to the plory of

some complete cathedral, because the

stones are of the same nature as those

out of which the cathedral is built.

The second form in which this ful-

ness of life that we find in Christianity

manifests itself, is that of intensity.

The truths of Christianity do not

merely group themselves into a perfect

whole, but each one of them gleams

with a more intense light than that

which it had before possessed. The
Fatherhood of God, the spiritual life,

the immortal life, the brotherhood of

man, are in the heart of Jesus, and

thus in the teachings of Jesus, like new
truths,— so intense has each one of

them become. The Fatherhood of God
is a real thing with him. It is an

infinite tenderness that follows and

watches over every child of man, that

follows the sufferer into his grief, that

follows the sinner even into his guilt.

The immortal life is a reality. The
spirits of the departed are not, as

in the classic thought, mere " shades."

The spirit here and hereafter is no

shadow, but the one reality. So love,

with him,— the common love that binds

or should bind all souls,— was not a

theory merely but a passion. Thus it

is that truths became so changed that

though it may be proved to the world

that they are old, yet the world will

never cease to look upon them as new.

In this intensity consists the chief ele-

ment of Christianity. This was in-

deed the new life which united these

elements as well as gave the power to

each.

We see this illustrated in every pe-

riod of Christianity. The power of

Christ does not reside in those who
believe most exactly what he did, but

in those whose love and faith are akin

to his. Without this love and faith

the heart sinks into heathendom, even

while the mind is filled with Christian

light. The love of God and the broth-

erhood of man become mere theories,

and the spirit becomes again merely a

" shade." But when a heart has any-

thing like his intensity of faith in God
and love for man, then, although the
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mind may be held in bondage by some

cold and dark creed utterly at war with

all the teachings of Christ, we yet

recognize the Christian and see accom-

plished the Christian work.

A part of the work of Christ was

done once for all. The moral and

spiritual sense is in some respects akin

to the intellect. Truths and relations

once brought home to it, maintain

themselves by their own authority.

Even if Jesus were forgotten the world

could hardly become what it was be-

fore he lived. There are heights

which once gained cannot be lost.

But another part of his work is always

accomplishing itself afresh through him.

Faith, earnestness, love, conviction,

these propagate themselves from heart

to heart.

The life and the spirit of Jesus

are thus a source and centre of life

and love and power, for all who come
within the reach of this influence.

As the dead have been said in the

traditions of the Church to have caught

life simply from contact with the bones

of some buried saint, so the lifeless

spirit may catch vital force even from

the poor fragments that remain to us

of the speech and varied life of Jesus

;

while the strongest may gather from

him new strength, and the most loving

new earnestness. And in this intensity

of life and this power to impart life

are to be found now and always the

grand peculiarity of the work of Jesus.

It is not so much that his words reveal

truth to the minds of men, as that

men catching his spirit and his life, see

something of what he saw, and all

things in some degree as he saw them.

This was the truth that John uttered

when, at the beginning of his Gospel,

he would present in a single phrase

his conception of the nature and work
of him whose life and history he was
about to unfold to us. " In him was
life," he cried, " and the life was the

light of men."

NATURE IN ART.

Little Willie had come to pass the

day with us, and some kind of enter-

tainment must be devised for his bright,

inquisitive mind. So grandma had

drawn some simple design on paper,

and Willie, with a long pin and a

cushion of soft cloth, was carefully

pricking holes along the neat, clean

outline. At last the patterns were ex-

hausted, and Willie came to me for

more.
" Please draw me something !

"

Early accustomed to the care of

children, thoughts and fingers flew back

to days long gone by, and I began

tracing upon the paper outlines learned

in old times of professed drawing-teach-

ers, and pretentious drawing-patterns,

— stiff, unnatural roses, weak-looking

stems, and leaves made of curves,

wholly devoid of the vigorous straight

lines which nature puts into everything.

" Pshaw ! I know better than this !

"

How prone we are to do not so well

as we know how I Truly, as Madame
Swetchine says, " We lose time by do-

ing our work carelessly."

" Turn to Nature !
" whispered my

good genius.

There was a window-full of plants

behind me. I turned to look at them.

What a wealth of beauty was revealed

to me ! and I thought I had seen it

every day ! How charmingly the sun-

light shone through the delicate nas-

turtium leaves, and set the blossoms

into a blaze of flame ! How lovingly

the warm light lingered in the fragrant
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cup of the calla ! how it kissed the

bursting petals of the half-opened rose

!

But I was not looking for color, or for

effect of light and shade ; I was seeking

a few simple outlines for Willie's pin to

follow. And I found them.

There were the straight lines and

sharp angles of the English ivy ; the

long spires of the pink, bending hither

and thither in endless variety ; the

straight stem and graceful blossom of

the azalea; the bristling bayonets of

the cactus. And there were curves,

too; but all made of little straight

lines, so imperceptible that only a care-

ful eye would see them. Close to the

earth, in the deep shade of the plants,

grew half a dozen little weeds, tiny

things with thread-like stems, and two

leaves each ; but what pretty, simple

things to draw. With what a beseech-

ing air they looked up from their dark

retreat !— as, in the midst of a gay and

fashionable crowd, some little waif of

the street looks up to you with a gaze

which haunts you for a week, if not for

a lifetime.

Entertaining Willie had been in-

struction to me, and what thoughts

such a lesson awakens !

Why does Art grow slowly ? Be-
cause so many of its disciples look not

first to Nature, but to themselves.

Nature, the good teacher, is always

ready with helping hand ; but we, in

our vanity, avoid her, fancying that

greater things than she can show will

come from our imagination.

" Composition," says Millet, " is the

best way of rendering what we have
seen." What we have seen, not what

we have imagined. The time is coming

when Art will be judged by its truth

to Nature. Away with preconceived

notions of what constitutes a picture !

Away with academical formulas and

restrictions which fetter the seeker for

simple truth. Let us first learn to see

;

and, to do this, we must seek those

teachers who will help us to interpret

what we see !

Every city in America needs a

School of Art, where the truth, and

only the truth shall be taught. In

consenting to open one of his studios

for pupils, Mr. Hunt is showing us

what art instruction can and should

be. Falsity and affectation have no

place under his eye. What Mr. Hunt
is doing for these twenty-five or thirty

young ladies, amateurs mostly, Boston

should do for all her art-students. The
new Gallery of Art which is to be

erected on the Back Bay lands, should

have halls for drawing-schools, where

students of both sexes might find the

instruction which they have sought

abroad ; and which, even in Paris, is

not to be found by women, to whom
the government schools of art are not

open.

Such a school could be established,

and, if possible, placed under the di-

rection of Mr. Hunt, who would be to

New England what Couture has been

to France. We have our conserva-

tories of music, and they are helping

to educate the masses in music. Shall

not as much be done for the sister arts

of drawing and painting? The hour

has come !— aye, and the man !
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SHE WRITES.

(FROM THE GERMAN OF ELISE POLKO.)

CHAPTER V.

TWO LETTERS.

" I understand perfectly your de-

sire to educate a future wife yourself,"

— so wrote Frau Altenberg to her

son, at Christmas,— " but I honestly

confess I do not understand why you

have chosen just this girl. In spite

of all the pains I have taken, I cannot

manage her; and to see my future

daughter in her, is an idea that makes
me laugh. Although I was obliged to

send you away from me early, I have-

lived long enough with you, and love

you far too much not to know exactly

how little Lulu's nature, peculiarities

of character, and inclinations, har-

monize with yours. In any case, your

personal influence must do much, very

much, before you have so far tamed

the little savage that she can learn to

speak from her heart the familiar

words, 'And he shall be thy lord.'

She possesses a feeling of unbending

power, a tendency to fanaticism, and
an unbridled disposition, which ter-

rify me. I consider the wish to chain

such a young creature to yourself,

extremely unfortunate. You say so

often and so emphatically, that you
wish to see your future bride and
wife grow up, untouched by the non-

sense and wretched sentimentality of

the society of the present day ; that

she shall, as you express yourself,

blossom like a flower beneath your

eyes, and, like a flower, allow herself

to be plucked by you ; her heart, her

soul, her mind, are to be filled by you

alone,' or if with other things, only

through you, through your mediation

!

If any man is able to attain such power
with this maiden, it is you alone, my
Oswald. How should I delight to be-

stow upon you a wife, who would know

how to honor you in full measure ; with

what rapture would I lead her to your

arms ; but, I frankly confess this Lulu
would be the last one from whom I

should expect any sort of submission

;

I even assert that every genuine

feeling of sacrifice is wanting in her

!

It is very painful to me to see that she

will never become an orderly house-

keeper, so great is her carelessness and

want of skill in those things which

belong to a woman's province, and I

consider her too slightly endowed spir-

itually, to comprehend the happiness

of being the wife of such an impor-

tant man, and one who is so sure to

become distinguished. Nor is she re-

ligious, according to my ideas. They
say, indeed, that a mother would never

find a girl to whom she would give

her son right willingly. But I think

this wide-spread opinion is one of

the many slanders, written and spoken,

concerning a mother's love. As for

Lulu, I acknowledge that she is pretty,

frank, and artless ; but that she — as

should naturally be the case— uncon-

sciously bows before you, inclines to

you, or wishes to hear and speak of

you, is by no means true. Never

shall I place any obstacle in the way
of your affection, my dear son ; but I

cannot, dare not conceal from you, that,

in view of this singular choice, I look

with great anxiety upon your future.

What an alliance you might make, in

what claims would you not be justi-

fied ! How very different it would be,

if, for instance, you should marry your

Cousin Theresa. How harmonious

would everything be, within and with-

out, and how— I may say it, now the

whole affair is hopeless— she loves

you ! She employs herself with Lulu

in the most touching manner, although
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she suspects that she has drawn your

heart from her, and to me she is, as

she has ever been, a gentle attend-

ant and companion ; I can talk to her

of you for hours. Pardon me that I

speak to thee so openly
;
you wished

for frankness. I hardly think I can

keep the child with me longer than

until March ; it is useless, and we
are growing apart, rather than to-

gether. Theresa agrees with me in

this opinion. There is but one who
can carry on her education, I think,

and one whom she must obey, and

that is yourself.

" Farewell, my beloved son. Write

soon, or come yourself. . . . You know
I am always longing for you, and

when you are with us, I am happy.

Theresa greets thee.

" In true, anxious love,

" Thy Mother."

lulu's letter to aunt elsbeth.

"You wrote to me that it would

disappear, this sad, dreadful homesick-

ness ; but I wait from day to day, and

it has not disappeared yet, dearest

aunt. Had I known that going to a

boarding - school meant longing for

home, truly I should never have come
away. They do not leave me alone

at all, to weep my grief away ; some-

body is always present— either Frau
Altenberg, or her companion, or the

intolerable Theresa. I weep at night

under the covering of my bed, and no
one has yet heard me. Think not

that I am indolent, dear aunt of my
heart, and therefore wish to leave this

place. I wish you could question the

teachers who give me lessons here

;

they are all satisfied with me, and I

with them. But through the whole
day, I am only happy during the vari-

ous recitations ; and even Geography
and Arithmetic, which I once so hated,

do not disturb me so much as The-
resa's reading, which always puts me to

sleep— or her singing, from which I
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always run away. She reads continu-

ally from the doctor's books, about

strata of coal, petrified bones, and

kinds of fossils, or whatever they may
be called ; in short, nobody but a coal-

dealer, or papa, who knows everything,

can understand it. I dare say the Doc-

tor has copied it himself. And then it

always vexes me so much when The-

resa pauses in her reading, raises her

eyes to heaven, and exclaims, ' How
deep, how glorious ! What a search-

ing spirit
!

' I told her once that I

should not particularly desire such

depths, where one only blackens the

hands ; but she shrugged her shoul-

ders, and whispered, ' Prosaic crea-

ture !
' And then she draws worms

and snakes, to put in her album. And
she writes poems in secret, but she

works whole days on a single page. I

always take her manuscript away, run

into the next room, and declaim aloud.

One poem begins thus, —
" ' My dear boy, my wicked boy,

The coal mines of thy eyes

Seduce the unwary in their joy

To plunge too deep to rise.'

" Another ran,—
" ' Refreshing west wind

!

From the south you blow,

And fan the weary,

And cool his brow, —
Refreshing southwest wind!

'

" And yesterday I saw the title of one,

addressed—
" ' To an earwig, which I found

On the locks of my beloved.'

" Miss Fanny, the French compan-

ion, lately said to me, very softly and

mysteriously, ' Mademoiselle Theresa

is a blue-stocking. But you must not

say this to Frau Altenberg.' When 1

asked what that was, she said, ' It is

one who always floats in the upper re-

gions, and never dresses neatly, but

goes about with her hair in disorder,

and has a black spot on the third fin-
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ger of the right hand, which cannot be

washed off/ And it is indeed true

that Theresa always allows her hair to

hang down behind her ears when we
have company in the evening ; and her

dresses, and even her cuffs, are forever

lacking buttons, and it is just exactly

as she said about the black spot.

" I am curious to see how the Doc-

tor will agree with her. when he comes

here. I believe she might become what

Altenberg once called a blue-stocking.

How rejoiced I shall be to see him, for

he is to take me home. Ah, if he

were only here now !

" We sometimes go to the theatre,

but never to see the plays which please

me. I should so like to see ' Faust,'

and ' Egmont,' and ' Don Carlos,' and
' Romeo and Juliet,' but Frau Alten-

berg says they are not suitable for a

young maiden. I did not venture to

tell her that you had read them to

me. They gave me nothing to read

but history and historical literature

;

but I begged Fanny, for a long time,

to lend me her books, and she now
brings them to me in secret ; and so

I have read many precious things—
so many, that I cannot even tell you
about them. When I can sit by the

table in a corner with my book, and

everybody is asleep, then I forget all

my sadness. I have actually devoured

them all,— Lewald and Wildermuth,

Duringsfeld and Elise Polko, Bremer,

George Sand, Paul Heyse, and Muhl-

bach. O, dearest auntie ! how happy
are all those who can write books

!

That must be a precious feeling— far

more delightful than reading ; I some-

times think it cannot be so very hard,

and so I take my pencil and paper and

begin to write ; but it is indeed very,

very hard, and I believe one must bring

much more to the task than imagina-

tion, pencil, and paper. Wild, wonder-

ful tales are whirling about in my
head by the dozen, but they will not

suffer themselves to be caught with-

out ceremony, like gnats. In truth, T

do fill whole sheets, and hardly know
how it is done ; but I am always afraid

some one will find the leaves, and so I

tear them up, and burn them. I thought

I should be allowed to dance here, but

I have only taken dancing lessons with

girls who are all older than I am, and

who are learning to dance for the third

time, I believe. They seem to con-

sider dancing an every-day affair, and
laugh at me because I enjoy it so

much, and cannot get enough of it.

They have also a great deal to say to

each other in private, which is very

tiresome ; and when they go home,

every one finds her brother or her

cousin at the door. I wish the Doctor

were here, for he would come for me,

and I should make a show with him

;

he would be the tallest and stateliest

among them.

" The music which I have heard is

not half so beautiful as the playing of

my uncle, the organist ! Ah, if I could

only hear once more a fugue of Bach's !

I rejoice that he sits so often in your

little room, reading to you, and that

you like to hear him. He is indeed

all music : and when he raises his eyes

in such a way, it always seems to me
as if I could hear in the far distance

all sorts of singing and ringing, just as

I could hear the playing and singing

of those angels of Fiesole, which you

have so often showed to me. Do you

really believe it is true, as the organ

ist once said, that he loved a beautiful

maiden, who would not marry him on

account of his crooked shoulders ? I

believe he can never have loved any

one but his Saint Cecilia, and she must

have loved him, even if he had two

crooked shoulders ! When he sat by

the organ, and such a stream of melody

arose that one almost lost his breath,

and only good and great thoughts were

awakened, then I loved him almost as

dearly as papa and thee.

" 0, my glorious cathedral ! and
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those lovely cathedral windows, when
shall I see them again ! I am prac-

tising diligently, so that my uncle may
take some pleasure in my music.

Since I have been here, I often won-

der what Uncle Fritz would say if he

should see all. the strange people here.

What internal troubles, great and small,

do they have ! And I am surely be-

coming sick myself! If the Doctor

would only come soon and take me
back with him

!

" I shall write to papa and mamma
to-morrow ! O, how happy shall I be,

when I see you all again. How wil-

lingly will I do everything for you

!

This one thing, at least, I have learned

here, dearest auntie, namely, that there

is but one little spot, which is beau-

tiful, and warm, and good— and that

is home. I kiss you all ! Ah, hold

in right dear love, your forlorn

" Lulu.

" N. B. — I no longer tear my
dresses. My hair also is always very

smooth now.

"N. B. II. —Tell Sophie, in the

kitchen, that I will help her a great

deal when I go home ; I am obliged

to go into the kitchen every day here,

as Frau Altenberg wishes me to, and

I do it very willingly.

" N. B. II T.— Have any of papa's

birds died ? Greet Uncle Fritz, and

the organist ; Altenberg also. Could

he really never love a woman who
writes ?

"

CHAPTER VI.

A BETROTHAL.

Altenberg had been at his moth-

er's house a week, enjoying there an

infinite degree of comfort. It is so

agreeable to dispense happiness ; and

that he did so in full measure by his

presence, he saw. daily. Man, whose

position in the world without is always

lonely, can experience such comfort

only in his parents' house, or his own
home. And the son receives more
disinterested love and admiration, more
unselfish care from the mother, than

the husband from the wife. In her

only son, Frau Altenberg loved also

the husband whom she had so early

lost. She saw in Oswald her own
glorious work of education. She loved

him passionately, and he — like all

men— magnanimously allowed himself

to be loved. Theresa sympathized with

this feeling in the mother ; and though

Oswald could never endure his cousin

in her highly sentimental moods, still

she was agreeable in her admiration of

himself, for she seemed to be there

only to worship him : and every man
in the world is at least pleased to re-

ceive such devotion, even from the ug-

liest, most unattractive woman.
Every man (the greatest as well as

the smallest) is to be gained through

his vanity ; it is the vulnerable point,

even in a Siegfried. " All is vanity !

"

I think the wise Solomon meant : All

are vain, namely, men. We women
are to be conquered through our heart,

through our weakness. The heart of

man— that is, his weakness — is van-

ity.

Therefore Oswald did not become

impatient when Theresa sang, al-

though Lulu, at such times, was not

far from right in repeating Burger's

words,—
" Piercing1 air with shrillest howling,

Sinking low in deepest growling."

But— he remained in the music-

room. " One cannot deny the good

child this pleasure," he thought, with

great compassion, and listened with

apparent attention, when, with eyes

upraised to heaven, she breathed,—
" Since I have seen him,

I seem to be blind," —
or, summoning all her strength, she

shrieked,—
" Thou my soul, thou my heart."
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Lulu called this the " geographical
"

song, because Theresa had a way of

changing E into A,— saying Harz and

Saale, to the despair of her singing-

master and the great delight of her

wanton little listener. Whether the

young, learned man would have waited

so patiently, if something charming,

fresh, and lovely, had not been seated

at the table, upon which he could al-

low his eyes to rest at times, is still

an unsolved question. But there little

Lulu sat, and tried to work— at least,

to rip the work she had done. The
light of the lamp fell on the fair hair,

which parted into two streams of gold

on the pure brow, the fine, beautiful

eyebrows, the small, delicate nose, the

drooping eyelashes, the defiant mouth,

and the chin with its little dimple.

The bright colors of her plaid dress

were well suited to her clear complex-

ion, and showed the graceful form of

her almost childish figure. And while

she sat there, apparently absorbed in

her work, under the shade of her can-

vass and work-basket she drew the fig-

ure of Theresa with various knots of

worsted, in lines more bold than cor-

rect, with her mouth wide open, and

her long hair hanging down. Oswald's

figure also appeared among her pic-

tures, with hair suspiciously bristled,

and limbs hanging as if they were

paralyzed. Now and then the eye-

lashes were raised, and a roguish look

from the deer-like eyes wandered over

her victims. Oswald saw all this

from his dark corner ; it was sweet to

watch Lulu from such concealment.

Frau Altenberg usually leaned back

on the sofa, and slept ; but she roused

herself regularly when Theresa made

a pause, in order to say, " How beau-

tiful and expressive, my dear girl ; sing

on."

Sometimes they sat about the ta-

ble together, and talked ; or Oswald

read aloud — not what his mother

and Theresa wished, but what Lulu

wished. She made her requests pri-

vately beforehand, or touched the book
she had chosen, in looking over the ti-

tles, in such a way that the others did

not notice who had decided upon the

subject of the reading. Single acts

from Shakespeare's dramas were read,

in turn with portions of " Titan," or of

" Hermann and Dorothea;" and Schil-

ler's " Mary Stuart " gave place to the

" Petite Fadette " of George Sand,

Heyse's " Rabbiata " to scenes from
the old classics. Now indeed could

Lulu listen, and with what eagerness !

The reader could not resist the impulse

to look at times into her excited face.

With what a burning look were her

eyes fastened upon him ! How care-

lessly did she lean her head upon her

hand, and her elbow on the table

!

Her slender fingers were deeply buried

in her hair, the ruffles slipped from her

wrist, the knot of her little red ker-

chief was all uneven.
" How disorderly Lulu seems again,"

whispered Theresa, " and how ungrace-

fully and improperly she is sitting !

"

" Incorrigible ! " sighed Frau Alten-

berg, in assent.

How faultlessly, on the other hand,

did Theresa lean back in her chair.

Not a fold was misplaced, not a parti-

cle of embroidery was crushed, not a

curl was in the wrong place. Her head

rested on the back of her chair, as if

she were overpowered by the impres-

sion made upon her by the voice of

her beloved ; but she knew exactly

how every hair lay : her hands rested

advantageously on the dark side-cush-

ions of her chair, compressed as much
as possible, as hands are usually placed

in photographs. Her whole attitude

appeared picturesque and motionless.

Her blue eyes were fixed upon the

young man's face with an expression

of timid yearning, but not with a look

which could compromise her ; at the

right moment her eyes dropped, as if

in terror.
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" What do you think of Lulu ?

"

said Frau Altenberg to her son, after

the first few days of familiar inter-

course.

" She is changed altogether for the

better."

" You are surely jesting ; she seems

to me exactly what she always was."

" No, she has become more quiet

and steady, and there is a peculiar

charm to me in seeing her thus in your

presence. How inexpressibly sweet is

the thought of gaining a wife who
would care for us alone ; and, Under

the eye of the mother, would learn to

love the son, and be led further on by

him."

" Thou art really thinking of her

in earnest, and yet she thinks so little

of thee, Oswald."
" But still, she thinks of no one

else. I am perfectly contented with

this for the present. Her heart shall

be an unwritten page; her mind and

soul shall receive nourishment only

from my hand, like a little bird which

I have caught and reared. It is only

so that woman becomes a worthy com-

panion to man. She must be his crea-

tion, as it were. Adam was, in a cer-

tain sense, the creator of Eve ; she was
taken from his rib, from his flesh

:

now, so do I wish to create my Eve,

spiritually."

The mother sighed. " Do what you
will, if it makes you happy, my son.

I should have thought Theresa would

be much more congenial to you, with

her submissive ways and active inter-

ests."

" But, mamma, a woman who has

already been betrothed, and who, more-

over, has quite a propensity, I fear, for

so-called literary performances !

"

"Ah, how can you mention that

childish affair ! A school-girl's love,

nothing more. Mere play on both

sides ! And then,— that she writes a

verse now and then perhaps "—
" But hers are no longer undese-

crated lips, such as I would kiss," he

interrupted.

" My dear son, according to your

way of thinking, there are scarcely

any undesecrated lips."

" Possibly ; but Lulu is still a sim-

ple child, a rose tightly closed, and

that is the inexpressible charm about

her."

" God grant that she may blossom

only for you, Oswald. I shall learn

to love her when she loves you, but

not before."

The day after this conversation was
Sunday. The ladies had been to mass,

and Frau Altenberg then undertook a

little round of visiting with Theresa
;

— Lulu had come home alone. A
gray winter sky and light showers of

snow made the prettily-arranged sit-

ting-room look doubly pleasant. Al-

tenberg sat by the fire, reading, when
the young girl hastily entered. She
had taken her mantle off, and now
threw her little black hat carelessly

down on the nearest chair. A beam-

ing smile rested upon her face. Hand-
ing the young man the written leaf

which she held in her hand, she said,

" I have found another of Theresa's

poems ; it was in the music-room ! It

is ' An ode to the one,' so says the

title. If I only knew who the one

might be !

"

And while Oswald's eyes ran over

the paper, Lulu looked over his shoul-

der. Her sweet breath passed close

to his cheek, and her wavy hair touched

him. The verses were full of warmth
and tenderness, and had no special

faults. At this moment, it seemed to

the reader as if Lulu were speaking

to him ; a dreamy sensation came over

him, and a feeling of rapture streamed

through his heart. The absent and

the present were mingled.

" O thou, of whom I think by day and night,

Whom I behold each hour in dreams " —

he read.
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He had not the courage to turn his

head— lie must then have touched the

fresh, childish cheek with his lips.

Folding the paper, he only asked,

" Couldst thou ever write such words,

Lulu ?
"

" No !
" she said, laughingly ; and,

turning away from him, took a low

seat on the other side of the fire place.

" Canst thou not believe that—
that— a maiden may love a man ?

"

" O, yes indeed ! but I should say

all that to him, and not be making
rhymes, if I loved him/'

" But this ' saying ' is not always—
or scarcely ever— in a maiden's place ;

it is the man who must speak in such

cases."

" Well, then, perhaps I should write

a touching story on the subject ; but

how one can look up rhymes, or count

off syllables, when one is sad or happy,

I cannot understand."

" Every one loves in his own way.

How would you love?"

Lulu looked thoughtfully into the

fire for a little while. " Indeed, the

' how ' I cannot rightly express," she

then answered softly, " but it must be

some one who will be as good to me
as my father, and with whom I can

speak of everything as freely as with

Aunt Elsbeth, and who will take care

of me as mamma does ; and it must

be as though the roses were in bloom,

and as if I could sing the whole day."

" Lulu, some one loves you so —
will you return his love ? " Oswald

had become very pale, as these words

passed his lips.

A burning blush covered her face.

She gazed upon him with a look of

astonishment and terror.

" It is I who love you— will you

be my bride ?
"

And he arose slowly, and laid his

trembling hand on the young girl's

head. Her eyes were still fixed upon

him.

" Shall we then go home immedi-

ately ? " she asked, while a gleam of

joy darted from her eyes.

" Certainly, if it is your wish !

"

She rose, and gave him both her

hands. "Yes, I will love you!" she

said earnestly. "When shall we start

on our journey ? How rejoiced papa
will be to have me at home again !

"

He put his arm about the slender

form, and drew her tenderly to him-

self.

" To-morrow, if you will. But you

must not show mamma how glad you

are at the thought of going away, for

it would hurt. her feelings !

"

" Certainly not,— only you must

not demand that I shall wear a long

face
!

"

" No, the happier the better ! But,

dost thou not know that thou must

now say ' thou ' to me, and ' Oswald ? '

"

She freed herself from his arm. " I

cannot do that at once," she answered

in confusion. " You must have a lit-

tle patience, until I .become accus-

tomed to all these new things ! And
moreover— ah, I am so ignorant, and

you are so learned ! and— therefore I

am really afraid. How will you begin

to teach me ?
"

" Let that be my care, beloved child.

But you must give me a betrothal

kiss, Lulu !

"

She looked up to him, hesitated a

moment, and then, with a sweet blush,

quietly and gently kissed his lips.

He sighed deeply. The lips which

had touched his were those of a child,

not of a woman. The aim of his de-

sires was reached— he had taken the

bud to his heart. " Now we will wait

for the blossoming," he said softly to

himself.

Theresa and Lulu were writing in

their rooms at the same hour on the

evening of that eventful day. Lulu's

hasty lines ran thus :
—

" Beloved aunt ! I have become a

bride to-day ; tell this only to papa
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and mamma ; I can write to thee

alone. I am now to call Dr. Alten-

berg ' thou/ We start to-morrow on

our homeward journey. I am so

happy because I am going home, and

I will love the Doctor very dearly for

taking me to you. It is all like a

dream to me. I thought a declara-

tion of love was so entirely different,

and that a man must always fall on his

knees, when he tells a maiden that he

loves her. I thought, too, that one

must weep and laugh, and I cannot say

what other mad stuff I had imagined.

" This comes from having such an

unreasonable fancy. But we will be

satisfied now, for I shall be allowed to

dance and to read what I please, and

need not take any more lessons.

" Twice more I sleep here, and then

I shall see you all again. Trembling

with joy is the hand of thy happy
" Lulu."

From Theresa's journal :
—

" Between yesterday and to-day lies

a gulf, the grave of my hopes and

dreams. Oswald has affianced himself

to the most intolerable goose that has

ever cackled on earth.

" men, men ! how do ye deserve

that we should torment and abuse you,

become faithless, and lavish your money
on trifles and finery ! You are not

the strong sex, but the weaker. A
healthy appetite and rosy cheeks charm
you more than a being formed of moon-
shine and ether, who only ventures to

take nourishment in secret, and pre-

fers delicate little cakes to the flesh of

animals. You turn away from a ma-
tured, submissive being, who could fly

with you, and give yourself to a child-

ish creature, who can only flutter with

the wings of a goose. You wish to

have a plaything, not a companion. O
Oswald, how does my heart bleed for

thee ! I thought it would be so differ-

ent !

" How cold I have been, on his ac-

count, to Capt. von Maien, and how
distant in my manner toward the as-

sessor Herzfeld, though the former has

property, and the latter is an only son,

and as rich as Altenberg at least.

Why ? I now ask. My ideal lies shat-

tered in the dust. . . . Poor Theresa!

sing the familiar song ' of sorrow.'

" I am vexed that I have practised

so extravagantly, because aunt told me
Altenberg was very fond of music ;—
and then the tiresome reading every

evening ! I need not exert myself

any longer in this direction, at least.

Maien always runs away when there

is reading or music, and Herzfeld

only likes couplets, and comedies with

the characters distributed. In so-

ciety, he always excels in the melody

of the Shadow Dance : ' A mechanician

sat in an omnibus,' etc. To please

one, I think we must soon begin the

history of the last campaign ; and then

read Gutzkow's ' Knights of the Spirit,'

for Herzfeld's benefit.

" I honestly confess that Maien is

horribly tiresome ; but still he is very

stately in appearance, and has that in-

conceivably charming, sweet, irresist-

ible ' von ' before his name, which trans-

figures him wonderfully. Herzfeld is,

unquestionably, the silliest of all my
adorers ; why must he be so rich

!

Fate, thou art a demon. Poor woman-
heart !

4 The choice is short — re-

pentance long !
' Consider that, un-

happy Theresa ! Thou canst never,

never love again ; only esteem and —
marry."

[ To be continued.
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ON THE RELATIONS OF CATHOLICISM AND PROTESTANT-
ISM TO CHRISTIANITY AND THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH.

BY J. B. TORRICELLI.

Catholicism and Protestantism are

two different systems for the inter-

pretation of Christianity, two different

methods of applying and developing

the Christian principle. One repre-

sents its conservative, the other its

progressive element. Each claims, to

understand it better than the other, and

be destined to take the other's place.

They are two antagonistic forces tend-

ing in an opposite direction, two powers

struggling for the supremacy in the

Church. Catholicism possesses the

experiences and prudence of old age ;

to it belongs the past with all its trials

and glories. But of old age it has

also the cunning, the stubborn and

despotic disposition ; and to it likewise

belong the horrors and the shame of

the past. Protestantism has the ag-

gressiveness, heedlessness, and restless-

ness of youth : to it belongs the future

with all its uncertainty, prospects, and

promises. But of youth it has also

the fickleness and impatience ; it can

bear no restraint, it cannot stop to

think ; and to it are due the dissensions

of its followers, the inconsistency that

makes them intolerant of each other's

opinions. The former lives by recol-

lections, the latter by aspirations and

hopes. They counteract each other,

and yet in the end one must prevail.

Which will predominate and subjugate

its opponent— Catholicism or Protes-

tantism ? A satisfactory answer to such

a question is contained in their own na-

ture and in their history. What are

they? What have they accomplished?

What are they actually doing ?

What do they intend to do for Chris-

tianity, science, and civilization ? A
thorough investigation of these and

similar questions can only enable us to

understand their tendency and foretell

their future.

And here the kind reader must allow

me to say a few words about my posi-

tion, lest my views be misinterpreted

or considered as an offence. The ques-

tions at issue between Catholicism and

Protestantism I always regarded as

most important and of the greatest

consequence for Humanity. Educated

in the Catholic Church, and enabled by

circumstances to behold both her good

and bad qualities, I became satisfied

that, notwithstanding the great services

she has done to society at certain times,

and the large amount of good accom-

plished through her instrumentality, the

Church of my youth was neither a

divine institution nor a permanent one.

I became satisfied that, for one who
desires to contribute his mite to the tri-

umph of truth, it is absolutely necessary

to make himself utterly independent of

her, and so I did- I left that Church

and cast my lot with Protestantism, as

the only logical step a Catholic can

take, unless he chooses to give up

Christianity altogether. Not that in

my mind Protestantism has any better

claims to be considered as a divine in-

stitution, or a more permanent one than

Catholicism : but because it looks for-

ward, and allows men to use their

faculties without restraint, that they

may give their nature the development

of which God has made it capable.

From that moment Protestantism has

been for me the object of as faithful

study, as Catholicism had been ; and,

after twenty years of more or less

close application, my convictions are

that Protestantism, notwithstanding its

wrongs and shortcomings, was from the

beginning, and is now, a blessing to the
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Christian Church. My heart, so to

say, is still with Catholicism ; how can

I help it ? All the memories of my
childhood and youth are with it. The

little I am and know is in a great

measure due to its influence and teach-

ing. Most of my early companions

and friends, all my kindred cherish it,

and many of them are sleeping in the

ground consecrated by its ceremonies

and prayers. Yes, my heart is still

with Catholicism, and I do not know

but it will remain there as long as it

beats. My mind, however, my soul

with all its faculties, my present and

future are with Protestantism ; not

with stationary Protestantism which is

afraid of the consequences of its own
principles, but with that which is con-

stantly going onward, and knows no

limits to human progress except those

put to it by man's Creator. Nor again

can I help this. Like plants, are we

not naturally drawn towards light ?

Do we not prosper better on the rich

soil of a hill and in the open air ex-

posed to the sun, than in the sandy

ground of a primeval forest whose lux-

uriant trees cover us with a perpetual

shade ? My mind then is with Protes-

tantism. But both my mind and heart

are for truth, for humanity, for God. If

therefore anything stated in this pa-

per should seem too severe, the reader

must remember how difficult it is to

measure our words when our greatest

interests are at stake. I will certainly

not curse what God has once pros-

pered ; I shall purposely avoid saying

what may reflect on persons. My deal-

ing is with doctrines and institutions,

not with men. These are the children

of God, and I love them, whoever or

whatever they be ; those are the work

of man, and I treat them with the free-

dom with which I do my own works.

It is very common to confound

Catholicism and Protestantism with

Christianity, and consider them as one

and the same thing under different

names. But neither is Christianity.

There is between them the same dif-

ference we find between a cause and

its effects, between impulsion and mo-

tion, between life and action. Chris-

tianity is the cause of their existence,

the force that puts and keeps them in

motion, the life that animates and

prompts them to action. It has ex-

isted and will exist independently of

and without them. Catholicism is the

letter, as it were, the materialism of

Christianity. To render Christianity

intelligible to the masses, to increase

the number of its professors from

among the ignorant as well as the

learned, Catholicism contrived to give

it visible forms. God is invisible ; but

he revealed himself to the eyes of men
in Jesus, and Jesus was said to be him-

self God. Jesus disappeared from the

earth through death, and with him God
manifested to the senses ; but in the

bishop of Rome he left a representa-

tive to take his place ; and that bishop

in his turn was changed into a god, so

that in reality God stands always visi-

ble in our midst. To this man-God
the God-man intrusted the charge of

his Church and the deposit of divine

truth ; through him he makes his will

known ; with him he shares his author-

ity and infallibility. The Hebrew Scrip-

tures and the Christian were searched,

and the new theocracy was affirmed to

be in them foretold, ordained, described.

The old Roman pontiffs and the Jewish

high-priests served at first as models ;

but it was soon found that a royal

priesthood should be presided over and

ruled by a king, and accordingly the

bishop of Rome was made a king. Is

not God, whom he represents, the king

of the universe ? Is it not meet and

reasonable that the man appointed by

him to fill his place should be invested

with the same dignity ? And thus the

humble Nazarene, in the person of his

pretended vicar, became a king in spite

of himself; not of Judaea, but of the
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world ; not crowned with thorns, but

with gold and precious stones.

Following the same order of ideas

and for the same reason, the bishop

of Rome was also arrayed as it be-

comes so great a king. Garments glit-

tering with gems and diamonds, costly

and pompous pageantry, extravagant

and high-sounding titles, exaggerated

and strange manifestations of homage :

everything was heaped on the man
who little by little had constituted him-

self the ruler over the bodies and souls

of his fellow-men. Nothing was deemed

too much or too great for him, even

to the triple crown symbolizing the

extent of his dominion over the quick

and the dead. The sensuous Jewish

ideal of the Messiah, which Jesus failed

to exhibit in himself, was realized by

him ; and the most spiritual of religious

manifestations was made to assume the

form of a worship chiefly appealing to

the senses. Is this, can this be Christian-

ity ? As such it was not accepted every-

where by the whole Church. The trans-

formation of the Roman bishop into a god

had been the slow work of centuries,

and it was not effected without a great

opposition. Some of the most learned

among both the clergy and laity,

prompted either by piety and zeal or by
jealousy and envy, lifted their voices to

protest against the attempt. A few

Roman bishops themselves, amongst

whom Gregory the First stands fore-

most, rejected with indignation the

idea of being regarded as superior to

their brethren. The plan, however, was

carried through at last. Those who
lived afar from the centre of the new
empire, and had little to fear, refused

to submit. Those who found them-

selves within the reach of its power,

were either compelled to obey, or fell

victims of their disobedience and re-

sistance.

For several centuries Catholicism

had the sway. Under its influence

everything was added to Christianity

that could better allure the senses and

subjugate human reason ; everything

was done to constitute the Church into

a powerful institution that might be

able to conquer and annihilate her foes.

But Protestantism was meanwhile at

work ; the opposition, I mean, to a

material interpretation of Christianity,

and to the establishment of an absolute

central power in the Church. When
this interpretation had been carried

so far that all attempts to stay it

seemed utterly hopeless, the most in-

telligent portion of the Christian world,

the good and spiritual - minded from

amidst the priesthood, suddenly rose,

not to check, but to undo the work

that Catholicism had done. To the

letter of the law they opposed its

spirit ; above religious submission and

belief they proclaimed study and free

inquiry into all things ; for the com-

plicated forms and pompous ceremo-

nies of the liturgy they substituted

prayer and praise, as the only spiritual

and truly Christian way of worship.

It was then that the school supplanted

the temple, and the desk was seen to

take the place of the altar. And the

priest, who under pretext of a purer

and higher condition of life had for-

saken wedlock and was grovelling in

lewdness, the priest took to himself a

wife and became a leader in the way
of righteousness. Thus encouraged by

the first success and by the example of

her teachers, the Church everywhere

awoke from her slumber of centuries,

felt a new spirit infused into her veins,

and protested against being made any

longer a tool in the work of adulterating

the Christian principle. In Italy, Spain,

and France, that protest was drowned

in blood, so effectually drowned that

hardly any traces were left of it for a

long time. But in Germany, Switzer-

land, and England, all over the North

of Europe, Protestantism spread with

the swiftness of lightning, and in a few

years it waxed so strong that Catholi-
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cism was brought to terms, and had to

acknowledge its opponent as a power

in the Christian world.

And a formidable power it proved to

be, because truth and right were on its

side. Instead of shunning and hating

light, it always longed and sought for

it. Protestantism understood better

than its adversary the aim of Chris-

tianity and the nature of the Church,

and it was never guilty of considering

itself as being either. Catholic writ-

ers are wont to object to Protestantism

that it is neither a religion nor a church,

but a negation of both. Its not being

a religion or a church in the proper

signification of these words is perfectly

true ; but the same is true of Catholi-

cism. The very qualification of Cath-

olic or Protestant, which we give to

different branches of the Church and

different forms of religion, excludes

such an idea. The qualification can

never be the same thing with the ob-

ject qualified. Because man is a rea-

sonable being, who will attempt to main-

tain that man and reason are identical ?

It would be equally absurd and untrue

to say that Christianity is a religion or

a church, because there is a Christian

Church and a Christian religion. Chris-

tianity is something above them, greater

and higher than both. It is the prin-

ciple upon which the system of moral

and religious teaching is founded, the

sentiment that prompts certain religious

ceremonies and observances, known by

the name of Christian religion. It is

likewise the bond of union between

several millions of men professing to

worship the same God and cherish the

same hopes ; and this union of men we
call the Christian Church. If Cathol-

icism and Protestantism are in fact such

religion and such church, if they are one

and the same thing with them, what is

the cause of their existence ? Where
is the bond that keeps them together ?

To say that Protestantism is neither

the Christiau religion nor the Christian

Church, is the same as saying that

Protestantism is not what Catholicism

cannot be. It is a mere question of

possibility. Can the clock ever be the

clockmaker ? or the sculptor his own
statue ?

As for Protestantism being a nega-

tion of both Christian religion and

Christian Church, never was a charge

more false. What does Protestantism

deny ? Does it deny any of the truths

of Christianity ? Does it deny the ex-

istence, the expediency, the mission of

the Christian Church ? Most certainly

not. It refuses to acknowledge and

utterly denies the spurious Christianity

substituted by Catholicism for the legit-

imate one. It denies that Jesus ever

intended to have a vicar on earth clad

with supreme and absolute power over

his Church, or established a priesthood

to enslave the consciences of men. It

denies that Christianity teaches men to

believe what they cannot understand

and is repugnant to their own reason,

and believe it only because the minis-

ters of the Church tell them that they

must. It denies that Christianity con-

sists in certain statements called articles

of faith, and certain performances called

sacraments. It denies, in short, that

Catholicism is Christianity, the Catholic

Church the whole of the Christian

Church, the bishop of Home anything

more than any other bishop or priest
;

that is to say, a servant of the Church,

because the people suffer him to be

one. This is what Protestantism de-

nies, and it is this denial that consti-

tutes its strength and its glory. But
to this denial Protestantism opposes

the most positive affirmations. It ac-

cepts Christianity as a life-giving prin-

ciple, as the highest religious revelation

yet made to men. Not Christianity as

priests conceived it, but as it is found in

the words and life of Jesus. It be-

lieves that divine wisdom is not ex-

hausted ; that to the truths already re-

vealed God may add new ones, and that
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through his work especially he makes

himself known to us. It longs for the

union of all the good, whatever be the

name under which they worship their

Maker or the forms through which their

religion is manifested. It cherishes the

Christian Church, free from all fetters

except those of divine boundless love,

as the most powerful instrument for the

spreading of truth, the redemption of

man, and the establishment of God's

kingdom on earth. All this Protestant-

ism believes, affirms, cherishes, and pro-

claims ; is it all a mere negation? Is

it not rather the positive spirit, the

very essence of Christianity ?

I said that Christianity differs from

both religion and church, Catholicism

and Protestantism, inasmuch as it is

a principle. What is a principle ? It

is a truth capable of developing itself

into other truths partaking of its own
nature, yet different in their form, ap-

plication, and tendency. "God is Fa-

ther to all men : all men are brothers."

This is the essence of Christianity, the

seed of all Christian truth, the princi-

ple of which I speak. "We cannot

better show our love to God than by

doing good to his children." " No
man, as such, has any right whatever

over his fellow - men." " It is our

duty to improve and perfect ourselves."

These are truths more or less directly

drawn from that principle. Whatever

there is good and true, beautiful and

great, pure and holy, in the teaching

and doing of the Church, is the natu-

ral result of its application. Its power

of development is so great that it can,

and will in due time, reach and satisfy

every want of man. Jesus likened it

to a seed which, though very small,

can grow into an immense tree, afford-

ing shelter under its numerous branches

to all the birds of the air.

But principles as well as seeds, be-

sides a fertile ground, need some ex-

ternal agency to help their growth.

The ground for Christianity is man-

kind, the agency to help it grow is the

Church. Alas! how often the per-

nicious influence of both Catholicism

and Protestantism has hindered the

action of that agency and been baneful

to the growth of the heavenly seed

!

It makes one's heart ache, when read-

ing the history of the Christian Church,

to see what amount of blood each new
development of Christianity, of a single

Christian truth, has cost to mankind.
Thanks be to Heaven ! that in most
cases Protestantism stood for the right,

and its records are not so utterly

steeped in blood as those of its oppo-

nent. Still, innocent it is not. Not
always has it been faithful to its own
nature and to its trust ; its battles were
not always fought as behooves the

cause of truth. Catholicism and Prot-

estantism being two different ways of

unfolding Christianity, two opposite

methods for the understanding and
applying of its truths, must needs be

at war with each other, whenever a

new interpretation is offered *to the

Church by either party. In times of

general ignorance, and in countries

where knowledge is only the lot of the

few, such occasions are wont to give

rise to most dreadful outbursts of fa-

naticism and religious hatred. A year

has hardly passed, since a town of be-

nighted Italy was disgraced by one of

those deeds that too often have dis-

honored humanity, and were rife in days

not long gone by. Several scores of

harmless people were murdered in

broad daylight by a furious, bigoted

crowd, merely because they had claimed

and asserted their right of looking for

themselves into the titles to the de-

mands of Catholicism. There had been

no provocation, no breach of law on their

side. The monks of the place saw in

the attempt an opposition to Catholi-

cism, and prompted by its spirit led

the ignorant rabble to the performance

of that unchristian deed. The educa-

tion of the masses alone can put an
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end to religious fanaticism and hatred.

When men shall know and feel that

God is Father to all, the thought of

pleasing him by slaughtering his chil-

dren will become an impossibility.

Everything seems to point now
to this desired consummation. Who
knows but in a few years we may wit-

ness it with our own eyes, and be

called upon to sing the song of deliv-

erance ? A single year in our times

sees more and greater changes than a

whole century did at any other period

mentioned in history. The Christian

Church is evidently going through a

crisis. The activity and faithfulness

of Protestantism could not alone have

brought it about so soon. But the

stubbornness of Catholicism in refusing

to yield even in the smallest things, its

persistency in condemning everything

and everybody that stand in its way,

have hastened the fatal moment. Its

advocates and champions are fully

aware of the fact, and are making their

utmost endeavors to turn the crisis to

their own advantage. They will not

shrink before any means to secure the

preservation of the irresponsible power

so long exerted by the popes: the op-

position in the Church must be put

down at any cost. The Ecumenical

Council was to serve this purpose. Such
and no other was the object of its con-

vocation, the general expectation of the

friends of modern Catholicism. If the

heterodox and Protestant branches of

the Church have been invited to send

representatives to that assembly, it was
not for the purpose of hearing them and
listening to their claims, but merely to

receive their act of submission on such

a solemn occasion. " The Church can-

not," wrote Pius IX. to Archbishop

Manning, "examine again what she

has already defined and condemned."

She may forgive her rebellious chil-

dren when repentant, but to suppose

that they have any right either to

doubt the soundness of her decisions

or to protest against them, that is al-

together out of question. In the mind

of Pius IX., the Church is the Roman
See, the stronghold as well as the foun-

tain of Catholicism. Indeed, for him

Papacy and Christianity, Church and

Catholicism, are but synonymous words.

If the Pope should differ in some im-

portant points from his brethren, the

truth would be with him ; if the whole

Church should refuse to accept his de-

cisions and obey him, the single person

of the Pope would from that moment
constitute and represent the universal

Church. In such a spirit is the Coun-

cil convened, and with such a spirit is

to be conducted.

It seems rather strange that the at-

tempt to impose on the Church the

personal infallibility of the Pope as an

article of faith should be made now,

when so few are disposed to acknowl-

edge even his authority, and Catholics

themselves deny it if they think it in-

terferes with their rights and notions.

Such however is the fact. A system

that has transformed Christianity into

popery, and God into a pope, will not

find it difficult to make of the Pope

the Church. That the Pope is the

Church is no new doctrine, only it may
be raised to the dignity of an article

of faith. Until the present time a

Catholic could be a Christian without

believing that popes were not liable to

commit blunders : but henceforth to

believe such a thing will be heresy,

and will subject the believer to eternal

death. It has always been considered

as very unchristiaulike to suppose that

a pope might be wrong ; and to affirm

that he was ever actually so was deemed

a kind of blasphemy by Benedict XIV.
Yet no pope ever durst to demand of

an Ecumenical Council a definition,

whose tendency is to take from the

Church thus assembled every authority

in matters of faith and morals. The
dangers that threaten Catholicism seem

to have so alarmed Pius IX. as to make

him think it unsafe to leave such power

in the episcopate. Never before has
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Catholicism taken so bold a step, it

never assumed so defiant an attitude.

Timid it never was, but recklessness

has not certainly been one of its fail-

ings. On the contrary, all its triumphs,

when not due to fire and sword, were

the result of shrewdness and longanim-

ity, cunning and prudence. One by

one most of its ideas were forced on

the Church as articles of faith, but

always at times when there was the

least opposition, or when the attention

of both clergy and laity was taken

up by other matters. Now it is not

so. The learned among the Cath-

olics who take any interest in eccle-

siastical affairs, consider every new de-

cision as ill-timed and calculated to do

mischief; and those who do not care

much about Pope or Church are watch-

ing with curiosity, in the expectation

of enjoying some fun in the end. They
know too well that the decisions of

popes do not command any more re-

spect nowadays than their excommu-
nications cause fear, and they are dis-

posed to receive them, as they would

the latter, with contempt and ridicule.

There seems to be but little doubt

that the ultra-catholic party, which is

the predominant in Rome, will succeed

in everything it may choose to attempt.

The great majority of the bishops, of

the religious orders, and of the clergy

generally in England, America, and

Spain, belongs to it; besides a large

number, if not the majority, of the

minor clergy in France, Italy, and Ger-

many. Among the cardinals and bish-

ops there are very few that understand

the times or are bold enough to with-

stand the current. They grow less

and less every day ; they hold their

tongues because experience has taught

them how dangerous it is to speak. It

is but a few years since Cardinal An-
drea ventured to assert his independ-

ence in matters that had no more to

do with Christianity than they had with

Buddhism ; but he was made to feel

that there is only one will in the Ro-

man Church, and that that will is the

Pope's. Did any one lift his voice in

his behalf? How many of his breth-

ren, of his colleagues stood by him who
had justice and right on his side? Ca-
tholicism is omnipotent now in the

Roman Church, and runs madly to

destruction. It has compelled all op-

position to stand outside ; whosoever
dares to think, speak or act contrary

to its dictates is driven out by excom-
munications or persecutions. The so-

called liberal party is only tolerated

on the implicit condition that it will

not meddle with the authority of the

Pope and the claims of Catholicism.

This very intolerance of all, even the

most moderate opposition ; this unwill-

ingness to admit the possibility of a

man being a Christian without being a

strict Catholic, must and will in the

end bring Catholicism to ruin. All

efforts to misrepresent Protestantism

cannot conceal the fact that under its

influence nations are both morally and
physically more prosperous than under

the influence of Catholicism. Had the

opposition been kept within the Church,

had it been encouraged rather than

anathematized, it might easily have

been controlled and directed, its power
and influence would have been neutral

ized and checked to a great extent.

But out of the Church, with the halo

of persecution and the prestige of re-

sistance, the opposition gained liberty

and strength, constituted itself into a

permanent institution and became for-

midable. Rome knows and feels it.

The assertions of her priests, the re-

ports of her missionaries that Prot-

estantism is declining and has proved

a failure, are as many evidences of her

apprehensions. Protestantism is more

vigorous than it has ever been before,

and it counteracts the effects of Ca-

tholicism on society in a wonderful

manner. When its task is fulfilled,

and only then, it will cease to exist;

because the reason for its being will

exist no more.
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RIDING DOWN.

BY NORA PERRY.

Oh did you see him riding down,

And riding down, while all the town

Came out to see, came out to see,

And all the bells rang mad with glee ?

Oh did you hear those bells ring out,

The bells ring out, the people shout,

And did you hear that cheer on cheer,

That over all the bells rang clear ?

And did you see the waving flags,

The fluttering flags, the tattered flags,

Red, white, and blue, shot through and through,

Baptized with battle's deadly dew?

And did you hear the drums' gay beat,

The drums' gay beat, the bugles sweet,

The cymbals' clash, the cannons' crash,

That rent the sky with sound and flash ?

And did you see me waiting there,

Just waiting there and watching there,

One little lass, amid the mass

That pressed to see the hero pass?

And did you see him smiling down,

And smiling down, as riding down
With slowest pace, with stately grace,

He caught the vision of a face,

—

My face uplifted red and white,

Turned red and white with sheer delight,

To meet the eyes, the smiling eyes,

Outflashing in their swift surprise ?

Oh did you see how swift it came,

How swift it came, like sudden flame,

That smile to me, to only me,

The little lass who blushed to see?

And at the windows all along,

Oh all along, a lovely throng

Of faces fair, beyond compare,

Beamed out upon him riding there.
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Each face was like a radiant gem,

A sparkling gem, and yet for them

No swift smile came, like sudden flame,

No arrowy glance took certain aim.

He turned away from all their grace,

From all that grace of perfect face,

He turned to me, to only me,

The little lass who blushed to see

!

ILI-ILI-OPAE.

BY WILLIAM T. BRIGHAM.

On the verge of the tropics in the

North Pacific, in the midst of the

Hawaiian group, lies the long, nar-

row island of Molokai. The high and

irregular mountain ridge which stretch-

es from east to west through the whole

length and breadth of the island, tells

of fiery floods of molten rock, of vast

convulsions,— and the traveller, cross-

ing from peak to peak, passes the

broken rim of many a ruined crater,

from which in long past ages the lava

torrents rushed forth to pile up the

mountain summits which air and wind

and rain have ever since been slowly

dragging into the sea.

Strange was the birth of Molokai,

but stranger events have happened in

its history. Lavas had ceased to flow,

and the fertile soil formed by the slow

chemistry of centuries nourished plants

and trees, when first the dusky tribes,

voyaging in their canoes from the

south and west, made their home on

its shores and built temples to their

gods.

On the southern shore, near the

middle of the island, is the beautiful

valley of Mapulehu. The earthquake

rent and the furrowing stream have

laid bare the foundation of the moun-
tain, and the valley leads deep into the

rock fortress. High among the peaks,

the narrow clefts and gorges on either

side open gradually into a gently slop-

ing plain, which reaches to the sea.

All along the shore stretches the cor-

al reef, and on its outer edge the deep

blue sea breaks in a long line of white

foam, which melts slowly away as it

glides over the bright green water

above the coral, to lose itself on the

snowy beach. Only in one place

there is a break in this outer wall,

and there, a blue river, as it were,

winds in towards the shore. He who
would scale the walls of this valley

must be stout of limb and girded with

patience, or he will hardly reach the

top, which is two thousand feet above

him. A few coco-nut and pandanus

trees cluster around the three or four

grass houses which now disturb the

solitude of the valley, and the hills

seem dry and desolate. It was not

always so.

In ancient times Kupa was king,

and his rule extended over all this dis-

trict. The gods had blessed him,

and full of gratitude he built the great

heiau or temple of Ili-ili-opae, whose

ruins attest its grandeur to this day.

The form of the heiau was this.

Stones were brought from the moun-

tains and piled regularly, until a plat-

form, three hundred feet long and a
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hundred wide, was raised nearly twen-

ty-five feet, and around this were made

three terraces about six feet wide.

The top of the platform was carefully

paved with flat blocks of unhewn

stone, and a broad line across the mid-

dle marked off the eastern end, where

the king and his priests had houses,

and into whose sacred area no common
man dared venture under penalty of

instant death. Frightful images, carved

from the dark and heavy woods of the

mountains, were placed along this line,

and before these stood the altar of

immolation.

Kupa was returning from an expe-

dition which he had undertaken against

the advice of his kahunas. These old

priests, and especially Kamalo, who
dwelt near by at Kaluaaha, had urged

his Majesty to desist from his under-

taking, but in vain, and the gods by

dire portents had compelled his return,

and he now sought to expiate his of-

fence in a sacrifice of unusual pomp.

For three days the white flags of the

kdpu had been floating over the walls

of Ili-ili-opae. No man could speak,

no animal utter a sound, as life was

valued, from the time the sun left the

ocean until he returned. The fowls

were shut up in the dark, and men and

women sat silently in separate houses,

waiting anxiously for the day when
they should know what victims had

been chosen for the gods. No fire

was kindled, no canoe launched ; only

on the heiau active preparations were

going on. The poor children were

very sad, shut up all day and not al-

lowed to speak above a whisper. On
the day the stars had indicated, a long

procession of almost naked men moved
slowly and silently toward the temple.

First the high priest and Kiipa, at-

tended by the kahili 1 bearers, who
bore aloft these magnificent em-

blems of royalty. Then came the in-

1 Large standards covered with tufts of feathers,

an emblem of Hawaiian royalty.
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ferior priests, two hundred in number,

guarding their chosen victims. Twenty
men, some young and nobly formed,

whose beautiful limbs, destitute of all

covering, trembled and faltered as they

advanced to their death ; others older,

who were almost ready to leave this

world gladly, but all perfect and un-

blemished sacrifices, —- these were the

chosen victims.

As they reached the first terrace a

smothered groan burst from the peo-

ple, and the drums and conch-shells

were used to drown the ill-omened

noise. Three times the procession

encircled the heiau, and then the vic-

tims were quickly and mercifully killed,

and placed upon the altar together with

the sacred black hogs. Five bodies

were placed side by side with their

faces towards the earth, and five hogs

were placed across them, and thus the

sacrifice was piled upon the altar be-

fore the hideous idols, while the priests

chanted strange hymns and prayers in

a tongue unknown to the multitude,

who breathlessly awaited the conclu-

sion of the horrid rites.

All was at last over, and the kapu

removed. With shouts of joy at their

deliverance, the children rushed down

to the shore, and the men soon followed

to join them in the surf or to launch

their canoes. All left the heiau where

the piled-up sacrifice was to await the

devouring influences of the sun, except

two little boys, the sons of the priest

Kamalo, whose advice had been op-

posed to the king's expedition. Full

of fun and mischief, these two boys

went into the king's deserted house,

and after prying into all the corners

and uncovering all the calabashes, they

found a famous kaeke drum made out

of the trunk of a coco-nut tree. A
skilled performer could easily express

on this drum anything he wished, in a

way quite intelligible to the initiated,

and the unlucky boys, drumming for

their amusement, were overheard by
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some evil-minded persons who were not

far away, and their music was thought

insulting to the king. Kiipa was told

that Kamalo's children were reviling

him on his own drum, and the order

was at once given to kill the boys.

Their little bodies were thrown upon

the sacrificial pile, and Kamalo was left

childless. His bowels burned for ven-

geance.

Taking a black pig with him as an

offering, he went to consult the wise

kahuna Lanikaula (Heaven's prophet),

who lived alone in the grand old grove

of candlenut trees which still crowns

the cliffs of the eastern end of Molokai.

Over hills and ridges, now along the

shore and now up the mountain slopes,

Kamalo journeyed on. He was a noble

looking man, of fine proportions, covered

only by the narrow waist-cloth. He
had just passed the valley where in

some secret cave the ancient kings of

Molokai lie buried, and where he prayed

that the one who had so wronged him
might soon be placed, when he came
upon a man, the lower half of whose

body had been eaten off by a shark.

Filled with compassion, Kamalo stopped,

and in the course of their conversation

• told of his own bereavement. The
mutilated man promised to avenge him
if he would slay a man and bring him
the lower half of the body to replace

his ; but the priest knew too well Kupa's

power, and as one man would be pow-
erless to punish him, went on to the

prophet's grove. Lanikaula could do

nothing for him, but advised him to

bathe in the stream that poured into

the beautiful valley below, and then go

to another sage, who lived at the ex-

treme western end of the island, on the

low sandy barren shore where now the

present king has his fish palace. Poor

Kamalo shouldered his pig and walked

home, watching as he passed each nar-

row defile lest some of the murderers

of the king should beset his way, for

Kiipa knew his errand. Passing his

desolate home in safety, he went on,

now along the shore, more than twenty
miles to the sage's dwelling. Even
here he could get no aid, but was sent

on to the temple of the shark-god Kau-
huhu, which was on the shore at the

bottom of a steep precipice on the

northern side of the island. The way
was weary, but the murderer of his

dear boys was unpunished. The priest

at the temple listened to his story and
bade him go on until he should come
to the great cavern of Anapuhi, where
the shark-god lived.

This cavern was at the sea level

and filled with clear sea-water. When
Kamalo got there, he found Waka and

Moo, the two attendants of the god.

" Keep off ! keep off
!

" shouted they.

" This place is sacred, no man can

enter here and live."

" Death or life," answered he, " is all

one to me, if only I may have ven-

geance for my poor boys."

He then told his story and of his

failures with the sages, and declared

his only hope lay in the power of the

shark-god.

" Well," said the attendants, " Kau-
huhu is absent just now a-fishing ; but

if he finds you here when he returns,

our lives as well as yours will be

forfeit. However, we will do what we
can to help you ; we must hide you

somewhere hereabouts, and when he

returns, trust to circumstances to ac-

complish your purpose." But they

could find no fit hiding-place except

the rubbish pile where the offal and

scrapings of vegetables were thrown.

So they thrust him and his pig in

there, and covered them over with all

the rubbish they could find, telling

Kamalo to keep perfectly still until he

should see eight heavy breakers roll in

successively from the sea, by which

sign he might know that Kauhuhu was

returning from his fishing expedition.

After waiting some time, the .eight

heavy rollers appeared, breaking sue-
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cessively against the rocks ; and as the

eighth dissolved in foam, the great

shark came ashore. The human form

was at once assumed, and he com-

menced snuffing about the place in a

very ungodlike manner. Turning to

Waka and Moo, he declared there was

a man there. They strenuously de-

nied the fact, and protested the impos-

sibility of their allowing such a dese-

cration of his sacred premises. Kau-

huhu was not to be put off in that way.

" There is a man somewhere here-

abouts," he insisted. " I smell him.

If I find him, you are dead men ; if

not, you escape." He then searched

carefully all probable places, but never

suspected the rubbish heap, and had

just given up the search, when Kama-
lo's pig squealed in a decidedly audible

manner, thus discovering the poor fel-

low's hiding-place. The enraged god

seized Kamalo with both hands, and

lifting him up to swallow whole, had

inserted his victim's head and shoulders

into his mouth before Kamalo could

utter a word.

" Kauhuhu, before you eat me,

hear my petition, and then do as you
like."

" Well for you that you spoke when
you did," answered Kauhuhu, setting

him down again on the ground. " Now
what have you to say ?

"

Kamalo told his story, and how
his life was darkened and his bowels

yearned for revenge, and then he pre-

sented his pig to the god. Kauhuhu
was moved with compassion.

" Had you come for any other pur-

pose," said he, " I would eat you ; but

your cause is a sacred one. I will re-

venge you on Kupa the king. But
first you must do all I bid you. Go
back to the temple of Puiiahi at the

foot of the precipice, and take the

priest Kahi-waka-apuu on your back

and carry him up the steep precipice,

and down the other side all the way to

your home at Kaluaaha. Build a

sacred fence all around your dwelling-

place, and surround it with the sacred

flags of white cloth. Collect black

hogs by the four hundred, red fish by
the four hundred, white fowls by the

four hundred, and bide my coming.

Wait and watch until you see a small

cloud, the size of a man's hand, rise

white as snow over the island of Lanai.

That is myself. The cloud will in-

crease in size as it moves across the

channel against the wind, until it comes

and rests on the mountains of Molokai

above the valley of Mapulehu. Then
a rainbow will span the valley and you
will know that I am at hand, and your

hour of revenge is come. Go now, and
remember that you are the only man
who ever ventured into the presence of

Kauhuhu and returned alive."

Kamalo went away with a joyful

heart. His strong limbs bore up man-
fully as he climbed the steep path with

the priest of Puiiahi on his back, and at

home he set bravely about the greater

task of collecting the many hogs, fishes,

and fowls. His nets came up full of

fish, black hogs were brought as pres-

ents from all parts of the island, and

he soon had fulfilled all the require-

ments of the shark-god. The sacred

fence was built; the white flags dis-

played ; black hogs by the four hun-

dred, red fish by the four hundred,

white fowls by the four hundred, with

many coco-nuts and other things sacred

to the gods, were placed within the en-

closure, and Kamalo then sat down
patiently to wait for the time of his

revenge.

Day after day passed away, until the

days became weeks, and the weeks

months. The people gazed as they

passed, and the king wondered. At
last one day the snow-white cloud, no

larger than a man's hand, rose over the

island of Lanai, and advanced steadily

across the stormy channel in the very

teeth of the gale, until it settled in a

mighty mass on the peaks above Ma-
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puleliu. Then appeared a splendid

rainbow overarching the valley from

side to side. The wind increased, and

the rain fell in torrents ; a furious

storm came sweeping down the doomed

valley, filling it from side to side with

an irresistible flood, which spread over

the low land, sweeping Kiipa and all

his people into the sea, where they

were all devoured by the shark-god.

Kamalo and his wife alone escaped, for

the flood overwhelmed everything but

the sacred fence and the heiau of Ili-ili-

opae. This is why the harbor is called

Ai-kanaka (man-eater), and it is a prov-

erb among the people of that region,

" When the rainbow spans Mapulehu val-

ley, then look out for the Waiakoloa."

THE MORMON PROBLEM.

BY CHARLES H. BRIGHAM.

One of the incidental results of the

opening of the Pacific railway is the

new interest awakened in the Mormon
people and the Mormon problem. Some
of this interest is commercial ; and the

sharp merchants of Chicago who have
" dined and wined " their Mormon
visitors, and entertained without a

thought of wrong the wives of polyga-

mous households, doubtless had an eye

to business in their ready hospitality.

It is not worth while to be over scru-

pulous when there is the chance of se-

curing the trade of a populous terri-

tory. But much the larger part of

this interest in the Mormons is of pure

curiosity or of patriotic foreboding.

Of the hundreds of visitors, — we
might almost say thousands, — who
have turned aside from the straight

way to or from California to rest for a

day or two at Salt Lake City, it is

safe to affirm that nine tenths have

been expected to give some solution of

the " Mormon Problem," and to answer

the question, " What is to become of

this people ? " Men who have never

in their lives turned attention to social

philosophy feel bound to meet this in-

quiry, as a proof that they have kept

their eyes open, and that their visit has

not been fruitless. To describe the

beauty of situation, the strange, seamed,

snow-crowned, mountain ranges, stretch-

ing into the distance, which hem and

gird this garden of the wilderness ; to

tell the habits of this ignorant, credu-

lous, fanatical people ; to praise the

industry which has made the wilder-

ness here to blossom as the rose ; and

to lament the blindness which has

brought so many victims to endure

this cheat and burden of religious

yoke, — these are not enough ; there

must be a prophecy of the future, and

we must know what is to come of it.

Is this imposition near its end, or has

it yet a long lease of life ? Will the

opening of the railway, which now has

come to the very gate of the city, be

as the summons of the Roman at the

gate of Jerusalem, or only bring new
strength to a power already too strong

to be overthrown ? The Prophet is an

old man : will he be the last of the

Prophets ? At his death will the sheep

be left without a shepherd, and the com-

munity fall in pieces, in the warfare of

rivals for the vacant primacy ? Can
this small body of insolent religionists

defy much longer the will and force of

the American nation ? Can this blot

on the civilization of the nineteenth

century be longer tolerated ? What
are the signs of the time for the Mor-

mon State and the Mormon Church ?
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The means of answering this ques-

tion intelligently would seem to be am-

ple. Those who go to Salt Lake City

hear it discussed from morning to night

— on Sundays and on week-days—
sometimes cautiously and with bated

breath, sometimes boldly and with very

positive assertion, in houses, in hotels,

in shops, in lawyer's offices, and in the

great Tabernacle, by Jew and Gentile

and Mormon. President Young has a

bland answer to it ; Orson Pratt, the

smooth-tongued preacher, has a specious

answer ; and General Daniel Wells has

a vehement answer, which they are will-

ing that all should hear. The Gentile

officers of the Territory have their

views also, which they are not afraid to

express. And Gentiles who stay at

home get the elements of wise judg-

ment in the graphic and redundant

sketches and speculations of newspaper

correspondents. All the chief journals

of the larger cities have now their let-

ters from Utah, as full and as regular

as their letters from London or Rome.
The Ecumenical Council and the Mor-
mon Conference, the decrees of Pope
Pius and the decrees of Pope Brig-

ham, are chronicled with the same im-

partial fidelity. Trustworthy witnesses

pretend to unveil the mysteries of the

Mormon households, and report the

conversation of patient and impatient

wives and the outrages of the pious

lords. Along with its abstracts of

sermons in the New York churches,

the " New York Herald " has abstracts

of sermons in the Salt Lake Taberna-

cle ; and in these sermons the question

of the Mormon future is always prom-
inent. The most popular of all itin-

erant lecturers, the inspired seer of the

new dispensation, has in this last win-

ter gone up and down through the

land, telling the abomination of these

" whited sepulcres," and making this

fact the preface to her plea for the

rights of her abused sex. There is no

lack of information about the Mormons

and their doings, and the Mormon
Prophet is much less an enigma than

the taciturn President at Washington.

There are various opinions, indeed, con-

cerning the Prophet and his plans.

One writer calls him a " crafty fanatic,"

while to another he is only a shrewd

and crafty knave. Yet the important

points in his policy are evident enough,

and he is quite willing to avow what

the Gentiles complain of as his assump-

tion and tyranny. The private objects

of Mr. Young may not be altogether

transparent, but his public purpose is

too clear to be mistaken, and is not

denied, either in his harangues or his

conversation. The trumpet of the

head of the Mormon hierarchy gives

no uncertain sound, and Gentile and

Mormon hear it equally well.

If one asks the Prophet what will

be the result of the opening of the

railway to his city, his gracious an-

swer instantly is, " Good ! It is just

what we have wanted. It will help

us in every way. Now the American

people, who have misunderstood us so

long, who have heard how wicked and

wretched we are, will .be able to come

and see with their own eyes that they

have been imposed upon, that we are

prosperous, moral, pure, and happy ;

will come and see what miracles of

peace and temperance and content-

ment our system works ; and will go

away to refute the slanders. We shall

be able now to send out with small ex-

pense and in quick time our missiona-

ries to all parts of the country and the

world, and we can gather our converts

together here more easily. In the next

year we shall have probably fifty thou-

sand recruits for our population, who
have only been waiting for this con-

venience to come to their sacred city

and sacred land. We have nothing

here to conceal. We are a simple,

honest, sincere people, believing our

religion and meaning to live our re-

ligion. We have not waited for the
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Gentiles to build the railroad. We
have built it ourselves, built the hard-

est part of it ; and without our labor

it would not have been built. We are

willing that the world shall see us just

as we are. They may come here and

establish churches, and open schools,

and live by our side, if they will. But

they will not convert any of our peo-

ple. No genuine Mormon will go back

from his own faith. Our schools are as

good as we want, and give us better

education than Gentile teachers can

give. Our preachers preach facts,

practical every-day religion, and not

dogmatic abstractions. Our creed is

the good old Jewish creed, which tells

us to occupy the land, to till it and

dress it, and make it bud and blossom

and bear fruit, and become a sign of

the Kingdom of God. We have come

here to stay here ; and we shall stay

until a new word of the Lord tells us

to go on further, and reclaim some new
wilderness. If we could live when we
had so many hardships to encounter,

and when we had so little laid up, it is

not likely that we shall die, now that

we are a strong nation, merely because

we have a great highway brought to

us." This is what the Prophet says.

And his interpreter, the soft-tongued

Pratt, shows, in the great highway

through the mountains, a fulfilment of

the words of the Hebrew seers, and a

proof that God holds guard over the

Saints of the Latter Day.

The Gentile officers of Utah Terri-

tory do not consent to all the reasons

which Brigham Young gives for be-

lieving that his dominion will stand,

but most of theee officers agree with

his conclusion. The late Governor of

the Territory, an intelligent and cau-

tious man, sadly doubted if anything

could overthrow a power so firmly es-

tablished as that of the Mormon auto-

crat. The judges of the Supreme

Court seem to see the balance of prob-

abilities favoring the perpetuation of

the Mormon State. Two or three of

the United States officers, however, are

quite confident that the end of this is

at hand, and give good reasons for

their opinion. A clear statement of

these reasons on either side, may help

in the solution of the problem.

We will first notice the elements of

strength in the Mormon position, the

reasons why the State should continue

as it is, and outlast what seems to be

its present crisis.

1. First, it has the strength of num-
bers. It is not an insignificant handful

of men and women, to be driven out

by an order of police, or a few com-

panies of troops ; but a great body of

settlers, counted, at the lowest esti-

mate, as more than one hundred thou-

sand, and probably more numerous than

the population of Rhode Island or Del-

aware. It has many scores of villages,

scattered over its vast territory, not a

few considerable towns, and one city

large enough to be called large in any

of the Western States. Mr. McCar-
thy, in his article in the " Galaxy/'

calls Salt Lake City a "dirty little

town," and repeats the contemptuous

phrase again and again ; tells of its

" two or three streets," and represents

it as only a wretched hamlet. But

Mr. McCarthy is near-sighted, and has

the genuine English habit of walking

through the streets of an American

town without seeing more than he

wishes to see. Salt Lake City has by

the Gentile estimate a population of

fifteen thousand, and by the Mormon
estimate, a population of twenty-five

thousand. It has more than twenty

streets which are two miles long on the

average. It has a trade which has

produced several fortunes of a hundred

thousand dollars to its merchants ; and

it shows in its Sunday congregations in

the Tabernacle an audience of five

thousand (as Mr. McCarthy himself

saw), which hardly could be gathered

from a " wretched little hamlet." In
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proportion to its area, Utah is thinly

peopled. But in a drive of two hun-

dred miles between the ranges of

mountains, hardly an hour will pass

that one is not in sight of a settlement.

The coming in of the Mormons has been

so quiet and so gradual, that few really

know how many of them have come
;

and in spite of the excessive mortality

among the children, the natural increase

of the people has been large. One or

two hundred thousand people, settled

upon soil which they have cultivated,

with houses of their own, are not easily

dispossessed, and cannot well be fright-

ened away. They have come to re-

main, with a thought quite unlike the

thought of the emigration to California

and Nevada. It is no part of their

plan to leave their comfortable homes

and go further on, or to go back to their

former homes. The inertia of their

mass stands in the way of any change.

2. It has the strength of actual pros-

perity. Judged by the standard of New
York or Chicago, or even of the new
States of the West, the people of Utah
are poor, and to be pitied for their

privations. But judged by the stand-

ard of the countries from which most

of them have come, and the classes to

which they belonged, they are more
than comfortable. Their land is far

richer than was the Canaan of the Is-

raelites, and they get from it all that

they want. In spite of all their dis-

asters,— drought, and blight, untimely

frosts, the plague of locusts,— in spite

of their isolation, they have earned for

themselves in this land more physical

blessings than they ever had before.

Comparing their present with their for-

mer lot, they ought to be contented

;

and probably most of them say truth

in saying that they are contented. It

is impossible to doubt that most of the

Mormon people heartily echo the words

of the preachers about their happy for-

tune. They pay their tithes far more

cheerfully than most Gentile tax-pay-

ers. They have no fear of the poor-

house. Their property is so invested'

that dishonest agents cannot steal it,

nor swindling corporations swallow it

up. They have enough to eat and

drink, good clothes to wear, and " Gos-

pel privileges," and the certainty of

Paradise in addition to their abundant

earthly joys. If they have to work
hard, work is the lot of their class, and

they all share alike in the work. There

are no drones in their hive. They get

more, too, for their work than they ever

got before. The prosperity of Utah is

a fact, which even the Gentiles who
hate them have to acknowledge. It is

their confident answer to the charge

that their institutions are degrading and

demoralizing, " Are we not a thrifty

people ? And has not our system made

us thrifty, where another system would

have brought upon us misery and mul-

tiplied our woes ? Why should we let

go the system which has made us what

we are ?
"

3. In the third place, the Mormon
State is supported by its religious en-

thusiasm. This enthusiasm is different

in its style and expression from the

religious enthusiasm of many of the

Christian sects. The excesses of re-

vivals are not favored by the leaders

of this practical Church. There is no

frenzy in their prayers, and the worship

of their Tabernacle is as decent as that

of a Puritan Church. But under this

quiet exterior, there is the spirit of fa-

natical devotion, as deep and earnest,

as in the Huguenots of France or the

Covenanters of Scotland. An attack

upon their State is an attack upon their

Church. Their leaders are anointed

men, God's prophets, organs of his in-

spiration ; and to touch them with hos-

tile purpose is sacrilege. The system

of government is hierarchy, is divine

in its order ; and to find fault with it

is little better than blasphemy. That

is the conviction of nine tenths of all

the Mormon people ; and no reform
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can succeed which does not assume as

an axiom, that the Mormon State is

under the peculiar care of the Lord,

was founded by his word at the first,

and has always been sustained by it.

That the bishops speak by inspiration,

is a prime article in the Mormon creed;

any letting down of that claim is fatal

to all hope of persuading the people.

The government and the religion are

one. The Church and the State are

one. " I should as soon think of op-

posing the will of God Almighty, as

of questioning the word of Brigham
Young," says General Daniel Wells

;

and the people say " amen !
" Relig-

ious enthusiasm may not have in our

enlightened age the power to hold and

move men that it had two centuries ago
;

but it is still strong among social forces,

and doubly strong with an ignorant peo-

ple like these Mormons. Their women
bear polygamy, apologize for it, com-

mend it, glory in it, not because they

love it, for most of them do not, but

because " it is part of their religion."

They maintain it, as the Evangelical

sects maintain eternal punishment, —
hard, sad, yet true, because God's word
has ordained it, and God must no't be

gainsaid. The Mormons are tolerant

now, and will listen to the word of

Gentile preachers, and be glad in the

flattery which these preachers usually

spend upon them. But once let them
be aroused by danger to their religion,

and they will become as intolerant as

the Moslems of Damascus. Their tol-

erance for the Gentile sects now, is not

the tolerance of sympathy and intelli-

gence, but of pity and contempt. No
more than the Roman Church has the

Mormon Church favor for a civilization

outside of its own system.

4. And this religious enthusiasm of

the Mormon people is sustained by

their history, which every child knows

by heart. The preachers have much
to say about the future of the Lord's

people, about their glorious hope ; yet

they are very careful to keep the his-

tory of the people in the foreground

;

to tell all a their labors, dangers, and
sufferings," what trials they have borne,

what outrages, what pains. Moses
could not repeat more diligently to

Israel the story of their Exodus, than

the Mormon prophets repeat to the

Saints the story of their woes. The
tale of persecution shall make them
loyal and keep them true. To be false

to the Church is to forget and deny the

blessed martyrs, Joseph and the rest.

In remembering those martyrs, those

days of persecution, so gloriously passed,

and yet so near, schism becomes sin.

And they are constantly warned that

their martyrage may come back, that

their days of trial are not yet over, that

enemies are all around them, that there

are traitors to be watched, that the

Gentile world is hostile to the Church
and is plotting its downfall. The peo-

ple are not allowed to get any rest of

soul, in which they can compare their

own State with other States, their own
Church with other churches, in a calm

and impartial spirit. They are kept

in continual anxiety, even while the

preachers pretend that there is no dan-

ger. This jealous watching for the

Church makes part of its strength, con-

centrates its zeal, and leaves less op-

portunity for criticism. It is really a

perpetual war-cry. " Who is on the

Lord's side ? " " Stand by your col-

ors !
" " To your tents, O Israel !

"

The burden of the discourse is, "See
what you were ! See what you are

!

See what God has done for you, be-

cause you have been faithful and true,

have not doubted or wavered, have kept

together, and have obeyed his com-
mands and sustained his ordinances

!

Will you be faithless now ? Will you
break away from God's Church, and

lose the goodly fellowship of those who
by his help have wrought these mar-

vels, of those who have suffered such

things from the enemies of the Church ?"
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This is the policy of the Mormon lead-

ers, that the people shall learn the his-

tory of their Church, if they learn noth-

ing else. The photographic art aids

this policy ; and few houses are without

the faces of the men who have led the

people in their tribulation. The strange

profile of Joseph Smith is as sacred to

Mormon eyes, as the features of St.

Luke's Madonna to the peasantry of

Italy. It rebukes all temper of rebel-

lion, all lukewarmness in the Lord's

cause.

5. As another security for Brighara

Young and his successors, we may
mention the general ignorance of the

Mormon people. Some of the leaders

have a fair education, and the articles

in the " Utah Magazine " show that

there are men among them who can

write in good English. But these are a

very small portion of the whole number.

Most of the men and women are utterly

illiterate, and are dependent upon the

sermons in the Tabernacle for all their

knowledge. They have no means of

learning what is going on in the world

of the Gentiles, or of comparing in-

telligently their own faith and other

faiths. Ignorance hopelessly enslaves

them. They are at the mercy of their

spiritual guides. Intelligence is the

strength of a free government ; but

ignorance strengthens a despotism, es-

pecially a religious despotism. The
Mormon leaders, indeed, vehemently

deny the charge that they have no

public schools. They show their lists

of teachers, their spacious school build-

ings, their libraries for children. What
more shall one ask for ? But after all,

education is not free ; those who will

learn must pay for what they learn
;

the quality of the teaching is thin and

poor ; and there are many more chil-

dren in the streets, on week-days, than

one sees in the schools. The next

generation, doubtless, will know more
than the present generation ; for Gentile

books, and magazines, and journals, are

finding their way into the Territory

;

yet we cannot look for more help to

secular education from the Mormon
priesthood than from the Roman priest-

hood. Any culture that may stimulate

free thought and free inquiry, or let in

the ideas of the outside world, will be

discouraged, if not prohibited. Indeed,

the Saints will soon have an alphabet,

if not a language, of their own. Al-

ready the " Book of Mormon " has

been printed in mystic characters, to

which Gentiles have no key, and the

New Testament will soon appear in

the same sacred disguise. It is the

plan of the Church, that all their lit-

erature and all their text-books shall

be set in these hieroglyphics, which the

Prophet claims to be the simplest in

form and the easiest to learn of any

that have been invented. When the

new literature shall have appeared in

its new, safe, and peculiar dress, then

all the people, young and old, wise and

simple, will go to school together. An
old man of seventy will be as swift to

acquire the Mormon tongue as a child

of seven, and the poorest of the Saints

may become expert in the saving and

heavenly wisdom.

6. That the general feeling of the

Mormon people toward Young and the

elders is an ardent affection, it is im-

possible to deny. Yet along with this,

there is a feeling of fear, equally un-

questionable, and this fear is an ele-

ment of strength for the hierarchy.

The people are afraid to revolt or to

disobey, afraid of the temporal penal-

ties, afraid of the spiritual penalties.

Fear always goes with reverence, even

in countries where the State protects

the worshippers against the threats or

encroachments of the Church. But in

Utah, where Church and State are one,

where the President of the Church is

the General of the Legion, and chief

in the band of Destroying Angels, there

is the indefinite terror of a perpetual

menace to cavillers and rebels. Ex-
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communication is bad enough,— will

uot excommunication be only the first

act of a bloodier punishment ? Throats

have been cut for too free speech often

enough to make it seem unsafe to speak

freely. It is not too much to say that

nine tenths of all the Mormon people

feel or imagine that they hold their

lives at the pleasure of the Church
;

that its tribunals, secret and unrelent-

ing, may make them victims, as surely

as the Inquisition of the Middle Ages
condemned recusants as heretics. That
the Danites have ceased their outrages,

and have apparently been dispersed,

has not silenced the fear that they hold

to their vows, and may renew their

bloody work at the will of their leader.

All the Mormon people know that in

the judgment of the Church, apostasy

is the worst of crimes,— what blas-

phemy was in the law of Moses. All

the people know that an apostate is

virtually an outcast and a leper, to be

shunned, to be suspected, to be watched,

and possibly to be struck down. Only
the evidence that the Church has lost

its power, or changed its policy, will re-

lease the people from that fear. It

restrains not only the ignorant, but the

more intelligent, the editor as well as

the artisan, the tradesman as well as

the laborer. Those who are secretly

foes to the whole Church system are

afraid to express discontent except in

protesting their perfect loyalty. They
are afraid for their standing in the

Church, for their property, for their

lives, and for their future salvation.

They seem always to be under the

gaze of that eye which can be as

harsh to condemn as it is bright to

approve. The Prophet walks among
them as Napoleon walked among his

soldiers by night. From his august

and dread presence there is no escape.

And so he holds them to his rule, by

their fear of him as much as by their

love for him.

7. The cooperative trade system,

which was introduced a year or two
ago, is reckoned by the Mormon lead-

ers as an elemeut of security to their

power. It was established for this

end, quite as much as for its pecuniary

gain. The shrewd leaders saw in this

monopoly of trade an easy way of

getting rid of Gentiles, and preventing

them from coming in at the opening

of the railway. Some of the letter-

writers tell us that the system has

proved to be a failure, and that disgust

at its management is really alienating

many from the hierarchy. But the

show of failure is not very visible. In

all the cities and towns of the Terri-

tory the sign is still paraded, of " Zion's

Store," with the legend of " Holiness to

the Lord," and the great witnessing

mystic eye. A few Gentiles in Salt

Lake City still find customers, who
will not leave the merchants who have

treated them so well, even at the risk

of the frown of the rulers. One or

two large houses can still compete with

Zion's Store. But the number of Gen-

tile traders is relatively less now, in

spite of the opened communication with

Gentile markets, than it was six years

ago. The new system makes it a mat-

ter of interest for the people to hold

together. They may see that the large

stockholders, like Young and his sat-

ellites, get the lion's share of the profits,

but they have the comfort of knowing

that none of the profits go out of the

Church, and that the community are

the gainers. If it costs them more

than the system of free competition, it

at any rate makes them more homo-
geneous, and hinders foreigners from

coming among them. The leaders

claim, moreover, and bring figures to

show, that the new system costs less,

gives a better quality of wares, and

treats all classes more fairly than the

old system ,• that every man here has

a chance to share in the public pros-

perity : and they repeat to unsophisti-

cated souls, arguments which the " New
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York Tribune " urges as sound political

economy. They mean to protect them-

selves in their traffic, if they cannot

protect themselves by their home man-

ufactures. They will have free trade

only when the Gentile competition is

crushed out. There can be no doubt

that at present Brigham Young con-

trols the trade of the Salt Lake Valley

almost as absolutely as he controls the

ecclesiastical order and the religious

opinion. They buy and sell by his dic-

tation, and under his oversight. He is

as truly master of the commercial " sit-

uation," as Mr. Stewart in his ware-

houses and among his army of clerks

and salesmen ; and indeed, were he not

a religious ruler, would to-day be num-

bered with the foremost merchants of

the country.

8. The cooperative store is really

the natural outgrowth of the property

system of the Church itself. The
Mormon Church is strong in its method

of managing property, and of concen-

trating in the Church individual own-

ership. The Church is the guardian

of all minor children, the trustee for

widows, the executor of wills, the ad-

ministrator of estates, the custodian for

those who go on missions, the keeper

of the public purse. The system al-

lows the appearance of private prop-

erty, but takes this away from the ab-

solute control of its owner. He is a

debtor always to the Church, for his

tithe, if for nothing more, and it holds

him by that debt. The system of

tithing is an excellent substitute for a

public debt, in keeping the people to

submission and good behavior. All

the believers know that they hold their

goods at the pleasure of the Church,

and that schism will make it difficult,

to say the least, to " realize " on their

investments. The fathers who care for

their children know that the Church

can, if it chooses, make these children

suffer for their father's contumacy.

Private property, indeed, in the Mor-

mon system, seems to be a contradiction

in terms. The private owner is only

a tenant at will, and can convert his

real into movable estate, only as the

Church authorities permit him. The
more property he has, the more he is

fastened to the soil, and bound to the

Church by a stronger chain. The
freest man is really the poorest man,

who has only money enough to buy
his railway ticket. He alone can get

away with all that he has. Not a few

of those who have got rich in the Salt

Lake Valley, but are now restive under

the tyranny of the Church, would turn

and go away, if they could only carry

their property with them. Unfortu-

nately, they can give no title to their

lands, without the consent of the

Church ; and they are helpless, un-

less, as it is generally believed of the

Prophet, they have quietly from time to

time s*ent money abroad, in expectation

of some catastrophe. It is due to Mr.

Young, however, to say that he denies

this charge ; nor is it likely that he

will desert the State that he has built

up, while it has a name to live. That

he holds in his hands the charge of

very large possessions, and that he has

in his own right a very comfortable es-

tate, he does not deny. But he pro-

fesses that he is always above all per-

sonal interest, the servant of the people

;

— and the mass of them believe that

his property will be spent for them, as

freely as their tithes are given to him.

9. A vigorous propagandism is an-

other source of confidence to the Mor-
mons of their continued life. They
are unlike the ancient Israel, as they

seek to call in the Gentiles. At no

time for a quarter of a century has

their missionary activity ceased. At

the present time, their zeal of conver-

sion is stronger than ever. Heretofore,

most of their missionaries have labored

in foreign lands, and they have almost

neglected the home field. Now the

decree has gone out that the United
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States shall hear the glad tidings ; the

whole land, in its length and breadth,

North and South, and East and West,

every city, every town, every village.

None shall complain that they have

not heard of the Holy Ghost or that

they have been left unvisited. The
experienced missionaries, and new men,

too, have been sent off together, the

Twelve and the Seventy. They are

preaching everywhere, and they obey

literally the injunction of Jesus ; if

they are persecuted in one city, they

only pass on to another. Their con-

verts may not be as numerous as those

of Methodist or Baptist revivals
;
yet it

is beyond question that they are making

converts, and will make more, among
the ignorant and credulous classes.

Their missionaries are quite as quick-

witted and persuasive with the tongue

as the missionaries of the more popu-

lar sects, and are able to promise tem-

poral rewards along with eternal salva-

tion. The abominations of Utah are

judiciously kept out of sight in these

missionary appeals, and the picture is

of happy homes, not at all of the wran-

glings and jealousies of the harem.

Apart from the bad grammar, the ser-

mons of the Mormon evangelists are

respectable in their style and spirit.

They say more of heaven than of hell,

more of love than of wrath, and have

more of promise than of law. Their

tone is winning. The Saints at home
are glad in the continual reports which

these missionaries send, and in the as-

surance that the Lord is with them.

Why should not missionary zeal

strengthen the Mormon Church as

much as it strengthens the Protestant

churches ? Can a church die, which

bids its hundreds of evangelists to go

to the Gentiles, and finds them ready

and obedient ? The reports of con-

versions may be exaggerated, and the

show of growth deceptive, as often in

Christian missions; yet they help to

encourage the people and to bind them

more closely together. Half the preach-

ing in the Salt Lake Tabernacle is in

the reports of missionaries returned,

who will go on new journeys to-mor-

row.

Perhaps to these elements of strength

— numbers, prosperity, religious enthu-

siasm, a tragic history, ignorance, fear,

cooperative trade, control of private

property by the Church, and vigorous

propagandism— we might add the re-

cent act which has given the suffrage to

the women of Utah. That act has un-

doubtedly been passed with the idea

that it will check opposition to the will

of the Mormon leader, whose influence

with the women of Utah is unbounded.

It may, however, have a quite opposite

effect, and such is probably the feeling

of the Gentile Governor who signed it.

Until the experiment has been fairly

tried, no one can tell whether the

Mormon system will be weakened or

strengthened by the votes of women
in political and civil issues.

We turn from this notice of the

elements of strength to the Mormon
State, of the reasons for believing that

it will have a longer life, to notice more

rapidly the elements of weakness, the

hindrances to its security, the dangers

of its present position, and the forces

working to its downfall. These are

numerous ; and that they are formida-

ble, no one can deny, in spite of the

contempt with which the Mormon
leaders pretend to treat them.

In the first place, they are alarmed

at the evident purpose of the United

States Government to execute the law

in the Territory of Utah. Heretofore,

they have treated all declarations of

Congress as empty breath, and have

ridiculed the debates in Washington

about their institutions. Now they

begin to fear that the talk means some-

thing, that the Government is in ear-

nest, and that its overwhelming power

will crush them. Their once defiant
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tone has become apologetic. They say-

very little about resistance. They beg

for favor, and ask only for delay, in

almost humble phrase. More than all

other dangers, Brigham Young fears

this danger, that the United States

Government will come in, abolish his

work, take possession of his ground,

and substitute its own political system.

Its military garrison is there, a regi-

ment strong and ready, encamped on

the mountain side, in plain sight from

all parts of the city, reminding the

people continually that they are sub-

jects of the larger nation. The na-

tional uniform is every day seen in the

streets. The revenue officers are there,

with signs of their office conspicuous on

their houses, sending summons to the

capitalists, the traders, to all who have

income or do business, and sending

bills even to the trustees of the Church

who have been exempted so long. The
Laud officers are there, calling on

squatters to pay the Government for

the land which they pretend to own,

and warning those who refuse that they

will be speedily ejected. The people

. are learning that another sovereignty

than that of the Church claims their

allegiance, and that their own officers

acknowledge its claim. In the most

frequented parts of the city, these

national officers proclaim their func-

tion. The Assessor of Internal Reve-

nue has his office within a stone's throw

of the City Hall; the Collector of

Internal Revenue has his office oppo-

site to the principal hotel ; the Land
Register has his office close to the

market. These men are there, seen

and heard, acting under orders, and

determined to execute the laws. In-

evitably this fact destroys the prestige

of the absolute and supreme power of

the Church, makes the hierarchy vas-

sal, and so brings it into discredit.

When the Mormon leader ceases to be

supreme, his system is wounded, and

in no long time must break. Any

lowering of his standard is fatal. Any
yielding is weakness. That he doe3

not at once expel from the Territory

these intruders, this Gentile Governor,

this Marshal, these Judges, these As-
sessors, Collectors, and Land Agents,

that he allows such men to come there

and live there, and apportion taxes, and

lay out sections, and issue writs, and

appoint auction sales, and collect mon-
eys of the faithful, is a virtual confes-

sion that there is a law above the law
of the Church, to which he and the

people are bound, and which he has

been all along violating. Such a con-

fession cannot fail to have its influence

even on those ignorant and credulous

souls. Their infallible Church has

shown itself to be wrong; their om-
nipotent Church has shown itself to be

impotent ; their ruler is, after all, only a

subject, and a subject of the very power

he has so often ridiculed and spurned.

That the Church begins to pay taxes

and account for lands to the National

Government, after scouting and neg-

lecting these claims so long, makes its

case worse than if it had paid these

claims before, and acknowledged them

from the beginning. Whatever its mo-

tive for yielding, the Church surren-

ders its dignity and authority in the

act of submission. It may be politic

only ; but shall those who have the

Lord on their side consider policy in so

momentous an issue? Any heed to

the laws of the land in this city and

domain of the Saints inevitably under-

mines the foundations of the Mormon
State, and unsettles the tenure of its

being. If Congress and the President

may dictate to the Saints and their

anointed rulers, then the Mormon
Church is only an American sect, and

must take its place with the rest.

2. The possibility of executing the

laws in Utah, of bringing force to bear,

is another reason why the Mormon
rulers should fear for their security.

The railway enables the United States
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to concentrate its whole military force

in a few weeks in the Salt Lake Valley,

if such a measure becomes necessary.

In a few days, force enough can be

sent there, of trained and disciplined

troops, to make resistance impossible.

The actual garrison may not be very

formidable, but there is nothing to hin-

der a force of any size from coming.

To the risk of conflict is now added the

certainty that it can result only in one

way,— that no military force of the

Mormons can stand against the army
of the United States. The Mormon
leaders know this, and will do all that

they can to avoid an armed encounter,

and to curb the passions of their own
people. They know, nevertheless, that

one reason, and an important reason,

why the National Government aided

so largely in building the great iron

road, was to give freer movement to

their military enterprise on the Plains

and in the mountains, and to operate

with greater ease against all outlaws,

whether civilized or savage. A na-

tional army in good condition, with

ample stores and equipments and ar-

tillery, is no longer virtually a thousand

miles off, but may appear on any day
at their doors.

3. And even if the army does not

come, the Gentiles come, and in con-

stantly increasing numbers. They are

building their towns along the line of

the railway. They are mingling with

the people in daily intercourse. They
are adventuring in the mines of coal,

and silver, and gold, which have been

discovered. They cannot be kept out

by any order of the Church, or by any

system of exclusive traffic. They take

up the land from the General Govern-

ment, and their titles must be allowed.

Chicago speculators are already large

owners in Utah lands, and are experi-

menting in the mines with their work-

men ; and there is not cunning enough

in the brain of Young and his counsel-

lors to keep back the energy of Chi-

cago. The kind of Gentiles who come
in is the kind of all others that is most

to be dreaded,— a reckless, violent,

lawless race, who have had their train-

ing in Montana and Nevada and Cali-

fornia, who have no respect for digni-

ties, and only contempt for superstitions

of every sort ; a race that would like

nothing better than to insult and " wipe

out " the credulous and fanatical Saints.

Mr. Young has always discouraged

mining enterprises among his own peo-

ple, in fear of their moral influence.

But alien miners, with no respect for

Mormon rules and customs, bring a

far greater peril to his community than

such as he has restricted. In spite of

his frown, the "prospecting" goes on,

and it cannot be doubted that in no

long time, Utah will be one of the

richest and most attractive mining dis-

tricts of the land. The opening of

mines will make an entire change in

the habits of the people. Vices now
almost unknown will show themselves,

and the drinking-houses and other hells

will nullify the boast of the Taberna-

cle that Salt Lake Valley is the home
of purity and peace.

4. The force of 'public opinion must

be taken into account as another un-

favorable influence for the Mormon
future. Intercourse with Gentiles has

already revealed to many of the Mor-

mons the fact that their system has no

sympathy outside of their own com-

munity, that the civilized world is

against them, and that they are classed

with Pariahs and lepers. They hear

flatteries, it is true, flatteries from poli-

ticians, from tradesmen, and from Doc-

tors of Divinity ; but they are learning

that these flatteries are insincere, and

that beneath this smooth talk there is

real disgust and aversion. The gra-

cious doctor who praises them from

their platform, holds them up to scorn

and horror in the pages of his book.

The leaders know, and the people feel,

that a more positive public opinion is
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massing itself against them in all parts

of the Gentile world, that there is a

rising cry everywhere that this state of

things in Utah must cease, this tyranny

be crushed, even if the community be

broken up in the process. They know
that the impression of nearly all these

tourists who visit them is unfavora-

ble, that these tourists are almost

ashamed to excuse the iniquities which

they see, or to plead in abatement the

good work which has been wrought by
a people so degraded. They see that

the American people are consenting

that the Mormons shall be called

" whited sepulchres," and allow the

phrase as not a whit too severe. No
one can stay, for a day or two even, in

Salt Lake City, without discovering in

the conversation of prominent Mormons
this keen sense of an adverse public

opinion, and with this an evident wish

to make the most favorable impression.

They are no longer careless what the

Gentiles think of them, but have be-

come very sensitive to criticism. They
feel that they are not out of the world,

as they have been in the years past,

but in the world, and subject to its in-

fluences. And they see that in spite

of all that they do, the opinion of the

world is more and more against them.

5. That the institution of 'polygamy

is weakness to the Mormon community
is not yet admitted by the leaders in

their public discourse. On the con-

trary, they pretend to glory in it. We
may believe, however, from many indi-

cations, that they are tired of it, are

aware of the trouble it brings upon
them, and would get rid of it if they

could. It is reported that Brigham
Young and some of his elders are even

now seeking a place in Arizona, or in

the farther wilderness, where they may
send such of their people as hold to

polygamy. If it comes to the alterna-

tive, the abandonment of polygamy or

the annihilation of the State, they will

let polygamy go— so one of their el-

ders has recently said in a discourse in

Chicago. But the custom has existed

so long, and has been defended by so

many arguments, that it cannot be

abandoned without discarding the good

sense and the honor of the teachers

who have defended it. To give it up

is to deny what has been preached for

these many years as the special grace

of God to the people, a peculiar bless-

ing and privilege of the Saints, part of

the revealed will of the Great Father.

Even if polygamy should be abolished

by a new revelation, superseding all

former revelations, it will still leave

its curse in the confusion of family ties

and family rights which will outlast the

custom. Its blight will be felt long

after it is abolished, and the blinded

women who now defend it will mourn
as its victims. It is borne as a cross

by many 'of them now, and there is

probably not a woman in the Territory

whose heart is really reconciled to it,

or who would not be glad to be the

single wife of her husband. Even if

Mr. Cullom's bill should be enforced

as law, and all plurality of wives be

treated as concubinage, the evil fruits

of the system will not cease to show
themselves, and the Church will suffer

from the falsehood which it so long

supported.

6. To these elements of insecurity

in the Mormon State must be added

others of a more special kind, the

schisms which have actually broken out,

and the schisms which are likely to break

out. The unity of the Church is de-

nied before the eyes of the people by

the existence of two hostile parties,

who hold meetings on Sundays and on

week-days, preach against the decisions

of the hierarchy, denounce the system

of arbitrary government, and claim

with vehemence and assurance to be

moved in their word by the Spirit of

God. For six months and more, the

sons of Joseph Smith have called

crowds to hear their new exposition of
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the law and the testimony, and have

sown distrust of the leaders in many
hearts. And now a more formidable

rebellion, led by stronger men, has ac-

tually organized a party to change the

character and methods of the Church,

and new rulers have been named, with-

out consulting the authorities in the

Tabernacle. The new party has its

organ ; and the " Salt Lake Tribune,"

for vigor of rhetoric and of reasoning,

is not unworthy to be classed with its

namesakes in Chicago and New York.

It is a far abler paper than the " News "

or the " Telegraph," which only echo

the voice of the Mormon Council.

That the new party of u Godbeites,"

as they are called, is only as yet an

insignificant minority, headed by ex-

communicated malcontents, does not

lessen the force of the fact that it ex-

ists, holds meetings, polls votes, speaks

freely, and grows with every day. It

has brought discord into the Church,

and perplexity into the Councils. Its

leaders have money, have confidence,

are brave, resolute, and can match even

Young himself in adroitness. They
speak plausibly, and are careful to

avoid abusive language in what they

say of the elders and bishops. They
have considered their course, and

adopted it deliberately. They are not

less dangerous that they talk in the

pietistic style of the Tabernacle, and

claim inspiration for their words.

7. Still another element of division

should be mentioned, which might be

much more formidable than any revolt

of Godbeites or Josephites. Brigham
Young, fresh and strong as he seems,

is an old man, lacking only a year of

threescore and ten, and cannot keep

his faculties much longer, to say noth-

ing of the risks to his life, with ene-

mies multiplying around him. Who
shall be his successor ? Even Mormons
predict, in the event of Young's re-

moval, a sharp rivalry for the succes-

sion, with parties for the different as-

pirants. There is President George
A. Smith, next in rank ; and President

Daniel Wells, General of the Legion
and Mayor of the city ; and Joseph A.
Smith, son of Hyram the Prophet, a

legitimate heir to the throne ; and Or-
son Pratt, who has more brain and
more skill with the tongue than any or

all of them. In the rivalry of these

claimants there is danger of a strife

which may destroy the Church. It

has not the same ancient support as

the Roman Church, which is able to

bear the wranglings of a College of

Cardinals in their electoral conclave.

There is no single candidate of such

commanding influence that suffrages

will at once fasten to him, no candidate

with force of will to seize and keep

power in any Napoleonic style. Nor
has Young the will or the wish to

nominate his successor. After him
may come the deluge. If nothing

else hastens the catastrophe of the

Mormon State, this crisis of the suc-

cession cannot be many years delayed.

With this summary of the elements

of strength and of weakness in the

present position of the Mormon State,

to what conclusion shall we come ?

Comparing these opposing forces, on

which side will the balance incline ?

The decision is not easy. But, on the

whole, there seems more reason to

predict the near downfall of the Mor-
mon power than its gain or its long

life. It is an absurdity and an anom-

aly in this age and country. It is de-

nied by the spirit of the age. That

the sect may exist, in its integrity or in

its fragments, for a long time to come,

is quite probable. It may take its

place with the Shakers, and Mennonites,

and Second Adventists, and other ec-

centric bodies of religionists. But as

an organized civil and ecclesiastical

power, holding lands, making laws, and

keeping consciences, it is probably near

its end. The contest which it wages
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with the nation, and with the civiliza-

tion of the century, is too unequal ; and

not ail the resources of its material

prosperity and its religious zeal can be

equal to such an issue. The trail of

the comet is large, but it is a comet

after all, and not a stable planet. The

apparent completeness of union be-

tween Church and State in the Mor-

mon system will prove to be its loss

and its destruction. If it were only a

religious vagary, it might have a better

chance of long life upon the earth.

It i3 not well, nevertheless, to proph-

esy too confidently. The growth and

development of the Mormon commu-

nity, thus far, is a phenomenon of our

age which contradicts all precedents.

There were wise men who prophesied,

after the death of Joseph Smith, a

quarter of a century ago, that the

contemptible fanaticism had received

its final blow, and would be heard of

no longer. When the Mormons en-

camped in their far-off valley, it was

predicted that they would perish in the

wilderness. The seers have found

themselves more than once at fault in

telling of this people. And it may be

that here, in this free land of light and

knowledge, a community shall maintain

itself, that rejects our laws and our

idea3 and keeps a civilization of its

own. The Caraites lived for ages in

the Crimea, and the Jews too in China,

though the laws and customs of the

men around them were all alien and

hostile.

THE TARTAR LEGENDS.

BY J. P. LESLEY.

Of these curious relics of ancient

mythology, there are thirteen stories,

all more or less like the one given in

the April number of the " Old and

New," some of them more decidedly

Tartar than the others. They all

commence with the return of the king

to the mango-tree, and his recapture

of the Siddhi-Kur ; and they all end

with some involuntary exclamation of

his astonishment or sympathy, by

which he loses his pains and has to

begin his task anew. The last event

of this nature occurs just outside the

cave of his master, the sage Nagar-

guna, who then pities him and exon-

erates him from obligations, with the

words :
" Although thou ha^t done

penance for thy sin, yet thou hast not

advanced the good fortune of the en-

tire community of the dwellers on

'Gambu-dvipa ; but because thou hast
Vol. I. — No. 5. 41

carried the Siddhi-Kur upon thy shoul-

ders thirteen times, therefore shall all

other kings, wherever they may be,

never be able to equal thee in the

goods of fortune in this life."

Some of these stories are not only

artistically constructed, but exceed-

ingly beautiful and touching in moral

sentiment ; as, for example, the sec-

ond, which relates the heroic self-

devotion of a poor man's son to save his

bosom friend, a prince, on whom the

lot had fallen to be the annual sacri-

fice demanded by the Frog-dragon

which lived in the head-waters of the

great river that watered the kingdom,

and restrained the annual inundations

which gave it fertility, until the sacri-

fice was made.

But the chief interest excited by

these stories is of another kind. They
reveal the spirit of that natural my-
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thology which dates its beginnings

before the opening of authentic his-

tory. They illustrate the ideas of

mankind before the matured human
reason took the helm out of the un-

stable hands of the childish human
imagination, to pilot the ship of life

down the great river of time. They
give us pictures, not only of abnormal

customs and manners, strange to mod-

ern civilization and repugnant to

Christianity, but of a position occu-

pied by human beings in view of the

phenomena of nature, now utterly un-

tenable by even the most uneducated

classes in the United States. They
have descended by tradition from ages

when everything was magical to the

human eye, as De Gobineau teaches

us everything now is to the Persian

eye. The magic cipher, the magic

word, the magic cup, the magic staff,

are the mechanical powers employed

by their heroes. Magical transforma-

tions are mingled with the ordinary

events of daily life without any mu-

tual opposition of these elements.

Magical birds, beasts, fish, stones, trees,

fill all the scene. Yet the drama is

written out in such a perfectly plau-

sible and naive style, that one feels

not only its antiquity, but its repre-

sentative character— representative

of the life that men then led. One
almost fancies that they are traditions

coming down from geological ages,

when the earth teemed with monsters

whose remains turn up occasionally

from the solid rocks, and with human
beings of equally weird types.

If the antiquarian philosopher sets

himself seriously to analyze these pic-

tures, he will find data for interesting

generalizations. It seems needless to

say this, since so many of the learned

are occupying themselves with com-

binations of the already known fairy

literature of various races of men,

and so many travellers are zealously

exploring new fields for similar mate-

rials. But it is not enough to com-
pare and discriminate. Explanation

should follow. The work at present

consists wholly of natural history

classification, the determination of

genera and species of myths, and the

definition of their habitats, zones of

distribution, directions of migration,

and that sort of study. Theories to

account for these creations of the hu-

man mind, formerly in vogue, or pro-

pounded by individuals, are now dis-

regarded as unsafe or unsound, be-

cause their inventors or defenders

were ignorant of the recent accumu-
lations of the learned world. But it

is perhaps not sufficiently considered

that mythologies are perishable crea-

tions,— and perishable in the ratio,

precisely, of the cultivation of the in-

tellect of nations by Christian and

mechanical civilization. So that while

savants of the 19th century are hunt-

ing out fossil mythologies which have

perished long ago, those which existed

till very recently were actually known
in a living state and studied with pe-

culiar advantages by the learned men
of the 18th, 17th, and 16th centuries,

whose books are now so despised.

The studies of comparative zoology

and comparative botany are quite

analogous. Whole races of animals

and plants are rapidly disappearing

from the surface of the planet before

the axe, the harpoon, the locomotive,

and the still ; and the knowledge of

certain species is recoverable only by

reference to books of observers who
lived before zoology and botany de-

served the name of sciences.

It is not impossible, then, that the

enlightened investigators of the folk-

lore of the present age, will find

themselves obliged, after finishing their

collections of fairy tales, and the de-

termination of their species and range,

to go back to the cabalists of the

Middle Ages to get their final explana-

tions of the true nature and origin of
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these wonderful productions of the medicine of Galen, the geography of

human life ; and that the arkism of Herodotus, and the chronology of

Bryant and Faber may very likely Maneho have lately been invested

come to be regarded with the same by the last investigations of the great

sort of new reverence with which the living students of those sciences.

THE ORGANIST.

[From the German ofHagenbach.)

BY FREDERIC TOWNSEND.

Up and down the crowded city,

With uplifted cries and hands,

The multitude their way have taken

To the church, where, all-forsaken,

The high altar stands.

" Down," they shout, still loud and louder,

" Down with this idolatry !

"

Candles, crosses, pictures, banners,

Holy saints and blest Madonnas,

All in ruin lie.

Master Ulrich Zwingle's warnings

The city's heart have stirred :

" See to it, this execrable ,

Mass no more profane the table

Of our blessed Lord !

"

To Saint Vincent's old cathedral

Now their eager steps are bent

;

They no festal songs are singing,

No fond vows or prayers are bringing

To the holy saint.

Henceforth, in the calendar,

A mere name he must appear :

Hymn no more, or chant from psalter,

Rich array of priest or altar,

May his spirit cheer.

Sadly, to his old faith loyal,

Doth the organist exclaim :

" Spite of your accursed malice,

Sparing neither saint nor chalice,

One last right I claim.
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" Yet once more my soul refreshing

With the organ's gracious breath,

This last triumph thus receiving,

Gladly then this vile world leaving,

Would I welcome death."

With strong arm his way he forces

Through the agitated throng,

Onward to the church still pressing,

Heeding neither curse nor blessing,

As he speeds along.

To the organ, up the stairways,

Through the yielding doors he flies ;

" From the cradles where ye slumber,

Tones majestic, without number,

Waken now, ye melodies !

"

Mark the delicate vibrations,

Thrilling to its inmost core ;

Momently new strength acquiring,

High and higher still aspiring,

As the eagles soar.

All sweet visions of the twilight

'Mid the lofty arches gleam ;

Through the aisles and stately columns

Rolls its sparkling, billowy volumes

The majestic stream.

Soul-enkindling inspirations

Now in sorrow's voice are drowned ;

Now approaching and now flying,

All constraint of Art defying,

In their mystic round.

" Holy organ, heavenly being,

Whom, to be my lovely bride,

From all others I have chosen,

In thee, to all others frozen,

Did this heart confide.

" Soon thou'lt rest in endless silence
;

Me thou must not now forsake,

While upon thy keys thus pressing,

All my sorrow's depths expressing,

Ere my heart doth break.

" Blow, ye bellows
;

pipes, resound now ;

Pedal, now thy strength reveal ;
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And ye stops, forth freely springing,

Exulting, moaning, chiding, singing :

Tis my last appeal
!

"

But in broken tones of sorrow

Seems the organ now to moan ;

" Wretched Judas, ill befall thee !

Wretched Judas must I call thee ?

Traitor, what hast done ?
"

Tears of silent anguish rolling,

Fast upon his dark beard fall ;

Love with sorrow thus contending,

And remorse his bosom rending,

Do his soul appall.

Not another note he soundeth

;

His weak nerves no more obey

;

Now the thought his blood is freezing,

Soon they come, his dear bride seizing—
Ah, he swoons away !

Now within the old cathedral

The furious mob their way have found ;

With wild shouts, and cries appalling,

See, beneath their axes falling

The holy ones around.

All the images are shattered,

To the gallery they haste ;

Limb from limb the organ tearing,

Forth the organist then bearing,

As he breathes his last.

TEN TIMES ONE IS TEN.

A STORY IN EIGHT CHAPTERS.

BY COL. FREDERIC INGHAM.

CHAPTER VI. They did not know each other's names,

EUROPE, ASIA, AFRICA, AND AMERICA. ~ and ^VQ™Q UOt m&Uy °f them
who cared to. They had a great many

The Harry Wadsworth club, which different constitutions. Some were
lirst met in the North Colchester station, clubs for singing, some were sewing-

had enlarged itself, in six years, with- schools, some were base-ball clubs, —
out knowing it,— and without trying and this rather formal one at Detroit,

to enlarge,— to a thousand members, upon which, by good luck, Horace
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Dairym pie had stumbled, had officers,—
a president, secretary and records, and

all that. All you could say of these

thousand people was that, in six years,

the life of that young railroad freight-

agent had quickened their lives, had

made them less selfish, and less worldly.

They lived more for each other and for

God, because he had lived, and they

knew that he had rendered them this

service. They showed their knowledge

of it in different ways, or some of them

perhaps did not speak of it at all.

Some of the younger and more demon-

strative ones had secret breast-pins

with H. W. in a cypher on them.

Some of the others, like the Morrows,

had Harry's picture framed and hang-

ing on the wall. Some of them, like

me, carried it in their hearts, and need-

ed no bit of paper.

But as I say, in six years the ten

had multiplied to a thousand by as

simple a process as this,—
10X10 = 100. 100X10 = 1000.

And, at this fascinating point, alas, T

must leave the detail of the story. In-

deed, as you see, I have had to leave it

already. Of these thousand lives, I

have told the story of only four or five,

and only a very little part of that. If

any body should tell the story, it would

be Horace Dalrymple, who with his

pretty Mabel, travelled up and down
America, backwards and forwards, as

the Harry Wadsworth people advised

him, sent him, or invited him, for three

years and more, after that horrible

night on the Deerhound. They saw a

great deal of beautiful scenery, and I

dare say they " were shown,"— as the

penny-a-liners love to say,— a great

many " institutions." They came out

in the South Park in the Rocky Moun-
tains ; and they went to the Middle

Park and to the North Park. I do

not know where they did not go. But
they did not travel to see " institutions."

They did not, in the first instance, go
to hunt, or to fish, or to make sketches.

They went where one of Harry Wads-

worth's men sent them to another.

They went from prince to peasant, —
you would say,— only there is never a

peasant nor a prince west of the Atlan-

tic, nor east of the Pacific. They went
from cabin to palace, and from palace

to cabin. So they saw what so few

travellers see,— the home life of the

people here.

These persons they visited did not

sit in groups, with their best clothes on,

talking about Harry Wadsworth. Not
they ! A great many of them did not

speak his name in a year, may be did

not think of him for a month. "It

was not that," said pretty Mabel to me,

when she was fresh from this Sindbad

life,— " the freemasonry of it was that

you found everywhere a cheerful out-

look, a perfect determination to relieve

suffering, and a certainty that it could

be relieved,— a sort of sweetness of dis-

position, which comes, I think, from the

habit of looking across the line, as if

death were little or nothing, and with

that, perhaps, a disposition to be so-

cial, to meet people more than half

way."

Thus spoke the little Englishwoman
;

and I, in my analytical way, used to

the inevitable three heads of the ser-

mon, said to myself,— " Humph, that

is Mabel's translation of faith, hope, and

love."

Horace and Mabel, after their three

years' journey, had found us living in

South Boston. We were sitting after

dinner one day on the wood-shed be-

hind the house, which served us as a

piazza, when Horace laid down his

pipe, and asked me if I remembered

explaining to him the way in which

people dispersed over the United States,

— so that the census shows that each

State is made up from the children of

all. I had forgotten it, but he recalled

it to me.
" That was what first set me on this

journey," said he, " which has carried

us so far. Now the queer thing about

it is, that it is no special law of your
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country, this dispersion and radiation,

it is a law of all modern civilization."

" Of course it is," said I.

" Of course it is," said he. " Here

is this Connecticut pinmaker." And
he took out from his pocket-book a bit

of green paper, evidently torn from a

paper of pins, on which the man said

that he was " Pinmaker for the people

of the United States, and for exporta-

tion to all parts of the world." " Now,
that," said Horace, " is what you call

a piece of buncombe, but, for all that,

it is true. The old statement is true,

that if you import into Russia a bottle

of champagne or a piece of broadcloth,

you import liberal ideas there as truly

as if you imported Tom Paine. Com-
merce is no missionary, to carry more
or better than you have at home. But
what you have at home, be it gospel or

be it drunkenness, commerce carries

the world over. As what's-his-name

said, the walking-beam of Livingstone's

steam-launch preached as well as Liv-

ingstone, and a good many more peo-

ple heard it."

" It would not have said much if

Livingstone had not been there," said

I, a little crustily.

" Don't be sore, padre," said Horace.
" Nobody said it would. But you see

Livingstone was there. That is just

what I am saying. And there are

Livingstones all over this world, who
are not acquainted with the Royal Geo-

graphical Society. As we came on

from New York last night, after Mabel
turned in, I got out this note-book, and

I added up the number of men and

women who belong to these different

Wadsworth clubs, who have travelled

or settled in different parts of thi3

world. Just look at them."

Sure enough I found Horace,— who
was always a better acting adjutant

than he was anything else,— true to

his nature, had entered in close columns,

forty lines to a page, the people, that

any of the Harry Wadsworth people re-

garded as being really in earnest in re-

lieving the suffering of the world, and

getting the world out of the mud.
" There's a sort of law of average about

it," said Harry. " Every now and then

a member dies. Then I make a red

star,— so, against him. But on the

average, you find that every working

man, or especially every working

woman in one of these lodges, or clubs,

or singing-schools, is represented at the

end of three years' time by ten persons

whom he has started on a better kind

of life than he was leading before.

When I was with these people at De-
troit, after I got my head knocked

open, we counted up a little more than

a thousand, of what they called, in their

stately way, ' affiliated members.' Your
wife, here, was one of their ' affiliated

members.' But I have got here, now,
— in three years more time,— see

here,"— and he turned over page after

page of his crowded note-book. At
the end was a rough count-— 10,140.

" That is what three years have made
of their one thousand and twenty-three,

so far as we know. Of course, a great

many of them are wholly out of our

sight."

Little Pauline, who is an enthusi-

ast about Harry Wadsworth, though

she never saw him, clapped her hands

with delight, as Horace said this, and

cried out, " Ten times one thousand
IS TEN THOUSAND."

" Do you learn that at the Lincoln

School ? " said Horace, with approval.

" I shall have to put you on my regis-

ter, I believe. But what I was saying,

Ingham, is this : Here are underlined

with blue all the seafaring men in this

list. See how many. With red are

all the Englishmen, Scotchmen, Ger-

mans, and the rest, whose homes are

likely to be in any part of Europe,—
see here, and here. With green are

marked the Asiatics : people at Cal-

cutta, — there's a man at Singapore,—
all these, Japanese men. And these, un-
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derscored with black,— there are fifty-

one even of them, — are in Africa ; you

would say it was impossible. But what

with Algiers, Alexandria, Zanzibar,

the Cape, and a good many men and

women who went to Liberia, Harry

Wadsworth and his loving life are rep-

resented, so far as that, in Africa."

Then Horace went on to say, that

for himself his travelling was over.

The people at home were wild to see

Mabel and her baby. The child himself

was weaned, and he should finally " set-

tle down " with the two. " I can do as

much at home in renewing this world,

and bringing in the kingdom," said

he, "as if the Arapahoes were scalp-

ing me. And I foresee that my mission

ground is Norfolk, which I did not sus-

pect when you and I were in Calabria.

What I have to say now is this, that

in Norfolk I shall constitute myself the

assistant adjutant, for that quarter of

the world, of these Wadsworth people.

I mean to keep up the list of these

whom I have marked with red. If I

write one letter every morning and one

every evening to them, and four every

Sunday, I can write in three years

twenty-five hundred letters to one part

of Europe and to another. I mean to

find out, before three years are over,

what the radiating influence of one

Christian life is, in a quarter of the

world which the man never saw who
lived that life."

We were talking this over, when we
met the others at tea. Mabel was full

of it. She really knew the Coffins

who had gone to Sweden and the

Wentworths who were at Dresden, and

I know not how many more she meant

to write letters to, and get informa-

tion. Mary Throop was taking tea

with us. One of the real steady-going

people she, capable of immense enthu-

siasm, all the more, because she never

shows any,— no, though you put her

on the rack and pull her tendons asun-

der, — the approved way of awaking

enthusiasm. She looked over Dalrym-
ple's book with approbation, nodded
silently once and again, understood it

all the better, because no one explained

it to her, smiled her approval as she

gave it back, and said, " I am going to

get a book ; I am going to take Asia."

" Will you ? " cried Horace, exultant.

" I had not supposed anybody else

would care anything about doing it.

But if you only will. You see, my
dear Miss Mary, it is not the glorify-

ing of this young man, that is the last

thing anybody wants to do. It is that

any life as noble as his and as pure as

his never dies ; and that his power to

lift up the world is always going on !

"

Yes ; Mary Throop saw that too.

She had not enlisted herself for any

wrork of mutual admiration. She
wanted to register the real diffusive

power of right, and truth, and love,

and life. She would do her share.

Horace thought a moment and said,

" If you really will take Asia, I know
who will take Africa. Mabel, do you

not remember that great black man on

the railroad from Memphis ? Here is

his name, Fergus Jamiesson. He will

take Africa. He had been up the

Niger. He had a passion for statistics.

And I have his card somewhere. We
can have the whole world. For there

is nothing the Detroit men will like

better than to keep up America. I

will write to-night to Taylor and to

Wagner. They have the statistical

passion there."

" P'or my part," said Polly, " I de-

test writing letters to people I never

saw. I believe you men like it, be-

cause you did it in the army,— and you
thought King Bomba was beaten when
you had emptied a pigeon-hole by put-

ting all the papers into big envelopes,

and writing on the outside ' Respect-

fully referred to Major Pendennis.'

"

" For my part," continued she, " I

had rather the children should spend

their money on a grab-bag at a fair,
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than bring me home a parcel of letters

from the fair post-office, that were

written at a venture, from somebody

to nobody, to be posted nowhere, be-

cause they were good for nothing."

Mabel laughed and said, " Amen,
amen." " But you see, dear Polly,"

said she, " or you shall see, that these

letters of ours are written by some-

body of flesh and blood to somebody of

blood and flesh, with something in them

and going— to Sweden, — mine are."

" Humph," said Polly incredulously,

" they will take the express train back

to Weeden station when they get

there." But Mabel only laughed the

louder, said she should write her first

letter then and there; that Mary
Throop should write hers, and that

Horace should write his.

" And Polly," said I, " shall pay the

postage, out of her rag-money."

So the three first letters in this gi-

gantic correspondence, were written

that night in our sitting-room in D
Street. They were read, criticised,

postscripts added, and then forwarded,

and so the second half of the formation

of the club began.

CHAPTER VII.

THESE FOUR AND THE ISLES OF THE

OCEAN.

Yes, it is true that the next three

years of this history become a little

less determinate. There is less of that

" realism," as the critics call it,— which

the critics so much dislike, because it

makes you sure that what you read is

true, instead of being bookish, and in

general improbable or unreal, as the

critics think all truly good writing

should be. You see it was on the

24th of March, 1870, that Dairymple

and his pretty wife left our house to

take the City of Brussels for Queens-

town and Liverpool,— and from that

day to this day, I have never seen their

faces more. Also Mary Throop has

never been in D Street again. As
for Fergus Jamiesson, I never saw
him, far less the Detroit corresponding

secretaries. What I am now to tell,

therefore, of the three years between

1870 and 1873, I am to compile from

statistics, files of letters, and the law

of general averages, and it will have

much more the vague air of ordinary

history, therefore, than the truth truly

told ever does,— from which, as you

know, ordinary history is indefinitely

removed.

Sparing you the detail, then, in

which prophecy and history fail alike,

here is the sum of the story. Of the

ten thousand Dalrymple had the

names of I know not how many hun-

dreds of men and women, who from

this cosmopolitan country of ours had

carried Harry Wadsworth's name or-

his picture, or his printed letters, to

one or another part of Europe, or if

not these, had carried the spirit of his

life there. They had what the Detroit

men called the four corner-stones,

—

and in Detroit had painted on four

slabs in their lodge-house :
" They did

not care for themselves," " they never

looked backward," " they always lent

a hand," and " they wrere not afraid to

die." Yes, and they knew, but for

Harry Wadsworth, they would have

thought more of themselves, would

have been brooding and regretting,—
would have been slower to help,— and

would have clung tighter to life. With
these eight hundred, more or less, men
and women, Horace and Mabel began

their correspondence: three letters a

day, counting hers, and five or six

every Sunday. Well for them that

postage was coming lower, — but they

sold their foreign stamps for the benefit

of the cause. That was an economy

Mrs. Haliburton taught them.

Well ! a great many letters never

were answered, perhaps a third part.
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But on the other hand, it proved at

once that there were in Europe already

many more of the apostles, as Dairym-

ple began to call them, than he and

Mabel had any idea of. They had to

open new books, with much wider

margins, and much more space be-

tween the lines. Iron-men had not

been ironing in Sweden without carry-

ing there the old Cronstadt lore ; rail-

road men did not go to Russia without

carrying there the North-Colchester

traditions
;
young artists did not paint

in Rome without talking to their model

boys, brigands or beggars, as it might

happen, in the spirit with which Harry

talked to Will Corcoran and the Tidd

boys. Nay, Horace even went down
into Calabria and established an order

there among people as black as the

most veritable carbonari, and he was
fond of saying that he found there

some Italians, who remembered the

padre Colonel Ingham, and who had

not forgotten what I had told them, in

my wretched way, of Harry.

I think Mabel was most touched,

when, as they were coming home
through Thuringia, and had stopped

on her account for a day or two, at

the smallest and least pretentious inn

that ever escaped from being put into

Murray, the tidy girl who fried the

trout, made the bread, smoothed the

pillows, brushed away the flies, and in

the evening played on the guitar,—
proved to speak English, and proved

to have learned it at Manitowoc, in

Wisconsin. Mabel was so far West-

ernized by this time, that she clave to

the German girl as to a sister,— more,

I am afraid, for the flesh is weak, than

if the girl had been a bar - maid in

Norwich or in Aylsham, rather nearer

Mabel's home than Manitowoc was.

Be this as it may, they sisterized at

once. Mabel talked Wisconsin to her,

and she talked of the Lakes to Mabel,

— broken English and broken German
got cemented together ; and before

they were done, the Fraulein had pro-

duced a Harry-Wadsworth breast-pin !

They had had a little church there in

Wisconsin, back twenty miles from the

lake, where one of Widdifield's men
was the minister ! And this girl also

had learned " to look forward and not

backward, to look up and not down, to

look out and not in," and to *' lend a

hand." And when she came back to

Thuringia, in the little guest - house

there, she had organized a chorus of

peasant-girls, who met her once a week,

and read their Bibles together, and sung

together, and knitted together, and four

times a year gave away the stockings

they knit to the old women in the

charcoal huts,— the witches of seven

generations a«o,— and they did this

in memory of Harry ! So far that

little candle threw its beams ! They
showed her the copy of " Frank Les-

lie," which had the picture of the ded-

ication of the Wadsworth Library Hall

in Pioneer, Missouri.

But I said I would not run into de-

tail. Nor will I even cumber the page

by the nicely ruled table Dalrymple

made up for me three years after he

left us. I had enough rather copy

scraps from Mabel's crossed letters.

She wrote freely to us, and did not

count those letters among the official

ones. But I will not do that. Nor
will I ask you to follow Mary Throop

through the mazes of her Asiatic cor-

respondence. Queer stamps she got,

with her Singapore mails, and her

Assam distribution offices,— and Galle

and Shanghae and Petropaulowsky, and

End-of-the-earth in general. Nor will

I offend the proprieties by copying the

very indifferent spelling of Fergus

Jamiesson, writing from Monrovia,—
nor explain the great difficulties of his

inland correspondence. Far less will

I try to condense within these waning

pages the full and triumphant statistics

compiled by the recording and corre-

sponding secretaries, and the staffs of
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assistant correspondents and assistant

recorders of the Detroit central " Office

of Registration." Do not we all re-

member George Canning's word ? " I

can prove anything by statistics,— ex-

cept the truth." So we will let the

statistics go, accepting only the results.

For, about the time I got Dalrym-

ple's elaborate letter of his three years'

observation in Europe, Jamiesson's from

Monrovia came. Before long, there

appeared an immense printed docu-

ment from Detroit, and then we wrote

to Mary for her Asiatic statistics.

Queer enough, the old law held ! In

three years, everybody who cared for

this dissemination by personal love and

personal work, of the spirit of an un-

selfish life, had found some nine, ten,

or eleven people like himself. The
average rah at ten, as it had done.

And when Pauline, who was now a

big child, added up all the columns,

they came out, under this eternal law,

107,413. " Ten times ten thousand
IS A HUNDRED THOUSAND !

" That WaS

the one remark which Pauline volun-

teered on the occasion.

And so my story is well-nigh done.

Not because there is no more to tell,

but because there is so much to tell.

Anybody can count the seed-leaves on

an elm-tree the year it starts, but Dr.

Gray and Mr. Pierce are the only

people I ever heard of who counted

the leaves on the Washington Elm

;

and the man to whom they told the

sum, forgot whether there were a mill-

ion or ten million, because neither the

word million nor the words ten million

gave him much idea or meaning. I

could tell you how Harry Wadsworth
made the first ten what they were, but

I could only hint of the way the first

ten helped the first hundred. I could

only pick out one story of the work of

the first hundred, and of the first thou-

sand I know I have told you nothing.

But nothing dies which deserves to

live. Fifteen years after he was dead,

we loved him all the same ; and every

true word he spoke, went over the

world with all the same power, though

it did happen to be spoken in the lan-

guage of the Ngambe's by a chief of

the Barotse to a woman of Sesheke.

Wildfire does not stop of itself; and

when a hundred thousand blades of

grass are really on fire, it does not stop

easily. So the next three years from

this count of Paulina's proved.

Dalrymple had also had to appoint

secretaries for France, Southern Italy,

Northern Italy, and the rest. His

polyglott was not very good, and he

said different nations had different

ways. So it was in Jamiesson's conti-

nent also, Kilimane and Sesheke, Os-

suan and Jinga, there were many lan-

guages, many methods, little writing,

and no mails. But love worked won-

ders easily in that African blood, and

Jamiesson had most extraordinary sto-

ries from traders, and camel-drivers,

and boatmen, and ivory carriers, and I

know not whom. In Asia they got

things going with their own Asiatic

fervor, and they went forward with a

rush when they were started. All

religions have begun there, and our

cooperation in true life, which was no

new religion, but only a little addi-

tional vigor with a little more sim-

plicity in the old, was at home on the

old soil. And here in America, I need

not tell how many forms of organiza-

tion and of refusal to organize, how
many statements, platforms, movements,

combinations, head centres, middle cen-

tres, and centre centres would develope

in three years.

What pleased me in it all was this,

— that nobody, so far as I could find

out, got swept away with the folly of

counting noses. Nobody seemed to

think he was subduing the world,—
because he was in a correspondence

bureau and kept count of those who

subdued. I do not believe anybody
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gave more time to the correspondence

than Horace did, — a letter before

breakfast, and another as he went to

bed,— perhaps half an hour a day.

On the other hand, I am perfectly sure

that Horace was ten times a man, be-

cause he was thus thrown into outside

relations. What does the third "plank"

say, but " Look out rather than in." It

was near the end of this three years

that they made an attack on us, Horace

and Mabel, and insisted that our four

oldest girls should make them a visit.

We said it was nonsense,— but the

girls did not think so, — and after

many obstacles set up by me, Horace

and Mabel and the four girls con-

quered ; and, trampling over my body,

Alice, Bertha, Clara, and Pauline, all

sailed for England, went to Norfolk,

and made a most lovely summer visit

there. Horace took them up into Scot-

land, and they tried salmon-fishing

then,— all of them, Mabel and all,

went to the Lakes together, and they

slopped with their water-colors there

;

but the very best of all was at home.

That was so homelike, so English, and

so lovely. I think Mabel's father, in

his heart of hearts, thought that these

four girls were the most extraordinary

things which Horace had ever sent

home from his wanderings, that no

stuffed kangaroo, or no living emu of

his boyhood equalled these four adven-

turous living specimens. But none the

less did he come over daily to the house

to see what could be done that day for

their amusement. And Horace's own
father, as the girls by one accord de-

clared, was "just lovely." Of which

visit, let them write the history,— in

this place only this is to be noted : that

excepting when Pauline went bodily

into Horace's den, and compelled him

to show her Wadsworth's letters, they

hardly saw or heard anything of the

secretary's duties as secretary. What
they did see was the eager, cheerful life

of a conscientious gentleman in the

midst of a large tenantry. They saw
farms in perfect order ; they saw labor-

ers with the lines of promotion open

;

they went into schools of cheerful,

bright, intelligent children, well taught

and thriving ; they saw all the time that

Horace was lifting where he stood ; and

that by Swaffham in Norfolk, he was
driving out the KingBombas of that re-

gion quite as effectually as he drove out

another King Bomba from Calabria.

His vocation was that of an English

land-proprietor, compelling deserts to

blossom and bear fruit ; his avocation

was so near to it, that it was hard to

discriminate. It was the making the

men who worked on his estates to be

more manly, and the lifting up theii

children's lives
; yes, and without their

knowing it also, the farmers who only

paid him rent, and the laborers whom
they hired, and their children also were

lifted up in the general renovation.

These were the vocation and the avo-

cation. For a little " Third," as he

called it,— a pastime of his dressing-

room,— he kept up the correspondence

with such Englishmen as believed in

the four cardinal points, and were try-

ing to make other people live by them.

Norfolk, Norfolk, Norfolk,— always

Norfolk, with its dear English names,

Swaffham and Cockley, and Aylsham,

and I know not where not,— are the

burden of the girls' tales of this cele-

brated English visit. But the end of

it is the part which specially belongs

in this history of mine, namely, the

expedition they all made to Wiesbaden.

A queer place, you would have said,

for Horace and Mabel actually to start

for, having no other object than to

entertain four country cousins,— that

is, my four girls. But you say this

because you do not know that the

Prime Minister, and indeed half the

government, and the Crown Prince

himself, were, at this time, all enthu-

siasts for " the four cardinal points

"

named above, and had, long before,
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painted these statements of them, in

letters of gold on the four sides of the

Kursaal, where you, Mr. Chips, remem-

ber losing five hundred rouleaux the

night before you left Wiesbaden. " Sur-

sum corda," " vorwarts nicht ruck-

warts," " clvtovs ov aavTov," and " lend a

hand." This was the way they ren-

dered the four legends, which Detroit

had been satisfied to print in our ver-

nacular. I need not say that the whole

gambling business was at an end ; but

though they were virtuous, there were

cakes still, and what took the place of

ale. The government, younger men than

you and I remember in Baden,— were

all of them enthusiasts, and all of them

aesthetic. They declared that they

would show that Wiesbaden without

high play, could be made more attrac-

tive than Wiesbaden with it ; and they

gave the four "cardinal points" for

the secrets of the attraction, and cer-

tainly they succeeded. The drama of

Weimar was never better than theirs

;

the out-door life of Wiesbaden itself,

in its tawdry days, was never as luxu-

rious as this was now ; the fine art

of Munich was more grandiose, but not

half so lovely as this ; and, what with

pretty girls, enthusiastic artists, an

opera beyond reproach, the perfec-

tion of comedy, the most agreeable

men in Europe and the most attractive

women, — the people who came there

managed to live without rouge et noir,

— at least my girls did.

But they did not go there for mere
agreeable living. It was, as we know,
rather more than eighteen years since

that meeting of ten of us, in the North
Colchester station house. It was three

years since, as I told you, Pauline

added up her " hundred thousand

"

of the multiples of that original ten.

And at the end of the eighteen years,

the Crown Prince had determined to

call together privately a Conferenz of

corresponding secretaries, not, as he

said in his circular, for the purpose of

making any plans,— for, as he sup-

posed, the great merit of our move-

ment was that it never had any plans,

— but that the secretaries might know
each other by sight, and, at least,

have the satisfaction of shaking hands.

" If they did nothing else," said the

Crown Prince, " they could show each

other how they kept their record-

books." So they assembled,— and,

for four of Horace's suite I can testify,

that, as we say down East, " they had

an excellent time." But it was the

queerest assembly that ever came to-

gether in that Kursaal.

Sailors from the Levantine ports,

old long-robed men from Poland, who
looked like Shylock, but were very

unlike him, cloth-men from the depths

of Germany, quiet Spanish scholars

from the university cities, two quaint-

looking schoolmasters from Holland,

and nice stout men, who, Alice is sure,

were burgomasters. Then among all

this white trash, you might see Jamies-

son himself, great quiet black man, a

little overdressed, and his crew of all

colors, camel-drivers, pottery-men, wool

merchants, cadis, and muftis. Mary
Throop was there, looking in the face,

for the first time, beys and efFendis,

with whose autographs she had been

long acquainted, and talking, with

smiles and with gestures, to people who
spoke " Central Tartary " and " Tur-

key-in-Asia," but of other lingo knew
none. All, save a herd of black-coated

Americans, looked like a fancy ball, as

Clara said, of a thousand people who
still moved about as if they had all

breakfasted together and were entirely

confident in each other, and were

never to part from each other again.

At the first meeting, two or three hun-

dred out of the thousand had each his

record-book under his arm,— and, on
the old faded green of the tables, left

in memoriam, you would see a Span-

iard trying to explain to a Pole about

his totals, his gratifying coincidences
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and his surprises, — holding up his

fingers by way of count, and the Pole

bowing, and sympathizing and saying,

" All !
" and " aussi," under the im-

pression that " aussi " was Spanish for

" yes." It was very funny to the eye,

— for it was the Tower of Babel

backwards. It was all languages and

peoples united again under the empire

of love.

No ! They would not have any

meeting for speech-making, lest they

should get into the old ruts. Only, on

the day fixed for the first assembling,

the Crown Prince made one very satis-

factory speech, with occasional quota-

tions of the four mottoes, pointing to

them, which was cheered loudly by
those who did not understand it, and

equally loudly by those that did. Then,

instead of the usual forlornity of a

convention, they all fell to talking to-

gether, and a charming buzz arose.

Dark-eyed secretaries from Bulgaria

were seen talking to blonde secretaries

with curls from the neighborhood of

Fort Scott, in Kansas ; a very busi-

ness like secretary from Oshkosh was

caught talking, behind a door, with a

very pretty Circassian secretary who
had brought her book all the way from

Himry. The result of a week's rapid

talking, with drives, and walks, and

concerts, and picnics, was very great

mutual confidence and regard among the

secretaries, more, as Pauline thought

and as Mabel agreed, than if they had

all sat on uncomfortable settees eight

hours a day for a week, and had dis-

cussed some resolutions that nobody

cared a very great deal for. Only

then there would have been so much
more to put in the newspapers ! And
what is life good for, if you cannot

put it into the newspapers ?

Meanwhile, the secretary of state

was at work with a detail of clerks

furnished him by the home department,

and the different secretaries brought

in their books to him, and their totals

were transcribed and added,— and put

into all sorts of tables, in the most
admirable way, so as to look quite as

dull, as, in reality, the miracles they

described were exciting. And the re-

sult of the whole was that in the three

last years the movement had gained

ten-fold ! Each individual mem-
ber seemed, on the average, to have

brought in ten new members, or so

nearly ten, that the deaths in three

years were made good, with nine mem-
bers more. The grand total increased

the 107,413 members of three years

before, to 1,081,729 ! So soon as this

was proved, a royal salute was fired

from the old batteries. And, that

evening, the court-band performed for

the first time a magnificent new sym-

phony, by the great Rudolphssen him-

self, of which the theme was Zehn

Mai Eins ist Zehn, which was received

with rapture by all who at all appre-

ciated classical music. I am sorry to

say some of the Chinese secretaries

did not. But as there was not room

for them to sit down they walked in

the gardens in the moonlight. Of all

which glories Bertha wrote full ac-

counts to us, winding up, in immense

letters, with what was everybody's

motto and badge at Wiesbaden,—
TEN TIMES A HUNDRED-THOUSAND

IS A MILLION.

And so after a little of Switzerland,

and a dash at Rome and at Naples, my
girls came home. No,— no matter

what secretaries they had met, that

is not part of the story. It had cer-

tainly been the most curious conven-

tion that ever was held ; with no

speeches except this by the Crown

Prince, and instead of Resolutions,

nothing but a Symphony. A conven-

tion which ended in a symphony !

Nothing but a symphony ! As I heard

Kate,—who had been to Trinity for she

knew what,— say, bitterly disappointed,

that there was " nothing but prayers
"
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there ;
— and as the pretty Baroness

Thompson when she returned from her

wedding-tour, — when they had arrived

at Niagara too late for the hops at the

hotels,— told me, that there was noth-

ing at Niagara but water ! A conven-

tion with nothing but a symphony

!

But not so bad a convention after all.

For it sent all these secretaries

home well convinced that there was

much more in the movement than

figures,— and that they and the

cause they loved were lost if it were

shipwrecked on statistics ;
— that dear

Harry Wadsworth himself would be

dissatisfied, even in Heaven, if he

thought one of them was getting be-

trayed into preferring a method to the

reality. " Love is the whole," said

the Piscataquis Secretary to me, as he

stopped at No. 9, with some letters

from the girls ;
— and I know he went

down to his Camp of Lumbermen more
resolved than ever to lend a hand,—
and some very noble things we heard

from that Lumber Camp before the

next year had gone by.

But I have foresworn detail. You
see we are rushing to the end ! From
this great Conferenz the story of the

movement is indeed mixed up with

the larger history of the world. Only
it was then that for the first time

many in the movement, and many out

of it, knew that there was any move-
ment at all. A stone is thrown into

the water, but who ever knows where
or if, the sixth circle strikes the

meadow-grass on the shore ?

Nor did we hear of any Conferenz
or Convention three years after, till it

was too late for us. We went on in

our quiet way. Life was purer and
simpler and less annoyed to us, be-

cause constantly, now, we met with

near and dear friends whom we had
not known a day before, who looked

up and not down, looked out and not

in, looked forward and not backward,

and were ready to lend a hand. Life

seemed simpler to them, and it is my
belief, that to all of us, in proportion

as we bothered less about cultivating

ourselves, and were willing to spend

and be spent for that without us,

above us, and before us, life became

infinite and this world became heaven.

But there was a Conferenz, though

we did not know of it beforehand ;
—

without taking down the dictionary 1

cannot tell what they called it. It

was in one of the South-Sea Islands,

set a-going by some of George Dut-

ton's Kermadeck people. They could

not go to Wiesbaden, of course, and

I believe the whole Pacific Ocean had

had but two representatives there.

Their canoes could not double Cape
Horn, they said. But when they

heard the accounts of Wiesbaden, they

all said, that for all its glories, it was

still true, — as Mr. Morris had made
out,— that the earthly paradise was

in their own beautiful ocean,— Pa-

cific Ocean indeed, if any one under-

stood the sublime prophecy in which it

was named. So the Beche-la-mer

people, and the seal-fishers, and the

Nootka Sounders, and the birds'-nest

men, and all sorts of Alexander Sel-

kirks, and Swiss Families, and Peter

Wilkinses, and Crusoes without a

name,— all the Judds and Bishop

Selwyns and Pitcairns Islanders fell

to corresponding with each other,

and organized their own celebration

of the seventh triennial anniversary

of the original club meeting. It was

to be held on Christmas Island, for

the name was of good omen ; and as

near as they could figure, that was

near the centre of the Pacific, and on

the whole, equally convenient and in-

convenient to everybody,— like a well-

placed school-house in the school dis-

trict of a country town. Great cor-

respondence they had with other

secretaries, and great temptations they

offered of bread-fruit and poe, and

cocoanuts, and bananas, with actually
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unlimited supplies of guava jelly, to

any who were carnally minded, if

they would come. Great efforts they

made to get some of the " original

ten," and with such success that the

Widow Corcoran went, and one of the

Tidd boys, and Widdifield,— and

great heroes, I can tell you, they were

too. And in every sort of craft the

ocean bears, did the delegates from

different groups arrive ; from groups

with names, and groups without them.

As by those ocean currents the origi-

nal cocoanuts were borne wafted in

their husky boats ; and every seed

and every egg that has been needed

since for the food of man or beast ; so

the delegates or secretaries came

north, came south, came east, and

came west to Christmas Island. And
they held high festival there for many
days. George Dutton was there, evi-

dently no day older than he was when
in California he ran for his life. Wid-
difield met college pupils of his, whom
he had not seen since he preached in

Newark in New Jersey. Mrs. Cor-

coran met some people from the Old

Country who had been living in Hon-
olulu for twenty years ; but on

conversation it proved that from their

old home in Ballykeir they could see

Stevie's Mount in the sunrise, which

she, Mrs. Corcoran, always saw in

the sunset, when, as a little girl, she

came and went in Ballytullah ; and

though neither of them had ever gone

to Stevie's Mount, by going round the

world they had met here on Easter

Day on Christmas Island. Strong

representations from Japan were there,

of those charming mild-spoken gentle-

manly noblemen, and in the ardor

of the movement, some of them had

ventured to bring their sisters and

their wives.

And there, too, they had their sym-

phonies in their own kind,— though

not after the fashion of the court-

band of Carlsruhe. Symphonies in

dancing, symphonies in canoes on still

water behind guardian reefs, sympho-
nies whispered in the ear, symphonies
spoken in prayer to God by great

congregations ;— there was no want of

symphonies, and no want of harmony,
though there was not a resolution or

programme or preamble printed or

voted for, nor so much as a cornet-a-

piston on the whole island. The
secretaries had their books, tappa

books and books of rice paper, books

of cotton, books of seal-skin, books

from America ruled by Leveridge and

Stratton's compound, patent, self-ad-

justing double combination ruling-

machine, and long rolls of parchment

which some Muftis brought from be-

yond Muscat. And speculative secre-

taries and calculating secretaries lay

for days with the books under fronds

of giant ferns, twenty feet high, yes,

just as lovingly as the fairies lie under

the maiden's-hair in the spring pas-

ture, and calculated and copied, sub-

tracted, transferred, cancelled, and

added. Immense correspondence they

opened from absent secretaries, and

then calculated more, made more

transfers and added more. Then they

filed the letters, and went off to their

dancing, or talking, or story-telling.

Then the next day they met and cal-

culated again, and more boats and

ships brought more letters. And
after two or three weeks the whole

was put in the proper tables, and the

great law of " Ten Times One is Ten,"

was verified again. In only three

years from the Conferenz at Wies-

baden it was made certain that the

movement was represented by at least

10,934,127 members. There was im-

mense jollification at the announce-

ment,— a great international feast of

two-finger and three-finger poe, with

roast-beef, beche-la-mer, birds' nests

and guava jelly, ad libitum. And
when all had well feasted, George

sent off his own lovely clipper yacht,
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the " Harry Wadsworth," which had

taken the place long since of the

shattered canoe, with a skipper who
cracked on day and night to Hawaii,

and telegraphed to the four continen-

tal secretaries only these words, " Ten
million, nine hundred and thirty-four

thousand, one hundred and twenty-

seven." And the next morning, all

over the world where there were

newspapers, in the head line of the

" Personal " in the leading journals of

the towns where were secretaries,

there appeared in full-face italic cap-

itals, these lines only, understood by

the elect, if by no others :
—

" TEN TIMES A. MILLION IS TEN
MILLION!"

That was the way in which the

Christmas Island meeting and its re-

sults were first announced to me and

to Polly. We had been at No. 3 for

four or five months ; and by misfor-

tune all our letters from the Kerma-

deck Island had gone to D street in

Washington, because the Kerma-
deckers had neglected to put " South

Boston " on them. Then they had been

sent back from the dead-letter office to

the island, and when Dutton got home
from the festival he found them there.

Perhaps it did not make much differ-

ence, as, I suppose, none of us could

have gone. But we should have been

glad to make our own decision.

[ To be concluded in June.

CHRISTIANITY THE BASIS OF THE REPUBLIC.

BY A PRACTICAL TEACHER.

The subject of religion in schools,

foolishly called and even discussed as

the question of the " Bible in Schools,"

has thus far been treated mostly by

clergymen or men in political life.

Now, whatever the results aimed at by

these persons, nay, whatever the result

determined by the great public tri-

bunal, the essential decision will be

given, in practice, by the teachers of

the public schools, to whose discretion,

wisdom, faith, and love, are entrusted

the children themselves who are to be

educated. One of these teachers, who
has had experience enough to obtain

some direct knowledge of the subject,

offers the suggestions which follow,

from a teacher's point of view.

It is now nineteen centuries that

human passions have been wrangling

over some line or paragraph in the

Infinite lesson of life, discussing the

curve or slope of a letter or the ac-

cent of a syllable ; ingeniously inter-
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preting isolated or disconnected words

to the purposes of each idiosyncrasy,

then challenging to its assent or ac-

ceptance the credulity of the world.

That credence withheld, the passions

have drawn the sword, or made strong

the dungeon, or built the funeral pyre,

or turned baffled ingenuity to the inven-

tion of the rack, or read in rough, an-

gry voice the sentence of banishment,

or made the conscientious dissenter

know the bodily needs which are con-

sequent upon social ostracism. Then

the candid but limited seekers after

truth, in common with the sneering

cynic, exclaim, " See what your Chris-

tianity has done! But what better

could have been expected from an un-

educated Galilean peasant?"

Still, even in those detached lines or

paragraphs, set by those embittered

passions in hostile array the one against

the other, there has been enough of

vital force to give new impulse to the

progress of civilization ; to uproot many
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antiquated growths of error, and plant

constantly multiplying nurseries for the

fostering of its own germs.

Had Christianity been a set of mere

aphorisms like the pagan philosophies,

the more or less speedy acceptance or

rejection of it by the unaided human
reason would have been evidence for

or against its authenticity. But being

what it is, the eternal Life principle in

the heart of the world, it is impossible

to compress it into one formula, how-

ever simple or imposing ; while its

progress can only be marked by those

slow steps of re-creation which displace

wrong by right,— the hollow shows of

things by the essentials of being. In-

finite in its relations it is necessarily

prophetic in its manifestations, since

each age can apprehend only so much
as the development of that period gives

scope for grasping ; hence, differences

of opinion are a necessity ; and, so far

from being matter for regret, are to be

gratefully recognized as evidences of

its power for awakening all natures, in

every variety of condition, — the state of

some being such that only a twilight

gleam can at first pierce the rubbish,

while others find safe and certain light

for the daily pathway.
•" More light, more life," is the con-

stant asking of every soul that has felt

its influence, however slightly ; and

this and not any mere estimate of phe-

nomena, is the test of its having en-

tered the soul. Light and life— life

and light — inter - relation and inter-

dependence. If the life is genuine

there will be constantly increasing

light ; if the true light come, the life

will more and more expand and ele-

vate itself, for all the relations of our

wonderful being will come within the

illumination. We shall see our rela-

tions to God, the beneficent Father of

all, prompting the spirit of devout

worship ; we shall recognize our true

relations to our fellow-men, urging to

continued exertions for their good ; we

shall make real our obligations to our

own individuality, demanding intelli-

gence of and obedience to, all the

laws which control body, mind, and

spirit. And what is true of the indi-

vidual, in these particulars, is equally

true of the community. The test, then,

to which everything that assumes the

name of Christianity should be brought,

is not, Has it already regenerated the

world ? but— Has it begun the regene-

ration ? Is it asking, with earnestness

that will not be denied, for more life

and light, not troubled about the pre-

cise forms of that life, but making

sure that the light looks on the whole

being ?

" Nothing is stronger than its weak-

est part,"— leave out one essential ele-

ment from the recognition and there is

weakness or void. Of all helps to

humanity that have ever been pre-

sented to the world ; of all systems of

instruction that have ever been offered

to the race ; of all foundations upon

which men and nations have sought to

build, Christianity alone recognizes

every present and possible atom or

force. Thus, vital and prophetic,

stretching its living roots down to the

unshaken centre and out into the re-

motest yet-to-be of the commonwealth, -

it is the only sure basis of a republic.

The best foundations of other re-

publics have been partial, and they have

fallen. Rome stood so long before ad-

miring and trembling centuries, because

her constitution was built of the equal

rights of citizens, but she only protected

those rights by the sword,—that sword

was not invincible, and she fell.

Later, France tried the experiment

;

incorporating one more principle into

the construction of her arch, and ce-

menting it with the blood of an over-

thrown dynasty. Philosophy was her

keystone, and it proved weaker than

the Roman sword.

In her divine arrangement Chris-

tianity slowly adjusts every power
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and right in its own place, leaving no

weakness of void or preponderance.

God is the corner-stone, and it stands

forever, upheld in'its own harmony by
this omnipotent support.

That in the beneficent purposes of

the world's Guardian, our republic was
to be the ideal, the lasting, to be based

on Christianity, is obvious with one sin-

cere glance at its origin. The passions

of the old civilization, battling around

their fragments of truth, were compelled

to be the agents of these purposes.

" God has more truth, yet, to break

forth out of his holy word," said the

Leyden preacher. More light, more
life, room for it ! And the Mayflower
dropped the seed among the wintry

rocks ; then the workshop, the school-

house, the meeting-house, rose side by
side; henceforth, labor, study, and
prayer, united, form the firmly twisted

cable that holds the anchor of hope to

every enterprise that spreads its sails

on the wide wastes of a continent.

" Freedom to worship God," ex-

claimed the pious but persecuted noble-

man. And under the smiling skies,

upon the luxuriant verdure around the

Chesapeake, he placed his ' Prie Dieu
unmolested ; while column and arch in

the grand, old, living woods, did not

refuse to echo the strains which rever-

berated from column and arch in the

grand, old mouldering structures be-

yond the sea.

" Place for simple yea and nay in

their unclothed majesty, and the friendly

thou for all races alike," a*ked the man
of peace. And the lofty elm bent its

branches in loving listening around the

contrasted group, then waved them
joyously in response to the affirmation

of justice and equal right.

"Asylum for the destitute of all

lands," pleaded the professed philan-

thropist, with his twenty associates.

And the rich savannahs and genial

skies of the South gave unstinted

hospitality.

Labor, study, prayer, worship, jus-

tice, beneficence. Can we separate

them now ? Can we unwind our ca-

ble, leave out one thread, and expect

it to hold our anchor still ? Austere

Puritan and ritual Catholic, quiet Qua-

ker and scheming Philanthropist, each

sought to establish his portion of

Christianity ; each consciously made
that the basis of action. Had either

possessed the whole, the others had not

been sent ; and just in proportion as

each realized he had but a part he was

tolerant of all the others.

But, it will be said, two hundred

years have not shed their largess upon
us in vain as they rolled over our

heads ; we have advanced ; new ele-

ments have been developed, and we
can never again stand where we have

stood. We rejoice in this conviction,

and praise God that it is so. We have

advanced, but how ? So that we have

outgrown one of these three relations

inherent in our very existence ? But
which ? If we have outgrown our

relations to nature and our own indi-

viduality, we have no more need of

study ; if we have outgrown our rela-

tion to our fellow-men there is no

more need of labor ; if we have out-

grown our relation to God, the Infinite

Father, we have no more need of

prayer. We cannot outgrow these

relations, although, to our peril, in our

pride or our poverty we may ignore

them. The individual may limit him-

self to the exercise of but one thread

in the triple cord, he may give himself

wholly to labor, until nothing remains

but an indurated body ; or to study,

until nothing is left but a restless spec-

ulation ; or to prayer, until everything

is merged in a vague mysticism ; but

who so frenzied, as to assert in the

light of to-day, that these are the

healthy, normal conditions of the man ?

What is true of the individual, in

these particulars, is equally true of

the community.
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Has any individual ignored or never

been able to discern one or another of

these relations ? He has the most sol-

emn claim to a place among us,— that

is a part of the beneficence ; has a right

to every avenue to increasing life and

light, that is a part of the justice ; has

a claim on our most tolerant and un-

tiring helpfulness, that he may be led

to the only worthy object of worship.

But he cannot lay a destroying or dis-

placing hand on the life-sources of our

Commonwealth. We are, and intend

to be forever, a Christian republic, —
God the one supreme Head, and the

revelation of his ways and will, as

made through Jesus Christ, our guide

more and more entirely in all things.

We believe that revelation to be the

light of the world : of the cottage as

well as the cathedral ; of the crooked

alley as well as the broad avenue ; of

the hamlet on the prairie as well as the

stately city mansion ; of the little way-

side school-house no less than of col-

lege halls. The light of the world

if we will but open to it. Infinitely

various may be the forms and sizes of

the apertures through which it is ad-

mitted ; strangely contrasted, often, the

coloring it receives from the media

through which it passes ; but it will

enter if we will but open, and we shall

recognize it by the quickening of the

life within which lifts itself, however

feebly at first, to ask for more. We
want that light in our homes, by the

wayside, in our workshops, our marts

of trade, our halls of legislation, our

courts of justice, our school-rooms, our

universities, as well as in our Churches.

We want it everywhere, pervading all

things as does the common sun in its

brightest shining; and we know that

in the blessed progress of events it is

finally to be everywhere, until no cloud

of error, no covert of evil, remains.

Meantime, each peculiar place of its

need has its appropriate mode of oper-

ation in the attainment of it. The

priest or clergyman of whatever name,
may stand in his pulpit of whatever
clumsy or artistic construction, and dog-

matize by daylight or gaslight in tho

willing or unwilling ears of his flock, on

the pet plans by which he proposes to

introduce the light,— that is their con-

cern alone, and he and they must ar-

range it with no interference from with-

out. At the same time the Israelite

at his desk may be denouncing this

light as a mere ignis-fatuus, and giving,

as dogmatically, the Thus - saith - the

Lord of Moses as the only divine dis-

pensation yet made to man ; while the

philosopher or naturalist from his plat-

form sneers at this, also, as fable, and
in his turn dogmatizes in the name of

Socrates or Darwin ;
— it is their right,

which others may not and should not

invade. All are, we believe, honestly in

search of truth, and however we may
be disposed to condemn their methods

.or regret their mistakes, to their own
consciences alone are they accountable

under God.

As each assembly pours itself out

"on the highways, pairs or groups may
discuss sermon or lecture in such spirit

or language as they choose, so that the

public peace is not thereby, for the time,

disturbed. They may renew these ex-

pressions of opinion in their places of

labor or trade on the following day,

with whatever tone of argument, so

long as they keep within those limits

of decency which the present comfort

of the majority makes necessary. Or
they may gather their children around

them in the family circle, and force into

their memories or infuse into their

practice such doctrines as they prefer,

provided these do not lead directly to

encroachments upon the external order

and safety of the community. There

is no civil or ecclesiastical power in the

land that can rightly interfere with any

of these operations. So in a univer-

sity supported by private patronage

there may be any kind or no kind of
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heed given to matters of doctrine and

belief.

But the moment there is any assem-

bling of the people, as such, or their

representatives, for whatever solemn

purpose, we instinctively forget all

these differences, and realize only the

great fact that we are a Christian Re-

public— that the acknowledgment of

God is the corner-stone of our system,

and that some recognition of Him, as

such, is both a duty and a necessity.

We invoke the Divine blessing and

guidance on our legislative counsels,

and we find the blessing just in pro-

portion as we feel the necessity. We
require that in every assumption of

executive authority and in our courts

of justice, the oath shall have connected

with it the name of God ; and the

stipulations connected with that oath

are faithfully met just in proportion as

its necessity is realized. Every gather-

ing for direct philanthropical purposes

has its instinctive, introductory appeal

to the One Father, and heart joins hand

in effort, just in proportion as this ap-

peal is a felt necessity. Nor is the

time far distant, we confidently trust,

when every act and word, of labor or

traffic, shall have the obligation of au

oath and the sincerity of secret prayer,

because each, however trifling, shall be

done or spoken in the light of the per-

petual consciousness of the present

God.

How shall this glorious illumination

— this certain prophecy of our founda-

tion— be most speedily accomplished ?

Simply by training the future elements

of our Republic, the children of to-day,

to be more skilful in art, or exact in

mathematics, or fluent in utterance

with pen or tongue ? By leaving

them to regard religious obligation as

confined to attendance on certain ser-

vices in some particular Church and

Sunday-school, where certain doctrines

are taught as the whole of truth, while

every other Church and Sunday-school

is regarded as a citadel of the enemy,

erected for the sole purpose of feudal

warfare? Let this warfare go on in

church and vestry, until on the anvil

of debate the heated ore of doctrine is

beaten into its most perfect forms, —
this is the place for it. It is the duty

as well as the right of every church

that has a creed in which it believes,

to teach it in its vestry to the children

;

it is a good test of that creed to pre-

sent it to the opening minds and hearts

of childhood. Jt is the duty of every

system that has a doctrine in which it

believes, to give that doctrine, definitely,

to the young among its followers
;

truth will not be retarded by the ex-

periment. The church and the vestry

are the ' legitimate places for this, and

each should be respected in its rights

by all the others. There is room for

all, and each has its mission.

But when the people that are to be

— the children of to-day— are as-

sembled for the profound purposes of

education ; when from all these various

beliefs and no beliefs they come to-

gether to prepare for perpetuating the

Republic which secures these very

rights, — and for that was every free

school throughout our borders founded,

— then must these differences be for-

gotten, and only the great fact borne in

mind, that we are to perpetuate a Chris-

tian Republic ; that reverence to God
is our corner-stone, and that constant

recognition of Him, as such, is both a

duty and a necessity. The greatest

question of the hour is, " How shall

this be done ?
"

Public teachers of America, are you

ready for the question ?

If there is one among your number,

man or woman, who cannot see the im-

portance of this, you have mistaken

your life-work, my friend.

There is no body of professional

workers from ocean to ocean and from

pole to gulf, whose task is at once so

difficult and important as yours. The
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era of pedant and pedagogue has gone

by forever. We want, and we must

have, fearless educators. Fearless —
not that you are to set yourselves in

battle - array against any army of op-

position ; there is no real army in array,

— there can be no formidable opposi-

tion to measures which necessarily se-

cure the just claims of all.

It is for the interest of the Catholic

as well as the Protestant that this Re-

public should be preserved, since in

this age it is only where free toleration

exists that he can gain a peaceful foot-

hold ; but if for one moment he sup-

poses it is to become an exclusively

Catholic Republic, he has failed to

read the lesson of its origin, and gives

less credit than I am inclined to give

to the acumen of the many fine intel-

lects in his order. This vast brother-

hood of men and states ever bear one

banner of theological opinion, until the

great prophecy is fulfilled and all mere
opinions are solved in the full illumina-

tion of perfect Christianity ? Impossi-

ble, simply, in the nature of things.

Besides, many of the dogmas of the

Catholic Church are Anti-Republican,

and therefore destined to perpetual

modifications under the influence of in-

creasing light and life ; while others

have a nearer approach to genuine

freedom than some of our Protestant

theories can boast ; and these in turn

are destined to modify and advance our

own. A Catholic Republic, as Cathol-

icism now is, is as impossible as an

Atheistic Republic : the one leaves out

the foundation-stone and the keystone of

the arch, the other the greater portion

of the subordinate stones necessary to

its unity and solidity. It is useless for

the Catholics of America to ignore the

logic of events. The many intelligent

among them have but to cast one un-

shrinking glance into the Rome of the

hour to read the argument ; and how
long will the unintelligent remain so ?

The leaders of this faith may withdraw

their children from the Free Schools

of the Republic;— what then ?

" The children of these colonies take

in love of liberty with the very air

they breathe." Yes, the air of Amer-
ica is instinct with light and life, and

no monastic walls, even, can keep it

effectually from lungs and brain. But
the sagacious Catholic will not inau-

gurate a hopeless warfare upon our pub-

lic school system, any more than will

the sagacious Orthodox or Unitarian

believer ; nor will those schools drop

from their daily influences the recog-

nition of God and the enforcement of

those great principles of Christianity

which are the common ground of all

who assume the name. Fearless faith

in God spread the first tables in the

wilderness, among the native pagans of

the Atlantic border ; and fearless faith

in God must continue to spread them,

all over the widening domain, even

among the adopted pagans of the Pa-

cific slope. The great miracle of feed-

ing must be repeated day by day ; the

common bread, which requires no rec-

ondite arts for its preparation, but is,

alike, the wholesome food of all ; the

products of the great ocean of truth,

the common property of all, — with

these must the multitudes be fed, by

whatever motive they are drawn to the

place of assembling ; and no one must

be sent fasting away.

Public-school teachers of to-day, you

are to be the workers of this daily

miracle,— Are you equal to it ? Sim-

ple and clear the way, if you are up to

that link in the law ; perplexing and

impossible to you if you are down in

the narrow, dim ways of bigotry and

selfishness. Standing on this table-

land o'f our council, have you power

of vision to perceive that your work is

one with that of the founders of the

Republic ? Fearless, individual faith

in God built the first school-house, in

the light of that day ; fearless, individ-

ual faith in God must continue to
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build them, in the light of this. Not
the courage of the phalanx for battle,

do I demand, but individual courage,

to be, in a comprehensive intelligence, a

devout wisdom, a sanctified will, that

shames away the cowardly influences of

clique or party or order, yet recognizes

whatever there is legitimate in the

claims of each and all. If you have

courage to risk your place for the right,

you may enter upon the work. In the

hands of such educators the whole mat-

ter adjusts itself on the sure basis of

Christian equity.

Whether their copy of the Bible be

King James's version or the Douay ver-

sion, those portions only will be read

which appeal to the general heart and

meet the practical want of the day ; of

these, psalm, prophecy, epistle, and
gospel furnish abundant and precious

material. The Bible will never be put

into the hands of the children as a text-

book, since its teachings, there, are not

for recitation, but for discipline. Its

historic portions belong not to the

secular, but Sunday schools, as they

are taken out from their connection in

the regular line of universal history,

which is necessary to this department

of daily study ; instruction in that is the

duty of the Sunday-school. Its scien-

tific statements and allusions are too

fragmentary and incidental to be put

into the hands of those who ask for the

alphabet of science letter by letter.

But as a literary work, unrivalled in

its variety, richness, and antiquity, there

are portions of it which should be in

every compilation used as a reader,

alike for their pure and lofty sentiment

and marvellous fitness of diction. Is

it said that portions of the Bible are

not fit to be put into the hands of the

young ? Very true ; but those who
bring this argument against its use at

all, are most often among those who do

not hesitate to put the whole of Shake-

speare into the hands of the young ; it

was a different age from ours, they say,

in extenuation of the indecencies found

there. Neither the Bible nor Shake-

speare should ever be in the common
schools as a text-book, except in the

way of extracts as above indicated.

No educator, comprehending his or

her position, and the obligations grow-

ing out of it, will enter upon the daily

duties of the school-room without sup-

plicating, in the midst of the assembly,

that infinite presence and guidance

which is the strength of every true

teacher, and to which the opening minds

and hearts of childhood should be con-

stantly directed as theirs. This is an

acknowledged personal need of the

teacher fitted for that office ; and the

simple, fervent words of thanksgiving

and supplication flow as spontaneously

from the lips as the natural statement

of mathematical principles or the facts

of science. Anything sectarian from

such a source is impossible ; the prayer

is the utterance of all heart?, because it

is the utterance of one heart large

enough to include them all. The
hymn from the full youthful choir —
which is the only vocal part of the ser-

vice necessary for the children— has

been selected and adapted in the same

spirit of comprehensive communion,

awakening and strengthening the spirit

of harmony and concord, as the voices

rise, like one, in the inspiring strains.

Thus consecrated by worship, the

study and labor of the day begin ; the

triple cord is spun and twisted into ever

multiplying leagues of length and in-

vincibility of tension.

But since it cannot be reasonably

supposed that the power and inspira-

tion here demanded to meet present

emergencies, will at once be found in

every individual of the myriad public-

school teachers throughout the repub-

lic, or, indeed, in a large majority of

them, perhaps,— there should be a de-

votional service-book compiled for these

schools, by a competent committee com-

posed of the best representatives of the
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Hebrew, Catholic, Episcopal, Trinita-

rian, Presbyterian, Methodist, Baptist,

Universalist, and Unitarian Congrega-

tional beliefs. This body should not

be too large for efficient action— each

communion at the outside not appoint-

ing more than three members. Pre-

cisely such qualifications as we have

seen to be necessary for the prepared

teacher are required for this work of

compilation ; indeed, it would be wis-

dom to have one third, at least, of the

committee selected from such practical

teachers. Nor can this be begun too

soon for the interests of all concerned.

It is folly to waste time and strength

in real or imaginary warfare, when just

and beneficent negotiation opens her

genial, luminous halls with such cordi-

ality of invitation. But over the por-

tal to that council-chamber, as over the

door-way of every free school in the

land, i8 written in letters of living light,

whether read by all or not— Chris-

tianity is the only sure basis of a re-

public.

UP GARRET.

it Attic," indeed ! nothing like

poetical fiction. What cannot poetry

do in the way of throwing a glamour

over common things ?

" Attic
!

" It 's a garret, and a dis-

mal one at that. Brother John

couldn't stand straight anywhere in it,

and I expect to break my comb every

time I move.
" Attic

!

" go, study your dictionary.

The " attics " people mean when
they write poetry or long columns of

sentimental prose,— those attics are

snug, comfortable little rooms, in third

or fourth stories. There is always a

stove, a white window curtain and a

geranium in the window, and sometimes

a canary in a cage (I should prefer a

cat). They complain of having noth-

ing but roofs to look out upon, and

— the vast expanse of sky. That's

something, I take it- For heaven

may be nearer, as it is more in sight,

than to those in nice lower rooms,

where there is so much that is beauti-

ful to arrest the gaze, both without

and within, that one cannot stop and

look up to the sky.

But here you cannot look out at all,

unless you have eyes in your shoes or

stand on your head. This is a garret.

Not a roomy, pleasant garret such

as you may find in a country house,

better than half the places where
people live in towns, and call them
homes ; with its real windows where the

warm sunshine comes iti all day, at

one and then another— all but that

one on the north side which commands
such a charming view of hills afar,

green meadows, and shining river, in

summer time ; or, if the sentence does

not take away your breath, where in

winter, the buried earth lies in state

beneath its snowy shroud
; guarded

by solemn sentinels, in their dark-

green uniform ; watching when spring

shall come and steal away the grave-

clothes, to use for drapery. This is

no such attic as all that is.

And there are no stores of nice

things up in this garret ; no apples

nor quinces, nor jars of sweetmeats.

There 's a row of canned tomatoes,

which I cannot get at, and don't want
if I could ; but that is all. Here is a
line of old trunks, five of them ; old

baskets ; old hats, that look as if all

their wearers' head-ache and dull

thoughts had settled upon them; old

canes, that seem more ready to knock
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a man down than hold him up ; and—
of all dismal things, a box of bar

soap ! Rolls of house paper, a pile of

mosquito netting over there, a mat-

tress ; that is not so bad— might take

a nap. O ! there's that pretty little

china pitcher that used to be on our

wash-stand. Wondered what had be-

come of it. If this assemblage could

converse, what a good time they might

have here, spending the calm evening

of their days in company, all alike dis-

carded by the world ! On a level, at

least. No sneering now, from that

broken parlor chair, as once, when
that tea-chest was hustled off, as not

proper to be left standing in the hall

;

now the poor old chair, weak and un-

armed, but wiser, can only say, " Tu
doces !

" (Pun borrowed— worth bor-

rowing, too.) Such is private as well

as public life.

" What am I doing here ? don't

pretend that I live in this garret?"

No. I don't pretend that I live here

:

and I'll tell you what I'm doing. I'm

writing what you are reading, and I

live down-stairs, in a warm, comfort-

able house, among civilized people,

but I prefer coming here to write. I

have a great woollen shawl around me,

not " a scarf thrown gracefully " over

my shoulders. I am not " clad in a

plain, but perfectly fitting dress." I

am not rich enough to employ the

dressmaker who works for the hero-

ines, and my dress does not fit well at

all. Occasionally, one or another

member of the family pays me a short

visit ; climbing the steps and holding

by the rail, so as to bring a head just

above the floor where I can see a pair

of eyes very distinctly, but no mouth.

Yes, I will, "go down out of this

cold garret, Fanny." I am cold and

tired. It is a rainy day in February.

Two panes of glass are out. I will

go down, and we will have a pleasant

evening in the parlor, and I hope

somebody will come.

ON AUTHORITY IN MATTERS OF RELIGION.

BY ORVILLE DEWEY.

I define authority to be the right

to command; not merely to influence

or advise or persuade, but to command.
Authority assumes the right to exact

and enforce obedience, or to punish for

neglect. Every parent understands

this, when, instead of requesting his

child to do a certain thing, he com-
mands him to do it. Then he speaks

with authority. Authority and obe-

dience are words loosely used in va-

rious senses. We speak of the author-

ity of government, though it be a

mere organized tyranny, that compels

submission. We speak of obedience

to the laws of nature, though our

yielding to them is not properly obe-

dience, unless we recognize a Mind in

them, a good and righteous Will.

Authority, then, is not mere power

;

it is not brute force ; it is, in its essen-

tial nature, moral. And it is fairly

and especially to be demanded of re-

ligious authority, that it be just and

righteous.

But the question which I wish to

approach is, What is the true province

of authority ? or, in other words,

What are the objects to which it prop-

erly applies ?

Under this view there are two

classes of objects to be considered,—
namely, outward actions, and inward

exercises of the mind.
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Now authority has regard to the

former alone ; not at all to the latter.

It can command what I shall do, not

what I shall think. And this for the

plain reason that what I am com-

manded to do, is or may be in my
power ; but what I shall think, is not.

If I am required to pay a tax to the

government, or a debt to my neighbor,

or to use certain forms in worship, I

may be able to comply; but if I am
required to think that two and two

make five, or that three beings are one

being, or one being is three beings, I

cannot.

I am inclined to say that the whole

province of the will as direct cause

lies in external actions, that is, in ac-

tions or in circumstances external to

ourselves. I can will to do many
things ; but I cannot directly will to

think or to feel anything. Herein lies

the power of self-improvement. I can

will to arrange the circumstances that

shall affect my mind ; I can will to

put myself in the way of temptation,

or not to do it ; I can will to call to

my side some learned teacher, or some

good man that may help me ; I can

will to lead a course of life favorable

to my virtue ; especially I can will—
and this is the most material point of

all — to give attention to certain

thoughts and feelings of my mind, or

to withdraw it from them; but here

ends all the power I have over my
inward nature. Here within me is a

mechanism governed by laws, over

which I have no more power than I

have over the laws of material nature.

But among the mental laws is this

one : that attention brightens, or the

want of it darkens, all the objects of

our thought and affection. I can give

attention to the good, or withdraw it

from the bad ; and the good will gain

strength, and the bad will decline in

vigor, under such direction of my will.

But I cannot will to think that true

which seems to me false, or that lovely

which seems to me hateful. That is,

I cannot will what I shall think as an

opinion, or what I shall love as a

moral quality. And therefore over

any such supposed elective action of

my mind, authority can have no sway.

I need not say that I am speaking

here of human authority, and not of

that which is supreme. He who gave

me the constitution of my mind, who
has made me to think and feel as I do

concerning truth and right, has as-

serted, by that same creative act, an

absolute and unchangeable authority.

And if any one claiming to speak in

his name, were to require me to think

the true fake, or the right wrong, my
resort would be, not to deny God or

myself, but him who professed to rep-

resent him.

But, it may be said, are we not

commanded — not merely made, but

commanded— to love God and to love

our neighbor ? Yes, to exercise, but

not create that love. And I answer

yes again with regard to the degree,

rather than the fact : "Thou shalt love

God with all thy heart. Thou shalt

love thy neighbor as thyself." We are

not commanded to love, as if we were

to bring into existence that love, but

to bring it into exercise— in other

words, to fix attention upon that per-

fection of God, or that worth in man,

which would awaken our love ; or to

do what is conformable to the will of

God— which is often precisely what is

meant by the command in either case.

** Thou shalt love God," often simply

means, thou shalt obey him. " Thou
shalt love thy neighbor,'' means, thou

shalt do him good.

In short, authority has for its cor-

relative, obedience. Now I cannot

obey any word that tells me what I

shall think,— what my opinions shall

be ; or what I shall feel,— what my
moral sentiments shall be. They are

not within my power, being what the

laws of my nature oblige them to be.
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Over these there can be no authority

but the authority of Him who made
them.

If these views are just, they may
help us to form some judgment on

two points of great practical moment,

namely, what Church authority should

be, and what Bible authority is meant

to be.

The Church in all ages has claimed

a certain control over its- children ; and

to some kind of control it is entitled—
the control of the body over its mem-
bers, of the general judgment of what

is right over private conduct, of ages

of experience and usage over tempo-

rary aberrations. If it had contented

itself with this, all in its rule might

have been right; but it has asserted

an absolute authority over faith, and

with this, all in its rule has been

wrong. With this, it has taken a

position forbidden to it by the very

truth of things, by the very laws of

our nature. It has said :
" Think as I

think ; think as I command you to

think ; or suffer pain and penalty, tor-

ture and death." It has not merely

cut off dissenters from its communion,
— that which as a mere social or-

ganization, perhaps, it had a right to

do,— but it has cut them off from lib-

erty and life.

Let any one enter into the working

of his own mind, and he will see that

thought, by its very nature, is not, and

cannot be, amenable to such authority.

Thought is not thought, if it is not

free. The processes by which I come
to a certain conclusion, be they logical

or illogical, are such as belong to the

habitual action of my mind ; and I

cannot think otherwise than I do, if I

would. My opinion, though it were a

fool's opinion, is mine and not another's ;

I may basely disown it, but I cannot

destroy it ; I may die for it, but I die

an honest martyr. And yet the Church,

blind to this necessity of things, blind

to the very law of God in our nature,

drives this involuntary dissenter to per-

dition in this world, and would, if it

could, to perdition in the next.

I may be told that opinion is dan-

gerous. I cannot help it. So is po-

litical liberty. So is free thought, in

every practical direction it takes. The
most perilous of all elements in human
nature is free will. But God has

placed it there, and no human power
can take it away. And free thought

is as truly a primary principle in our

constitution ; and any earthly power
that aims to extinguish it, is fighting

against God. I may be told that

opinions are vital and vitalizing in our

life, the seeds of action, of character,

of moral influence ; and that false

opinions may do infinite mischief, and

that it is necessary to correct and con-

trol them. Do so then •, but do it in a

legitimate way. Coercion will not

change them, though it may lead to

concealment, evasion, and a thousand

hypocrisies. The inquisitor says that

he must root out and destroy opinions,

which otherwise will destroy thou-ands

of souls. But coercion will not de-

stroy them. Fire and fagot will not

burn them up. Rack and dungeon

will not crush nor imprison them.

Still they live, because they are a part

of the very mind's life. Galileo, when
compelled to bow before the Roman
officials and confess that the earth does

not turn on its axis, cannot help saying

under his breath, as he rises from his

knees, " E pur si muove ; but it does

move." His opinion is still the same.

His studies have led him to it. His

conclusion is inevitable. He cannot

help it. And authority has no more

to do with it than it has with the ex-

ercise of free will.

I am not saying, let it be observed,

that opinion shall not draw upon it

protest or rejection, and such displeasure

and hardship as either of them may
naturally involve, but that it shall

not be punished as a crime. Dr. Co-
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lenso, for instance, denies the authority

of the Old Testament, and the truth of

a part of it. If the Church of Eng-
land holds that this is a violation of his

Episcopal vows, it may, not properly

as a Christian authority, but as a social

and political organization, depose him.

If the president of a free trade asso-

ciation should come to deny what it

thought an essential part of its creed,

it might justly depose him, by electing

a successor. Some hardship there may
be in this, and opinion must take this

responsibility ; but it is not to be

treated and punished as a crime.

The other point on which I propose

to say a few words is, Bible authority

— to consider to what extent and in

what sense that demands our homage
and allegiance.

The Bible consists of two parts—
the Old Testament and the New. The
Old Testament is the record of the

Jews' religion, not distinctively of

mine. But that wonderful collection

of Jewish writings is to be regarded,

I conceive, with profound interest and

veneration. It has the characteristics

of an ancient time ; it is far enough

from being faultless ; it is marked, in

parts, by an anthropomorphism which

we cannot bear now ; it contains state-

ments which cannot stand the tests of

science or criticism or common sense

;

but there are respects in which it

stands in unchallenged majesty and

beauty. In fervor and tenderness of

devotion, in the spontaneous outflow of

love and gratitude and penitence, the

book of Psalms, as a book of prayer

and praise, stands without parallel,

whether in ancient or modern times.

And I know of no moral position ever

taken by the sages or censors of the

world, so grand as that of the Hebrew

seers— hurling down denunciation and

wrath, not only upon the vices and de-

fections of the people, but upon the

wickedness and injustice of their rul-

ers ; and that in language, especially

that of Isaiah, hardly to be matched in

majesty, expostulation, and tenderness.

But when we turn to the historic

records, — the cosmogony of Moses, the

ages of the patriarchs, the fall of Jer-

icho, the standing-still of the sun, the

census of the people coming out of

Egypt, six hundred thousand fighting

men, and therefore one or two millions

of men, women, and children, led for

forty years through the deserts of Ara-

bia, and all the conflicting statements

in Kings and Chronicles,— it is impos-

sible not to see exaggeration, contradic-

tion, and misstatement scattered up

and down. And although, as history,

the Hebrew records are more valuable

than any other equally ancient, and

although admirable writings are inter-

spersed— as the book of Job, — and

pictures of unsurpassed tenderness and

beauty, like the stories of Joseph, of

Ruth, and Esther— yet who will say

that all this mass of Jewish writings

is to be received without question ?

Those who say that the New Testa-

ment indorses the Old and binds it

upon our faith, seem to forget that

Jesus himself questions, nay, and con-

troverts the Old, saying: it hath been

said by them of old time, ye shall do

thus and thus ; but I command you to

do the very contrary. That is to say,

he quotes passages from the Old Testa-

ment, and pronounces them to be wrong.

But let us now come to consider

what was the authority of Jesus him-

self.

No thoughtful reader of the Gos-

pels can fail to ask, in what character

Jesus speaks ; with what claim on our

belief and reliance ; whether as any

other wise and good man, Socrates or

Marcus Aurelius, or as one especially

sent and commissioned of God to

speak. There can be no doubt that

he did, in some sense, and for some

reason, take this higher ground. He
demanded a reliance upon him, an ac-

ceptance and imitation of him, a fol-
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lowing of him as guide and master,

such as no other teacher or master

ever did ; and all this, if it was not a

valid claim, must be set down as mon-

strous self-conceit. Such an assump-

tion put forward by Socrates or Plato,

by Seneca or Boethius, would be in-

tolerable. I could not respect Jesus

if I did not regard him as superior to

all other teachers and all other men.

If he only imagined himself to be

thus superior, or if he imagined that

God had specially sent him, and yet

if in both respects he was mistaken,

his character would at once sink to

* that of an amiable visionary, of a

deluded fanatic. Renan could express

the highest admiration for him, and yet

believe that he sometimes lent himself

to deception. But the charge of fanat-

icism, of utter se//*-deception, would be

yet more fatal— involving his whole

work and mission.

We must come to some conclusion

upon this point, one way or other.

We cannot ignore Jesus. We cannot

leave him out from our system of

thought and life. No being that ever

lived has so large a place in it. If his

character is not faultless, if the model

has flaws and defects in it, it ceases to

be the needful guidance and help to

us. And a question has been raised

in regard to this constant self-refer-

ence and self-assertion. How, it has

been said, does it consist with the

modesty and beauty of virtue that he

should so often say, " Learn of me,

trust in me, follow me ; take my yoke,

and ye shall find rest ; I am the way
and the truth and the life ? " No
otherwise, it must be answered, than

that so was the divine-t love breathed

into his soul, so was his spirit filled

with unutterable joy and beatitude, so

had he found the long-sought secret of

perfect rest and bliss, that it had been

treason to virtue and humanity to sup-

press the conviction of it. If he had

been, like others, an anxious, unsatis-

fied, passion- tost, sin-weary man, he

could never have spoken so.

Let all Christian prejudice in this

matter be put away. Let me come

to this question as mere philosopher.

Suppose I had been educated up to

mature culture in such seclusion that;

I had never heard of Christianity—
educated solely by Indian or Grecian

lore. And now the New Testament

is put into my hands. I read it. I

take the natural impression. Oh, for

such a natural, unbiassed, original,

impression of the Gospel record ! But
any way there can be no doubt that I

should feel that here was a character

portrayed, a teaching, a life, which had

no prototype in Indian or Grecian

story;— such wisdom, such immaculate

purity, such love of God and such pity

for men, as must seem, in some pe-

culiar sense, to have been breathed out

from the Infinite Light and Love.

There is a chapter, the last I think,

in that remarkable book, u School

Days at Rugby "— and I could be-

lieve that the heart of England warmed
to that book, as it has not to any
writing for many a day,— this chapter

is an account of a pupil's coming to a

full sense of what he owed to his mas-

ter, Arnold of Rugby ; of his heart-

stricken sorrow at hearing of the death

of this noblest of educators ; of his

leaving his companions on a pleasure

excursion, and taking a lonely pilgrim-

age to visit ihe just-cloned grave of his

greatest benefactor. One can hardly

read the account without tears. Ar-

nold was a saviour to this young man,

and to many another. But what mul-

titudes, what millions, have gathered,

in thought, to the feet of Jesus, with

more, far more of tenderness and affec-

tion, and have found in him strength

and peace, help and healing, sought

elsewhere in vain !

As Cowper says :
—

u I was a stricken deer that left the herd

Long since. With many an arrow deep infix'd
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My panting side was charged, when I withdrew
To seek a tranquil death in distant shades.

There was I found hy one, who had himself

Been hurt hy the archers. In his side he bore,

And in his hands and feet, the cruel scars.

With gentle force soliciting the darts,

He drew them forth, and heal'd, and bade me
live."

Let it be admitted that there has

been in the Church a great deal of

superstition connected with the Di-

vinest Man. But truth is not re-

vealed ; it is veiled and hidden by
superstition. And I believe that a

clearer seeing of Jesus as he was, will

make a deeper impression of his word
and life, of his patience and suffering,

than any doctrinal superstition, Romish
or Calvinistic. Why should supersti-

tion when it is past, be a bar to reality

when it comes ? What has been more
surrounded with false associations than

the idea of God ? But as the veil falls

away from the Infinite Glory and
Loveliness, do they lose the wonderful-

ness, the charm, and beauty to us ?

We know that they do not.

Why should those who deny the

supernatural in Jesus, grow indifferent

to the natural beauty of his character ?

There is a tendency of this kind, a

reaction against what are considered to

be false assumptions, which, for the

sake alone of all just moral sentiment,

should be guarded against. I have

been surprised and pained to observe

that, under this influence, that admira-

ble work of the sainted Dr. Nichols,

" Hours with the Evangelists," is not

only treated with indifference, but

slightingly spoken of. Why should

the rejecters of miracles be blind to

the beauty of this deep, thoughtful,

and loving meditation upon the Master
— written too in the graceful and clas-

sic siyle of its author? Is nothing to

be listened to, but denial and rejection,

— no argument even, ag;dnst them—
nothing that does not fall in with that

criticising bias ? Nichols, with his ra-

tional and clear intellect — no one

could talk with him an hour without

seeing that— was at the farthest re-

move possible from all superstition
;

while his profound and touching vener-

ation and love for the Master gave a

rare and beautiful attraction to his

conversation and character.

But to recur to the question of au-

thority — it is said that " the people

were astonished at his doctrine, for he

spake with authority and not as the

scribes." What was it ? Not to go

at large into this question, I simply

answer, the highest; higher, that is,

than is to be conceded to any other

teacher or man that ever lived. Do I,

then, give up the distinction which I

have made between authority over

thought and over action ? I think not.

There are certain intuitions of truth

and right, with which no authority has

anything to do. but His who created

them. If Jesus had proposed to super-

sede these, I should not yield them up,

because I could not. If he had con-

tradicted the primal intuitions of my
nature ; if he had said, " Truth is no

more reliable than falsehood," or if he

had said, " Lie, defraud, do evil to your

neighbor,"— instantly, despite of all

miracles and signs and wonders, I should

shrink back, and appeal from him to

the authority of God within me. Much
of the truth which Jesus taught is self-

evident truth ; and I should say with

Robertson of Brighton, " It is true,

not because he said it, but he said it

because it is true." But when it

comes to the application of this truth
;

when he teaches me how to live and

what to do ; when his instruction shines

out in his spirit, in his purity, compas-

sion, and tenderness, in his demand for

fidelity, self-denial, and disinterested-

ness ; when, in fine, I seek for a model

by which to frame my life, I find it in

him. It is authority with me. What
he enjoins I would unhesitatingly do :

what he forbids I would as unhesitat-

ingly avoid. Thus, to bring the ques-

tion to a distinct case for action, or for
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abstinence— if I take what he says

with regard to divorce in the nineteenth

chapter of Matthew, as meant to lay

down in precise terms the law of di-

vorce ; if I do not reason it away, as

Milton satisfied himself with doing in

his impassioned argument on- that sub-

ject, I should feel bound by it. Mil-

ton's argument is this : that Jesus

meant to meet the license that pre-

vailed among the Jews about divorce,

by laying down a rule leaning to

strictness against their laxity, and not

intended to be binding to the very let-

ter; that there are cases of hardship

under the marriage bond, worse even

than that which he specifies; that he

is not to be taken literally here, any
more than when he says to the young
man in the Gospel, " Sell all that thou

hast, and give to the poor,"— a direc-

tion which strictly and universally fol-

lowed, and to the letter, would be in-

tolerable and mischievous to society.

But be this as it may, what I say is,

that there is no precept of Jesus, rightly

construed, which I feel it necessary to

go behind, or to question ; and that

his authority over my heart and life

stands intact and indisputable. His
character is authority. It is enough
to ask in any case what he would have
done, or would have us to do and feel.

It is a moral, a practical authority,

not intellectual. Imagine any censor

assuming to decide what are to be the

mental processes of the mathematician,

the logician, the student of nature, and
to say to what conclusions he must
come. It would be absurd. No such
absurdity can attach to a true religious

teaching.

If now I am asked why we are

bound to submit to authority, I answer,

because it is the image or expression

of the sense of right within me. If,

then, it be said that the authority is

within me, I answer no ; it is the sense

of authority that is within me. Law
implies a lawgiver. When I say, " I

ought," I feel, and should feel if I were

a pantheist, that there is something—
some Infinite Order or Rectitude—
which lays that bond upon me ; and

even if this were denied, yet it is

manifestly necessary to our restraint

and culture that something without us,

some Being or beings, should be recog-

nized as entitled to speak to the obedi-

ent and reverent sense of right within

us. So the parent speaks to his chil-

dren, the sage to his pupils, the saint

to the devotee, the master to his dis-

ciples.

In fine, all authority, I repeat, is

moral. God is infinite authority, be-

cause He is infinite rectitude. And
the man who approaches towards that

perfection, Socrates or Fenelon, puts

forward, in that reflected image of God,

a claim of the like nature. And he

in whom dwelt the fullness of Divinity

bodily, he who was the most perfect of

men, stands on earth as the highest

authority. Whether any one believes

that he wrought miracles or not, yet

whosoever believes that he was the

most perfect model of purity and good-

ness ever known on earth, must admit

that claim. In that character, if in no

other, he is Lord and Saviour.

And veneration, love, gratitude in-

expressible, are due to such transcend-

ent excellence. It is a failure in the

moral taste, in the natural sense of

what is lovely and beautiful, to be

cold and indifferent to it. Even if it

were regarded as a perfectly natural

development ; if Jesus became what

he was by simply obeying the law of

God in his nature ; if any one of us

might have risen to the same wisdom

and purity by a like absolute obedi-

ence,— his character would be only the

more wonderful and admirable. Even

Rousseau, writing, it may be believed,

without any Christian prejudice, could

speak thus :
—

"I confess that the majesty of the

Scriptures astonishes me ; that the sane
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tity of the Gospel speaks to my heart, knows how to act, to suffer, and to die,

Is it possible that a book, at once so sub- without weakness and without ostenta-

lime and simple, should be the work of tion ? Where " he adds, " could Jesus

men ? Is it possible that he whose his- have taken among his countrymen that

tory it records, should be himself a mere elevated and pure morality of which he

man ? Is this the style of an enthusiast alone furnished both the precept and ex-

or of an ambitious sectary ? What sweet- ample ? The most lofty wisdom was
ness, what purity in his manners ! What heard from the bosom of ihe most furious

affecting grandeur in his instructions! fanaticism; and the simplicity of ihe

What profound wisdom in his discourses ! most heroic virtues sprang up, in the

What empire over his passions ! Where person of Jesus, among the vilest of all

is the man, where is the philosopher, who people.

GRASS AND ROSES.

BY JAMES FREEMAN CLARKE.

I looked where the roses were blowing,

They stood among grasses and reeds

;

I said, " Where such beauties are growing,

Why suffer these paltry weeds ?

"

Weeping, the poor things faltered,

" We have neither beauty nor bloom

;

We are grass in the roses' garden, —
But our Master gives us this room.

" The slaves of a generous Master

;

Born from a world above ;

We came to this place in his wisdom —
We stay to this hour from his love.

" We have fed his humblest creatures,

We have served Him truly and long

;

He gave no grace to our features,

—

We have neither color nor song.

" Yet He who has made the roses,

Placed us on the self-same sod;

He knows our reason for being,—
We are grass in the garden of God."



C|)e Crammer*
No. V.

We have once or twice attempted here to give, on the evidence of

large public libraries, — or of publishers of large experience,— the pub-

lic verdict as to the attractiveness of the several books of the day.

There are a good many confusing elements in such estimates. One is

thrown back, only too often, on Mr. Carlyle's growl, when he complains

that while in old times the London hatter vied with his rival as to which

should make the better hat, the competition now is which shall make
the largest hat of lath and plaster, to be carried up and down the Lon-

don streets as an advertiser's sign. On the other hand, however, Mr.

Francis Galton now comes boldly into the arena, and proves to his own

satisfaction that general reputation is a fair token of " eminent " ability,

— that he whom the world pronounce eminent, is eminent. He scouts

at any possibility of inglorious Miltons or village Hampdens, and says

that any eminent man, even if he had been changed at nurse into what-

ever humble condition you choose, would have risen to " eminence "

had he lived to fifty, — if only he were born in England. In England,

" you know," the lines of promotion are so carefully kept open.

When you apply this dictum to the matter of eminence in author-

ship of books, there is opened up a curious series of questions. First,

what is eminence ? Mr. Galton' s test does not hold. Mr. Galton de-

fines " eminent men " as the well-known men named in Routledge's " Men
of the Times," and, counting their names, he finds that these are two

hundred and fifty in a million, -nyoootio °f the men of their own age..

To verify this estimate, he then counts the annual obituary notices of

eminent Englishmen who have died within the year, in the " Times " of

December 31st. He finds that these are two hundred and thirty-eight in

a million. This is a curiously near approach to the first, if only the

sceptic critic did not suppose that the " Times " writer of obituaries proba-

bly uses for his stock in trade Routledge's convenient hand-book,,— in

which case the two estimates would naturally come out much like each

other. Be that as it may, this is substantially the new definition of the

word Eminent, when applied to men or to women :—
" Eminent, adj. The state or condition of being one of the two hun-

dred and fifty persons best known among one million people of a given

age."
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Will Mr. Galton now, or Mr. Routledge, or the unknown writer of

obituaries, furnish us with any convenient standard, as convenient as this,

by which to measure the books which achieve most distinction ? Would
not Mr. Allibone consent to print in red ink two hundred and fifty titles

in a million in the full edition of his invaluable register ? That is so

few. Will not Mr. Perkins intimate by very full-faced type in the

" American Publisher," for one book in every four thousand, that it will

confer "eminence " upon the author, and a sort of borrowed eminence,

indeed, upon the reader ? For a man earns a certain respectability, in

his own esteem at least, who has read Flavel's Sermons or the Universal

Dictionary.

If Mr. Galton had not been terribly in earnest as to his own theory,

he would have seen in how small a circle he was travelling. Certain

men named A, B, and C, have a faculty for making a noise in the world.

If you take away their tin pans, they will make a noise with trumpets.

If you take away the trumpets, they will find fish-horns. Let us there-

fore register them as the " eminent men." That is the theory. What
shall we say then of X, Y, and Z, whose faculty is to do good by stealth,

and blush to find it fame ? What shall we say of U, V, and W, whose

duty it is to push a tunnel underground their lives long,— who will

work on their shaft till they die,— whose successors will work on, and

die,— to be succeeded by other noiseless successors, — till after ten

centuries, more or less, some one named Luther, or Mirabeau, or Gari-

baldi, sets fire to the mine which is placed at the end of this tunnel, and

achieves " eminence " by a very notorious explosion ?

Mr. Galton seems to be a little surprised that the great majority of his

people of " eminence " are politicians, authors, and artists. Having

given his definition of eminence, that eminence consists in winning pop-

ular favor, he is surprised that almost all the eminent men are found in

the specific classes which appeal to popular favor. Would he be sur-

prised to find that all the members of a brass band were men who
had musical instruments on which they know how to play ?

Starting with the definition, that " eminence " is the capacity to

achieve notoriety or reputation— he pleases himself by the complete-

ness of the argument which proves that reputation is a true test of

" eminence." This might really have been taken for granted, if that

definition were admitted.

Ah, no ! There are books, — and there are books. There is excel-

lence, and there is notoriety. There is Laplace, and there is Houdin,

both mathematicians. There is Martineau, and there is Spurgeon, both

good preachers. There is Mill, and there is Tweed, both politicians.
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There is Philip Van Artevelde and the Twelve Temptations,

both of them are plays.

" What's fame 1 a fancied life in other's breath ;
—

— Just what we hear, we have, and what's unknown

The same my Lord, if Tully's or your own.

All that we feel of it begins and ends

In the small circle of our foes and friends."
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EVERETT'S SCIENCE OF THOUGHT.i

Two opposite tendencies mark the

American mind,— a keen appetite for

the results of thought, on the one hand,

and on the other, an exacting demand
for statement so popular as shall save

the reader the labor of thought. As a

people, we are speculative and unme-
thodical, eager for knowledge and im-

patient of study. Especially are we
impatient of all writings whose import

lies, like truth, at the bottom of a well,

to be possessed by the reader only as

it is brought forth by an effort of his

own mind. An author's meaning must
be thrust forth and made sharply sal-

ient, or he is likely to write for himself

alone. A book that cannot be read
easily en route,— read passively, the

mind of the reader being simply played
upon by that of the writer, — may
probably fail to be read at all.

There is weakness in this, but there

is also advantage. The unwillingness
to read studiously limits culture, and
often converts what should be the
means of increase into a means of

waste and deterioration. It offers

many captives to those who think strik-

ingly only because they think at ran-

dom, who handle their thought with
ease because there is so very little of

it, and who write effectively for the

reason that they care only for effect.

On the other hand, the thoughtful and
profound writer may be profited by

1 The Science of Thought : A System of Logic.
By Charles Carroll Everett. Boston : William V.
Spencer. 18G9.

that exaction which compels him, like

the artist, to consider equally the signifi-

cance of his work and its form. The
result, it may be hoped, will be the

union in our speculation of truth and

beauty. This was the result in Greece

under circumstances in some respects

similar ; and the like may, perhaps, be

expected here. An expression which

is a mere notation, as in Hegel, shows

that truth in its separateness is alone

regarded. In this case we see that the

writer is moved rather by the special

spirit of the school than by the more

open and varied spirit of a people.

Mr. Everett is characteristically

American, without the faults of the

American mind. He is a scholar and

philosopher who speaks easily, natu-

rally, happily, in the popular dialect.

"We have had no other instance in

which thought so comprehensive and

methodical has been expressed with

such idiomatic simplicity. The style

is that of a literary essay. Neverthe-

less the statement is for the most part

compact, sometimes remarkably so ;

while it is but seldom that the matter

is compromised for the sake of clear-

ness.

The author's point of view, and

equally his point of separation from

logic as usually taught, is stated lucidly

on the seventh page. " The principles

of thought," he says, " must be the

principles of the object of thought.

Logic unites the inner subjective world

with the outer world of objects. . . .

It belongs equally to both, and its cate-
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gories must be those of being as well

us of thought." Now, logic as com-
monly conceived is the science of the

mere posture of the mind in thinking.

It considers thought only as in vacuo

and in itself vacant. All that makes

the substance of thought, in other

words, its reality, its very beiug, is

carefully put out of sight.

The science of thought is the science

of the thinkable,— of the thinkable in

its perennial and invariable principles.

To think truly is to become conscious

of what truly is ; it is to find mind in

nature, and to find by the same act its

substantial identity with mind in man.

Now, it is thought in its reality, and

in the identity of its forms with the

forms of fact in the universe, of which

Mr. Everett attempts to constitute the

science. Here, then, is a truly noble

study. Here is the clear ring of real-

ity, the deep undertone of being, the

chime of perpetual relations, the rhyth-

mic march of all process and progress,

the comprehending harmony of the

Whole. Grateful indeed to the sincere

student must be the change to this

from the dreary emptiness of that

science of " thought as [no] thought,"

which begins with vacuity, and ends in

tedium.

Mr. Everett's admirable work is di-

vided into three books, the first of

which treats of the elementary princi-

ples of thought, the second of its forms,

the third of its limits and problems.

The principles of thought are those of

fact in nature, and its forms are the

forms of fact. We are in communi-

cation with fact at every step. As
thought is the unity of intelligence and

the intelligible,—the identification of

mind and fact,— so it is here consid-

ered. The work deserves an extended

and elaborate review ; but some brief

sketch of the author's method, with a

passing criticism or two, is all that we
can at present undertake. Even in this

very incomplete treatment we must

confine our attention chiefly to the first

book.

On the threshold of a science of

thought the question meets us, What
is it to think a thing, anything whatso-

ever ? In other words, what is a thing

as thought ? To answer that question

is to effect an entrance into the field of

this science ; to avoid it is to remain

outside. Mr. Everett begins at the

beginning.

It is plain that the thought of being

is implied in all thought whatsoever.

We cannot say that a thing is or is not,

or may be, or may not be, without rest-

ing on this thought, being. Affirma-

tion, negation, question, hypothesis, all

imply this. But to say that anything

is, is to imply that it may not be. Why
say that it is, if there is no possibility

of the contrary ? The thought of being

implies therefore that of not-being. If

we say that a thing is, we push aside

the notion of its not being, and recog-

nize it in doing so. If we say that a

thing is not, we push aside the other

and recognize it in doing so. If we
inquire whether a thing is, we hold the

thought of its being in one hand and

of its not being in the other hand. Is

and is not are an inseparable pair, each

defined by the other. They are in the

strictest sense correlative, and contained

in all thought.

Now suppose we try to think a thing.

We do so by thinking what it is. But
if it is this it is not that,— if sweet, not

sour ; if heavy, not light ; if round,

not square. We think what it is by
opposition to what it is not. It is

what it is, only through its not being

somewhat else. Its being and its not-

being taken together make it a definite

somewhat. Its what is a definite rela-

tion of being and not-being : to think

a thing is to think this first of all. But

this what the thing is, is its quality.

Quality is therefore the fundamental

category of all definite thought and

equally of all definite existence. Any
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one may easily test this assertion. Let

him try to think a thing definitely

without thinking what it is, or to think

what it definitely is without any im-

plied negation or exclusion. When he

succeeds, he should immediately advise

all the world of it.

The question, What? draws on the

question, How much? This is, how-

ever, a quite distinct question. New
milk is sweet, sugar is sweet ; we
apply the same qualitative term to

both. The difference between them

is in this respect quantitative simply.

Yet sugar no sweeter than milk would

no longer be sugar, would no longer

have the same quality. The con-

sideration of quality passes inevitably

into that of quantity ; which neverthe-

less is a perfectly distinct matter. The
relations of these two are ably ex-

pounded in Mr. Everett's pages.

In asking How much ? we touch

upon the further question of limit.

Quantity as such may be more or less

;

and to the more more may be added,

and from the less somewhat be taken

away ; the notion of limit does not

belong to it. And yet this notion is

suggested by the question, How much ?

In fact everything has its limit, and

we do not think the thing if this be

not recognized. Marble or granite

will sustain so much weight, then is

crushed ; iron will endure so much
tension, then breaks ; the waves of the

ocean may rise to a certain height,

and can rise no higher ; so many un-

dulations to the inch of the rays of

light make the red color, and if the

undulations be more rapid, the color is

no longer Ted.

Quality, quantity, and limit, accord-

ing to Mr. Everett, constitute the thing

as thought by the mind. To think

what a thing is, is to think these. In
the work under consideration these are

spoken of under the title of " Static

Relations."

But nothing is merely static ; every-

thing acts, and is acted upon. Our
author, therefore, passes to the con-

sideration of "dynamic relations."

These, he says, are two,— Change, and

Cause and Effect. Everything tends,

we are told, to pass its proper limit,

and thereby to become somewhat else.

In tending to become somewhat else,

it has a negative relation to its exist-

ing status. Everything tends, again,

to become a cause, and thereby to

make change in other objects. As
causing change in them, it has a

negative relation to their existing con-

dition. The dynamic, in fine, is the

negative of the static.

We have a doubt here upon a single

point. Is there any change that is not

caused? So far as we see, all change

is the effect of definite causes ; the two

categories of Mr. Everett would there-

fore merge in one. A thing, however,

is itself affected by causing an effect

elsewhere. Causative action is there-

fore reflexive as well as direct.

We have thus far static relation,

which is positive, and dynamic relation,

which is its negative. But it is im-

possible to rest in this mere opposition.

Thought must ascend. Nature does

ascend, to the reconciliation of these

opposites. This appears in Organic

Relation, wherein permanence is main-

tained by change, the two rounding

into the circle of living unity.

The principles of Organic Relation

are said to be, the Final Cause, Differ-

entiation, and Integration. The final

cause is the idea of the whole presid-

ing over the formation and disposition

of the parts. In a growing plant the

end to which all growth tends is

present as a force causing growth and

a law controlling it from the first.

The flower makes the seed, and puts

into it an efficient prediction of its own
reproduction. Now, final causes are

strenuously denied by a school of meta-

physicians and a class of scientists that

have of late been gaining steadily upon
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the public mind. "The analytical

thought of modern times," says Mr.

Everett, " finds some difficulty in

conceiving of an organization as such.

It is with difficulty that it gets beyond

the thought of a collection or juxta-

position of parts. It has not reached

the idea that the parts of an organiza-

tion cannot exist without the whole,

any more than the whole can exist

without the parts." This too common
inability to think an organic whole, as

such, accounts for the unwillingness to

admit a final cause.

Growth proceeding from the final

cause proceeds by the twin processes

here styled differentiation and inte-

gration. A progressive diversity of

form and distribution of function ap-

pears in all organisms in proportion

to their elevation in the scale of being.

But this is only one side, and the in-

ferior side, of the fact ; differentiation

is but the means to a nobler and more
emphatic unity. The integrity of an

organism is not first broken and then

restored, nor is it invaded at one point,

but affirmed at another ; it is continual

and complete at every point of time

and in every part. And here we may
take occasion to say that Mr. Everett,

whose own conception of this matter is

perfectly just, errs, we think, in at-

tributing to Mr. Herbert Spencer a

like completeness of thought.

Organic growth is from a simple to

a complex unity ; or more precisely, it

is from mere uniformity to unity in

the proper sense of the word. Mere
sameness is at best but a dead unity

;

active, living unity implies the subor-

dination of diversities. It is to tliis

active unity that life tends,— always

to a unity more active and more em-

phatic, because having more of diver-

sity to harmonize and convert into its

own form. Low down in the scale of

life there are creatures that may be

cut with a knife into several parts, and

each part, (mite unaware that anything

has happened, will go on living, as

much an individual as the whole had
been. In man the lesion of one im-

portant organ affects, and if severe

enough will destroy, every other. In
which of the two cases appears the

stricter unity ? Mr. Everett's under-

standing of this matter, we repeat, is

perfect ; that Mr. Spencer's is so we
have not yet discovered. On the con-

trary, it is pretty certain that the latter

began with a half truth,— the inferior

side,— which he mistook for the

whole. Afterwards he corrected this

partiality by a supplementary law of

integration ; but a complete correction

of it would be indicated only by an

entire abandonment of the term heter-

ogeneity as by him used. Further, it

should be acknowledged that there are

not two laws in this case, any more
than there is a positive law and a neg-

ative law in electricity; there is but

one law with a polaric action.

Static, dynamic, organic, with their

several moments, " these categories,"

says Mr. Everett in conclusion of his

first book, " furnish the form and the

material of all thought." The static

is positive, the dynamic its negative,

the organic is the rounded affirmative,

comprehending and reconciling both.

It is a confirmation of these categories

that they appear, and in their proper

order, in the course of growth in

history. The crude positive comes

first, negative criticism follows, affirm-

ation discriminate and comprehensive

concludes. Man first, says God, then

Nature, or the finite as constituted in

itself, then God-man, God and nature

in unity,— absolute spirit, infinite, but

comprehending, and returning to it-

self through, the finite.

And this suggests that Mr. Everett's

statement is almost— we dare not say

is quite— complete. His king wants

a crown. The crown were Hegel's

Idee, — pure, free self-relation in

universality. An organism hints this,
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but does no more. It is a whole, not

the whole. Its • self-relation is strictly

special, including this, excluding that.

It is dependent because it is partial

;

because partial, it is temporary, and

must die. Absolute wholeness is self-

relation accomplished through the me-

dium of the universal, comprehending

all. Here, and here only, we arrive at

pure freedom ; only this moreover is

eternal.

We shall not attempt to follow the

author through the two succeeding

books, attractive as they are. We
have read and re-read them with rare

refreshment and delight. Points have

been noted here and there where some-

what remains, perhaps, to be desired

;

but the work as a whole must be de-

cisively pronounced, in our judgment,

by far the most important and prom-

ising one of its class that has yet been

brought forth, not in America only,

but within the entire compass of the

English language. D. A. Wasson.

FROTHINGHAM'S METRICAL PIECES.

The following notice of the collec-

tion of Dr. N. L. Frothingham's poems

which bears this modest title was pre-

pared for an earlier number of this

Magazine, but having been deferred

was only put into type on the day of

the death of the esteemed and beloved

author of the book. We let the notice

remain as it then stood ; for that which

.
was intended as a slight tribute of re-

spect and affection for the living, may
still serve as an humble offering to the

memory of the dead.

This book is a casket of gems.

Whether it be a memorial of some
beautiful scene, or touching incident of

travel, or an unfolding of some verse

of Scripture, or a plea for some noble

charity, or festal song, or funeral hymn,
or tribute to departed genius and good-

ness, or delicate accompaniment to some

little love-gift, or record of the writer's

own experiences, or plaintive allusion

to that peculiar burden which he has

been called upon to bear, and which he

so feelingly commemorates in the " Bar-

timagus ; " whatever the theme, or the

treatment, the same taste and skill

everywhere prevail ; the words are the

fittest that could have been chosen

;

while they seem to fall instinctively

into the places where they best illus-

trate the poet's thought. Take the

first three verses of the first hymn, for

instance :
—

" The Bible's storied page,

How clear its pictures rise,

Glow in the heart of every age,

And moisten in its eyes

!

" The Bible's poet-strain

Flows forth in truths divine:

Before it but in dusky wane
Earth's proudest fictions shine.

" The Bible's lighted law,

And promise from above

!

"What mortal word so strikes with awe,

So sanctifies with love? "

Or the opening verse of the hymn that

follows :
—

" The children, from the mothers' arms,

Within the Saviour's arms were pressed;

Tbus doubly screened from fears and harms,

Devoutly brought, divinely blessed."

Or the final verse of the sixth hymn :—
" Shine on, twofold beam

!

Spread cheer, good-will, and trust:

Be Christ the light, when dates are dream.

And builded earth is dust."

Each of the miscellaneous poems is

a masterpiece. We quote a few frag-

ments. The verses, " In Behalf of

the Home for Destitute and Incurable

Women," begin thus :
—

" Incurable ! Sweet Nature's healing forces

Struck at the root, and wasted at the spring;

While Art and Science, with their grand re-

sources,

No means can study out, no rescue bring.

" Incurable ! The fatal word is spoken,

That smites the faint heart with its flat despair

;
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Yet it is heard with spirit not all broken,

If Gratitude and Faith their solace bear.''

Could there be a benediction more
gracefully given, than in the closing

verses of a poem to some one whose

name is not mentioned ? —
" But if some evil, lurking by

Should make those fingers weak;

And grief or pain should dim the eye,

And blanch the blooming cheek;

" May Patience near thee take her seat,

And Hope stand looking up,

And smiling thoughts pour forth their sweet

Into that solemn cup.

" And when the snows of years shall steal

Upon thy vernal prime,

More may the soul its pinions feel,

And triumph over time."

In the poem to " Saint Cecilia," after a

brief but beautiful allusion to Raphael's

charming picture, the author illustrates

that legend wherein the Saint is de-

scribed as holding aloft a bunch of

flowers, gathered in no earthly gardens,

and which are visible alone to the eye

of Faith :
—

" The world is full of fragrant gifts

Which sensual eyes can ne'er discern;

But Faith the envious veil uplifts,

And man his truest vision then may learn:

Faith sees the flowers.

" The air is full of odors fine,

Which coarsest senses cannot miss

;

And yet there needs a touch divine

To trace their source, or to receive their bliss

:

Faith sees the flowers.

" And when the powers and senses fail,

The end of earth now close at hand,

The flush of life all deathly pale, —
Faith, in the gardens of the better land,

Shall see the flowers."

" The Crossed Swords," removed from

Mr. Prescott's library to that of the

Massachusetts Historical Society, are

the subject of a little poem, from which

we copy two stanzas :
—

" Kept crossed by gentlest bands

!

Emblems no more of battle, but of peace;.

And proof how loves can grow and wars can
cease,

Their once stern symbol stands.

" It smiled first on the array

Of marshalled books and friendliest companies;

And here, a history among histories,

It still shall smile alway."

While the verses sent " With a Meer-

schaum " show us how gracefully the

author plays with words, at times, his

" Forevermore and Nevermore " re-

veals his wonderful power over them,

and the prompt and absolute obedience

with which they express his grandest

thoughts. He rings the changes har-

moniously on these two phrases, he il-

lustrates their various uses and abuses ;

and concludes with these lines :
—

" O Lord Omnipotent! Grace Supreme!

Bless to our use Reality and Dream

;

Teach us how different uses melt to one,

That we may praise the Shadow and the Sun.

For all that bends to Time and Fate's control,

And for the Everlasting in the soul,

For Reason's handlings, Faith's supernal eye,

For all that cannot last, or cannot die,

We thank Thee, Father ! Eternal ! send

That Power which makes all other powers be-

friend,

And in one fold of love Ever and Never blend !
"

Of the " Hymn for the Blind " we
may not speak, but brood, in reverent

silence, o'er the depths of its darkness

;

yet cheered and comforted withal, by

the unfaltering trust and Christian pa-

tience that pervade it ; nor of the

lovely poem that follows it, " The
Blind Asleep," than which no violet on

poet's grave could be more pure, or

pensive, or breathe forth a more deli-

cate perfume.

The translations, which occupy half

the volume, are almost exclusively of

German Hymns, composed two centu-

ries since, but still dear to all Protes-

tant hearts, and fervently sung in all

the churches of Germany. How
deeply interesting would a faithful rec-

ord of them be, and of their authors

;

of the death-beds they have comforted,

of the funeral rites they have adorned,
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the hours of exile they have cheered,

and the brave hearts they have in-

spired on the eve of battle. In the

old u Examiner," we were fortunate

enough to present many of these, for

the first time, to the public. We should

like to quote freely from them, but

must content ourselves with a verse or

two, from one of the finest :
—

" Does promised help seem false or erring ?

Come it will, or soon or later:

Does heart grow sick with long deferring?

This but makes the meed the greater.

No hasty sprout

Puts forth securely;

The time and fruit

Must come maturely.

Tranquilly yield thee.

" There can and must be no exemption
;

All that lives and moves must suffer

:

The fairest lot has no redemption

From the sharper and the rougher.

Where's house or nook

The fable telling,

' Grief never shook

This quiet dwelling? '

Tranquilly yield thee.

" But yet there comes a day of resting:

God will all these steep ways level,

Of chains and pains the heart divesting,

Freeing us from every evil.

Death soon will come

Whom Heaven sendeth;

In that still doom
All trouble endeth.

Tranquilly yield thee."

There is every variety of metre in

this charming collection, and we may
say, also, every good quality. The
sarcastic and humorous elements,

though slightly developed, are yet not

wanting, where the occasion calls for

them. Witness the pithy and pungent

lines on " Naples," and that splendid

combination of graphic description, and

righteous invective, the " Rome in Hex-
ameters," a few ringing verses from

which we copy :
—

" And thou, wondrous St. Peter's

!

How can I call thee the ' ark of worship,' wor-

thiest the Godhead?

So vast thou art, that he who would learn to feel

all thy vastness,

Must from far Tivoli gaze. There mark, from

the ridges of olives,

How all majestic Rome lies sunk behind the hor-

izon;

Only that matchless dome breaks across the level

Most like a gallant ship sailing over the waste of

the waters.

Come now within the nave. How huge ! how
symmetric ! how splendid

!

But where is the spirit-life of deep religious ex-

pression ?

What does it say to the heart, and to all that is

highest within us?

Built to the praise and glory of Popes, the dead

and the dying,

Little it tells of the Father, who evermore shall

be, and shall be.

Little it shows of Christ, humanity's guide and
Consoler."

PENNY READINGS.

Among the forces in Great Britain,

whereby the spiritual emancipation of

the people is being effected, not the

least efficient are the popular " Penny
Readings," as they are called.

These are not, as some persons on

this side of the Atlantic erroneously

suppose, the well-meant, but weak
efforts of goodish persons, but men
and women in the foremost ranks

socially, intellectually, and spiritually,

are often found engaging in this

method of enlightening the masses.

Telling blows are sometimes given

in this way to popular vices, errors,

and superstitions, when the strokes of

the pulpit would fall as harmlessly on

them, — well, as harmlessly as they

generally do.

With a view to these penny read-

ings the following poem, " The Bap-

teesement o' the Bairn," was written

by Robert Leighton of London.

Neither Robert Leighton, nor his

poems, are so well known to American

readers as they deserve to be. It is

safe to say that " nothing in the form

of Scottish satirical humor more genu-

inely graphic and characteristic has ap-

peared since the days of Burns," than

some of the poems of Robert Leighton.
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Although laboriously engaged in

mercantile pursuits in the heart of

London, this author has yet found

time enough to pay such addresses to

the Muse, as will make the world his

debtor for many a day. " What Burns

did for the plough, Leighton has done

for the counting-house," and it is hardly

too much to say for him, that his book,

published by Routledge and Son, is the

noblest utterance to which the ex-

change and the mart have yet given

birth.

But the poem, which has led to the

writing of this notice, was written

since the volume was published, and

has an interest of its own, which can

readily be appreciated on reading.

" The Bapteesement o* the Bairn "

addresses the actual theological state of

the Scottish mind, and reveals volumes,

and is not without point in many
quarters on this side of the Atlantic.

THE BAPTEESEMENT 0' THE BAIRN.

Od, Andra, man ! I doot ye may be wrang

To keep the bairn's bapteesement aff sae lang.

Supposin' the fivver, or some quick mischance,

Or even the kinkhost, whup it aff at once

To fire and brimstane, in the black domains

Of unbelievers and unchristen'd weans—
I'm sure ye never could forgie yoursel',

Or cock your head in Heaven, wi' it in hell.

Weesht, Meggie, weesht ! name not the wicked

place,

I ken I'm wrang, but Heaven will grant us

grace.

I havena been unmindfu' o' the bairn,

Na, thocht on't till my bowels begin to yearn.

But, woman, to my sorrow, I have found

Our minister is anything but sound;

I'd sooner break the half o' the commands

Than trust a bairn's bapteesement in his hands.

I wadna say our minister's depraved;

In fact, in all respects he's weel behaved

:

He veesits the haill pairish, rich and puir;

A worthier man, in warldly ways, I'm sure

We couldna hae; but, och ! wae's me, wae's me

!

In doctrine points his head is all agley.

Wi' him there's no Elect— all are the same;

An honest heart, and conduct free frae blame,

He thinks mair likely, in the hour o' death,

To comfort ane than a' your bible faith

:

And e'en the Atonement, woman, he lichtlies so,

It's doubtfu' whether he believes't or no!
Redemption, too, he almost 3ets aside,

He leaves us hopeless, wandering far and wide,
And whether saved or damn'd we canna tell,

For every man must e'en redeem himsel'

!

Then on the Resurrection he's clean wrang;
" Wherefore," says he, " lie in your graves sae

lang?

The speerit is the man, and it ascends
The very instant that your breathing ends;
The body's buried, and will rise nae mair,

Though a' the horns in Heaven should rowt and
rair."

Sometimes he'll glint at Robbie Burns's deil,

As if he were a decent kind o' chiel

;

But to the doonricht Satan o' the Word,
Wae's me ! he disna pay the least regard.

And Hell he treats sae brief and counts sae sma'
That it amounts to nae sic place ava.

dear, to think our prayers and holy chaunts,

And all the self-denyings of us saunts,

Are not to be repaid by the delight

Of hearing from that region black as night,

The yelling, gnashing, and despairing cry

Of wretches that in fire and brimstane lie

!

'Twill never do, guidwife; this daft divine

Shall ne'er lay hands on bairn o' yours and
mine.

Ye're richt, guidman, rather than hands like his

Bapteese the bairn, we'll keep it as it is—
For aye an outlin' wi' its kith and kin—
A hottentot, a heathen steep'd in sin!

Sin, did ye say, guidwife ? ay, there again

Our minister's the erringest of men.

Original sin he almost lauchs to scorn,

And says the purest thing's a babe new born,

Quite free from guile, corruption, guilt, and all

The curses of a veesionary fall—
Yes, "veesionary," was his very word!

Bapteese our bairn ! it's morally absurd

!

Then, Andra, we'll just let the baptism be,

And pray to Heaven the bairn may never dee.

If Providence, for ends known to itseP,

Has ower us placed this darken'd infidel,

Let's trust that Providence will keep us richt,

And aiblins turn our present dark to licht.

Meggie, my woman, ye're baith richt and
wrang:

Trust Providence, but dinna sit ower lang

In idle hope that Providence will bring

Licht to your feet, or ony ither thing.

The Lord helps them that strive as weel as trust,

While idle faith gets naething but a crust.

So says this heathen man— the only truth

We've ever gotten frae his graceless mooth.

Let's use the means, and Heaven will bless the

end;
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And, Meggie, this is what I now intend—
That you and I, the morn's morn, go forth

Bearing the bairn along unto the north,

Like favored ones of old, until we find

A man of upricht life, and godly mind,

Sound in the faith, matured in all his powers,

Fit to bapteese a weel-born bairn like ours.—
Now then, the parritch— flesh maun e'en be

fed —
And I'll wale out a chapter;— syne to bed.

Andrew and Meggie are started on

their journey in search of a minister

sound in the faith, but we will let

them speak for themselves :
—

Eh, but the mornin's grand ! that mottled gray

Is certain promise o' a famous day.

But Meggie, lass, you're gettin' tired, I doot;

Gie me the bairn; we'll tak it time aboot.

I'm no that tired, and yet the road looks lang;

But Andra, man, whar do you mean to gang?

No very far; just north the road a wee,

To Leuchars manse; I'se warrant there we'll see

A very saunt— the Reverend Maister Whyte —
Most worthy to perform the sacred rite

;

A man of holy zeal, sound as a bell,

In all things perfect as the Word itsel'

;

Strict in his goings out and comings in

;

A man that knoweth not the taste of sin—
Except original. Yon's the manse. Wi' him

There's nae new readin's o' the text, nae whim
That veetiates the essentials of our creed,

But scriptural in thought, in word, and deed,

—

Now let's walk up demurely to the door,

And gie a modest knock— one knock, no more,

Or else they'll think we're gentles. Some ane's

here.

Stand back a little, Meggie, and I'll speir

If Maister Whyte Braw day, my lass ! we
came

To see if Mr. Whyte—

He's no at hame!

But he'll be back sometime the nicht, belyve;

He started aff, I reckon, aboot five

This mornin', to the fishin'—

Save us a'

!

We're ower lang here— come Meggie, come awa.

Let's shake the very dust frae aff our feet;

A fishin' minister! And so discreet

In all his ministrations ! But he's young—
Maybe this shred of wickedness has clung

This lang aboot him, as a warning sign

That he should never touch your bairn and

mine —
We'll just haud north to Forgan manse, and get

Auld Doctor Maule— in every way most fit—
To consecrate the wean. He's a Divine

Of auld experience, and stood high langsyne,

Ere we were born ; in doctrine clear and sound,

He'll no be at the fishin' I'll be bound.

Wae's me, to think that pious Maister Whyte
In catchin' troots should tak the least delight

!

But, Andra man, just hover for a blink,

He mayna be sae wicked as we think.

What do the Scriptures say? There we are

told

Andrew and Peter, James and John of old,

And others mentioned in the Holy Word,
Were fishermen— the chosen of the Lord.

I'm weel aware o' that, but ye forget,

That when the Apostles fished 'twas wi' the

net.

They didna flee about like Hieland kerns,

Wi' hair lines, and lang wands whuppin' the

burns

;

No, no, they fished i' the lake o' Galilee,

A Bible loch, almost as big 's the sea.

They had their cobles, too, wi' sails and oars,

And plied their usefu' trade beyond the shores.

Besides, though first their trade was catchin'

fish—
An honest craft as ony ane could wish—
They gave it up when called upon, and then,

Though they were fishers still, it was o' men.
But this young Maister Whyte first got a call

To fish for men, and— oh, how sad his fall !
—

The learned, pious, yet unworthy skoot,

Neglects his sacred trust to catch a troot

!

Nowhere comes Forgan manse amang the trees

A cozie spot, weel skoogit frae the breeze.

We'll just walk ane by ane up to the door,

And knock and do the same's we did before.

The doctor's been a bachelor a' his life;

Ye'd almost tak the servant for his wife,

She's such command ower a' that's said and

dune—
Hush ! this maun be the cheepin' o' her shune.—
How do you do, mem ? there's a bonnie day,

And like to keep sae. We've come a' the way
Frae Edenside to get this bairn bapteesed

By Doctor Maule, if you and he be pleased.

We've no objections; but the Doctor's gone

A-shootin' : since the shootin' time cam' on

Ae minute frae the gun he's hardly been.

The Lord protect us ! Was the like e'er seen ?

A shootin' minister ! Think shame, auld wife

!

Were he the only minister in Fife

He'd never lay a hand on bairn o' mine

;

Irreverent, poachin', poother-an'-lead Divine!

Let's shake the dust frae aff our shune again

;

Come, Meggie, come awa; I hardly ken

Which o' the twa's the warst; but I wad say

The shootin' minister— he's auld and gray,

Gray in the service o' the kirk, and hence

Wi' age and service should hae gathered sense.
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Now let's consider, as we stap alang:

Doon to the Waterside we needna gang:

I'm tauld the ministers preach naething there

But cauld morality— new-fangled ware

That draps all faith and trusts to warks alone,

That gangs skin-deep, but never cleaves the

bone.

We'll just haud ower— for troth it's wearin'

late—
By Pickletillim, and then west the gate

To auld Kilmeny— it slants hafflins hame,

Which, for the sake o' this toom, grumblin'

wame,
I wish were nearer. Hech ! to save my saul,

I never can get ower auld Doctor Maule

!

It plainly cowes all things aneath the sun

!

Whaur, Meggie, whaur's your Scripture for the

gun?

Od, Andra, as we've come alang the road

I've just been kirnin' through the Word o' God,

Baith auld and new, as far as I can mind,

But not the least iota can I find.

That maks the Doctor waur than Maister Whyte,

And on his ain auld head brings a' the wyte.

It does. The Word gives not the merest hint

0' guns, an' poother's never mentioned in't.

They had their bows and arrows, and their

slings,

And implements o' war— auld-fashioned things,

1 reckon — for the dingin' doon o' toons,

And spears, and swords, and clubs tor crackin'

croons

;

But as for guns and shot, puir hares to kill,

There's nae authority, look whaur ye will.—
Losh, see! the sun's gaen red, and looks

askance

;

The gloamin' fa's; but here's Kilmeny manse.

Hark, Andra ! is that music that we hear,

Louder an' louder, as we're drawin' near?

It's naething else ! I'se wager my new goon
The minister's frae hame, and some wild loon

Comes fiddlin' to the lasses. 0, the jads!

The minister's awa— they've in their lads,

And turned the very manse into a barn,

Fiddlin' and dancin' — drinkin' too, I'se warran'

!

Tod, Meggie, but ye're richt; I fear ye're richt;

And here's gray gloamin' sinkin' into nicht,

While we're as near our errand's end as whan
This mornin' wi' the sunrise we began.

We'll e'en gang roond upon the kitchen door,

And catch the ill-bred herpies at their splore!

Hush ! saftly : 'od, I dinna hear their feet,

And yet the fiddle lilts fu' deft and sweet.

It's no the little squeakin' fiddle, though;

But ane that bums dowff in its wame and low.

They hear us speakin'— here's the lassie coin-

in'. —
The minister's frae hame, I hear, my woman ?

The minister frae hame! he's nae sic thing;

He's ben the hoose there, playin' himsel' a

spring.

The minister a fiddler! sinfu' shame!

I'd sooner far that he had been frae hame.
Though he should live as lang's Methusalem,
I'll never bring anither bairn to him;

Nor will he get the ane we've brocht; na, na;

Come Meggie, tak' the bairn and come awa;
I wadna let him look upon its face

:

Young woman, you're in danger; leave this

place

!

Hear how the sinner rasps the rosiny strings,

And nocht but reels and ither warldly springs

!

Let's shake the dust ance mair frae atf our shune,

And leave the pagan to his wicked tune.

But Andra, let's consider: it's sae late,

We canna now gang ony ither gate,

And as we're here we'll better just haud back

And get the bairn bapteesed. What does it mak'
Altho' he scrapes a fiddle now and then ?

King David was preferred above all men,

And yet 'twas known he played upon the harp

;

And stringed instruments, baith flat and sharp,

Are mentioned many a time in Holy Writ.

I dinna think it signifees a bit—
The more especially since, as we hear,

It's no the little thing sae screech and skeer

That drunken fiddlers play in barns and booths,

But the big gaucy fiddle that sae soothes

The speerit into holiness and calm,

That e'en some kirks hae thocht it mends the

psalm.

Tempt not the man, woman! Meggie, I

say

—

Get thee behind us, Satan ! — come away!

For he, the Evil One, has aye a sicht

Of arguments, to turn wrang into richt.

He's crammed wi' pleasant reasons that assail

Weak woman first, and maistly aye prevail;

Then she, of course, must try her wiles on man,

As Eve on Adam did. Thus sin began,

And thus goes on, I fear, unto this day,

In spite of a' the kirks can do or say.

And what can we expect but sin and woe,

When manses are the hotbeds where they grow ?

I grieve for puir Kilmeny, and I grieve

For Leuchars and for Forgan — yea, believe

For Sodom and Gomorrah there will be

A better chance than ony o' the three,

Especially Kilmeny. I maintain —
For a' your reasons, sacred and profane,

The minister that plays the fiddle's waur

Than either o' the ither twa, by far.

And yet, Aveak woman, ye wad e'en return

And get this fiddler to bapteese our bairn

!

Na, na; we'll tak the bairn to whence it came,

And get our ain brave minister at hame.

Altho' he may be wrang on mony a point,
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And his salvation scheme sair out o' joint,

He lays it doon without the slightest fear,

And wins the heart because he's so sincere.

And he's a man that disna need to care

Wha looks into his life; there's naething there,

Nae sin, nae slip of either hand or tongue

That ane can tak and say, " Thou doest wrong."

His theologic veesion may be skew'd;

But, though the broken cistern he has hew'd

May let the water through it like a riddle,

He neither fishes, shoots, nor plays the fiddle.

RECENT THEOLOGICAL PUBLICATIONS
IN GERMANY.

The work of Dr. Paul Schrce-

der, an eminent oriental scholar, on

the Phoenician language (Halle, x.

342, 4to ; 22 Tables), explains the re-

lation of this obscure tongue to the

Hebrew and the Semitic dialects, and

its influence upon early Roman litera-

ture as shown in the verse of Plautus.

Schrceder has studied diligently the

Phoenician inscriptions, and has some

new views of the grammatical struc-

ture of the language. His conjectures

throw light upon the proper sound of

some of the Hebrew letters.

Dr. Carl Wieseler, author of a

" Chronological Synopsis of the Four
Evangelists," publishes as an appendix

to that work a series of Essays in vin-

dication of the Gospels and the Evan-
gelical narrative. (Gotha, 1869, pp.

xvi. 344.) His theory is that all sound

exegesis of the gospels must assume a

special revelation. That theory fatal-

ly vitiates the conclusions of the book

to the mind of an independent thinker.

Aside from this assumption the work
is • valuable. The investigations of

special topics, such as the taxing of

the world at the birth-time of Jesus,

the genealogy of Jesus, the chronology

of his life, the day of his death, the

reckoning of the Jewish year, are mi-

nute, candid, full, and free from preju-

dice.

Everything that comes from so

learned and free a scholar as Dr.

Gustavus Volkmar will be worth

reading, even though it be harsh and

dogmatic in tone, and intolerant to ad-

versaries. The best and the worst

qualities of Volkmar's style are shown

in his latest exegetical work, which he

calls, " The Gospels," but which might

be called more accurately, " Mark's

Gospel, illustrated by other writings."

It is at once homiletic, critical, and his-

torical. It gives first, a new German
translation of Mark from the oldest

MSS. with an account of the text

;

then the connection of separate pas-

sages with parallel passages of the

Old and New Testaments ; then a

commentary upon single passages, with

verbal discussions ; and then a synop-

sis of the other later writers, canonical

and apocryphal, Marcion and the spu-

rious Gospels, and their bearing upon
Mark's original Gospel. Volkmar is

not always consistent with himself, and

he is not to be implicitly trusted in all

his interpretations. Agreeing with

Strauss in many things, he sometimes

ventures to differ from the conclusions

of that learned heresiarch.

Prof. Constantine Tischendorf
has just issued (Leipsic, 1870) what
he styles a " supplementary item " to

his Sinaitic New Testament, in answer

to Roman calumnies (Responsa ad

Calumnias Romanas). In this. caustic

reply, Tischendorf vindicates his claim

to be the real editor of the Vatican

MS., and shows what small share in

the edition belongs to Cardinal Mai,

whom the Catholics praise for his vast

erudition in this kind. Even the pi-

ous scholars of Germany have sharp

tongues, and the learned Tischendorf

is not a paragon of meekness.

Prof. C. A. Hase, after an inter-

val of forty years, sends out a second

edition of his early " Gnosis," his sci-

entific statement of the Christian Doc-
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trine. Only the first volume (Leipsic,

1869, pp. viii. 493) lias yet appeared.

The work is written with vigor, and

has rich historic material as well as

wise suggestion. It is positive in tone.

No one can mistake Hase's views of

Prayer, Miracle, Angels, and other dis-

puted topics. The work is written for

scholars ; and possibly some of these

may complain that too much space is

given to criticism in questions already

decided for scholars.

Dr. Albert H. Post chooses a

large title for his doctrinal treatise,

" The Examination of the Connection

of Christian Doctrine with the earlier

Essence of Religion, according to the

Method of Comparative Religious Sci-

ence." (Bremen, 1869, pp. 96.) The
title is larger than the book will war-

rant. Its science is confused, incoher-

ent, and untrustworthy. Dr. Post finds

in Christianity a republication not only

of Judaism, but of Greek philosophy

as well. This is true of the Christian

Church theology, but not true of the

Primitive Christian religion. To Dr.

Post, not Jesus of Nazareth, but

Christ the God-man, is the centre of

the religion. He discovers the doc-

trines of Life as a state of probation,

of the Fall, and of the need of redemp-

tion, in the early Greek philosophy.

The works of Joseph Schwane,
if not always luminous, are voluminous

enough. His " History of the Ante-

Nicene Dogmas," published some years

since, is now followed by his " History

of Patristic Dogma," from 325 to 787

A. d. (Munster,pp. xii. 1128.) That

the work is soundly Catholic, may be

judged from its publication by " per-

mission " of the Bishop of Munster.

Its chief purpose is to show the super-

natural growth of the Infallible Pa-

pacy, the central dogma of the system

of divine truth. The quantity of the

volume will not demonstrate its truth

to any Protestant or scientific student.

Carl van Endert, in his small

work on the " Patristic Arguments for

the Being of God" (Freiburg, 1869,

pp. x. 202), makes his first effort as an

author. It is promising, if not wholly

successful. The special sketches of

the methods of the Fathers of the third

and fourth centuries are interesting, but

the general introduction is not of much
value. He finds that the proofs of

God's being only arrange and system-

atize an earlier consciousness, which

lies back of all proof, and is not to be

eradicated.

Of the many keen answers and re-

views which the call for the (Ecumen-

ical Council has brought out, one of

the keenest is an anonymous Protest-

ant answer, published at Erlangen by

Deichert. (1869, pp. v. 294.) The
writer has studied Church history thor-

oughly, and has facts to justify his

statements and his sarcasms. His

book is in four parts. The first treats

the claim of the Papacy that it is Di-

vine in its origin ; the second treats

of the " Pope and the Council " ; the

third treats of the pretended interest

of the Pope in the Protestant Church

and people ; and the fourth treats of

the Pope and the present state of his

Church. The conception of Protest-

antism by the unknown writer is not

very broad.

Pastor G. Nagel proposes to pub-

lish three volumes upon the Lutheran

Church in Prussia. The first of these

has just appeared. (Stuttgart, 1869.

pp. 280.) Herr Nagel is orthodox,

and holds to the Creed and Confes-

sion ; but he is a stout opponent of the

union of Church and State, and has

no wish to see any civil dictation of

faith or conformity. His stand-point
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is that of old Lutheranism and not of

the present Church.

A very original and curious chapter

in missionary history is given in J. C.

G. Schumann's narrative of the spread

of Christianity in the Hartz mountain

region from the earliest time. (Halle,

1869, pp. viii. 331.) Not only are

the general views broad and compre-

hensive, but very numerous and life-

like sketches of saints and doctors, as

well as of scenery and customs, are

interspersed. On pp. 160, et seqq., the

Heliand is described. Though pub-

lished only as a fragment of ecclesias-

tical history, the book really opens all

the story of that wild and romantic

land. It is a poem as well as a history,

though not in poetic form ; and may
be classed with the Tannhauser of the

author's namesake.

Another missionary story, almost as

attractive, is of our own time, and of

labor among African savages. Dr. J.

Waugemann, in a volume published

at Berlin (pp. 256), gives an account

of the labors of Marentsky and Gruetz-

ner among the Bechuanas since 1860,

and of the efforts of Kings Maleo and

Sekukuni to put down and destroy

their work. Apart from its tale of

missionary devotion, the volume throws

light upon the ways and the ideas of

those rude African tribes.

And for a comprehensive missionary

history, we have the work of Dr. W.
Hoffmann. (Wiesbaden, 1869, pp.

418.) It is in three parts. The first

sketches missions from the Apostolic

age to the Reformation. The second

is a translation of Venn's " Life of

Francis Xavier," published in London
in 1862. The third treats of subse-

quent missionary efforts to our own
time, especially in the Catholic Church.

Hoffmann's judgment of Xavier is less

enthusiastic than that of most of his

biographers. He shows the Calvinistic

side of the character and work of the

great Apostle to the Indies, and no-

tices that he never learns the tongues

of the nations that he converts. Xa-
vier, in his view, was more zealous

than wise.

The small volume by G. Wolf, on
the expulsion of the Jews from Bo-
hemia in 1744, and their recall in

1748 (Leipsic, 1869, pp. 107), is not

only a contribution to the history of

that race, but an exposition of Bo-
hemian trade and culture in the last

century. The immense importance

of the race in such a land is insisted

The life and influence of Erhard
Schnepf, that friend whom Melanc-

thon used playfully to call Sunipes,

one of the most vigorous and popular

of the German Reformers, a favorite

in court circles, and professor in more
than one university, has been written

anew carefully from original sources,

by Dr. Julius Hartmann. It is fuller

in the last than in the first years of

Schnepfs life. (Tubingen, 1870, pp.

174).

The influence of Matthias Claud-
ius, as preacher and poet upon the

theology and the religious life of Ger-

many in the last century, is well ana-

lyzed and characterized by C. Moencke-

burg, in the sixth volume of his

" Gallery of Hamburg Theologians."

(Hamburg, 1869, pp. viii. 427.) The
theology of Claudius was rather " pec-

toral " than scientific ; and it gives him

too high a rank to class him with

great religious thinkers. His fervor

did more for his influence, than his

knowledge or his insight.
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MISS FROTHINGHAM' S "HERMANN AND
DOROTHEA." i

When Friedrich August Wolf, to-

ward the close of the last century,

published his " Prolegomena to Ho-

mer," an immense impulse was given

to classicism in Germany. The more

the existence of Homer was denied, the

greater the ambition among the poets

to rank with the " Homeridae." " Doch

Homeride zu sein, audi noch als lezter,

ist schon."

Hexametrical poems were the order

of the day. Voss's " Luise " had

great popularity, and passed through

several editions.

While the demigods were thus hel-

lenizing, could Zeus refrain ? Impossi-

ble ! Germany's chief poet will give

his countrymen a picture of German
home-life, as unvarnished, as unsenti-

mental, as realistic, as the pictures of

antique life in the Odyssey. This aim

was accomplished, as only a poet of the

highest order could accomplish it, in the

" Hermann and Dorothea." German
from cuticle to core in the subject-mat-

ter, the poem is Greek, or at least classic

in form. Poetic, with never a trick of

modern poetry, and without a trait of

romance
;
poetic by mere presentation

of the common, reflected from an eye

that could see and a heart that could

feel the poetry that lies in the very

limitations and plainness of every-day

life. The characters are all common-

place, what we call prosaic ; German
burghers replete with " Kleinstadte-

rei
;
" the bluff landlord with his house-

wifely mate and their unsophisticated

son ; the parson and the apothecary.

The heroine, an emigrant from the

frontier, is first seen driving an ox-

team. The scenes are all homely, but

with nothing in them that is mean or

repulsive, nothing at which the most

fastidious could take offence. The

1 Goethe's Hermann and Dorothea. Trans-

lated by Ellen Frothingham. With Illustrations.

Boston: Roberts Brothers. 1870.

charm of the poem is its classic real-

ism
;

precisely the charm of the an-

cients — the charm of Theocritus and

Ovid— as contrasted with the modern
and romantic, where the author is per-

petually intruding his own sentiment,

or his wit, between the object and the

reader. We have nothing like it in

English. Our nearest approaches to

it either run to meanness or are vi-

tiated by the self-consciousness of the

author, sometimes, as in Goldsmith, by

a latent irony. Here, the author is

completely hidden. Homer himself is

not more impersonal. Nothing reveals

him, nothing bears witness of him ex-

cept (to the critic) the art which con-

ceals him.

But in giving this poem to the pub-

lic the author appears in his own per-

son, and, in one of the most beautiful

of his elegies, explains to an imaginary

symposium of friends its origin and

purpose.

" See that the wine be not wanting ; draw near, ye

social companions

!

Friends, like-minded, draw near; chaplets are

waiting for you.

First, the health of the man who at last from the

name of Homeros

Dares to free us, and thus calls to the fuller ca-

reer.

For with gods to contend,— to contend with the

One, who may venture?

But to be Homeride, though but the latest, is

good.

Therefore hear the last poem; once more your

glasses replenish

!

Wine your approval shall bribe; friendship and

love shall decide.

Germans themselves I present and show, in the

quieter dwellings,

How, where nature presides, ripens humanity's

fruit.

Our companion here, our guide be the bard whose

Louisa

Swiftly, to our delight, marries the trustworthy

friend.

Sorrowful scenes of the time I also show you in

passing

;

But with a healthy race, courage must conquer

at last."

" Hermann and Dorothea," as a work

of art, is in our judgment the one per-

fect idyl in modern literature. Miss

Frothingham, already known to the
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public, and very favorably known, by

her excellent translation of Lessing's

" Nathan the Wise," has shown her

good taste in selecting this poem for

the second trial of her talent in this

line. Her task has been well done.

And a difficult task it is,— far more so,

we should judge, than the former un-

dertaking. Her translation has the

indubitable and essential merit of a

thorough understanding and correct

rendering of the original. Nothing is

sacrificed to versification ; yet is the

versification, on the whole, remarkably

successful. In a poem of this length

it is not to be expected that all the

lines should be model hexameters.

They are not so in the original. But

these hexameters for the most part run

smoothly, not degenerating into the slip-

shod un metrical style to which this

measure so naturally tends. The
opening dactyls do not turn to ana-

pests, and an occasional spondaic end-

ing gives relief to a metre which is apt

to be monotonous.

The illustrations are not quite what

we could wish ; but paper and type

are creditable to publisher and printer.

We trust that the beautiful volume will

help to extend the knowledge of this

gem of classic art.

F. H. Hedge.

'THE NATION.'

A book is just ready for publica-

tion by Hurd and Houghton, which is

likely to receive a good deal of atten-

tion at the hands of students in politi-

cal science and history, and indeed of

all who are dissatisfied with the pre-

vailing conceptions and statements of

American nationality. Its title is "The
Nation : the Foundations of Civil Or-
der and Political Life in the United
States. By E. Mulford." The Lon-
don " Spectator " once said that the

Constitution was a kind of false bottom
to all political thought in America, but

Vol. I. —No. 5. 44

Mr. Mulford plainly goes deeper than

documents in his statement of national

life, since he seeks to ascertain and de-

fine the being of the nation in its unity

and continuity. There is an attempt

to assert principles of politics to which

all momentary legislation may be re-

ferred, and the relation of the nation

to the commonwealth, the family, and

the individual, is stated not in its formal

enactment but in its nature. It will be

seen that in the author's treatment of

his subject the nation is not a parcel of

dry bones, but a living organism, and
all persons holding special theories, as

that the nation is a necessary evil, that it

is a jural society or an economic society,

that it had its origin in the development

of the family or in the social contract,

are warned that this writer puts them
quite on one side before he advances in

the cumulative argument of his book.

Something of the moral earnestness of

the writer may be gathered from the

closing paragraph of his preface :—
" I have sought, however imperfectly,

to give expression to the thought of the

people in the late war, and that concep-

tion of the nation, which they who were

so worrhy, held worth living and dying

for. I know how far it falls shore of that

conception which went with them to bat-

tle and sacrifice
;
yet I would most care

to connect, if I may, my work with theirs,

and trust it may be received by Him, who
is the head of all, to whom their service

was done."

"A BATTLE OF THE BOOKS."

This book,1 which is the history in

detail of Miss Dodge's business diffi-

culties with Fields and Osgood, her

publishers, is written and published

with a definite view, — definitely

stated by the author. After a long

discussion in writing, she and Fields

l A Battle of the Books. Edited and published

by Gail Hamilton. Riverside Press. Hurd and
Houghton, New York. '
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and Osgood had agreed on a " refer-

ence." When the parties came before

the arbitrators, Miss Dodge found her-

self unexpectedly deprived of her coun-

sel,— by the statement of the other

party that if counsel were present there

must be longer time granted, and the

decision again postponed. The posi-

tion was sufficiently embarrassing to a

woman of little experience, as Jhe whole

book shows, in close dealings with busi-

ness, but was made more so, when all

the members of the firm, four in num-
ber, as it would appear, insisted on

remaining to take turns in pressing

their case, while poor Miss Dodge had

no supporter or companion. To that

unwillingness of theirs to leave their

case to one of their number is the ex-

istence of this book due, if the author

knows why she wrote it.

" I had all along had a vague feeling

that something of service to my craft

must come out of all this harassment to

me, though no definite idea had ever

evolved itself. But at that moment,
tingling with indignation and contempt,

and a sense of outrage,— an outrage

greater than appears here, greater I think

than the junior members of the firm knew
or intended, but not greater than Mr.
Hunt [Mr. Fields] knew, and I believe

counted on, — at that moment I resolved

that so far as I could help it, no person

should ever be placed in the position in

which I found myself. If any writer

thereafter should get into such a snare,

he should not blunder in as I had done,

but walk in with his eyes open. I thought

that my Brief and my " Universal History,"

[statements which she had prepared for

her counsel] would be enough to draw
the enemy's fire. I should know where

they stood, and if I could not understand

the analysis and cultivation of the soil, I

could at least map out the ground for

other investigators. I felt that I could

better afford to lose my case than my
time. Mr. Hunt had calculated accu-

rately enough the quality and amount of

resistance he was accumulating against

me. The thing he had not sufficiently

calculated was the amount of force that

could be brought to overcome that resist-

ance."

Probably no man ever did or ever
will adequately estimate the real re-

pugnance which a sensitive woman has

to addressing an audience of men, un-
til she has schooled herself to that of-

fice by long experience. At all events,

it is from the compulsion thus put on
Miss Dodge, that her book is born.

The result of the arbitration was
that the material oyster in the case

was divided equally, —the arbitrators

acted as friends and took no fees. They
awarded to Miss Dodge twelve hun-
dred and fifty dollars,— enough to show
that she had not made this discussion

out of any fancied injury.

The conclusion she arrives at is this,

— which ought to be studied as a text-

book in Vassar College, and all wom-
en's schools where they are bringing

up people who expect to be " author-

esses," if the next generation of editors

are to have any comfort in their lives.

It may be meant for satire, but it is

very four-square truth.

" But the only royal road to justice is

for authors, in the beginning, to be intelli-

gent, prompt, exact and exacting on all

business matters which come within their

scope. This seems a little thing, but it

would work a revolution in the literary

world. Let writers deal with publishers,

not like women and idiots, but as busi-

ness men with business men. If an au-

thor chooses to relinquish all pecuniary

rewards from his books and to make an

outright gift of the profits to his publish-

ers, he may leave the whole matter in

their hands ; but if he condescends to

take any part in the spoils, he thereby

becomes a business partner, and the only

question is whether he shall be a good

business man or a poor one. By not

being prompt and intelligent, by neglect-

ing to secure or to examine his accounts,

or to correct them when they are wrong,

or to understand them when they are ob-

scure, he does not approve himself an un-
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mercenary person ; he simply shows him-

self to be shambling and shiftless, and

puts a direct temptation in his publisher's

. path. Many a servant would be honest

if her careless mistress would not leave

money lying about. Had I but used the

ordinary care and caution which a lawyer,

or a merchant, or a marketrnan brings to

his business, this trouble doubtless would

never have happened, and we should all

have been the happier for it. The sim-

ple consciousness ou the part of a pub-

lisher, that an author is observant of what
is visible, will have a tendency to make
him exact and upright concerning what is

invisible. An author should so order his

affairs that a publisher must make an

effort to be dishonest. On the contrary,

he so neglects them that a publisher must

make an effort to be honest. Confidence

and trust are excellent things, and never

more excellent than when they have a

solid basis of paper and ink. Do the

best he can there will still be points

enough for the author to exercise his

trust on, but to do business wholly on the

trust system is utterly childish. No con-

fidence can be more complete than was

mine, and none apparently can be founded

on a more honorable reputation. The
confidential, friendly way of conducting

affairs is pretty and sentimental, grateful

to one's indolence and vanity and over

fastidiousness, and confirmatory of one's

conviction that he is too dainty and deli-

cate to touch a bargain with the tips of

his fingers. But in fact we all do take

money for our work when we can get it

;

we want just as much money, and money
just as much, as other people— rather

more — and, in sober truth, the friction,

the sacrifice of delicacy in keeping your

money affairs straight from day to day, is

not for a moment to be compared to the

delicacy which may be sacrificed by leav-

ing them at the mercy of others. You
run well for a while, but a day of reckon-

ing is almost sure to come. The thriftless,

hap-hazard way of bargaining or not bar-

gaining, common among literary people,

is the fruitful parent of uneasiness, anxi-

ety, disappointment, and bitterness, before

which delicacy must be rudely and ruth-

lessly brushed.

" It is the same with women as with

men, for in literature as in the gospel,

there is neither male nor female. When
a woman does any work for which she

receives money she becomes so far a man,

and passes immediately and inevitably un-

der the yoke of trade. She has no right

to demand a favorable judgment of her

work because she is a woman, nor has she

the least right to require that chivalry

shall come in to help fix or secure her

compensation. Trade laws know no more

of gallantry than trade winds— and it is

well they do not."

The public, being the highest court

of appeal, dislikes as much as Nero
did, to be called to exercise the duties

of that court, and with reason. It is

obliged to sit, in many cases of the

first importance, regarding the present

affairs of millions, and the destinies of

ages. When, therefore, an individual

comes in with his case, the public

growls,— asks why it must hear mat-

ters of private business, says, " the law

is open, and there are deputies," and

attends to the scroll which the poor beg-

gar of a petitioner thrusts into its hand,

much as King James attended to Ni-

gel's. In this case, accordingly, as Miss

Dodge undoubtedly expected, the public

has growled, and said, " Why is this

matter brought before us ?
"

Miss Dodge herself says that she

made a mistake in not taking it into

court,— and she undoubtedly did. But

in our capacity of adviser to the public,

we have to say also, that the public

may be worse employed than in giving

such decisions, in some leading cases,

as shall teach the essential lessons of-

fered in the latter of the two extracts

which we have made from the " Battle

of the Books."

In the same capacity we have to say

to those critics who think Miss Dodge
goes out of her way in publishing her

grievances, and that she would have

done better to have locked them up in

the house with her,— that there are
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many people, of whom she is probably

one, who forget a thing the easier by
throwing it out - doors, shaking the

apron loose from all these scraps and

rags,— and so "getting done" with

them. Nobody need buy the book

who does not want to read it,— and,

in our judgment, nobody will.

And lastly, the tribe of authors of

experience who read it, will hold up

their hands in amazement that the au-

thor has known so few of the trials of

their vocation. If Miss Dodge had

ever been in the hands of a bankrupt

firm,— or if she had ever been in the

hands of the executor or administrator

to a defunct firm, or if she had ever

been in the hands of the executor or

administrator to a defunct firm which

was also bankrupt ; or without bank-

ruptcy or defunctness she had been in

the hands of simple pettiness, ignorance,

or greed ; if she had been in the hands

of a thousand firms we could name,

from Kane and Ehbell down to Zany

and Co.,— she would have had so much
worse stories to tell than she has, that

this " Battle of the Books " would fade

into insignificance.

THE PRINCE CATALOGUE.!

This Prince Library is a curiosity

in its origin and its history. That a

youth of sixteen, just entering college,

should have begun to collect books is

not indeed wonderful ; that he should

either then or later have given to his

literary treasures the magnificent name
of " the New England Library," may
be thought to mark more his ambition

than his wisdom ; but that the collec-

tion so begun should have been con-

tinued with unwearied diligence, at

home and abroad, while its owner was
1 The Prince Library, a Catalogue of the Col-

lection of Books and MSS. which formerly be-

longed to the Rev. Thomas Prince, anil was by

him bequeathed to the Old South Church, and is

now deposited in the Public Library of the City of
Boston. Boston: Alfred Mudge and Son, City

Printers. 1870.

engaged in study, in travel, and in the

labors of a long, acceptable and useful

ministry, until it became really, for his

day, worthy of the name he gave to it,

indicates manly energy and persistence

as well as scholarly taste.

Dr. Prince left his collection of

books and manuscripts to the Old
South Church, of which he was pastor.

In the steeple room of that church

they slumbered from his death in 1758

to the period when the building was
desecrated as a British military riding-

school. Some pamphlets indeed, it is

thought, were taken to kindle the fires,

and a few precious volumes strayed

away to reappear in the library of the

Bishop of London at Fulham ; but

the books were mostly of a kind favor-

able to their safety. Neither the

"Apostolical Fathers," nor "Eliot's

Indian Bible," nor " Ordination Ser-

mons," nor even political tracts of the

" Cavalier and Roundhead " times,

offered irresistible temptations to the

soldiery of George III. " Cappel on

the Vowel Points " was spared ; and

even " Schickard's Horologium He-
brasum " (though it professed to teach

Hebrew in twenty-four hours— show-

ing that the disposition to prepare

royal roads to learning existed as

early as 1639) failed to engage the

leisure of the young British officers,

cooped up in the dull Puritan town. At
length the enemy departed, the church

was cleansed and repaired, and the

books were safe. Recently they have

been placed in the City Library under

conditions which secure their preser-

vation ; and in fulfillment of one of

these conditions this catalogue has

been carefully prepared.

In the introduction an account is

given of Prince himself. He was

born in 1687, and died in 1758,

having been for forty years pastor of

the Old South Church, " of rare excel-

lence in all the relations of life and

one of the most accomplished scholars
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of his time in New England." The
catalogue itself is divided into three

parts : the books published in America

or relating to American affairs forming

the first, the second being the foreign

part, and the third comprising the

manuscripts. These last, which form

the most peculiar and most valuable

portion of the library, are further classi-

fied under such titles as •' The Mather

Papers" and "The Cotton Papers."

The catalogue is enriched by numerous

notes upon the books named, assign-

ing their authorship or some particu-

lars of interest respecting them, partly

from Mr. Prince's own comments and

partly from the researches of the

gentlemen connected with the City

Library. These notes often embody
in a i'ew lines the results of long and

careful investigation.

The Prince Collection is in great

part theological. Next to divinity,

its most prominent department is that

of politics, especially as connected with

the early history of New England. A
few particulars, derived from a brief

inspection of the catalogue, may be of

interest, even to the general reader.

Of Eliot's " Indian Bible," there are

two copies, from different editions.

The book is now so rare, that a copy

of it sold last month for $1300 in New
York. The Psalms, translated by
Eliot into Indian verse, were not only

included in the Bible, but published in

a separate form, of which there is also

a copy in this collection. Besides

these, it contains, in the same lan-

guage, Baxter's " Call to the Uncon-
verted," Bayly's " Practice of Piety,"

and a " Confession ^ of Faith." An
Indian Primer, and some " Instru-

ments, relating to Propagating our

Religion," in Indian and English, ap-

pended to Cotton Mather's "India
Christiana," further show the efforts of

our fathers to make the language of

the native tribes around them the

vehicle of religious instruction.

The " Bay Psalm Book," prepared

by Richard Mather, Thomas Weld,

and John Eliot, was first published in

1640, being "the first book printed

in British America ;
" the " Freeman's

Oath," a broadside, and a small Alma-

nac, alone preceding it. The Psalm

Book was afterwards revised by Presi-

dent Dunster and Mr. Richard Lyon,

and acquired great popularity, being

used by many congregations in Eng-
land and Scotland, as well as here,

and passing through fifty editions.

This library contains many works

on both sides of the controversy re-

specting Whitefield ; of the earlier dis-

cussions on the tenets of the Quakers,

Baptists, and others ; and of the later

one with regard to Episcopacy. We
find from it that the fathers of our

churches were not sparing in the

number of the productions which they

sent to the press. The works of Dr.

Prince himself amount to twenty-seven,

including his " History of New Eng-
land," various sermons, and notices

appended to the writings of others.

Those of Rev. Benjamin Colman
reach the number of sixty-seven

;

those of Increase Mather amount to

eighty-three, while his prolific son is

represented by a hundred and thirty-

two.

The manuscripts however form the

most interesting portion of the collec-

tion. These, at first chronologically

arranged by Prince himself, were

afterwards, while in the keeping of the

Historical Society, bound and indexed ;

and portions of them were carefully

copied and published, under the super-

intendence of Rev. Dr. Robbins. Of
the value and interest of these MSS. a

judgment may be formed from a few

particulars. They contain letters that

passed between the famous judges of

Charles L, William GofFe and John
Dixvvell, and their friends in England;

these letters being written under as-

sumed names, lest the hiding-places of
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the hunted " regicides " should be dis-

covered. With these there are letters

from such men as Rev. John Cotton,

Thomas Shepard, and Richard Mather.

One of the MSS. has been discovered

by the penetration of the gentlemen

who have brought out this catalogue,

to be the " rough draught for the pref-

ace to the Bay Psalm Book." It is

directed to Shepard, and written ap-

parently by Richard Mather.

The three books, formerly in this

collection, which have been discovered

in the library of Fulham Palace, are

" Bradford's MS. History of Plymouth

Colony," of which he was governor,

and two volumes in the handwriting

of Nathan Prince, a brother of Thom-
as,— one a commonplace book, and

the other a "Dictionary of Authors."

The hope is expressed, that "in view

of the graceful surrender of some

valuable documents of the British

archives, which has been made within

a few years to the English govern-

ment by the Library Company of

Philadelphia," these books may at

length be restored to the collection of

which they once formed a part.

ERCKMANN-CHATRIAST.

The combination of two authors in

the same work of literary production is

easily comprehended, where the result

is merely a compilation. But in Erck-

mann-Chatrian 1 we have two men
writing together works of inventive

genius, stories that have unity, uni-

formity of style, and oneness of char-

acter throughout, like " Madame The-

rese," and the " History of a Conscript

of 1813," and more recently, " The
Polish Jew," of which we have given

an epitome.

1 Madame Therese; par Erckmann-Chatrian.

Treizieme Edition. J. Hetzel et A. Lacroix, Edi-

teurs.

Villustre Docteur Matheus ; Tlistoire d'un

Cmscrit de 1813; Les Contes de la Montague,

A German writer, Arthur Levy-

sohn, gives us some insight into the

lives and co-authorship of these two
French writers.

Emil Erckmann, now forty -seven

years old, left the gymnasium of his

native town when he was nineteen, in

order to study law in Paris. In 1848,

he exchanged the attorney's pen* for

the rifle, during a few days ; and did

not pass his last examination until

1857. But this long apprenticeship

proved of but little service to him, as

far as a profession was concerned, for

he abandoned it the following year. He
frankly acknowledges, indeed, that he

could not succeed in acquiring the

slightest comprehension of juridical

matters, and so took refuge in the ex-

pedient of learning by rote the entire

Code Napoleon, and in the process lost

all his hair. He thus acquired me-

chanically the knowledge necessary for

his examination, but speedily threw it

all overboard.

During one of his visits to his na-

tive city, to which he had retired for

an interval in order to impress more

easily upon his reluctant memory cer-

tain provisions of the statutes, he be-

came acquainted with Alexander Cha-

trian, who was then pursuing his studies

at Salzburg. This acquaintance soon

ripened into a friendship, which has

bound them intimately together up to

the present time. Alexander had been

destined by his parents to follow the

family business of glass-manufacturing,

and for this purpose had been sent to

Belgium, but to the dismay of his rel-

atives had returned to pursue his studies

at the gymnasium. The character, ed-

ucation, feelings, and convictions of the

two friends were entirely different, and

they had many points to discuss in re-

ligion, philosophy, literature, and art,

before they could arrive at harmonious

conclusions. But from this union of

heart, mind, and hand, there proceeded

a series of works of fiction of such a
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unity in composition and style, that, for

a long period after they had attained

celebrity, no one imagined that under

this cognomen Erckmann - Chatrian

there were two separate persons.

For a while they fared hardly

enough, their stories being published

only in some provincial organs, or re-

maining shut up in manuscript, after

they had made the rounds of all the

editorial sanctums. Both were in utter

despair as to their literary vocation.

Erckmann silently regretted that he

had not become a butcher, which was

his first youthful impulse, and resumed

the law ; while Chatrian obtained a

modest situation in a railway office in

Paris. Separated thus in the day-time,

at night they repaired to some saloon

on the Boulevard Strasburg, and there

talked over their imaginary stories, as

they had been in the habit of doing.

Each contributed what he had to give

:

Erckmann the light, fanciful touches,

almost like those of Callot and Hoff-

mann, Chatrian the distinct, clear, in-

exorable logic. After all had been

maturely considered and thoroughly

discussed, they went to the work of

composition ; sometimes one wrote and

sometimes the other, and often they

both wrote the same chapter at the

same time, with a marvellous similarity

of thought and expression in their pro-

ductions. Then came the labor of cor-

recting and re - correcting the entire

work, when Chatrian would mercilessly

thin out the luxuriant growth of his

friend's romantic fancies, to which he

resigned himself without opposition.

Their first real success was in 1859,

when " The Famous Doctor Matthias "

was printed in the " Revue de Paris,"

after Chatrian had carried the MS. for

six months in his coat pocket, soliciting

all the publishers in vain. The " Sto-

ries of the Rhine," and " Tales of the

Mountain," followed in quick succession.

Through all these there runs a " Teu-
tonic vein " of poetic fancy, as well as

a distinct realism very far removed
from a photographic literalness,— a

strain of simple, natural music, and

homely good sense and humor.

But notwithstanding the popular

character of these works, they were
read almost exclusively at first, by the

more cultivated class of readers, who
were becoming disgusted with the

feuilletons of the daily press, generally

at that time very frivolous. In 1863

there appeared in the u Journal des D£-
bats " their first great national romance,
" Madame Therese, or the Volunteers

of 1792," and they found the way to

the hearts of high and low, learned

and unlearned, and the " open sesame "

to cottage and palace. As Alexander

Dumas pere, in his ripest period painted

the warlike and romantic time of the

last Valois, so they depicted with a

master - hand the grand deeds of the

epoch of national glory. And as they

also brought before the reader's eye the

reverse side of the medal, they fought

that most dangerous element of the

French character, a false love of la

gloire, with its own weapons and on its

own ground. How considerable their

influence has been, and what excellent

fruits their propaganda for the bless-

ings of peace has borne throughout the

country, how powerful its effects were

upon the political public opinion of the

nation, and how it modified the French

ideas in regard to the true glory of the

land,— this has been manifest in the

history of late years, and especially in

the late general election, when the ban-

ners of all parties bore inscribed upon

them the motto of peace. In this re-

spect their influence has been truly

civilizing, and the thirteen editions of

" Madame Therese," the twenty-one

editions of " History of a Conscript

of 1813," and the seventeen editions

of " Waterloo " have exercised great

influence.

Erckmann is shy ; as helpless in all

practical matters as any German pro-
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fessor ; a declared foe of all so-called

"society," and loves to live by himself

and for his work. He only feels at home
among his mountains, and likes to spend

day after day with the coal-burners

and raftsmen in the vicinity of his birth-

place. His favorite books are the Bible

and La Fontaine's fables. As he saun-

ters round, his thoughts are occupied

with the great heroic poem he is com-

posing on the French Revolution, ten

thousand verses of which have already

been composed, though not a single one

has yet been put to paper. His mem-
ory, strengthened by practice in the old

juridical times, is able to retain the

corrections and improvements also,

which he is constantly making, and at

any time he can repeat the verses as

they stood originally and as he has al-

tered them.

His friend Chatrian performs /or

him the part of an earthly providence.

It is he that sees that Erckmann puts

on his black coat when he is obliged to

accept an invitation ; and he makes all

the pecuniary arrangements with editors

and publishers, and reads most of the

proofs. He wards off from his sus-

ceptible friend all unpleasant encoun-

ters, being himself proof both against

praise and blame. They are thus so

much of one mind and of one heart,

that our German friend thinks it easy

to see why they have both remained

bachelors. They are now in the full

strength of their matured powers, and

are full of the idea of producing new
works together.

THE SUN OUR HEAVEN.

Miss Phelps has half opened the

gates of heaven, and allowed the de-

luded believers in psalm-singing and

prayer-meetings as the sole occupation

of the saints, to look in and see what

variety of joys heaven holds, and how
much its duties and pleasures are like

those of earth. But what use in tell-

ing of the occupations of heaven to

those who do not know where it is ?

Let us learn where we are to go, as

well as what we are to do. This great

secret has at last been disclosed to

one Dr. Mortimore, heretofore un-

known, but henceforth to be famous.1

No apostle of the Latter-day Saints can

be more deeply persuaded of the im-

portance of his " revelation " than the

humble student of science and the

scripture, to whom this sublime testi-

mony has been given. The illuminated

cover of his volume proclaims the great

truth, and enables us to see in a bird's-

eye view where the saints and where

the sinners go when they die.

The capital point in Dr. Mortimore's

revelation is what he cites as an astro-

nomical discovery, and now a fixed fact

of science,— that the Sun is in three

parts : first, the photosphere, an im-

mense outside layer of light and heat

forever burning and never exhausted ;

next, inside of this, another broad layer

of " non - luminous void," and finally,

an inner globe of vast room, self-lu-

minous and wholly separated from all

outer life. This inner globe is heaven,

while hell is in the outer photosphere.

Dr. Mortimore, who is good at figures,

has calculated carefully the cubical di-

mensions of this inner heaven. He
generously allows each redeemed soul

to have for its own use and behoof,

twenty cubic feet of heavenly space

;

and with that allowance, finds room

enough for all that have been, or are

to be saved, from the time when the

race of men were born until the time

when the race shall cease to be. ; room

enough for all these, with the saved

also from the other planets,— for he

thinks that the other bodies of the so-

1 The Spirit of God as Fire ; the Globe vnthin developments through the Lights of Astronomy,

the Sun our Heaven. Reasons for such Hypothe- By D. Mortimore, M. D. New York, 18G9. Shel-

sis founded upon God's own Revelations and recent don & Co. 12mo. pp. 2-40.
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lar system will furnish their full quota

of ransomed souls. That the outside

photosphere, or hell, will have room

enough for the damned is self-evident,

for this can expand indefinitely into

space. The intermediate non-luminous

void is the great gulf across which Di-

ves looked and called, when he saw

Lazarus in Abraham's bosom. It is

very broad, but is an excellent con-

ductor of light and sound, and the

.
saints and sinners will always be able

to see and hear across it.

To get to Dr. Mortimore's heaven,

the saints have evidently to go through

hell, as in the Divine comedy of Dante

and in the classic song of Virgil. But

the scientific doctor is not disposed to

let them linger by the way. They go

through so quickly, in such a flash, that

they do not feel the heat of the myriad

leagues of flame. Dr. Mortimore has

proved that the whole time of the

journey from earth to the celestial seat,

through the air,— through the ether,

— through the 95,000,000 miles of

space,— through the broad belt of hell,

— through the non-luminous void, to

the central throne of God in the celes-

tial globe, will be easily performed

within five minutes ! Souls are carried

thither by " angels," and angels fly by

electricity. Hell being nearer, the

damned get to their places a minute or

two in advance of the saved. That

rapid flight through hell is, neverthe-

less, not a comforting thought. What
if the saints should happen to hit some

of the damned as they are shot through !

Would not the motion be transmitted

as in the collisions of the billiard-table,

and the damned antl the saved so

change places ?

Dr. Mortimore's purpose is so seri-

ous, and his confidence so assured, that

he has no wish to answer all the scien-

tific cavils which may be urged against

his theory. He appeals to Christian

ministers and to the guides of public

opinion to make known to their follow-

ers his great discovery. He appeals to

all, " whether Jews or Gentiles, Prot-

estants, Catholics, Infidels, or indifferent

believers." " We desire," he says, " the

salvation of the entire human family."

The veriest Universalist could not have

a more comprehensive wish. But if

all are to be saved, he will have to cur-

tail the allowance of space for each

soul, and imprison the redeemed in nar-

rower cells. Hell, by leaving more

room in heaven, must make, accord-

ing to the mediaeval notion, additional

happiness for the holy ones.

The scientific reasoning of this re-

markable volume does not exclude

much homiletical matter, and many af-

fectionate warnings. Dr. Mortimore

may wish Catholics to be saved ; but

he does not like the Pope, and allows

that man of sin no place near the great

white throne. The biblical and horta-

tory degressions happily relieve the

burdened thought of the reader, as the

orbs and spaces are shuffled in the

play of this grand heavenly exposition.

The book should at once be adopted

as a text-book by the teachers of the

second advent, whose heaven is so near

at hand.

MAUPRAT.

Roberts Brothers propose to pub-

lish a series of translations of George

Sand's better novels. We can hardly

say that all the one hundred and

twenty are worth appearing in English,

but it is certain that the " better " list

will comprise a good many which are

worth translating, and among these is

" Mauprat," l — though by no means

the best of them. Written to show the

possibility of constancy in man, a love

inspired before and continuing through

marriage, it is itself a contradiction to

a good many of the popular notions

respecting the author,— who is gen-

1 Mauprat : a Novel by George Sand. Trans-

lated from the French, by Virginia Vaughan.

Boston: Roberts Brothers, 1870.
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erally supposed to be as indifferent to

the sanctities of the marriage relation

as was her celebrated ancestor, Au-

gustus of Saxony.

We should not, however, have chos-

en " Mau prat " to introduce the series

to American readers. We trust Miss

Vaughan will take hold of " The Man
of Snow," " The Seven Strings of the

Lyre," or " Fadette," to none of which

can any exception be taken, quite

early in her work. " Consuelo," which

would have been the very best perhaps,

is already familiar to most readers.

But, though we should not have chosen

" Mauprat," it seems but fair to say

what George Sand herself says of some

of her novels in one of her other books.

She says that some one has truly said

that some of her books are not books

for young girls, — and she grants that.

But is all literature, she asks, to be

limited by the restriction that jt shall

be fit for them ? Is it not the duty

of mothers to select and keep an over-

sight of the reading of their daughters ?

And are we to expect that publishers

or authors shall of themselves take

this duty from their hands? We
should not publish " Mauprat " as a se-

rial in " Old and New," but a magazine

which is to go into the hands of every

member of a faimly is subject to lim-

itations which it is not fair to put on

every work of fiction.

The translation is admirable. It is

seldom that one reads such good Eng-

lish in a work translated from any

language. The new series is inaugur-

ated in the best possible way under

the hands of Miss Vaughan, and we
trust that she may have a great deal

to do with its continuance. It is not

every one who can read French, who
can write English so well.

" resonant steam eagles " had, as a

prosaic century ground along its way,

become " steam-engines," in Mrs.

Browning's poems.

Numerous correspondents inquire if

this is a misprint in the recent editions

or an emendation.

It is meant as an emendation. The
original stanza has,—
She has halls and she has castles, and the reso-

nant steam eagles

Follow far on the direction of her little dove-like

hand,

Trailing on a thunderous vapor underneath the

starry vigils,

So to mark upon the blasted heaven the measure

of her land.

The amended version is, —
She has halls among the woodlands, she has

castles by the breakers,

She has farms and she has manors, she can

threaten and command,
And the palpitating engines snort in steam

across her acres,

As they mark upon the blasted heaven the

measure of her land.

Readers will be glad to know that

Mr. James Miller's convenient and

beautiful edition contains all the

latest readings of Mrs. Browning's

poems. This edition has had the ad-

vantage of the personal supervision of

Mr. Henry T. Tuckerman.

We had hoped to give to our

readers some notice of Mr. Bryant's

" Homer," — of the new cantos of Mr.
Morris's " Earthly Paradise,"— of the

" Life of Bishop Burgess,— of " Casimir

Maremna," and of the closing volumes

of " Froude's History," in this number
of " Old and New." But we are

obliged to defer our review of these

books.

We must also defer our lists of

Recent Publications.

MRS. BROWNING.

We had occasion to say, a few

months since, that Lady Geraldine's

Our review of " James's Ontology,"

published in January, is by D. A.
Wasson. This announcement, acci-

dentally omitted at the time, is made
in answer to very numerous inquiries.



Eccorti of progress.

The biographer of Xavier, the Jesuit missionary to India and the

East, after describing the conversion of multitudes in Ceylon, takes his

hero to Japan,— and there, he says, of the slower advances of the

preacher,— that he took his converts with the hook and not with the

net. It seems a very slow process to any person who has nattered him-

self by imaginations of the method by scooping or trailing. So it is.

But it is a very sure process, as the salt mackerel on the breakfast-table

has already suggested to the reader, and many a mackerel boy who has

gone to bed at night with his arms aching from a day's hauling in of the

fish, will testify that a good deal can be done with the hook, after all.

When it comes to the science of statistics, or to the recording of prog-

ress, which is the prime worth of statistics, it must be confessed that the

statement made by any fisherman of the number of fish he has separately

taken off his hook and thrown into any basket or barrel, is a statement

to be received with much more confidence, or as the Latins said, with

much less salt,— than the general count made by any enthusiastic

observer of the probable number in a seine which is hauled to the shore.

As your fish flap and flop in the seine there is great difficulty in counting

them. To borrow a proverb from the Tsat-tsits, " a fish on the hook is

worth ten in the net," supposing the net has not been fully drawn to

shore. The count is certainly more reliable.

To drop the parable of Bartoli, we would rather, by far, receive the

account for these pages, of one experiment, even on a small scale, which

has been tested all through, so that light and dark can be seen alike and

studied, than receive any conceivable general statement of a thousand

successes so grouped together that one cannot make out why they suc-

ceeded or if they never failed. " Detail ! detail !
"— that is the cry of

intelligent men who want to get the world along.

We are able to give this detail in the account of the test of the Roch-

dale Cooperative System both at Fall River and at Olneyville. And we
have devoted the most of the space in the Record to the kindred arrange-

ments by which the cooperation of workmen has succeeded in securing

the use and advantages of capital. As things stand with us, it is a curious
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fact, that the palaces of the richest people are built, fairly and honorably

too, with the money of the poorest. Our Savings Bank system, for the

purpose of giving complete security to the depositor, lends money in large

sums on approved mortgages. The millionnaire, on the other hand, who
is engaged in business, wishing to build, and not wishing to withdraw

capital from business, is precisely the person who can give the approved

mortgages. The combination of the money of the very poor, therefore,

is lent to him that he may build up the Fifth or Wabash Avenue. The
German system of Savings Banks arranges that money shall be lent in

small sums as well as large. Practically they become banks of discount

to the same class which contributes their funds.

The people of a hundred years ago were not so very slow, nor are we
so very fast, after all. We move by the aid of the age which preceded

us, even as that moved by the help of the age to which it succeeded. One
period gives to the world one thing, another gives another, and so ways

and means become multiplied and improved, and the times move, fast as

they grow, and grow, fast as they move.

We like to ride in the express train, while our grandfathers, when they

were young men, could not travel more than a hundred miles between

sunrise and sunset. But they toiled and they studied, plodding on in their

own way. They acquired by exercise a strength of body which they

transmitted to posterity. And they obtained by other exercise a strength

of mind which has extended itself in their posterity. They worked, and

their children enjoy the wealth they earned ; they lived, and the experi-

ences of their lives have been lessons for us in living our lives. They

travelled slowly from the sea-shore to the inland wilderness, from civil-

ized countries into the rough wilds, from the old East to the new West,

planting here a village, there a town, felling the forests and laying

out farms here, damming the rivers and building mills there, till men of

the West were long journeys from their brothers in the East, till the

East began to be very much in need of the newness of the West, while

the West needed the art and the experience of the East. Then the swift

carriages of the railroad brought closer together the brothers whom the

slow teams had put far asunder. But that which came last had the place

it fills made for it by the first, and the wagon of the pioneer still toils on

ahead of the locomotive.

The countless labor-saving machines at our command do not make it

foolishness for us to cultivate the strength and skill of our trusty arms

and hands ; the locomotive has not yet left the horse out of sight ; the

printing-press does not do away with the necessity of cultivating

habits of thought. We need intelligent force, we need the force that lies

in our bones and muscles in places where the force of machinery is use-
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less. Just as we need the horse now, as much as ever, to overcome the

inflexibility of the railroad, which will not run from house to house, do

we need to reduce for ourselves and apply for ourselves the thoughts of

yesterday's wise men, who gave us so much of that light which is the

glory of the time.

For to-day owes much to yesterday. Day unto day uttereth speech,

and the darkness of to-night is dissipated by means of the light which the

darkness of last night caused to be discovered.

THE ROCHDALE COOPERATIVE PLAN.

The efforts made by working-men

to cooperate for the purchase of their

provisions and clothing, have not gen-

erally succeeded well enough in this

country to tempt large imitation. The
" Protective Union " system of New
England lingers in some places, but we
are afraid the sign is more often a

monument of something past than a

token of present success.

The plan which has had such strik-

ing success in England, under the gen-

eral name of the '• Rochdale Plan," has

now been tried successfully in a few in-

stances in this country. We have ap-

plied to the managers of the u Pio-

neer " institution in Olneyville, near

Providence, R. I., for the detail of

their operations, now lasting for two

years. They have favored us with a

series of statements, of which the sub-

stance will give to working-men else-

where an idea of the basis of this

system. The Association in Fall River,

Mass., which supports two stores, has

been in operation three years.

The Cooperative Association, on the

Rochdale plan, is an association of per-

sons who undertake to buy their own
stores, — say, for instance, their own
groceries, — at wholesale prices, and
to make, for themselves, the profit of

their distribution by retail. For this

purpose they form a capital stock, in

shares, of which each person may hold

one, and no person may hold more than

twenty-five. The shares in the " Pio-

neer Association " at Olneyville, are

five dollars each; in the "Working-
men's Association," at Fall River, they

are ten dollars each ; and in each case,

the member taking one or more shares,

pays an entrance fee of one dollar, in

addition to the cost of his stock. Mem-
bers are not obliged to pay for the

whole of their shares at once, but they

do not vote until the whole is paid for.

No member has more than one vote,

however many shares he holds.

The Fall River Company began

business with a capital of about $4,000.

The " Pioneer " began business with

only $621 paid in on its stock.

The effort is to keep first-class arti-

cles for sale, and to sell them at as low

prices as may be safe. They are sold

to members, and persons not members,

at the same price. The salesmen are

hired by the managers, and their wages

make part of the expenses of the con-

cern.

On this stock interest is paid, pre-

cisely as if it were borrowed from any

other capitalist. The payment of this

, interest constitutes the first lien on the

profits made by the store after the sim-

ple running expenses have been paid.

After these expenses have been

paid, and the interest on the stock has

been paid, each member is entitled to

a " dividend," which is wholly distinct
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from what has been spoken of as his

" interest " on his stock. It consists

of his share of the profits of the busi-

ness, and is not paid him in proportion

to his contribution to the capital, for

which he has already received the in-

terest agreed upon, but in proportion

to the amount of his purchases at the

store in that quarter. Persons not

members may make arrangements at

the store, by which they receive a sim-

ilar dividend,— but theirs are smaller.

For instance, in the quarter ending at

Christmas last year in Olneyville,

members received each seven per cent,

of the amount of their purchases, and

non-members five per cent. The ob-

ject, and the effect, of course, are to

persuade members to confine their

trade to the store as largely as possi-

ble.

At Olneyville, however, if members
do not hold twenty-five dollars worth

of stock, their interest and their divi-

dends, though credited to them, are not

paid to them, but go on accumulating,

until so large an amount as twenty-five

dollars is amassed. The member then

holds five shares, and may begin to

draw his interest and his dividends. At
Fall River the similar limit is placed

at ten dollars, which is there the price

of one share, for which the member
may pay by instalments.

The Olneyville Association has been

so prosperous, under this arrangement,

that in two years time it has been able

to build a handsome store, with a good

hall, for social purposes, over it. There

is a reading room connected with the

store. The Fall River Association also

has a reading room, and each associ-

ation regards the improvement and ele-

vation of the working-men as one of

the recognized objects of its existence.

Now, according to the Adam Smith,

or Gradgrind system of political econ-

omy, which supposes that one man
must do one thing, and only one,

and that the further you run the di-

vision of labor the better, all this

is nonsense. Mr. Gradgrind says,

" Let every man mind his own business.

Have one man who understands trade,

and another who understands spinning,

and another who understands farming,

and do not let them mix callings with

each other." When he dares, lie adds,

" have another man to understand gov-

erning, and another to understand sol-

diering." In this country he does not

say this last so often, but it is just as

sensible as is the other, and just as

foolish. The truth is, that the hyper-

division of labor may be carried so far

as to ruin the workman, and, in the

end, to raise the price of the aggregate

of manufacture, so that soon Mr. Grad-

grind's pet bubble of low money prices,

is pricked, and becomes dirty water on

the ground. A farmer with six daugh-

ters at home, will do better to let them

make his shirts for him, than to send

to New York for his shirts, even if

the shirts can be made in three days,

while the girls will take six, having to

allow time for sleep and for frolics.

And it will be better for the girls also.

In the case of cooperation in gro-

ceries, it is easy to say that the cheap-

est way is to let grocers, trained as

grocers, keep the grocery stores, while

the spinners and weavers in the mills

spin and weave. This is the steady

statement in reply to such modest fig-

ures as these of the " Workingmen's "

and " Pioneer " Association. Possibly

cheaper in money cost. But what if

the oversight of the Association busi-

ness is taken up by a committee of five

or six foremen, or heads of rooms, in a

factory ? What if, in the quarterly

management, two or three auditing

committees, two or three inspecting

committees, two or three special com-

mittees of stockholders, take the mat-

ter up, and push it forward ? What if

all these people, because the money in-

volved is their own, give to these cares,

what would else be the unemployed or
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the badly employed hours of the even-

ing ? Will not here be a good deal of

unpaid labor, — volunteer labor,—
which will stand to the credit of the

Cooperative Association ? And will

not these men and women be attaining

a precision and skill in accounts, in

book-keeping, in that mystic science

which you call " business," which is

going to tell largely to their advantage

in their private affairs? If the true

duty of the State be, not the making

cheap cottons, but the making true

men, may not this cooperative experi-

ence be a very valuable element in the

discharge of that duty ?

Dear Mr. Gradgrhid, did you not

say, when you began, that these peo-

ple ought to mind their own business ;

that every man ought to mind his own
business ? Is not the most precious care

of a man " minding his own business,"

to keep down his expense account?

And if he can get his coffee five cents

cheaper, by the machinery of a cooper-

ative store, even if you think he does

waste an hour at the business meeting

once a week ; or if you think he is a

fool to mull over those accounts of the

Association, instead of spending the

evening in a lager-beer saloon, is it not

possible that he may be " minding his

own business " all the time ?

The difficulties in the way of the

cooperative system, as applied to retail

trade in this country, are,—
1. Those of all small tradesmen.

The competing dealers, rivals of the

cooperatives, will each have a " leading

article," which they sell without profit,

to call gudgeons into the shop. It is

just as mackerel men spread bait, with-

out money and without price, on the

sea, to tempt a school of fish. It is

hard to teach every member that John

Jones opposite is selling sugar at cost,

or cottons at cost, only to tempt cus-

tomers in. Of course the Association

can do the same thing, if it finds it

wise.

2. Another difficulty comes from the

fluctuation of our population. Men
are hardly settled, before they want to

withdraw their stock and take it else-

where. The managers understand this,

and frankly state that they hope to do

something, by persuading men to make
profitable investments, to break up the

roving habit.

Both difficulties would be met in a

large degree by the establishment of

the German System of Savings Banks,

in which a savings bank becomes a

Bank of Discount as well as of De-

posits.

The last quarterly account of the

Olneyville Association shows the extent

and success of its modest operations, in

statistics, which will interest working-

men. The three accounts which fol-

low, are, it will be seen, quite distinct

from each other. The first is the cash

account for the quarter. The second

shows the stock account on Christmas-

day. It will be observed that their

new building has cost them $8,580, and

that they have a large mortgage on

this. This is, of course, cheaper for

them, than paying u interest " on the

high terms which they do pay to their

members. They are not above going

into a cheap money market, when they

have real estate security. Having pro-

vided for their interest, they are able

to return to members seven per cent

of what the quarter's groceries have

cost them.

CASH ACCOUNT.

Receipts.

Cash on hand, ..... $225.75

Received for Shares, . . . 1,318.41

" Borrowed Money, 3,100.75

Cash from Store, . . .

'.

7,959.00

Miscellaneous Receipts, . . 298.56

$12,902.47

Expenditures.

Groceries, $7,868.30

Salesmen's Wages, .... 312.00

Building Expenses 1,100.00
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General Expenses, . $69.48

Cash Withdrawn, . 2,773.81

Additional Fixed Stock, 50.00

Taxes, 32.74

Insurance, 140.00

Minor Expenses, .... 78.94

Cash in Treasurer's hands, . 477.20

$12,902.47

STOCK ACCOUNT.

Liabilities.

Share Account, $5,970.76

Borrowed Money, . . . . 6,451.64

Interest Due, 388.92

Ground Rent, 12.50

Rent of Store, 75.00

Sinking Fund, 90.00

Bills Due, 779.98

Money Disposable, .... 526.11

$14,294.91

$4,289.97

8,580.00

630.31

136.34

15.00

27.29

78.00

60.00

477.20

In general, the advantages of .the

Rochdale plan are, —
1. That it gives each member the

right and the interest of ownership, in

taking care of the affairs.

2. That it separates distinctly the

profit of capital, from the savings made
in the family purchases.

3. That in proportion to the amount
of his purcha-es is each customer in-

terested.

4. That customers, not members,

have a similar interest, which materi-

ally contributes to the prosperity of the

stores.

Merchandise in Store,

New Building, . .

Fixed Stock, . .

Insurance, . .

License, ....
Taxes, ....
Rent for Store ar.d Hall,

Interest paid in Advance,

Cash in Treasurer's hands,

$14,294.91

The Division of Profits, entered above

as money disposable, was made thus :
—

Dividend on Members' pur-

chases ($5,665, at 7 per

cent.),

Dividend on Non-members :

($1,320, at 5 per cent.), f
Sinking Fund, . . . . . .

Bonus of 5 per cent, on Salesmen, 26.30

Depreciation of Fixed Stock, . 3.06

Salary of Board, 25.00

$396.55

66.00

10.00

$526.11

The Fall River Association has declared

a dividend on purchases for the quarter

ending March 21, 1870, of 10 per cent,

for members, and 6 2-3 per cent, for non-

members, besides 10 per cent, per annum
on shares.

THE PEOPLE'S BANKS OF GERMANY.

Mr. S. M. Quincy has placed be-

fore the public in a form only too

concise, the arrangements in detail of

those People's Banks, which, since the

revolution of 1848, have done so much
to improve the condition of laboring

men in Germany. It will be observed

that the principle and the details are

identical with those of the Rochdale

system in matters of trade. Mr.

Quincy has translated these statements

from a recent report of H. Schultze

Delisch, Actuary of the German So-

ciety Union. They include the con-

stitution of a model bank which will

be useful to any associates who wish

to attempt such an institution here.

In our associations [the principle]

of self-assistance in relation to the

necessity for ready money in trade and

social economy, for those who either

cannot command at all or only under

onerous conditions the ordinary bank-

ing facilities, is so brought into opera-

tion that—
1. The loan-seekers are themselves

supporters and managers of the insti-

tution established for the satisfaction

of their credit necessities, that is,

members of the Advance Association

;

and, thereby, risk and profit of the

business are to them common.
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2. That the money transactions, en-

abled by means of the Association,

are everywhere arranged on a business

footing (lending and borrowing) ; so

that bank-interest, according to the

state of the money-market, is assured

to the creditors from the Society Treas-

ury, as well as to the latter from the

borrower ; in the same way, a propor-

tionate remuneration to officials, such

as treasurers, for their official labors.

3. That either by paying in the full

sum at once, or very gradually by con-

tinual little assessments upon the mem-
bers, " business shares " are formed in

the Society Treasury, in accordance

with the respective amounts of which

the business profits are divided and al-

lotted to them until reaching the sum
originally determined upon, whereby

as by stock one obtains a continually

increasing special capital for the So-

ciety business.

4. That besides, through admission-

fees of members and division of profits,

a general fund of the Society is collect-

ed as a reserve, which especially serves

to cover losses. [This seems to corre-

spond precisely with the similar funds

in our mutual insurance companies.]

5. That the foreign or outside cap-

ital which may be in addition requisite

for the full business working of the

Society is obtained by borrowing upon

common credit, and under the respon-

sibility in solido of all the members.

6. That, in conclusion, the number

of members is unlimited, and admission

stands open to all who can fulfil the

general conditions of the constitution

;

likewise the " exit," [from the Society]

the latter under the condition of a

certain time of notice given.

It will be at once understood, that,

in regard to the question of by far

the greatest importance, namely, the ob-

taining a sufficient business fund for

our People's Banks, the afore-pre-

scribed measures Nos. 3 and 5 must

go hand in hand. Without the for-

Yul. I. No. 5. 45

mation of a special private fund in the

" business shares " of the members,

which remains indeed individual prop-

erty, but which during membership

can be neither wholly nor partially

withdrawn from the Society business,

and a reserve, which is the common
property of the members and is to

protect against occurring losses, and

which must be deducted from the " busi-

ness shares," — the affairs of the

Society would lack a solid foundation
;

and the public, which should enter

into relations with them, as well as

the members themselves, would be in

the highest degree endangered. For
this reason the gradual collection of

such a capital must be cared for by

means within the capacity of those

without property,— by small monthly

taxes of a few groschen,— a fund

which may grow through the allot-

ment of dividends, which at the same

time affords a most efficient spur to

zeal in raising the amount of these

contributions, because the sharing in

the dividends is exactly regulated upon

the amount paid in by individuals upon

their respective " business shares." At
the same time it would be to fail in a

chief object of the Societies if they

were limited to the use only of such

money as comes from springs whose

flow is gradual and comes only after

the lapse of time. The entirely in-

sufficient transactions of the savings-

banks, doing business only with their

own capital, proves, on the contrary,

that it remains a task of prominent

importance for our Societies to attract

to themselves outside capital, and thus

to open to small business the same

money and credit sources which hith-

erto have been almost exclusively ac-

cessible to large trade, and have par-

tially assured to the latter its superi-

ority ; for the same, if provided only

with the private capital of the under-

taker, would not develop half the

power with which we see it appear.
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To this end it is essential to organize

a credit basis which moves the public

to regard our Society coffers as safe

and desirable for the deposit of its

specie ; and this has been succeeded in,

in a surprising manner, by the Loan

Societies through the personal responsi-

bility, as a body, of all the members for

moneys lent and liabilities undertaken.

Credit is as a rule refused to the work-

man without means, or the small trader

presenting himself singly ; or is ob-

tained only insufficiently and under the

most unfavorable conditions. For the

availability or value of his skill or

working powrer— which, so to speak,

constitutes his value, and is his only

means to do his creditor right— de-

pends upon too many accidents which

the workman has not in his power, and

which escape all control of the cred-

itor ; wherefore it offers no safety for

the money advance. The case, how-

ever, is changed so soon as consider-

able groups of workmen and traders

associate themselves, and by standing

one for all and all for one, eliminate

the case of failure in payment which

the creditor would occasionally have

to suffer in the case of individuals.

Thus he who in his individual capacity

is without credit, becomes, through

joining himself to a large body, credit-

capable so soon as he shows himself

credit-worthy through fulfilling his du-

ties as Society Member,— through a

decent and thrifty attitude. And to

such a degree have the organizations

founded on these simple principles pros-

pered among our Societies, that, in the

short time of their existence, they have

been able so to establish themselves in

the confidence of the public, that they

have been able to amply cover their

money necessities by loans and by sav-

ings voluntarily deposited.

These societies may now be estab-

lished under a general statute,— as we
say here,— the North-German Asso-

ciation Law of 1868.

ANTIOCH COLLEGE.

If " Old and New " will tolerate

small beginnings, and slow progress,

Antioch College would like to put a

few words into the Record of Progress.

It lias no centuries of age, nor mil-

lions of endowment, nor thousands of

students to speak of. Four years ago,

the college resumed a suspended life;

it was a harder thing to do than to

have begun anew ; dark shadows of

former embarrassment and failure in

its pecuniary condition fell upon its

opening way. Now, it reports life,

and a healthful, if not rapid growth.

The number of students is about two

hundred in all departments. The in-

come from students is nearly double

what it was four years ago.

It can report good progress in

methods and facilities of work. There

is very earnest activity, especially in

the scientific departments ; very fine

instruments, by gift and purchase, have

been obtained, and teachers and stu-

dents make the most of what they

have.

The classical department, in ancient

and modern languages, needs strength-

ening ; more teachers are wanted.

Especial emphasis is laid upon the

English department to prepare young

men and women for teaching public

schools. A lively interest has been

created in English literature, composi-

tion, and declamation, by thorough

study of the English language, and by

placing upon the stage many of the

gems of the old English drama.

The present senior class, composed

of eight, — four young men, and four

young women,— are making the discov-

ery that Logic is one of the most fas-

cinating studies of their course, — a

wonderful discovery it must seem to all

who have studied Whately, or even

Hamilton, where the useful form of

logic is buried under mountains of

formalism. The key to this great dis-

covery is Prof. C. C. Everett's new
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book, "The Science of Thought, a

System of Logic." It carries light

into dark places, it picks out hard

knots, it makes subtleties clear and

plain, its clew thread puts an end to

some mysteries, in which students of

thought have been lost. But it has no

gifts for the dilettante reader seeking

to be amused ; it requires close atten-

tion, sharp thought, and a broad reach

of knowledge. Mr. Everett seems to

know everything, the newest and the

oldest, and with his remarkable felici-

ty of illustration, and beauty of style,

he brings the riches of his mind to

make a dry science interesting as a

poem. He has taught his fine imagi-

nation to work harmoniously with his

reason, and become the fairest hand-

maid of philosophy. Why should not

some one of the " mighty pens " of

" Old and New " give this book a wise

review ?

Antioeh College can continue to re-

port order and harmony, caused, it is

believed, in no small measure, by the

presence of both sexes in the insti-

tution ; on the one side roughness is

repressed, and on the other, strength

is called out. The institution is like

home : brothers and sisters are here,

and the teachers, men and women,
seek to be as fathers and mothers.

The superintendents at the West-

boro and Lancaster reform schools, say

that boys who never had sisters, and

sisters who never had brothers, are by
far the more likely to become vicious,

and so, of course, the opposite is true.

Then why separate the sexes, in

college or school, in the most impor-

tant formative period of life ?

The students in a large degree are

self-governed. They are generally not

children, but men and women. The
Seniors may average twenty-seven or

eight years of age, and the average

age of the whole would be twenty or

twenty-one years.

For more than a year the charge of

the young men's hall, in which are

nearly seventy, has been chiefly in the

hands of the occupants ; they have an

association for preserving order, and

the Faculty give efficacy to their de-

crees ; offenders, upon their majority

vote, in two or three instances have

been removed from the hall. Friendly

and even intimate relations exist be-

tween the students and teachers, and

the students' love for their college is

every year making it more and more

Alma Mater.

SOUTH CAROLINA.

The Record of Progress in South

Carolina dates from the time that the

Federal Army first entered Charles-

ton. No backward step has since

been taken. There has been a steady

growth in the possession of civil rights

for all classes ; in the number of com-

mon schools ; in the security of person

and property ; in the financial condi-

tion of the government, and in the de-

velopment of the State's resources. I

believe South Carolina has made great-

er advances in civilization since the

beginning of the New Era than any

other southern State. This is not

due to the humanity of the whites.

In the middle counties they show the

same ferocious spirit that has burst out

again in Tennessee ,• and a vast major-

ity of the white population of the

whole State would vote to reenact the

Black Code to-morrow, if they could.

But the negroes are two thirds of the

people, and are so fortunate as to have

many leaders, acute and bold. These

men,— northern or southern, white or

black,— know that the best thing for

themselves is to obey the spirit of the

republican party. Unscrupulous and

greedy as most of the leaders notori-

ously are, they yet possess no common
share of political sagacity. And be-

sides, there are a few— a very few

— good and strong men in power,
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whose influence is often sufficient to

prevent iniquitous measures. So the

legislature which has just passed out

of existence, has deserved well of the

State ; has done more for the welfare

of South Carolina than can be reck-

oned in all the transactions of the

aristocracy which once sat in Colum-

bia. It would make some people stare

to be told that these corrupt or igno-

rant men, " without a local habitation

or a name," have made better laws

than were ever made by these spotless

gentlemen of South Carolina (I yield

the point for the argument) who once

governed the State.

Now for some of the particulars.

This legislature has passed a bill to

establish common schools. The act is

a good one. I have no doubt that

schools will very soon be established

in all parts of the State, to the ex-

tent of the means appropriated for

that object. Of course it will be dif-

ficult to get good teachers, especially

for the country districts. No doubt

many incompetent persons will be em-

ployed. But this must always be, in

an ignorant community. Indeed, we
need not go very far back from the

large towns of New England to find

a style of teaching that would make
us laugh.

Item:— The Civil Eights Act,

—

"An act to enforce the Civil Rights

Law of the Congress of the United

States, and to secure to the people the

benefits of a Republican government in

the State ; " which means simply that

negroes shall have the same seats in

cars and steamboats, likewise in thea-

tres and " other places of amusement
and recreation," that are enjoyed by
the whites. This last clause makes a

great commotion. What ! A high-toned

gentleman of South Carolina sit down
at the theatre with a man who might

have been his slave ! These cheva-

liers never had any scruples about

holding still more intimate relations

with their slaves ; but I suppose on

these occasions they considered that

they laid aside their manhood entirely.

Item : — The Land Commission.

Half a million of dollars has been

appropriated to buy land for the land-

less. This is one of the best things yet

done. The State undertakes to buy
land at public sale, and furnish it to

buyers at cost, in such a way that it will

be owned only by small farmers. If this

plan is carried out all over the State,

the planters' hands who vote wrong,

or otherwise displease him, would have

a place of refuge when they are sud-

denly ejected from their homes. The
planters complain that the colored

people do not work well. If to labor

were in itself a pious act (Labor is

Prayer), I dont know any people more
likely to go into it with a will than

the negroes. But it means pork and

hominy with them ; and when it does

not bring the pork and hominy, they

will not work. The fact is they get

starvation wages in South Carolina,

and their employers very often swindle

them out of a large part of the miser-

able sum named in the contract. The
testimony on this point is too general

and too circumstantial to admit a

doubt.

Item : — The working-men's Un-
ions. This is something entirely new.

There was first a Long-shoremen's

strike in Charleston, and the laborers

won the day. This encouraged the

other working-men to unite for better

wages.

They have formed Trades' Unions,

the two races working harmoniously,

but apart. You have no idea how
hard it is for the southern people,

white or black, to overcome the habit

of respect and submission which they

have been brought up to feel for the

rich white men of the South.

Item:— The Finances. When the

present State Government was organ-

ized, no Southern State bonds were so
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low. Now, there are no six per cent,

bonds of any Southern State which

sell so high as those of South Caro-

lina. This was the first Southern State

which resolved to pay the interest of

its debt in gold ; and the effect of

the measure upon its finances was

marked and immediate.

" Our Legal System " (we quote from

the " South Carolina Republican ")

"has been immensely improved. Be-

fore this, legal practice was very com-

plicated, very much a matter of tradi-

tion carried in the heads of a few

elderly gentlemen. The code has

changed all this, and a larger number
of young men will have the hope of

mastering the profession ; and the peo-

ple will stop looking at the Law as

an interminable intricacy got up ex-

pressly to puzzle men's brains."

Finally, South Carolina has just

been born again. Though the accou-

cheurs may not be the best of people,

is it not better to be alive than dead;

to belong to the Present rather than

the Past ? And such a Past

!

X.

THE LADIES' COMMISSION ON SUNDAY-
SCHOOL BOOKS.

BY A WORKING MEMBER.

This " Commission " originated, we
suppose, in the need felt by many
teachers and many heads of families

that some sort of lock or dam should

be applied to the frothy, shallow, wide-

spread, rapid stream of modern litera-

ture which enters every house, dashes

up on every table— and, not to force

our metaphor,— threatens to swamp
or to sweep away the old landmarks

of sound reading. In former days—
we allude delicately to half a century

ago— there was a " children's cup-

board " in most careful houses, where

were arranged the books thought suit-

able for the infant mind, and on which

the infant mind might feed at its own

discretion. There reposed " Robinson

Crusoe," the "Arabian Nights," Mme. de

Genlis' Tales, " Rosamond," " Frank,"

Mrs. Trimmer's " Robins," and the read-

ings from Scripture with Annotations

and Reflections, for which the same lady

was answerable ;
" Theodore, the Young

Crusader ;
" " Annette, the Swiss Girl

;"

" Manners and Customs ;
" the " Ele-

ments of Morality," with Blake's illus-

#
trations ; the " Juvenile Miscellany ;

"

" Evenings at Home ;
" " Village

Sketches ; " and with due allowance for

slight variations, according to longi-

tude, — this was all. The well-filled

book-cases were reserved for the

elders, and were not used by children

without permission. Certainly there

were occasional mishaps under this

regime. "The Travels of Captain

Popanilla," or " The Fudge Family,"

or an occasional novel, would be over-

looked by the censors, and duly appre-

ciated by the younglings ; but the worst

book which we ourselves remember
to have slipped in, was an old copy of

" Woodstock," which we learned almost

by heart, and which causes us to be

apparently the only living American

who remembers the grand pathos of

Cromwell's soliloquy over Charles the

First's portrait, or the beautiful picture

of the loyal cavalier Sir Henry Lee of

Ditchley.

The elders of those days had also

very different habits from those who
now stand in their places. They read

" Travels " and " Lives ;
" took the

" Edinburgh " and " Quarterly,"— long

before reprints were thought of,—
and the " North American Review."

Occasionally a novel in three dim vol-

umes came into the house, but maga-

zines or illustrated papers were un-

heard of, and solid books were soberly

read through and respectfully lent and

borrowed.

This was one way to bring up

children. Now let us look at the

present fashion.
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We will take a household in com-

fortable circumstances, with a taste for

reading, and with a certain variety in

its members, like the one of which we
first spoke. There are books on the

book-shelves which have been selected

with more or less care,— for they are

bound, and a bound book means some-

thing in these days. These may rep-

resent the invested capital — what is

the current income ? Books from

the Mercantile Library,— from the

Society Library, — and from' the

nearest Circulating Library, "yellow

covered and brown, " " blue spirits

and gray." The young lady reads the

" Revue des Deux Mondes," M. de

Camors included. The master of the

house brings home an occasional sheaf

of newspapers, in which it is strange

if the " New York Observer " and the

" New York Herald " are not sometimes

found. The " Galaxy," " Putnam," the

" Atlantic," " Harpers'," and " Old and

New," come regularly, with " Our
Young Folks " and the " Riverside

Magazine ; " and the baby takes " The
Nursery." « Littell " and " The North

American " represent the solid read-

ing ; and all these books and pamphlets

lie on the parlor-table, equally acces-

sible to every member of the family.

Even " Sunday shines no Sabbath-day

to them," as representing an ebb in the

flood, for the children go to Sunday-

school, and each returns with a " moral

tale," while a Sunday newspaper fills

any chance gap. In this typical family

Scott is considered slow, and Shakes-

peare is too distant an acquaintance to

have much chance of becoming a

friend.

It is impossible— we speak deliber-

ately— that this mass of promiscuous

reading should not have among it

what is positively injurious to the

young, and that its perpetual passage

over any mind should not deaden and

harden its surface, leaving it less sus-

ceptible to those delicate and strong

impressions which are the fruitful

source of growth and elevation. We
cannot get at mental sanitary statistics ;

if we could, we should stand aghast at

the acute disorders, and chronic low
condition which may be traced to un-

wholesome literary habits.

One part of this wide field, the

Ladies' Commission have set them-
selves to weed, to drain, and in some
small measure to plant ; though it is

part of the beautiful working of God's

laws that if we will remove the evil

good spontaneously springs up ; and

"Crowned with sudden green,

The hills and meadows glow,"

as soon as stagnant waters and chok-

ing thistles are cleared away.

The personnel of the Commission

speaks for itself to any one in New
England ; but for the great body of our

readers we may enlarge a little.

When we first saw twenty ladies

(which is about the average number

at any one meeting) sitting in cloaks

and bonnets at their work, we were

much interested in the study of faces,

almost all unknown to us, but each

one full of promise. Presently we
had that delightful sense of being

among our betters, which is one of the

rare joys of elderly people, and the

sensation has constantly strengthened.

We suppose there has been a certain

" happiness as well as care " in the

selection, but we confess that there

are few points of morals or manners

(cognate subjects !) which we would

not submit to the arbitration of this

Commission. The unselfish wisdom

wrought by long years of a female

pastorate (if that is the proper term

for the service of a minister's wife) ;

the habit of accurate thought induced

by familiarity with the higher mathe-

matics ; the good traditions of culti-

vation reaching back three and four

generations ; the spring and enthu-

siasm and hopefulness of youth ; the
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carefulness that comes of scholarly

training ; the experience of lives

spent in one or other form of teaching

and in almost every form of benevo-

lent action ; the unselfish instincts of

r maiden aunts ;
" the special knowl-

edge that comes of successful author-

ship ; the quiet good sense that

dwellers in the country seem to se-

crete from the air and earth, and the

practised cleverness that perpetual

friction with clever people produces:

all these — read the list over again,

please,— and more, are brought to

the work of the Commission.

There are about fifty ladies who
make up the Commission : the number

of active members varies ; some ladies

who are prevented for a time from

working, yet wish to keep up their con-

nection, and take up the business again

after an interval of months or a year.

Like any other list of four years' stand-

ing, it has its own pathos and dramatic

interest in the changes which have

passed over it. One of the purest

spirits ever on probation here has fin-

ished her work in this world, and en-

tered into that " rest " where her

" works do follow her." One other as-

sociate we have lost, who was mourned

in other lands than her own, when her

brief and brilliant career closed. There

is more than one change of name by
marriage, several of residence; and of

course the Commission is not exempt

from the peculiarity of American so-

ciety,— that at any given time, one

half of one's best friends are in Europe.

Nevertheless twice a month the

members meet, report the work done in

the interval, discuss methods of work,

and principles of selection, debate spe-

cial subjects, and show varieties of

opinion which would be almost droll if

they were not held and expressed in

such entire good faith and friendliness,

and if they were not the essential guar-

antee that the selection of books is not

made according to any narrow reading

of creed. So and so " was my objec-

tion to the book under discussion," says

one lady, all whose words are worth

listening to. " Exactly my reason for

approving it," comes, with the utmost

gentleness, from the opposite corner,

calling to remembrance a type of ex-

cellence diametrically opposed to that

of the first speaker ; and thereupon be-

gins a discussion which is always court-

eous, often most interesting, and which

is concluded sometimes by a vote for

reconsideration, sometimes by a yea

and nay vote, and wonder of wonders,

occasionally by a genuine approximation

of opinion between opponents ! We
have been always most fortunate in

our chairmen,1— their clear heads and

business capacity have checked futile

talk and made a good organization of

work, while their candor and good-

breeding have hindered any one from

feeling snubbed or suppressed.

Of course some mistakes have been

made, and the mass of books that was

presented at first, including old and new,

threatened to clog the wheels of com-

mittees ; but, being docile to experi-

ence, matters were soon arranged, and

the catalogue and supplement as they

now stand— containing in their three

divisions 859 volumes,— represent the

small sheaf gleaned out of 2800 books,

each of which has had five readings, and

sometimes more. These books have

been furnished to the Commission by

its own members, or their friends, and

by publishers. Any one who pleases

may send in books and request a judg-

ment upon them ; but the continuous

supply is from publishers, and from the

regular and associate members. Some
of these last are widely scattered

:

Montreal, Chicago, Cincinnati, Mil-

waukee, New York, and many other

places, furnish a corresponding member
who criticizes and circulates our list,

makes such suggestions as occur to her,
m

1 Is anything to be done about that word when
chairman means specifically woman?
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meets with us when convenient to her-

self, and is a valued member of the

Commission. We should be glad to

enlarge our boundaries in this respect,

and to receive suggestions as to ladies

competent and willing for the work

in outlying places. Bright hopes of

original and translated books cheered

us at first, but we soon found, when

careful selection had been made, that

there was no money forthcoming for

the purpose of publication. The com-

mittee on manuscripts still exists, and

now and then has a manuscript sub-

mitted to it ; but even if its critical

members agreed to recommend any-

thing there would be no particular

prospect of its publication. This is

naturally not stimulating to authors.

Other work which we did not expect,

has come to us. After sorting books

into three lists : those " specially rec-

ommended for Unitarian Sabbath-

school libraries," those " highly rec-

ommended for their religious tone, but

the value of which is somewhat im-

paired by specified doctrine objection-

able to the Commission," and those

which were " valuable and profitable,

though not so fully adapted for the pur-

pose of a Sabbath-school library,"— the

Commission was asked to prepare a list

of books suitable for Sunday-school

teachers and advanced scholars. In

doing this Mr. Ezra Abbot, of Cam-
bridge, gave the ladies the assistance of

his highly prized care and special

knowledge, and the list is calculated to

be eminently useful, as whoever consults

it in a latitude where books are not

thick as leaves in Vallambrosa, may
know that it has been most carefully

culled in the most scholarly atmosphere

and reviewed by practised teachers of

varying circumstances.

More recently a request has been

made by one or two clergymen, and

by some persons interested in factory

operatives, that a list of general read-

ing for persons of about twenty years

old should be prepared by the Commis-
sion, and this work is now in hand. Al-

together the Commission has proved it-

self a good implement, and is not likely

to suffer for want of work,— giving a

fresh illustration of the pithy old prov-

erb, " Get thy distaff and spindle

ready, and God wlil send thee flax." It

has often struck the author of this paper,

— and here let it be premised, " that I

Pyramus am not Pyramus, but Bot-

tom the weaver," and that the Com-
mission is in nowise answerable for

such audacity but only the writer, — it

has often struck her as rather comic

that, considering the amount of work
done for the churches by women, the

proportion which they form of its con-

gregations, and their competence of

judgment, the sex should not be repre-

sented in the Executive Committee of

the Unitarian Association. In this she

" speaks as a fool," and by no means

as what is now called u a representa-

tive woman," but only as a looker-on,

and as a sometimes amused observer of

the relation between the apparent and

the unapparent work of the world.

RELIGION IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS IN
CINCINNATI.

The discussion of this subject be-

fore the Superior Court of Ohio, has

terminated by a decree of the court

making permanent the injunction for-

bidding the Board of Education of

Cincinnati to enforce the " Miller Res-

olutions " prohibiting religious exercises

in schools. The court narrowed the

problem down to two questions: Can

a Board of Education prohibit all re-

ligious instruction in the schools ? and

Do the " Miller Resolutions " make

this complete prohibition ? Two judges,

a majority of the court, decide that such

a board has not the power to wholly

exclude religious instruction, and that

the resolutions do so exclude it ; and

they therefore make the injunction per-
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manent. The dissenting judge agrees

with them in the general principle upon

the first question, but is of the opinion

that the resolutions are not an entire

bar to religious teaching.

The case now goes to the Supreme

Court of the State, where it cannot be

heard until next December. In the

mean time, by the choice of new mem-
bers to the School Board in Cincinnati,

that Board is so reconstructed that there

is a small but sufficient majority in

favor of continuing the religious exer-

cises, which have practically, as it will

be seen, never been interrupted for a

day. We are assured that the major-

ity are ready,— as the friends of the

Bible in schools there always have

been,— to purge these exercises of all

sectarian elements that can be justly

charged upon them, and make the

schools more than ever worthy of the

confidence of the people.

EVENING SCHOOLS IN MANUFAC-
TURING TOWNS.

Rhode Island has some definite re-

sponsibilities. An impulse has lately

been given by a number of manufac-

turers, who more than a year ago, joined

their energies with the experience and

judgment of several professional men,

forming the " Rhode Island Educational

Union." Their aim is to encourage the

establishment of evening schools, public

libraries, reading-rooms, scientific and

other lectures, etc, in the many vil-

lages of the State.

Owing in great measure to their

efforts, about a dozen new schools have

been opened during the past winter,

making in all, twenty - six evening

schools in Rhode Island, the whole

number of scholars enrolled being

about two thousand.

The six schools in the city of Prov-

idence are the oldest, two of them

having been started in 1849.1 One
other town supports its evening-

schools, and another has empowered
its trustees to establish them. For the

" Union " believes it to be the busi-

ness of each town to furnish education

by lamp-light for those who cannot

gain it by daylight, and accordingly

uses its influence in stimulating town

councils, while, as the above-mentioned

facts show, many manufacturers have

not waited for the action of those

respectable bodies, but, by providing

good schools and attractive reading-

rooms, have shown a sympathy with

those they employ, which is one of the

promising signs of the times.

In return they must often feel re-

warded by the enthusiasm of the

pupils, which in some of the schools

is equal to that of the southern freed-

men. Hurrying supperless from the

mill, fathers and sons, mothers and

daughters, cipher industriously side by

side. Not that in all villages, how-

ever, or at all seasons, this hungry

zeal is needed, for in some cases the

interval between work and school is

the hour from 6J to 1\ o'clock.

Those persons who are most fa-

miliar with the history of evening

schools in Rhode Island, are those

who have the fullest confidence in the

recent movement. Every week they

meet grateful graduates of these hum-
ble Alma Maters. One man, now earn-

ing a good livelihood, declares of his

own accord, that "evening schools are

the greatest thing out!"— that because

of the knowledge he gained there, he

is " getting double the wages, and doing

half the work " of his former days.

Another, whose knowledge when he

eutered the school some years ago

was of the slightest, is receiving an

average income of $12,000 a year,

and, as might be expected, is an

1 For several years before, the " Ministry-at- the support of others in the winter of 1819-50,

Large " had maintained an evening school, but the aud about five years later adopted them as part of

City Government first made an appropriation for the public school system.
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ardent friend and helper of the

schools.

A colored man, eighteen or twenty

years old, who had received his educa-

tion in this way, was employed to con-

duct a Southern school of two hundred

aud seventy scholars, and has declared

his intention of starting several others.

In the report of the Secretary of the

Rhode Island Educational Union we
read, " that a large tax-payer who,

both officially and otherwise, has al-

ways aided the evening schools in

Providence, . . . ascribes much
of his success in business and his hap-

piness in life to evening schools, in

which he acquired, he says, an im-

portant part of his knowledge."

In a factory-village, one day during

the past winter, one of the proprietors

of the mills, who has himself helped in

the teaching, when the school was un-

usually large, was asked by as earthy

and uncomely a young fellow as often

belongs to the same humanity with

Sir Philip Sidney and Chevalier Bay-

ard, " When the school would open ?

"

The gentleman, looking at him with an

involuntary expression of surprise, be-

came the confidant of some rude aspi-

rations, " I want to git all the learn-

in' I can. They can't hook that, any-

way !

"

Wherever reading-rooms have been

opened they have been eagerly fre-

quented ; one of them, in a small

village, is reported to have seventy

visitors in an evening. This one, by
the way, has— what will strike most

thoughtful readers as a desirable ap-

pendage— a room for recreation,

where games, stereoscopes, and conver-

sation are the attractions.

The reading-room and library of

1500 volumes, which confront a row
of grog-shops in another village, are

surely among the most effectual ene-

mies which such a u Rotten Row " can

have.

The same advantage which belongs

to the common-school system, of bring-

ing together diverse nationalities and

creeds, is found, of course, in these

supplements to the common schools.

The brother of a Roman Catholic

priest, now possessing $10,000, dis-

tinctly recognizes the part which his

" ciphering at the evening school " had

in acquiring his property.

As we look over numberless inci-

dents like these, of enterprise and

gratitude, we are more than ever con-

vinced that it is worth while to bring

all the electricity of science, hope, and

faith to bear upon these fellow-citizens.

VIEWS AT NEW YORK.

Everybody writes travels nowa-
days, from the Miss of fifteen who per-

petuates in her diary another " Senti-

mental Journey," to the bachelor of

sixty, who, tired of club-life and news-

papers, makes notes on the literature

of the menu abroad, and takes the

" gastronomic tour " of Europe. Things

wise, things witty, things grave and

gay are said, some well, some badly

;

and every subject is canvassed, politi-

cal, moral, social, artistic, till the path-

ways of the Old World are trodden

bare by crowds of curious pilgrims,

and hardly a blade of anything green

or fresh is left for the tired student to

set his book-weary eyes upon. When
will some one try our " untrodden

fields and pastures new "— here in

this young world, where the ground is

clear of fossils, excepting such as Mr.

Lesley describes, free for all fresh

seed, where the fields are ready

ploughed for the sowing, and hands

only too eager to gather in the harvest

;

where the corn springs up so fast that

you can see it growing ; and where,

alas, there is an easy space for weeds,

but none the less the great savannas

teem with dazzling flowers ! Shall

our native blossoms be botanized by
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some awkward-fingered Englishman,

or torn to pieces by some hasty Celt?

And yet we have no right to com-

plain— we who "do" England and

the continent with such efficient thor-

oughness as steam - travel eminently

conduces to, gaining a delightful idea

of the Apennines during the forty-

seven tunnels from Bologna, and hav-

ing fully appreciated the loneliness of

the Campagna by rushing through it

in a crowded railway carriage ! Then
as to Paris and London and dear old

Rome, what are the delights of histori-

cal association to the bliss of one pro-

tracted shopping-tour— scarfs and laces

and lingerie, yes ! and daintiest of

ivory-handled umbrellas, and softest of

seal-skin jackets, filling one's trunks

with luxuries and dimming one's mental

perceptions

!

If we would keep our superficial

comments on foreign things to our-

selves, and come home with faculties

prepared by a little quiet observation

of matters abroad, to view our own
manners and ways with the fresh per-

ception of a stranger, yet something of

the sympathy and previous knowledge

of one reared upon the soil, then we
might write travels worth having. How
new everything is, and yet how old.

How we love it, and how we laugh at

it ! How our ideas have changed, and

yet how our hearts leap back to the old

places ! How proud we are now of good

things that we never noticed, and how
half-ashamed of other things we thought

we had a right to boast of! We do

not exactly know where we are, and

are half-doubtful of our own identity.

But by degrees we settle down into

the old routine, and everything looks

as it used to look, and the journeying

fades away into a dream ; or else we
never settle down at all, and nothing

will be as it used to any more, and we
are thenceforth travel- spoiled and dis-

contented. Who will hold the balance

truly, till the dust and gold are weighed

and sifted, and we learn what is worth

keeping and what must be thrown

away ? Some one must certainly write

"Travels in my Own Country, by a

returned American."

In making which wise remarks, I

find I am by no means paving an easy

path for myself toward the setting

down of such slight observations as I

have been able to make on the aspects

of New York this winter.

WT
hen I came home from Europe a

few months ago— for I am one of the

superficial travellers above referred to,

and have discovered in myself a lam-

entable want of knowledge concern-

ing my own country, as well as a

slight deficiency with regard to the

perfect appreciation of the Old World

;

— when I returned, I say, and for the

first time took the usual Broadway

promenade at about three o'clock in

the afternoon, I was bewildered and

dazzled by the unaccustomed sight.

Abroad, how carefully one avoids the

least suspicion of being conspicuous in

dress ! The most retiring girl is stared

at if she wears a rosebud in her round

hat in the street. It may be very

much to be commended that there is

in this free land of ours such perfect

impunity for the gayly-dressed damsel

who walks the street bound on her

business or her pleasure, without fear

of insulting, pseudo-gallant remark

;

but should we take advantage of it?

If women in America are treated with

respect and homage such as they

receive nowhere else, should they not

guard their privilege so worthily as to

make of it a right ?— I almost thought

a masquerade was taking place, and

some carnival frolic had broken loose

in our sober northern clime. Such

costumes, such colors ! I thought that

in the " sunny south " I had seen the

last of brilliant diversity of hues, and

had regretted it with something of the

artist's feeling;— now why should I not

be pleased with the dazzling surprise ?
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I hardly know, save that it was a

dazzle, not a harmony. Perhaps it

needed the rich sunlight which makes

Italy the paradise of painters ; perhaps

there was lacking that indefinable men-

tal atmosphere which we call Taste

;

perhaps, above all, there was the want

of moral fitness, which, whether we
know it or not, is the inner necessity

of beauty. Whatever the reason of

the discordance, there it was ; and

among other thoughts it set me to

wondering whether the genius of Color

were one forever denied to the Anglo-

Saxon race, with its splendid dower

of capabilities !

I purposely mentioned Broadway as

the first scene in the new-old panorama

of city life which, on returning to New
York, met my eyes with such a vivid

contrast to the soberer street aspect of

far more brilliant Paris. Fifth Avenue,

whose last year's styles had dropped a

stratum lower in Broadway (whence

filtrating into the remoter precincts of

the Bowery, they may be reigning now,

for aught that Murray Hill can know),

Fifth Avenue had already begun to set

the fashion in the opposite extreme,

and nothing was so elegant, after a

^ew weeks, as black and deepest brown
for walking costume. The tide has

turned toward moderation; therefore

are there less of the great crowded

dancing-parties, and more receptions,

where people go and come ; and, won-

derful to relate, mammas are asked

!

Can it be possible that we have

learned our houses are not made of in-

dia - rubber, though our purses may
be ? Our hearts are not, certainly, for

can we love so many people? If we
could limit our acquaintance to people

we know, society might be different

!

I have been to two or three conver-

sation-parties, which were very elegant;

but we do not understand yet how to

make such parties what they should be.

There are a few people who could ac-

complish it, but even they need some

impetus from without to induce them
to the attempt. The ideal salon, where

wit and culture meet, fashion and re-

finement, genius and worth, is yet far

from New York. In rooms where
people should gather together, and not

be crowded, where they should con-

verse in groups all interested in a

common subject, where dress should

not be the supreme means of attrac-

tion, — there we should learn what so-

ciety may be. Alike pleasurable and

profitable, its object alike the beautiful

and good, in such a circle the old should

insensibly instruct the young, the young
inspire the old. It is a Utopian dream.

I know it, but there are days when
some chance breeze has brought with

it a breath from a more favored clime

;

and dreams of a coming golden age

may not be as profitless as regrets over

a past one

!

Now back to the realities. Lent is

upon us, and we have an opportunity

to recall past gayeties, and compare

them with those of other winters. The
simpler street-dress is the key-note, and

some change is apparent. A reception

from eight until eleven— a German
until one,— is the type of parties. If

the reception lasts till midnight, there

will be no German, but an hour's

dancing to end with, by informal in-

vitation. Delmonico's has not been

overrun with balls, though to say that

such things are unheard of, would be

to ignore the existence of a New
York monde. There have been a few

superb parties too, but they can be

counted.

Is the millennium consequently com-

ing ? I leave that to wiser heads than

mine, particularly to people who are

not so fond of dancing ! I approve

entirely of the change, be it under-

stood, and privately think that every-

body enjoys moderation in gayety bet-

ter than excess.

What are we to do in Lent?— that

is the next question. " Kettle drums "
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and " candle - parties "— alias recep-

tions of every complexion, from the

pale yellow of bouillon to the modest

gray of spicy porridge,— fade now into

things of the past. Music appears, to

" soothe the savage breast," deprived of

its accustomed social food. There is

but one doubt in my mind : Can we
have more concerts in Lent than we
had before it ? There will be private

theatricals, too, for charitable objects

(to say nothing of the inevitable fairs),

and the amateur artistic world will be

busy under the name of philanthropy.

Granted that the motives are not al-

ways of the purest,— for the desire of

personal distinction goes a great way
in such exhibitions,— I am glad that

so much talent is directed into profita-

ble channels. A great deal of talent,

too, there is, and some of it remarka-

ble. It would be interesting to know
how much money has been made al-

ready in New York this season, by these

entertainments given in aid of charities.

Speaking of music, "a change has

come o'er the spirit of our dream," in

that particular also, this winter. Two
years ago Offenbach and opera boufFe

reigned rampant, and from the first

favorable reception of a mild version

of " La Grande Duchesse," irresistible

French audacity pushed the war into

the enemy's camp, till week by week,

and opera by opera, the fashionable,

thoughtless world found itself deprived

of one stronghold of reserve after an-

other, until the last excuse of ignor-

ance or carelessness had failed, and

there came a hand-to-hand fight of

principles. Apparently the storm has

cleared the atmosphere. Certain it is,

that to-day the reaction in favor of

serious music is at its height, and a

decided improvement is visible in the

tone of the drama. That there should

be crowded houses, night after night, to

witness the acting of Booth and Fech-

ter, and, earlier in the season, the ex-

quisite personation of tt Rip Van Win-

kle," perfection of pathos and simplic-

ity, is but a part of the indication.

As to our crowded Philharmonic,

do not all true lovers of the German
style rejoice thereat, save and except

those individuals who have not been

able to enjoy the privilege of seats?

I know it is exasperating to leave

your dinner in the middle, and arrive

at the Academy two minutes after the

doors are open to find the parquette

filled already, and yourself predestined

to a seat under the bass-drum and

trombones during one of Liszt's "sym-

phonic poems,"— there to await your

doom for the space of three-quarters

of an hour, in the sepulchral darkness

which economy provides as an artistic

contrast to the final lighting-up ! I

speak with feeling, as a sufferer. But,

once seated, and enjoying the sooth-

ing harmonies, I have leisure to be

glad that so many listen with me, and

to hope that of those who hear, many
will come again. Of course, in such

an audience, there are those who come to

see and to be seen, not to hear, though,

alas, too often, to be heard ! But
when the fashion, these butterflies will

flit to other fields ; and I believe that

a pure and sound taste will develop

from many germs sown now. Espe-

cially with regard to this kind of mu-
sic, there is so much to be gained from

cultivation that I do not see why we
should despair of a permanent im-

provement in the popular bias. The
number of private associations in New
York for the cultivation of music, is

something remarkable. It would be

treason to my friends to say how many
I know of personally. The glees, the

madrigals, the lovely four-part songs

which have made the charm of so

many pleasant evenings, the beautiful

performance of so many soloists, vocal

and instrumental, cannot be described

here ; but I must say a word in praise

of the new Church Music Association,

which has already given two concerts,
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with all the prestige of fashion, aud the

worth of truly good performance. Open
only to subscribers, these concerts are

crowded, and the rehearsals are as fully

attended as the lateness of the hour

and the extremely conscientious char-

acter of the rehearsing will permit.

The orchestra is line, consisting of

members of the Philharmouic Society,

the chorus is almost entirely of ama-

teurs. The programme is, as all

agree, entirely too long for the endur-

ance of audience or musicians, but this

fault is easily remedied, and the enter-

prise should be, and undoubtedly will

be, carried on into another winter, and

made permanent.

One word about the artists. I

have not touched upon the subject be-

fore, because it requires an article

in itself. Though Art in the New
World is crude, it at least has the mer-

it of honesty and aspiration. The mer-

etricious quality of the modern French

school, which in the salon of last year

shocked me beyond expression, is un-

known among us, except through a

few unconspicuous engravings at our

French picture-stores, which it is only

wonderful should be tolerated. As a

rule the tone of taste is healthy ; but

oh, how we want force ! Force, born

of determination and of perseverance,

no less than of insight and of genius.

It is not enough to say we love,— we
must also sacrifice. The smiles of the

new Muse of Painting can be won by
no half-hearted adoration. We recog-

nize the true spirit of Art ; let us be

faithful in its embodiment

!

The late exhibition of the Academy
of Design was interesting, especially

in the water-color department. This

branch of painting is gaining favor

every day, and deservedly. It is to be

regretted that the artists have not gen-

erally kept up, this winter, the delight-

ful custom of Saturday afternoon re-

ceptions. It is a very pleasant offset

to this deprivation, however, that the

gentlemen who find so little daytime

free for the enjoyment of good pic-

tures, have now in several of the most

distinguished clubs, an opportunity to

see excellent collections of the latest

works of art, on exhibition at their

evening meetings. So much for the

artistic aspect of this chameleon-tinted

thing we call New York society

!

Changeable as our own climate, we
run from one extreme to the other,

seeking always after " some new
thing." Though now it be that the

soberer tendencies predominate, who
knows how soon another fancy may
chase the last one from the field ?

In recurrent waves, the great law

of extremes sweeps old land-marks out

of sight, and quenches old traditions

in the force of new experience. Are

we to hope with every fresh promise,

or to shake our heads and say, " No, it

will be destroyed as the old ones

were"? But there is a mysterious

influence that sways the tide, drawing

it onward, upward, with resistless

force, and though each wave sinks

back after its advance, the next one

rises higher on the sandy shore, bring-

ing with it some new treasure from

the Great Deep. K.

VIEWS AT THE CAPITAL.

Washington, April 4, 1870.

The cadet investigation came to a

lame and impotent conclusion, not be-

cause the leading members of the mil-

itary committee wearied of their la-

bors, but because the House got ner-

vous about the inquiry, — fearing it

might too much expose the way in

which patronage is used.

There is an art in all these congres-

sional investigations, — the art of not

finding what you do not want to find.

In my time here I have seen a good

many of them, and this has been the

course of the large majority : your
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committee may show what A and B
have been doing, but must present a

clean bill for C and D. Hence I have

learned that it really is not worth while

to indulge in heroics when such a com-

mittee is ordered.

For a few days I did hope that this

inquiry might do something to advance

the cause of civil service reform. It

was a crazy hope. We are not going

to do anything in that line at this ses-

sion of Congress. Ail of us, Demo-
crats and Republicans, want the control

of appointments for use in the elections

of next fall. We cau't even afford to

give over our cadetships to competitive

examination. Pray, don't expect us to

do such a self-sacrificing thing with our

clerkships.

Here is Mr. Trumbull's little bill,

merely intended to relieve senators from

the necessity of being office-beggars in

the Secretary's gate. We shall talk

about it yet before the dog-days come,

but we shall not pass it. I let you into

the secret now so that you may not be

disappointed next July when you read

the record of what the session has ac-

complished. I had a talk the other

evening with two of the strong men
on our side of the Senate. They com-
plained of the worry and the labor of

going day after day to one or another

of the departments to look after clerk-

ships and other appointments, and said

they were so pressed that they didn't

have time to study a quarter of the

questions on which legislation is de-

manded. I ventured an allusion to this

bill of Trumbull's as offering a way of

escape from persecution. " O, that will

never do ! " they both said in the same
breath, " it will not do at all ; why, we
should kill the party if we went to

passing such bills as that !
" It was

quite Quixotic to think of such a thing,

they argued ; and as they left me they

arranged to meet at ten o'clock the

next morning and go together to see

Mr. Boutwell about a revenue collec-

torship.

The confirmation of Mr. Bradley to

a seat on the Supreme Bench let a

flood of light into the Senate chamber.

He will make a good judge, and I do

not intend in the least to complain of

his elevation to the office. But in

confirming him it was shown that Mr.

Hoar was rejected on personal grounds.

He is the most uncompromising foe

that the trading and trafficking politi-

cians have in the administration, and

was defeated because he could not

crook the pregnant hinges of the knee

in distributing the patronage of his de-

partment.

If I didn't occasionally get out from

Washington, I think I should doubt if

more than one in ten thousand of the

country's best citizens desire any reform

in the appointment of officers. Here
from year's end to year's end there is

a swarm of men with applications and

recommendations, and I sometimes

fancy that the signing of papers for

office-seekers must be one of the things

for which men are created. Is there

anybody anywhere who dares say " no "

when he is asked to give the endorse-

ment of his name ? Till there are a

great many such men, till the present

number is increased twenty-fold, it isn't

of much use to expect the passage of

the Jencks bill, or the Schurz bill, or

any similar measure. Good people all,

your Congressmen are what you make
them. When the country,— and „«,ke

note that I say the Country, and not

merely here and there an editor,

—

when the body of intelligent citizens

demand such a reform as these bills

indicate, it will come.

And it will not come till then. Here
and there is a member of Congress who
dares to be independent, who holds it

duty to God and man to exercise judg-

ment for the public welfare, but these

are exceptions so few that I can easily
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count them on my fingers. When fifty

candidates will go into the canvass with

Mr. Kelley and Mr. Dawes and General

Garfield on such a platform as Kelley

presents his constituents, there will be

ground for hope. But in two hundred

districts the next nomination will be

given to the man who promises most

largely, or is believed to have the most

weight in controlling minor offices.

The process of reconstruction has

brought into the Capitol an element of

which the reformers do not yet seem

to have taken much account. A few

of these so-called carpet-bag Congress-

men are upright and honorable men,

creditable to the localities from which

they came and the localities they now
represent ; but the majority are worth-

less, morally and intellectually, and the

Republican party would be stronger

than it is, if two thirds of their seats

were occupied by Democrats. As a

class, they stand like a wall against

everything that savors of civil service

reform. The creatures of trickery or

accident, they know well enough that

their days are numbered as soon as the

public requires fitness as a condition

precedent to office-holding. With them
the anti-reformers of the North and

West strike hands, and in my judgment
the prospects of the civil service bill

are no better now than they were two

years ago.

I see one hopeful sign of a better

future. It is in the fact that taxation is

to be materially reduced. The Secre-

tary of the Treasury somewhat resists

the movement, but 1 am fully per-

suaded that it will prevail in spite of

all opposition. With fewer taxes there

will be fewer officials. The burden of

the office-holders is an enormous one.

They constitute a guild by themselves,

a guild so strong that it not only does

much to control Congress, but also

largely shapes public opiuion. The
country ought to welcome as a great

victory any action whereby the size and

power of this guild is curtailed. The
saving of salary - money is a small

thing ; the great thing is, that as the

number of office-holders is decreased

it grows easier to bring about a reform

in the whole length and breadth of the

civil service. With this reduction of

taxes and officials, and with a clearer

purpose on the part of the People to

select men who are able and upright,

there may be hope in the next Con-

gress for this reform that is so much
needed and seems so radiant with

promise of good to the Republic.

Sidney Andrews.
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NOW READY.

" Let the Public School system go to where it

came from — the DEVIL." — The Freeman's Journal

(Roman Catholic paper), Dec. 11, 1869.

THE QUESTION OF THE HOUR:

THE BIBLE AND THE SCHOOL FUND.

By RUFUS W. CLARK, D. D.

Paper, 40 cents. Cloth, 75 cents.

INDORSEMENTS.
From the Rev. Andrew P. Peabody, D. D., LL. D.,

of Harvard College.

" I want to express my unqualified acquiescence in
your line of argument and tone of thought and feel-

ing, and my earnest sympathy with you in what seems
to me a cause of prime importance in its civil, no less

than its religious aspects."
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"
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MANUAL FOR RAILROAD ENGINEERS AND

ENGINEERING STUDENTS,
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This will be undoubtedly the most valuable work on

Railroad Engineering in existence, containing all the
information necessary to build, equip, and run a rail-

road, fully illustrated by maps, diagrams, etc.

NOW READY.^L^SK .A.

AND ITS RESOURCES.
By W. H. BAI.Ii,

Director of the Scientific Corps of the Western Unioa
Telegraph Expedition.

Full Octavo, with nearly 100 Elegant Illustra-
tions, engraved by the late John Andrew,

from drawings by the Author.

• This volume contains not only the record of a three

years' residence in Alaska, made under the most favor-
able circumstances for explorations,— but a complete
history of the country, gathered from every available
source.

It is very full in details of Productions, Climate,
Soil, Temperature, Language, the Manners and Cus-
toms of its People, etc., etc., and is

THE MOST VALUABLE,
as well as

THE MOST AUTHENTIC
addition to the

HISTORY OP ALASKA,
and is one of

THE MOST ELEGANT
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MOZART AND MENDELSSOHN.
By the Author of " Soprano."

lvol. Illustrated. $1.25. Being vol. 1 of

THE TONE MASTERS.
The volumes of this series are
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Handel and Haydn. (In press.)

Beethoven and Bach. (In press.)
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E. Tourjee, Mus. Doc, Director of the New England
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in Youth a Love for Music.

DIALOGUES FROM DICKENS.
FOR SCHOOL AND HOME AMUSEMENT.

Arranged by W. ELIOT FETTE, A. M.

lvol. Illustrated. $1.50.

Thi^ volume contains selections from the incompar-
able creations of Charles Dickens, compiled by a practi-

cal teacher for use in his own school. They present

the most available dialogues for the school and social

circle to be found in any one volume.
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LIFE AND ALONE.
A NOVEL.
16mo. $1.50.

IN PRESS.

The

BOYS OF THE GRAND PRE SCHOOL.
By PROF. J. DeMILLE, Author of

B. O. W. C.

4®- LEE & SHEPARD'S PUBLICATIONS ean be had of all Booksellers, or will be sent by mail, on re-
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SPRING IMPORTATION.

JORDAN, MAESH, & CO.,
Now offer an extraordinary variety of new styles of

DRESS GOODS FOR SPRING AND SUMMER,
INCLUDING ALL LATEST PARIS NOVELTIES,

In Fabric, Pattern, and Coloring ; and announce that the stock will be reinforced by fresh assortments from

every succeeding European Steamer. The display embraces a range of

EAEIS SEEITsTG ELAIE* EOZPLUNTS,
far more extensive than has ever before been shown^n the United States, especially adapted to early Spring

needs for Children's Suits, in small bright patterns, and for Ladies' Dresses, in broken Black and

White Plaids— which are unmistakably The Popular Taste of the Day.
Also, most distingue effects in Black, "White, and Orange, for Costumes and Outside

Wraps, 28 and 52 inches wide.

Black and Gray Diagonal Serges. Blue and White All Wool Poplins.
All Wool Crepe Finished Plaids, one case select styles.

Cotton and Wool Serge Plaids, in bright colorings.

Even Black and White Checks, in all the various fabrics.

Blue and Green Alpaca Checks.
3-4 Taffeta Poplins. 3-4 Alpaca Checks, in large variety.

All Wool Paris* Two Colored Striped Empress Poplins.
Scarlet and White, Blue and White, Green and White, Purple and White, Black and White, Line Check

Poplins. .

Every desirable Fabric in Gray Goods,
in exhaustive variety, comprising all the latest novelties in this useful and attractive class of goods, as

3-4 and 6-4 Gray Chenes, Marl Poplins, Marl Eustred Mohairs, Gray Silk Warp
Sylvanias, Gray Eustred Brilliants, Gray Paris Sultan Cloth.

A.nd) in SilJc Warp articles,

Paris Crepe de Chine, Epinglines, Pointelles, Jaspe, Grisaille Armures, Steel Col-

ored Serges, Pure Mohair Melange, in delicate Spring shades, Sicilian Lus-
tres, Pure Mohair Arabian Glace (in 28 x 56 inches wide), Sultana Glaces.

Usual complete assortment of general FANCY DRESS GOODS, and a full line of the various skilful

manufactures of

American Dress Goods,
— AS —

Poplin Siam, Eondon Chene, Kobe de Voyage,
Brighton Mixtures, Bradford Chene, Croquet Cloths.

A large collection of choice and handsome styles ofSCOTCH GinNTQHAMS.
The present price of gold brings these Foreign Ginghams to such a very low retail price as to place them within

the means of all, and an uncommonly elaborate Stock is offered for selection, including all qualities of

s e e e. s tt c e: e e ainsTGH: ams,
Paris Printed Cambrics, Piques, Muslins, Organdies, and Plain Percales, together

with the very latest productions in

E E E 3ST O EC EEEO.A.:iL.E EOBES.
In addition, for shirting and children's wear, we introduce this season a new article— a Woven Shirting

— intended to supersede the printed goods, Paris Chintz Prints, English Chintz Prints.

Our Spring assortment this year has been selected with more than usual care, and with a view to supply the

trade of New England with the most elegant, the most desirable, and most useful variety, of fabrics and colors

that the foreign market affords, and at pricesfrom which there can be but a trifling variation, if any, even should
American values return at once to actual gold, basis. We take justifiable pride and pleasure in exhibiting that
assortment, not only because it is superb in itself, but because it is the largest and most inviting that we have
ever imported, in obedience to the growing necessities and tastes of the public.

INSPECTION COJRDIAIZT SOLICITED.

JORDAN, MARSH, & COMPANY.
AT RETAIL,

242 to 280 Washington Street

;

AT WHOLESALE,

Winthrop Square, Boston.



FINE FOREIGN SPEING WOOLLENS FOE 1870

CLOTHING MADE TO ORDER

BY THE IMPORTERS OF THE MATERIALS.

We are now prepared to offer, in our CUSTOM DEPARTMENT, the largest stock of fine

Spring Woollens for Men's wear ever shown in New England to the retail trade.

Selling piece goods largely at wholesale, we import and buy directly, in large quantities, from
the manufacturers or their agents, all the goods which we use.

By thus saving one or two profits in the cost of materials, we are enabled to take orders for

clothing to be made to measure at prices considerably below those usually charged for the same
quality of goods.

We have fixed the price for suits made to order, in FIRST-CLASS MANNER, from the finest

grades of foreign Spring Tricots, in all colors,— black, blue, brown, mulberry, etc.,— at FORTY-
FIVE DOLLARS PER SUIT {coat, $27,—pantaloons, $12,— vest, $6); and from an excellent
quality of German black Tricot, FORTY DOLLARS PER SUIT (coat, $24,—pantaloons, $10,—
vest, $6). Suits made to order, from real Scotch Bannockburn Cheviots,— very handsome mix-
tares,—just imported, THIRTY-FIVE DOLLARS PER SUIT (coat, $21,—pantaloons, $9,—
vest, $5); and from a very desirable make of American Cheviot,— warranted as durable as the
Scotch goods,— THIRTY DOLLARS PER SUIT (coat, $18,—pantaloons, $7,— vest, $5).

Merchant tailors supplied with all desirable styles of piece goods and trimmings, at the lowest
market prices.

Terms— Cash. One price only. All goods warranted.

MACULLAR, WILLIAMS, & PARKER,

200 Washington Street.
Boston, April, 1870.

GOLDTHWAIT, SNOW, & KNIGHT,

IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN

CAEPETINGS,
OW ALL KIHSTDS.

No. 33 Washington Street,

JOEL GOLDTHWAIT. '

'

*

ELBRIDGE T. SNOW. BOf^T^OlST
FRANCIS H. KNIGHT. w^ * w A ^ '

The Latest Designs put in Stock as soon as Manufactured.



F^RLOFL FURNITURE.

Fine and Medium Parlor Suits, also Sofas, Lounges, Parlor,

Easy, Reclining-, and Reception Chairs, Centre and

Library Tables, etc., etc., etc.

We have on hand a large and superior assortment of First Class Furniture, made in our

own Factory, by experienced workmen, from thoroughly seasoned stock, and warranted in every

particular.

k^edaJ. stud. IDiplom.su

i«r Upholstered Parlor Furnitur* was awarded to us by the last Mechanics' Fair, held in

Boston.

We import direct, and use Samuel Laycock & Sons* first quality English Hair Seating,

acknowledged by all competent judges to be superior to any other Hair Seating in the country.

BRAMAN, SHAW, & COMPANY,

Salesrooms 27 Sudbury Street,

BOSTON.

COLGATE & COMPANY'S

Aromatic Vegetable Soap,

Is especially adapted to the delicate Skin of Ladies and Infants,

AND IS THE BEST FOR GENERAL TOILET USE.

For Sale by all Dealers in Perfumery and Toilet Articles.



BEAL & HOOPER,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Black Walixixt Chamber Sets,

WHICH FOR

Style, Elegance, and Quality, are unsurpassed.

1 We were awarded a MEDAL and DIPLOMA by the MASSACHUSETTS
CHARITABLE MECHANIC ASSOCIATION for our Goods exhibited

at the late Fair.

Manufactory :

EAST CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Salesrooms and Office:

HAYMARKET SQUARE, BOSTON.

Our Goods are sold by the principal Dealers throughout the United States.

Catalogues and Price Lists sent by Mail when desired.



MAY RIVERSIDE.

FRONTISPIECE.
School 's Out ! By M. L. Stone.

SERIAL STORIES.
The House that John Built. Frank R. Stock-

ton.

Effie and her Thoughts. Lucretia P. Hale.

TRAVEL AND HISTORY.
A Hay at Montrocher.
Pictures from Eroissart. Paul H. Hayne.

NATURAL HISTORY AND MECHANICS.

STORIES AND ADVENTURE.
Annie's Bank Account. Helen C. Weeka.
Betsy Bell and Mary Gray.

The Fairies' Raft. Annette Bishop.
Little-Folk Songs.
The May Star.

STORIES FOR SMALL CHILDREN.
Baby Nannie. Annie Silvernail.

Romance in Fly-Life.

THE SETTLE. THE CALENDAR.

Published by HURD & HOUGHTON, 13 Astor Place, N. Y.

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE. PRICE 25 CENTS.

R E M O VA.L.
DR. J. R. DILLINGHAM,

DENTIST,
Has removed from No. 12 Winter Street, to

No. 15 BEACON STREET, BOSTON.

OFFICE HOURS FROM 9 TILL 4 O'CLOCK.

F00D SHOULD PRODUCE BLOOD, not Gas. Flatulence is

proof positive that the stomach lacks digestive power.

**CRIEH*

Relieves the stomach and bowels from a plethora of wind, and restores their

natural energy, while it relieves them from all obstructions.

SOLD BY ALL DEUGGI8TS.



IIT, TRUTH, MD LIFT

By Wahor Augustus Staples.

WITH A

SKETCH OF HIS LIFE

By J. W, Ohadwick.

1 vol. 16mo, pp. 261. Tinted paper. Con-

taining a portrait. Price, $2.00.

j^gf Copies sent by mail free of Postage.

WM. V. SPENCER,
PUBLISHER,

203 Washington Street.

GET THE BEST.
WEBSTER'S

Unabridged Dictionary.
10,000

Words and Meanings not in other Dictionaries.

3000 Engravings ; 1840 Pages Quarto. Price $12.

Glad to add my testimony in its favor.
[Pres't Walker of Harvard.]

Every scholar knows its value.
[W. H. Prescott, the Historian.]

The most complete Dictionary of the Language.
[Dr. Dick of Scotland.]

The best guide of students of our Language.
[John G. Whittier.]

He will transmit his name to latest posterity.
[Chancellor Kent.]W tymological part surpasses anything by earlier laborers." [George Bancroft.]

Bearing relation to Language Principia does to Philosophy.
[Elihu Burritt]

Excels all others in defining scientific terms.
[President Hitchcock.]

So far as I know, best defining Dictionary.
[Horace Mann.]

Take it altogether, the surpassing work.
[Smart, the English Orthoepist.]

A necessity to every intelligent family, student, teacher,
and professional man. What library is complete without the
best English Dictionary ?

Webster's National Pictorial Dictionary.
1040 Pages Octavo. 600 Engravings. Price $6.

VALUABLE MUSICAL WOKKS
PUBLISHED BY

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston, and

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

Sample copies sent post-paid on receipt of price.

Charming Works of Musical Literature.

BEETHOVEN'S LETTERS. 1790-1826, with
a portrait and Facsimile. Cloth, $2.00.

LIFE OF CHOPIN. By F. Lizst. Cloth, $1.50.

LIFE OF FELIX MENDELSSOHN BAR-
THOLDY. Edited and translated by Wm. L.
Gage. $1.75.

LIFE OF HANDEL. By V. Schoelcher. $2.00.
LIFE OF ROSSINI. With a Portrait by Gus-

tave Dore. $1.75.

MENDELSSOHN'S LETTERS. 2 volumes.
Each, $1.75.

MOZART. A Romantic Biography. $1.75.
MOZART'S LETTERS. In 2 vols. Each, $1.75.

POLKO'S MUSICAL SKETCHES. $1.75.
POLKO'S REMINISCENCES OF MEN-
DELSSOHN. $1.75.

THE MUSICAL ART PRINCIPLE. 40 cts.

TO TEAOHEKS OF SINGING!
VOCAL TECHNICS,

A Progressive Course of 75 Exercises,
Original and selected.

For the Practice and Development of
Soprano, Mezzo-Soprano, Contralto,
Tenor, Baritone, and Bass Voices.

By GEO. JAMES WEBB.
These Exercises have been used by the author for

many years with very gratifying success, and are now
first published for the use of other teachers.

Price, $3.00.

Bichardson's New Method &r the Piano
Porte.

QUARTER OF A MILLION PIANISTS
Are indebted to Richardson's New Method
for their ability to play well. This book continues to

be the Standard of Piano Instruction throughout the
country. Its Easy Lessons, Pleasing Exercises, and
Charming Recreations, have made it extremely popu-
lar, while its rare adaptation to all grades of advance-
ment causes it to be not only valuable to a person dur-
ing his early studies but for a lifetime. Price, $3.75.

Published by G. & C. MERRIAM, Springfield, Moss.

Sold by all Booksellers.

Three Standard Church Music Books.
THE TEMPLE CHOIR. By T. F. Seward,

Dr. Lowell Mason, and Wm. B. Bradbury. Contain-
ing an unusual variety in its contents for the use of
choirs. The Singing School Department is unexcelled,
being very clear in its progression, and especially at-

tractive in the selections.

THE KEY NOTE. By Wm. B. Bradbury.
One of the more recent of this celebrated author's
works. Attractive and complete in all its departments.

THE JUBILEE. Bradbury's best book of
Church Music. More than 200,000 have already been
sold. Price of single copies of the above, $1.50 each.

$13.50 per dozen.

New and Popular Juvenile Music Book

!

THE GOLDEN ROBIN.
By W. 0. Perkins. Author of the " Nightingale,"

etc. Superior to all similar books of the kind. Con-
taining very attractive Kxercises, and several hundred
popular Songs. Sparkling Music ! Alive with the
spirit of the times, adapted to all occasions. Price,

60 cents.



To be Published in May by the

AMERICAN UNITARIAN ASSOCIATION.

STEPS OF BELIEF;
OR, RATIONAL CHRISTIANITY MAINTAINED AGAINST ATHEISM,

FREE RELIGION, AND ROMANISM.

By Rev. JAMES FREEMAN CLARKE, D. D.

Author of " Orthodoxy : its Truths and Errors," " Christian Doctrine of Prayer," etc.

ROCKS AND SHOALS.
LECTURES TO YOUNG MEN.

By Rev. GEORGE H. HEPWORTH.
Pastor of the Church of the Messiah, New York.

These lectures were recently delivered in the author's church, to crowded audiences,

and are now published in response to an earnest request from a large number of those

who heard them.

DAILY BREAD,
AND OTHER STORIES.

This volume will contain the two admirable stories (originally printed in the Boston

Daily Advertiser)

By Rev. EDWARD E. HALE:—

DAILY BEEAD, and OHKISTMAS WAITS IN BOSTON.
And also the stories, by an English author, which, in tract form, have been in such

great demand :
—

THE OILED FEATHER,
AND

THE MAN WHO KEPT HIMSELF IN REPAIR.

AMERICAN UNITARIAN ASSOCIATION,

42 CHAUNCY STREET,

BOSTON, MASS.



"BRIGHT, RACY, LIBERAL, AND FRANK"

EVEEY-DAY SUBJECTS
IN

SUNDAY SERMONS.
BY EEV. EOBEBT LAIED OOLLIEE, D. D., OF OEIGAGO.

Though a 16mo of 240 pages, on tinted paper of fine quality, it is sold to make it conform to

the low scale of prices adopted for the Association's publications, for $1.00, and will be sent, postage

paid, on receipt of the price.

The usual discount of 25 per cent, to clergymen.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
" Independent, practical, wide-awake, original, we have read them as they must have been listened to, with

real pleasure, and can commend the volume heartily."— New Covenant (Universalist), Chicago.

" Mr. Collier was formerly a Methodist clergyman, and this book illustrates a very radical change of religioui

views He evidently is not a Puritan, whatever he may once have been. The ideas of the book ar«

quite original, and the style is pleasing."— Western Bookseller, Chicago.

"The discourses before us are remarkably thorough. It is peculiarly satisfying to read them. One feels

that the preacher weighed well his thoughts before making them public. Whatever aid history and general

iterature could afford he availed himself of. Not only so, but the subject in all its bearings was carefully

scrutinized."

—

Journal, Chicago.

" Highly as we have been disposed to regard Mr. Collier's ability, earnestness, and fidelity, and important as

is the service which he is rendering to the liberal cause, this volume does much to confirm and increase that

high estimate." — Christian Register, Boston.

" We seldom read a book with a greater sense of mental and moral stimulus than we have realized in the

perusal of these sermons. Their first striking trait is their reality. They are sermons, not fine compositions full

of carefully studied phrases and rounded periods, but plain, direct, earnest; artistically careless and unfinished,

but fiery with the spirit of trust and love."— Sunday School Gazette, Boston.

" Fresh, earnest, and practical, going straight to the hearts and the daily experiences and life of the people,

and alive, too, with the spirit and doctrines of Universalism."— Universalist Quarterly, Boston,.

" The volume consists of bright, racy, liberal, and frank discourses, as taken down, when delivered, by

short-hand reporters. The preacher deals with practical subjects like a man in earnest, and this collection of

his pungent pulpit addresses is a fit gift for young men, who ought to read them."— Transcript, Boston.

" They treat of topics interesting to nearly all people in the community, in a highly popular style of com-

position, being nearly always lively and interesting in manner, whatever may be the views held in regard to the

opinions advanced in them."— Commonwealth, Boston.

11 We miss his living form from before us, the kindling eye, the clear electric voice, and the bold, energetic,

rousing action of the man himself. Yet these are stirring words of our Chicago brother, and no one can well

read them without being quickened thereby."— Liberal Christian, New York.

u The broad and liberal spirit with which these sermons are invested will arrest the attention of the reader

from the start. Mr. Collier is anything but a Puritan, and he does not disguise his liberalism in the least. . . .

The sermons have afforded us several very pleasant hours of reading, and will undoubtedly be enjoyed by all who

have the good fortune to obtain the volume."— Herald, New York. •

" Mr. Collier speaks with a force and plainness which command attention to his views, if they do not always

obtain assent."— Transcript, Portland, Me.

AMERICAN UNITARIAN ASSOCIATION,
42 CHAUNCY STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

^CHICAGO, Western News Company.



"ABLE, FAIR, ENTERTAINING, AND EMINENTLY READABLE."
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1. The Nation: The Foundations of Civil Order and Political Life in the United States. By E. MUL-

ford. In one volume, 8vo, cloth, $3.50

A contribution to political science, which undertakes to examine and state the ground and laws of national

existence. No work so comprehensive in its aim has hitherto appeared in the United States, and it can be

classed only with the productions of the great German publicists.

2. In Spain and Portugal. By Hans Christian Andersen. In one volume, crown 8vo, cloth.

$1.75. «fr

The fourth volume of Andersen's writings. The sketch of travel in Portugal is now for the first time trana

lated.

3. Nathan Read and the Steam-engine. By David Read. In one volume, crown 8vo. $1.75.
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RECENTLY PUBLISHED.
7. Health by Good Irving. By Dr. W. W. Hall, editor of " Hall's Journal of Health." In one

volume, 12mo, cloth. $1.50.
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8. American Edition of Dr. William Smith's Dictionary of the Bible. Edited by Pro-

fessor H. B. Hackett, D. D., and Ezra Abbot, LL. D. Volume III. Price in cloth, $6.50; half

morocco, $8.75; half calf, $9.00.

9. The Chinese Classics. A Translation by James Legge, D. D., of the London Missionary Society.

In five volumes, 8vo.

The first volume of the series to be presented is complete in itself, containing the works of Confucius and

Mencius, with complete indexes of subjects and proper names. The value of Dr. Legge's works is well under-
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10. Wonder Stories told for Children. By Hans Christian Andersen. One hundred and twenty

illustrations. In one volume, crown 8vo, cloth, gilt. $2.25.

To be Issued Shortly.

11. O. T. By Hans Christian Andersen. In one volume, crown 8vo.

12. The Heart of the Continent. By Fitz Hugh Ludlow. In one volume, 8vo.

13. A Treatise on the Christian Doctrine of Marriage. By HUGn Davey Evans, D. D. In

one volume, crown 8vo.

14. Translations from the Prose and Poetry of Alfred de Musset. By Mrs. A. L. Wis-

TA*. In o« volume, 16mo.

15. Mrs. Elliott's Housewife. By Mrs. Sarah A. Elliott. In one volume, 12mo.
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ING PRESS
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first-class press, with

which to " do your own printing," and as
being second to none for the use of

GENERAL JOB PRINTERS.
Many printers are using them, and find them

most admirably adapted for job work. Many
young men have bought them, and are doing all

the printing for the house which employs them,
thereby materially adding to their salaries.

Tkapkks and MANUFACTURERS are finding

them ^reat aids to their business. Principals of

Schools are fin. ling them very useful assistants;

and boys are finding them a never-failing source
of instruction, pleasure, and profit. Most lads of
fourteen, with one of these presses and a few
dollars' worth of material, are perfectly capable
of doing all the printing for their father's busi-

ness, and will be thereby gaining instruction.

Prices of Presses, $15, $30, $32, $50.
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testimonials from all narts of the country, and
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NINETEENTH ANNUAL REPORT
' OF the

Manhattan life Insurance Co,

OF NEW YORK,
Nos. 150 and 158 Broadivay.

EECEIPTS DUEING THE YEAE 1869.

For P.omiums, Extra Premiums,

etc. . ' . . . . $1,917,370.54

For Interest .... 366,737.61

For Interest and Rents accrued . 45,959.07

$2,330,067.22
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Revenue Stamps, Medical Ex-

aminers' Fees, Commissions,

etc.
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United States and New York State
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[Market value of the Securities, $707,0"G.]
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504,025.00
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$6,294,529.46
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OLD AND NEW.
THE PEOPLE'S MAGAZINE.

' •lli;i > by EDWARD E. 1 1 A I K.^rS^ c^ofthep™*; m adequate conception ca,

" TJia '("11/1 -..,.1 X' ) i- .. r. i i •lhe Did and New ' for March is already out, and
is, we may say, quite crowded with spicy, readable ar-
ticles, which, it somewhat condensed, would make ex-
cellent leaders for the daily journals. There is a fresh-
ness ot treatment and a freshness of topic in Mr Hale's
venture winch is as agreeable as it is peculiar."— Chi-
cago Evening Post.

"'The Examiner,' under which head book reviews
are grouped, and die ' Record of Progress,' in which the
various religious and reformatory movements are briefly
set forth, continue to be the peculiar features in the mag-
azine, and the only ones in which any great degree of
excellence is yet attained. The general articles seem
scrappy and incomplete."— Wilmington Post.

"•
• • • Language a Fine Art, in 'Old and New'

for February, should be printed and circulated as a tract
to reform the speech of the people."—Boston Tran-
script.

.

" For a critical writer in Language a Fine Art, after
punching folks for bad composition and orthography to
refer to a multitude of letters, and say 'Not oik tenth
of them is fit for publication,' and speak of knowledge
of synonyms, is a little hardy, to say the least "—
Green Bay Gazette.

" T
iV
e discontinuance of the ' Christian Examiner ' and

<™ Monthly Journal'— they having been merged in
Uld and .New, a magazine of a more general and lit-

erary kind— leaves the 'Monthly Review' the only
periodical, exceptthe weekly ones, having a distinctively
Unitarian denominational character. The field seems
thus left open for another periodical which shall be theo-
logical, religious, and denominational, whose object shall
be still to gather and express the best and profoundest
thought of the Unitarian body. " — Monthly Review.

" ' Old and New. '— ' Old and New ' begins its first
year with a gallant show, leaping with a single bound to
the head of the list of its kind in stvle, type, paper, size
and some other things, and cannot fail to prove itself a
lormidable competitor in the magazine market It is to
be regarded in two aspects : as a general literary and
critical journal, and as. a laborer for the most earnest
school of the Unitarians of the day. "— Congregation-
alist. * &

" ' Old and New ' for March opens finely. The arti-
cle on Religion in Schools, by A. D. Mayo, is a digni-
fied and clear statement of that question, and gives the
reader a complete idea of the aspect of the Conflict on
this subject in Cincinnati. "— Brooklyn Herald.

.

".' OJd and New ' for March has an article on Relig-
ion in ^schools, which strikes us as the most curious mis-
interpretation of the great issue now before the country,
and * inch, indeed, ought to have been written about the
tune when Gladstone, then a young sprig of torvism, was
writing Ins celebrated bonk on Church and State."—
independent.

Old and New.'— The most elegant monthly
magazine printed is the one bearing the above title,
lhe large print is _a pleasing novelty, enabling the
reader to peruse the interesting articles which appear in
C
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The intimations gathered from the press of the plan

t i.in than any of its predecessors, and must be acknowl-
edged as the representative print of the very vanguard
ol American ripeness in thought and culture. Its writ-
ers take hold of their subjects with a grasp of bold, manly
energy, and handle them with such clear and classic fe-
licity ot phrase, that it sweeps along on its untried course
with a grand, conscious majesty of power. A magazine
that enlists the pens ol such noble masters of American
thought and Saxon speech as Bellows, Hale, Collyer
Brigham, Everett, Julia Ward Howe, Emerson, Bry-
ant, and kindred souls, is the one that will best feed lhe
earnest soul that seeks good, strong growth rather than
easy resting and ^uiceless dwarfage. This magazine
deals with all topics of live human interest, whether
political, social, religious, scientific, historical, experi-
mental, or what not, and always with a characteristic
mcisiveness and vim that marks a writer who inks
strong thoughts, dares to speak his mind, and writes
clear, clean sense. The « Old and New ' is a good thin*-
to take stock in. It is a monthly of 128 pages of as
beautiful print as you ever set eyes on. " — Nebraska
Press.

''We must confess that we take up ' Old and New 1

with a little disappointment. Its outer garments are not
prepossessing

; they are suggestive of no originality, but
the same old ruts that came down from a former genera-
tion are too apparent. Will not some one start a Diog-
enes about the labyrinths of Boston, with lighted candle,
to search for an original man.' — Neiv EnglandHome-
stead.

" ' OJd and New ' for March is an improvement on
the preceding numbers. There are twenty-one articles,
many of them suggestive, and all of ihcm readable. We
except the poetry, which is of the dryest and dullest
I here seems to be totally lacking, in the magazine poe-
try of the dav. a sinede snark of tliP nnotlr A-,™*, ?>

..- ......,.,.,, m,., p ,u,iuui uom me press ot tr
and purpose ot the new magazine, ' Old and New
so satisfactory ;- ,u - - - 1 '

initial numl
ancy. WJ
one of tine:

Its homely
'shabby. No
an unaitracti

iture that the appearance of the
•' '• award to with high expect-

hand, the first feeling was
nent in its outward aspect,
uncut pages are decidedly
"•"- afford to present such

appearance. It is

*'«*•«*: «-t*»» iu uc luiaiiy idCKing, in tne magazine
try of the day, a single spark of the poetic flame.
Green Bay Gazette.

"'Old and New.'— The March or third number
of Messrs. Hurd & Houghton's magazine with the
above title is, in our judgment, the best yet issued
lhe poetry in this number is excellent. " —Providence
Press.

" ' Old and New * has struck out a new path in Ameri-
can magazine literature. While it has called to its pages
some ot the best literary writers of the day, it has also
enlisted some of the clearest, strongest, deepest relig-
ious thinkers of the age. Its spirit is catholic in the
best sense of that abused word. Such papers as these
furnish good strong food and no less encouragement to
the tens of thousands of minds and hearts which are
tired of the dry husks tendered them by the majority of
the self-appointed religious teachers of the dav/'—
Woojisocket Patriot.

" ' This last Boston noveltv is certainly too impotent
to inspire with hope of aid the minds of the humblest
suppliants, and so impossible as to fail to raise the most
credulous mind out of the calmness of denial into the
perplexity of doubt."— Church Register.

.

" '.O ld and New '
—

' The Beechers. '— The papers
.11 this neighborhood have just heard of the coming mag-
azine, which they call a ' Boston notion,' thought pre-
tends to be from Gotham ; and the people are curious
to know what kind of fare is coming from this copious
and heterogeneous bill. The mixed material in the
Independent ' newspaper has already proved that even

the pretence of unity in opinion is not necessary to the
success of a religious journal, and that orthodoxy can be
preserved even where the heterodox are chief of the
workers. It remains to be seen if a monthly magazine
winch has bought out two liberal organs, and ought in
honor to keep their spirit, can be liberal with so many
helpers who have an orthodox name. If the ' Old and
New

' shall prove its promise, it will get away many of
the subscribers to the other magazines. In this region,
at any rate, it does not injure the chance of a seculai
magazine to have in it a sharp spice of theological dis-
cussion,— even of eccentric piety, such as that of th*
beechers. " —Ann A rbor Cor. Transcript.

ive, not to say slovenly, ;

worth much to conciliate by a bright, comely exterior:— Chicago Post.

" ' Old and New.'— We have received the Febru-
ary number of this sturdy and bold adventurer upon the
great heaving sea of periodical literature. 'Old andNew' is known in common remark as Rev F E
Hale s new magazine ; but we find that it is a great 'deai
more. It takes a broader, bolder, more sweeping posi- ceecners. "-A nn Arbor Cor. Trans,
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